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The globalization of business means companies face

an ever-increasing number of risks outside their

home-country borders. A firm based in the United

States, for example, may face major lawsuits for

injuries sustained by customers in Australia due to

defects in a part made by a Chinese affiliate. A

European company may find itself the defendant 

in a costly class-action lawsuit in the United States.

An act of terrorism can target any company, any-

where. Such possibilities make it tougher than ever

to decide an already difficult question: What level 

of limits for liability insurance should a firm 

purchase?

Limits are designed to protect a company against

problems that occur infrequently but that can

extract a high monetary toll when they do occur—

the classic low-frequency/high-severity events.

Prudent financial management means not spending

money on protection that is not needed. But the

opposite is also true—prudence dictates that 

management not expose their company by buying

limits inadequate to protect against a realistic 

catastrophe loss.

Consider the tragic capsizing of a tour boat on 

Lake George, north of Albany, New York, in the fall 

of 2005. Of the 48 people on board at the time, 20

tourists died. Investigators have since concluded that

modifications made to the boat more than 15 years

ago had never been properly taken into account,

leading the boat to be unstable with more than 14

people on board. According to news reports, the com-

pany’s limits on its insurance policy were only US$2

million—not to mention that there are questions

about whether the policy even covered accidents on

the water. Given the likelihood of lawsuits and the

high number of deaths, US$2 million in limits will

likely be woefully insufficient. While this case may

be indicative of a poor decision by a small company,

it highlights the potential for catastrophic loss pre-

sented by liability for wrongful deaths or injuries to a

group of individuals.

Although the overall price of insurance undoubtedly

plays a role in determining limits, other factors are,

arguably, more important. This, the 15th annual

edition of Limits of Liability, aims to help companies

strike a balance between the cost of excess liability

insurance and their specific coverage needs. Finding

that balance requires a mix of art and science.

Limits of Liability 2006 draws on Marsh’s Casualty

Central database, the size and sophistication of

which mean we can place a high degree of confi-

dence in the data. The number of firms surveyed for

the report is exceptionally large—information from

7,196 firms went into the 2006 report, an increase of

19.3 percent over last year. The sheer numbers make

the data less subject to anomalies, increasing the

confidence that the data paint a clear picture of the

excess liability insurance marketplace.

Introduction
Setting Limits in a World of Risk

1
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Marsh looks at the data in a couple of ways. First, we

present a broad view of limits purchasing by com-

paring the raw numbers through the first quarter of

2006 to the raw numbers for the 2005 survey. Second,

we highlight purchasing trend data for companies

for which we have consecutive years of data.

Although it is important to know what your peers

are doing, the numbers alone don’t tell the entire

story. Experienced risk managers also practice the art

of limits purchasing to decide what is right for their

own companies. And that is why we also present

information in this report about relevant trends in

society at large—court decisions, jury awards, and

the like.

And as companies increasingly have operations

around the world, it’s important to keep pace 

with changes across borders. For example, as the

European Union (EU) adds new members, those

countries will adopt EU legislation, effectively mak-

ing EU law their national law. Adopting that legisla-

tion is only the beginning. Businesses face additional

costs and risks as the lengthy process of enforcing

and monitoring the implementation of those new

laws begins in the new member states.

It could be tempting to set a policy whereby you buy

higher limits when prices are low and lower limits

when prices are high. Data, in fact, suggest that

some companies do just that. Unfortunately, organi-

zations are exposed to risks that do not change

based on the amount of insurance they have or on

the price of insurance in a given year. What do

change are:

■ the nature of risks facing an organization;

■ the costs associated with injuries and wrongful

deaths;

■ attitudes toward liability in legal systems around

the world; and

■ an organization’s ability to survive a catastrophic

loss.

After a loss occurs is a bad time to find out that your

limits decisions were wrong. This report provides the

data and other information to help you with both

the art and science sides of your limits-purchasing

decisions, including:

■ other firms’ limits purchases;

■ how much they are paying;

■ trends in buying patterns, prices, and limits;

■ limits-purchasing patterns of peers in 23 industry

groupings;

■ jury awards and loss trends; and

■ the world’s changing liability climate.

Your company’s ability to manage and thrive in 

the global marketplace depends on many things.

Protecting against catastrophic loss is one of them,

and it is one of the most difficult decisions facing

insurance buyers. But through benchmarking and 

by staying aware of important developments in the

legal, regulatory, and risk management arenas in 

the areas of the world in which you operate, risk

managers and other key executives can help their

companies make informed decisions in the ever-

shifting world of liability risk.

After a loss occurs is a bad time to 

find out that your limits decisions 

were wrong.
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This report presents a range of information, both

quantitative and qualitative, aimed at helping com-

panies decide how much excess liability insurance

they need. It draws heavily on Marsh’s Casualty

Central database—a resource with an exceptional

breadth and depth of information. Among the key

issues and findings presented in this year’s report

are the following:

AWARD AND LOSS TRENDS

■ According to The National Law Journal’s (NLJ’s) top

100 jury verdicts, awards in products liability cases

increased significantly in 2005, comprising 15 per-

cent of the largest awards meted out by juries.
■ Punitive damage awards continued to decrease,

although they represented a higher percentage of

overall awards in 2005 than they did in 2004,

according to the NLJ.

■ The plaintiff’s bar continues to look for new

issues, any one of which could have a significant

impact on future liability costs. Areas that could

become the “next asbestos” include climate

change, lead paint, obesity, and welding fumes.

FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS

Global
■ Companies that have experienced large losses

(greater than US$5 million) in the past continued

in 2006 to purchase higher average limits than

companies that did not experience such losses. In

fact, in the United States, the average limits pur-

chased by companies with large-loss experience

were more than four times greater than those

without; while in Europe the ratio was in excess

of 7-to-1. The ratio has grown continually without

regard for pricing changes.

■ The survey population rose by 19 percent, with

the most significant growth occurring in the 

lowest revenue band. This development results 

in the overall reductions in average limits and 

pricing for the full population comparisons.

■ The cost of excess limits for the entire survey

population fell, with the average price per US$1

million of coverage dropping to US$10,651, a

decline of 12.5 percent compared to 2005.

■ The average limits purchased fell to US$47 

million, a decline of 19 percent compared to 

the 2005 average of US$58 million.

■ The largest organizations—those with revenues 

in excess of US$10 billion—paid an average of

US$0.15 per US$1,000 of revenue in 2006, com-

pared to US$0.14 in 2005, a 7 percent increase

Executive Summary

2
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■ The smallest companies, those with revenues up

to US$200 million, paid US$1.78 per US$1,000 of

revenue in 2006, a 15.6 percent decrease over 2005.

■ Companies for which Marsh has two to three 

consecutive years of data show slightly different

trends than the entire survey population. For

example, while the entire European survey 

population saw limits decrease by 8.4 percent 

to €30 million, the trend for European companies

over three years was to hold basically flat at 

€35 million.

United States

■ For those U.S. companies for which Marsh has

three consecutive years of data, limits purchased

have risen moderately to US$84 million in 2006

compared to US$82 million in 2005 and US$80

million in 2004.

■ The trend data show a 5.8 percent drop in the

average price per US$1 million of coverage, to

US$12,501 in 2006 from US$13,271 in 2005.

■ The trend data also show that the cost of coverage

measured against revenue in 2006 stayed relatively

flat, at US$0.37 compared to US$0.39 in 2005.

■ The average limits purchased for all 2,897 U.S.

companies in our survey dropped to US$66 mil-

lion in 2006 compared to US$75 million in 2005.

■ Average limits purchased varied tremendously by

industry grouping, ranging from a high of US$110

million in Utility—Non-nuclear to a low of US$30

million in Government.

Elsewhere

■ Canada: The number of Canadian firms contribut-

ing to this report increased by 87 percent. The

average price per US$1 million of coverage

dropped 37 percent in 2006 to US$5,418 from

US$8,656 in 2005.

■ Europe: The average limits purchased in 2006 

fell to €30 million from €33 million in 2005, with

the largest decrease coming in companies with

revenues between €5 billion and €10 billion.

■ United Kingdom: The average limits purchased for

companies for which we had three consecutive

years of data remained relatively flat, increasing

by 1.8 percent to €67 million in 2006 compared 

to €66 million in 2005 and €67 million in 2004.

Pricing for those companies decreased both 

on the basis of price per million and rate per

€1,000 of revenue.

■ Latin America: Average limits varied greatly by

country, from US$7 million in Colombia to US$29

million in Bolivia.

Note: To facilitate comparisons, the U.S. dollar and

the Euro are the only currencies used in this report.
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Even the best-prepared of companies is not immune

from catastrophic losses. This section of the report

looks at some of the top jury awards from 2005,

with an eye to trends, such as the continued decline

in punitive damages, the rise in products liability

awards, and the continued prominence of motor

vehicle awards. It also looks at some potential 

candidates for the title of “the next asbestos”

coming from the plaintiffs’ bar and wrongful death

and injury award trends. In the next chapter we will

explore the very real impact that large losses—

US$5 million or more—have on companies’ limits-

purchasing decisions.

TRENDS AND TOP AWARDS IN
THE UNITED STATES IN 2005

The cost of the U.S. tort system grew by an estimated

5.9 percent in 2004 to about US$260 billion, according

to a study by the Tillinghast unit of Towers Perrin.

That represented about 2.2 percent of U.S gross

domestic product (GDP), the highest percentage in

any industrialized nation surveyed. Costs in the

United States were projected to hit US$277 billion 

in 2005 and US$295 billion in 2006. The following

chart compares tort costs as a percent of GDP in 

11 countries.
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Although no one can predict the future, one part of

planning for potential liability catastrophes is to

examine the list of the largest jury verdicts handed

down from year to year. One source of that informa-

tion is The National Law Journal’s (NLJ’s) annual report

on the top 100 verdicts (see Appendix C), a key infor-

mation source for the legal industry. The list can help

to identify developing trends in award sizes and in

the types of cases that can lead to major damage

awards. Many a risk manager and CFO can likely

look at the list of cases and think, “That could have

happened to us.”

Award and Loss trends

3
Tort Costs as a Percent of GDP—2003

Country Percent

Poland 0.6

Denmark 0.6

France 0.7

United Kingdom 0.7

Switzerland 0.8

Japan 0.8

Belgium 1.0

Spain 1.0

Germany 1.1

Italy 1.7

United States 2.2

Source: Tillinghast, U.S. Tort Costs and Cross-Border Perspectives: 
2005 Update

One part of planning for potential liability

catastrophes is to examine the list of 

the largest jury verdicts handed down 

from year to year.
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A worthwhile exercise for a risk manager is to think

about worst-case (high-severity) outcomes as he/she

looks over a company’s:

■ close calls;

■ cases with minor injuries that could have been

major; and

■ cases involving one occurrence with the potential

to generate multiple claimants.

Such an exercise may provide a basis of estimating

catastrophic loss potential that can be applied 

during the limits-purchasing decision process.

DR O P I N TO P AWA R D S

In 2005, the total amount of the awards from the

cases making up the NLJ’s top 100 jury verdicts

dropped for the third consecutive year. The median

of the top 100 verdicts was US$30 million in 2005,

compared to US$35 million in 2004, US$36.1 million

in 2003, and US$46.9 million in 2002. (Year-to-year

comparisons have been adjusted for inflation.) The

total amount awarded for the top 100 verdicts in

2005 dropped to US$8.6 billion, compared to US$11.4

billion in 2004 and US$20.5 billion in 2003.

The award numbers in 2005 dropped in other areas,

too.

■ The largest single award in 2005 was US$1.4 

billion, compared to a top award of US$1.6 billion

in 2004 and US$12.4 billion in 2003.

■ In 2005, the average award among the top 100 

was US$85.8 million, compared to US$113.8 

million in 2004.

■ Punitive damage award ratios continued to fall.

■ In 2005, 90 of the top 100 verdicts were for US$20

million or more, which was more than the 87 

in 2004, but fewer than the 98 in 2003, and all 

100 in 2002.

PU N I T I V E DA M AG E AWA R D S

Punitive damage awards have tended to be the “wild

card” in jury verdicts, showing much wider variation

in size than the compensatory damages awarded.

Some legal experts consider punitive awards to be

the part of the U.S. tort system most in need of

reform. In 2005, punitive damages amounted to

US$3.5 billion of the total awarded by juries in the

top 100 cases, representing 43 percent of the amount

awarded. That’s slightly more than the 38 percent of

the total that punitive damages represented in 2004,

but less than in other recent years.
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Some experts speculate that a 2003 decision by the

U.S. Supreme Court could be behind the drop in the

punitive-to-compensatory ratio. In State Farm Mutual

Insurance Co. v. Campbell—a case that resulted in a

145-to-1 punitive-to-compensatory ratio—the Court

said that “few” punitive awards that exceed a single-

digit ratio “will satisfy due process.” The Court—

which sent the US$146 million State Farm verdict

back to state court—has never laid out a so-called

“bright-line test” stating exactly what ratio would be

satisfactory. However, it did say in the State Farm case

that a 4-to-1 ratio “might be close to the line of con-

stitutional impropriety.” More than 20 states have

passed legislation limiting punitive damages. New

Jersey, for example, allows punitive damages to be no

more than 5 times compensatory damages.

Source: The National Law Journal
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Punitive Damage Awards as Percentage of Total Awards
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The battle over appropriate punitive-to-compensa-

tory damage ratios is certainly not over. In April 2006,

a California appellate court upheld a US$28 million

punitive damages award in a tobacco case—33 times

greater than the compensatory damages awarded in

the same case. The defendant is appealing the 

decision.

PR O D U C T S L I A B I L I T Y AWA R D S

The top category in the 2005 NLJ list as far as num-

ber of cases was products liability, the underlying

cause of action in 15 percent of the cases. The largest

products liability award was against a pharmaceuti-

cal company for US$253.5 million, of which US$229

million was for punitive damages that were auto-

matically reduced by local law. Still, the verdict

shows a jury’s willingness to award significant dam-

ages when it believes a company deserves punish-

ment. The drug company involved faces nearly

10,000 lawsuits involving the same product.

Unusually, 7 of the top products liability awards were

against one company, an automobile manufacturer.

The claims involved several different car models and

alleged design defects. The awards in the 7 cases

ranged from US$43.2 million down to US$20.5 mil-

lion and totaled US$255.4 million. Other defendants

in products liability cases in the top 100 included

other automobile manufacturers, an airplane-engine

parts manufacturer, tobacco companies, and a tool

manufacturer.

M A R S H — L I M I T S  O F  L I A B I L I T Y  2 0 0 6 7
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Of the products liability lawsuits over the 10 years

ending in April 2005 that resulted in a jury verdict for

the plaintiffs, 51 percent of the compensatory

awards were for more than US$1 million, according

to Jury Verdict Research (JVR). Further, 13 percent of

those awards were for more than US$7.5 million and

5 percent for more than US$20 million. (Note: JVR did

not include punitive damage awards, special awards,

property loss awards, and other awards in its find-

ings.)

Products Liability—Jury Compensatory Awards to Plaintiffs,

1995-2005

Award median $1,000,000

Award probability range* $225,000 to $3,381,000

Award range $1 to $285,000,000

Award mean $4,463,001

Awards greater than $1,000,000 51 percent

*The middle 50 percent of all awards arranged in ascending order 
in a sampling, 25 percent above and below the median award.

Source: Jury Verdict Research
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PRODUCTS LIABILITY AND
RECALLS IN EUROPE

Products liability is becoming more of an issue in

Europe, as the European Union (EU) has adopted

strategies to enforce consumer protection rules more

effectively. The EU’s 2004 General Product Safety

Directive raised the bar for product safety in Europe

by defining safety in more exacting terms. The

Directive stipulates that manufacturers and distribu-

tors must inform the relevant authorities if they 

suspect that one of their products endangers public

health and safety. They must also disclose informa-

tion about their recall policies. And manufacturers

must be able to show that they can trace their prod-

ucts in the supply chain.

Since European figures were first compiled in the

EU’s Rapid Alert System (RAPEX) in 2004, product

recalls have increased dramatically, partly as a result

of the Directive. The weekly number of product

recalls reported to the European Commission

increased from an average of 6 per week in 2004 to

14 per week in 2005.

Food products continue to be especially sensitive.

Following a survey of 150 soft drinks on sale in the

United Kingdom, for example, four were found to

exceed the World Health Organization’s guideline for

benzene limits and were recalled by manufacturers,

two of which were supermarket chains. In early 2006,

Belgium was involved in a major food scare when

cancer-causing dioxins were found in a Belgian pork-

fat ingredient used in animal feed in Belgium and

the Netherlands, echoing a major crisis in 1999 when

traces of dioxin were found in chicken. A number of

countries—including South Korea, Japan, Taiwan, and

China—banned imports of Belgian pork as a result.

The risk was found to be negligible by Belgian food

authorities, but several thousand pigs were culled,

and farmers and others affected by the scare are

seeking compensation for damages.

The underlying reasons for food recalls are broader

than contamination. In the United Kingdom in 2005,

for example, 100,000 cans of a soft drink were

recalled because of fears about the packaging burst-

ing. Increasingly, companies are taking a better-safe-

than-sorry approach. This is reflected in the tenden-

cy to recall products said to be “contaminated,” but

with levels of contamination that fall within allowed

health levels.

As more production takes place in China and Asia, it

is inevitable that an increasing number of recalls will

involve products from those regions. For example, an

estimated 75 percent of toy products sold in Europe

are made in China. While manufacturing quality is

generally good in Asia, regulatory standards around

product safety are not as stringent as in Europe. Of

847 product-recall notifications submitted to the

RAPEX system in 2005, almost 50 percent originated

in Asia, with 346 products in China and another 41

from other countries.

Finally, one of the highest-profile products liability

trials ever seen in Europe is underway, centered

around the 1999 Mont Blanc tunnel fire in which 39

people were killed. The manufacturer of the truck

that exploded and ignited the fire faces claims for

damages in the hundreds of millions of dollars.
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Electric Shock
31%

Risk of Injury
29%

Fire Risk/Burns
15%

Smoking/
Suffocation

12%

Chemical Risk
9%

Health Risk
3%

European Product Recalls
by Nature of Risk 

Source: European Commission Health & Consumer Protection
Directorate-General
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MOTO R V E H I C L E V E R D I C T S K E E P PAC E

Motor vehicle cases were once again among the

most frequent jury verdicts found in the top 100,

continuing at nearly the same pace as in the previ-

ous year. Thirteen percent of the top 100 cases in

2005 involved motor vehicles, down slightly from 14

percent in 2004, but considerably higher than the 4

percent in 2003.

The presence for a second consecutive year of so

many big verdicts for motor vehicle cases reinforces

the special emphasis that risk managers and other

key executives must place on auto liability. Along

with workers compensation and general liability,

auto liability is one of the three key drivers of the

overall casualty cost of risk. In 2005, organizations in

the United States paid, on average, US$0.34 per

US$1,000 revenue for auto liability coverage, accord-

ing to Marsh’s Casualty Cost of Risk 2006 report,

released earlier this year. That translated to an aver-

age of US$1,140 per vehicle. (In comparison, organi-

zations paid US$1.52 per US$1,000 revenue for work-

ers compensation and US$0.62 per US$1,000 revenue

for general liability.)

The top motor vehicle award in 2005 was for US$30.6

million against a defendant sheriff’s department. The

size of that award is significant, given that only one

person was injured in the accident. The plaintiff in

the case was an 18-year-old man who suffered

severe injuries that will require lifelong care. Had

there been passengers in the car sustaining similar

injuries, the award could easily have doubled, tripled,

or more.

In 2006, companies and insurers both appeared to

recognize the potential for catastrophic losses asso-

ciated with motor vehicle accidents. As the following

chart shows, the excess limits companies purchased

went up significantly as the number of vehicles in

their fleets—and thus their exposures—increased. As

fleet sizes increased, so did the price per US$1 mil-

lion dollars of coverage, from US$7,512 per million

for companies with relatively small fleets to

US$24,112 per US$1 million of coverage for compa-

nies with the biggest fleets.

M A R S H — L I M I T S  O F  L I A B I L I T Y  2 0 0 6 9

Motor vehicle accidents show how a single type of

exposure can lead to a catastrophic loss. The issues

that brought defendants to court in 2005’s motor

vehicle cases included:

■ driver training;

■ road design;

■ road maintenance;

■ hazard warnings;

■ automobile manufacturing defects;

■ alcohol use; and

■ hiring practices.

Fortunately for both the companies and the occu-

pants, most of the motor vehicle cases in 2005 that

resulted in large awards did not involve a large num-

ber of defendants or injuries. Damage awards could

jump significantly if a single accident were to result

in multiple injuries or deaths, such as if a bus were

involved. For example, several lawsuits have been

filed in connection with a fire aboard a bus carrying

elderly evacuees from Hurricane Katrina. Twenty-

three people died as a result of the fire. Ensuing 

lawsuits have named as defendants the driver, the

bus company, and the housing facility from which

the senior citizens were being bused.

A w a r d  a n d  L o s s  T r e n d s

Average Limits Purchased—United States

Results Based on Vehicle Count

Average Limits Price per $1 Million
Vehicles (Millions) of Coverage

0-100 $41 $7,512

101-250 $68 $10,311

251-500 $81 $11,529

501-1,000 $118 $11,794

1,001-5,000 $176 $15,409

5,001+ $285 $24,112

All $66 $11,895

In 2006, companies and insurers both

appeared to recognize the potential for 

catastrophic losses associated with 

motor vehicle accidents.
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AS B E S TO S A N D S I L I C O S I S

U.S. companies continue to struggle with the effects

of asbestos lawsuits filed both by people who have

become sick due to exposure to the material and by

those who have been exposed but have yet to show

signs of illness. Two of the NLJ top 100 verdicts in

2005 were asbestos cases, yielding verdicts of US$31

million and US$25.7 million. In one of those cases,

the plaintiff was a woman who alleged she devel-

oped mesothelioma as a result of laundering her

husband’s asbestos-dust-contaminated work clothes.

However, developments in two areas appear likely

to affect the nature of future asbestos, silicosis, and

other litigation, according to a recent report by NERA

Economic Consulting, a Marsh sister company.1

First, a ruling by a Texas judge in a class-action law-

suit involving claims of silicosis has caused a stir in

asbestos and other cases. Silicosis, a disease of the

lungs caused by the prolonged breathing in of fine

sand particles, has generated a number of lawsuits

in recent years, reminding many people of the

asbestos issue. But in June 2005, a federal judge

remanded back to a lower court nearly 10,000 silico-

sis cases, saying the doctors’ diagnoses in the cases

were not based on medical evidence, but were “man-

ufactured for money.” The judge’s ruling has led to

investigations of many asbestosis diagnoses across

the country.

Second, while federal legislation to come to grips

with asbestos liability remains elusive, states have

begun to address asbestos cases on their own.

Certain states have established medical criteria for

all pending and future claims, including require-

ments that claimants submit medical reports

demonstrating physical impairment and that cases

be tried individually. The aim is to end the type of

mass screening of claimants criticized by the 

Texas judge.
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TH E N E X T A S B E S TO S

As asbestos grinds its way through the U.S. legal and

political systems, finding the “next asbestos” is a

concern for risk managers and plaintiffs’ lawyers

alike. The following are among the current crop of

candidates for that title:

■ Obesity: Obesity is rapidly becoming the No. 1

health issue in the United States. Numerous 

lawsuits have been filed against restaurants and

food manufacturers, alleging that they have 

contributed to the obesity epidemic and are thus

liable for the health problems—from diabetes to

heart trouble—suffered by obese people. A number

of states have enacted legislation aimed at 

preventing obesity lawsuits.

■ Lead paint: In February 2006, a Rhode Island jury

found three paint manufacturers liable to pay for

the cleanup of lead paint throughout public build-

ings in the state. Lead-based paint was banned in

the United States in 1978 due to its potentially

damaging health affects on children. Legal experts

disagree on the long-term implications of the

Rhode Island case, which did not award punitive

damages. Other cases against lead-paint manufac-

turers have been filed in California, New Jersey,

and Wisconsin.

■ Welding fumes: In a class-action lawsuit filed in

federal court in Cleveland, thousands of welders

are suing numerous manufacturers of welding

equipment. The underlying claim is that fumes

emitted during welding contain manganese that,

when inhaled, can cause serious neurological

damage.

■ Climate change: A mounting body of scientific evi-

dence has convinced many people—including

many inside of once-skeptical corporations—that

human activities which result in the release of

carbon dioxide (CO2) and other so-called “green-

house gases” into the atmosphere could be con-

tributing to global climate change. A handful of

lawsuits have been filed or are being considered

based on potential damages.

1. Institutional Response to Tort System Breakdown: Asbestos Enters a New
Phase, NERA Economic Consulting, February 2006
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HU R R I CA N E KAT R I NA

The waters had not receded from New Orleans

before the tide of lawsuits based on Hurricane

Katrina began to rise. Insured losses from that storm

are estimated at more than US$40 billion, a number

that is based primarily on property losses and that

could increase substantially depending on the out-

come of numerous lawsuits.

A recent report by reinsurance experts at Guy

Carpenter, a Marsh sister company, suggest the fol-

lowing exposures will be among the liability issues

likely to wind up in court:2

■ Pollution: Although most primary and excess lia-

bility policies contain pollution exclusions, their

application is already being challenged in hurri-

cane-related lawsuits.

■ Mold: The flooding associated with Katrina and

other of the 2005 hurricanes—combined with the

lengthy evacuation and delayed cleanup of stand-

ing water in many areas—is expected to lead to

lawsuits contesting the mold exclusions common-

ly found in policies.

■ Complex claims: Many claims arising out of

Katrina may involve complex questions as to the

proximate cause of damages, which may lead to

allocation disputes. Such complexity may cause

difficulties in subrogation claims in terms of

apportioning responsibility.

An additional concern for companies faced with

potential litigation from the 2005 hurricane season

stems from the reputations of the liability systems 

in the states most affected by the storms. In 2005,

the U.S. Chamber of Commerce ranked those states’ 

liability systems among the worst in the country:

■ Texas: 44th

■ Louisiana: 47th

■ Alabama: 48th

■ Mississippi: 50th

M A R S H — L I M I T S  O F  L I A B I L I T Y  2 0 0 6 11
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2. Recent Legislative and Judicial Trends Affecting the U.S. Casualty Industry,
Guy Carpenter, November 2005.

The waters had not receded from New

Orleans before the tide of lawsuits based

on Hurricane Katrina began to rise.
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VALUING A PRODUCTS
LIABILITY CLAIM

The spike in 2005 in the number of products liability

cases in the NLJ’s top 100 verdicts should give com-

panies pause. Consider the potential results from the

following hypothetical case—an amalgam of some

very real cases. Although the example here uses an

automobile manufacturer, it shouldn’t take much

imagination to create a similar scenario for the

maker of nearly any product.

Case: A family of four is returning home from a long

vacation in the mountains. The father, attempting to

avoid debris from a rock slide, veers sharply to the

right. His wife is asleep in the front passenger seat—

reclined but wearing her seat belt—when the SUV

swerves off the road, turns sideways, and rolls. She is

ejected and dies in a hospital two days later.

The ensuing lawsuit charges the automobile manu-

facturer under strict products liability, alleging that

manufacturing and design defects caused the vehicle

to roll and the seat belt to malfunction. The plaintiffs

also allege the manufacturer failed to warn buyers

about the vehicle’s propensity to roll and of the seat

belt to malfunction when the seat is reclined. The

manufacturer contends that its vehicle is safe and

that there was nothing to warn people about. The

sole cause of the accident, it contends, was that the

husband was driving too fast and lost control of the

vehicle.

How might a jury value the damage suffered in such

an accident caused by a defective product? The fig-

ures used in the following are based on similar

awards in this year’s NLJ top 100 awards.

The jury comes back with a plaintiff’s verdict and

awards:

■ US$30 million for survivors’ pain and suffering to

the children

■ US$15 million for survivor’s pain and suffering to

the husband

■ US$3 million for loss of support and services

■ US$45 million punitive damages

US$93 million total

Now imagine that a design flaw really did exist and

that the rollover/ejection situation played out a

dozen or more times, leading, potentially, to hun-

dreds of millions of dollars in awards. And motor

vehicles cases are only one example. Change the

industry and you could find:

■ a pharmaceutical company sued for a previously

undetected risk of heart attack after prolonged

use of a particular drug;

■ a chair maker sued after shoddy welding causes

its folding chairs to collapse, causing serious back

injuries;

■ a food-machinery manufacturer sued after a poor-

ly placed safety switch on its meat grinders leads

to hand amputations; or

■ a dairy sued after a batch of its product is con-

taminated with salmonella causing illnesses and

a few deaths.

Obviously, differences in circumstances, extent of

injuries, jury attitudes, and more come into play in

assessing the damages in any case. In many situa-

tions, a defense may be possible—and warranted—

that results in no damages being awarded. But it’s

also possible that total damages could skyrocket

based on the number and/or severity of injuries and

the vagaries of trial venues. The point is that the very

core of your business—your products—can result in

a liability catastrophe.
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Paralysis—Award Medians by Age Group,

March 1996-March 2006

Age 17 and under 

Age 18-29 

Age 30-39

Age 40-49 

Age 50+

Overall

Source: Jury Verdict Research

INJURY AND WRONGFUL 
DEATH AWARD TRENDS

Juries may place different values on injuries and

deaths based on such characteristics as age and

extent of injury.

IN J U RY:  PA R A LY S I S

In the 10-year period from March 1996 through

March 2006, the median jury award for injuries that

caused paralysis was US$7,021,500, according to a

study by JVR. Not surprisingly, juries awarded higher

amounts to younger people, who would, on average,

have to live with their injuries for a greater portion

of their lives than would older accident victims.

The study found the most common liability situation

for paralysis cases was medical malpractice, followed

by products liability. Interestingly, the highest medi-

an awards came in business negligence cases.

IN J U RY:  S E R I O U S B R A I N I N J U R I E S

Jury awards are likely to be significantly higher 

than settlements in cases involving serious brain

injuries. From December 1996 through December

2005, for example, the median award from a jury in

cases resulting in severe mental deficiency was

US$8,000,000, compared to a settlement median 

of US$2,750,000, according to JVR. Those figures 

do not include the often significant legal costs in

such cases.
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Paralysis—Most Common Liability Situations,

March 1996-March 2006

Liability Percent of Total Median Award

Medical malpractice 27 $4,500,000

Products liability 21 $9,700,000

Vehicular liability 19 $6,895,000

Business negligence 12 $10,000,000

Premises liability 9 $4,552,000

Other liabilities 12 $7,021,500

Source: Jury Verdict Research

Serious Brain Injuries—

Median Awards, December 1996-December 2005

Permanently Severe 
Seizure Comatose or Mental
Disorders Semi-Comatose Deficiency

Verdicts $1,595,000 $5,178,100 $8,000,000

Settlements $1,000,000 $3,750,000 $2,750,000

Source: Jury Verdict Research

$12,500,000

$9,608,250

$7,322,089

$3,340,000

$7,584,152

$7,021,500
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WR O N G F U L D E AT H

In 2004, the mean award in the wrongful death of an

adult male increased from the previous year to the

second-highest level since 1997, according to JVR.

From 1997 through 2004, 24 percent of the jury

awards for adult male wrongful death cases

stemmed from vehicular accidents. By considering

the mean award numbers, we incorporate the severity

component of loss—the key area limits are intended

to protect against. Of the 76 percent of nonvehicular

awards, 34 percent were for medical malpractice

cases, 20 percent for business negligence, 19 percent

for products liability, 10 percent for premises liability,

5 percent for government negligence, 4 percent for

personal negligence, 4 percent for police negligence,

and 4 percent for other causes.

Also in 2004, the mean award in the wrongful death

of an adult female increased over the previous year,

though it was still at the second-lowest level since

1998. From 1997 through 2004, 28 percent of the jury

awards for adult female wrongful death cases

stemmed from vehicular accidents. Of the 72 percent

of nonvehicular awards, 55 percent were for medical

malpractice cases, 16 percent for business negli-

gence, 10 percent for products liability, 7 percent for

government negligence, 4 percent for personal negli-

gence, and 8 percent for other causes.

Award Measures—Wrongful Death of Adult Males

Award  
Year Median Award Range Award Mean

2000 $1,500,000 $5,313 to $50,000,000 $3,285,761

2001 $1,287,200 $705 to $21,051,943 $2,693,619

2002 $1,417,745 $1,250 to $100,361,000 $5,199,759

2003 $1,753,506 $2,000 to $20,000,000 $3,522,488

2004 $1,503,700 $100 to $105,000,000 $4,724,234

Source: Jury Verdict Research

Award Measures—Wrongful Death of Adult Females

Award  
Year Median Award Range Award Mean

2000 $1,189,168 $4,302 to $29,200,000 $2,454,273

2001 $990,750 $8,750 to $43,000,000 $3,021,611

2002 $1,000,000 $5,809 to $65,000,000 $3,650,580

2003 $1,460,000 $20,000 to $5,716,657 $1,602,454

2004 $1,250,000 $29,947 to $19,084,826 $2,374,272

Source: Jury Verdict Research
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Findings and Analysis

4
This section looks at the results of Marsh’s 2006 

survey, with an eye on the global picture as well as

breakdowns for the United States, Europe, Canada,

and selected other parts of the world.

IMPACT OF LARGE LOSSES

Year after year, our survey has shown that U.S. com-

panies that have been hit recently with large liability

losses—defined as US$5 million or more—tend to

buy higher limits. The takeaway from that data is

that experience appears to play a significant role in

how companies spend their insurance dollars. In

2006, one-in-twenty companies in our survey had

seen such a loss in the past five years.3 The average

limits purchased for this group was US$220 million,

compared to US$56 million for companies that had

not experienced a loss of that magnitude in the pre-

ceding five years.

Companies that have suffered a loss of this magni-

tude apparently do not see limits purchasing as an

elastic decision. Despite significant changes in insur-

ance prices over the past six years, companies that

have had large losses continue to buy an ever-greater

amount of insurance than do others. In 2006, the gap

between the two groups increased yet again, with

both an increase in limits purchased by those with

large-loss experience and a decrease among those

without such a loss. The companies with large-loss

experience bought more than four times the limits 

in 2006 as other companies, the largest difference

between the two groups in the seven years that

Marsh has tracked this trend.

Large Losses* Influence Limits Purchasing—
United States (Millions)

Year 0 50 100 150 200 250

2000

2002

2001

2003

2005

Limits Purchased by Companies Not Experiencing Large Losses

2004

2006

Limits Puchased by Companies Experiencing Large Losses

$96
$207

$90
$193

$84
$203

$75
$207

$66
$193

$64
$199

$56
$220

*Large Losses Defined as $5 Million or Greater

The companies with large-loss 

experience bought more than 

four times the limits in 2006 as 

other companies.

3. The downward trend in this percentage—from 6.5 percent in 2005 and 7.1 percent in
2004—is likely due to the fact that our survey adds more smaller companies than larger 
ones each year. In general, larger companies face larger awards.
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The US$5 million mark is used to define a large loss

because it offers some insight into the frequency of

claims breaching primary limits, which averaged

US$1.8 million in 2006. Even companies with rev-

enues in excess of US$1 billion averaged primary

general liability limits of only US$3.7 million. While a

US$5 million loss would be relatively easily absorbed

by large companies, it could be disastrous to smaller

ones. Another way to look at the impact of an unin-

sured large loss is to consider its impact on rev-

enues. The following chart illustrates the amount of

additional product/services a company would have

to sell to make up for uninsured losses in order to

maintain their target profit margin/net operating

income (NOI) rate.
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METHODOLOGY 

Marsh surveyed 7,196 companies about their liability

insurance programs, including data on limits pur-

chased, premiums, attachment points, and five-year

history of claims for US$5 million or more. Of those

companies, 2,897 were based in the United States.

This year’s survey includes data from 53 countries on

6 continents, an increase of 11 countries over the

2005 survey. New to the survey this year are Bolivia,

China, Hong Kong, Israel, Malaysia, Philippines,

Romania, Singapore, Thailand, Ukraine, and Vietnam.

Impact of Uninsured Loss 

Uninsured Loss (Millions)

Re
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) Profit/NOI Margin
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$2,500

$3,000

$2,000

$1,000

$1,500

$500

0

n n 5% n n 10% n n 15%  n n 20%  n n 25%

$5 $10 $25 $50 $75 $100 $150

The data are analyzed in two ways. First, we compare

the raw numbers for the full survey population

through the first quarter of 2006 to last year’s survey,

providing a broad view of the current market condi-

tions of limits purchasing. Second, we examine the

purchasing trends for the basket of companies for

which we have consecutive years of data. Because

the basket is so large, the comparison shows the 

patterns that emerge when looking at the same

group of companies over time.

The survey information was input to Marsh’s

Casualty Central database and sorted by three key

attributes—industry, company size, and location.
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Distribution of Firms—Global
(by Revenue Size)
 

Revenue
(Millions) 0 2,000 4,000 6,000 8,000

$0 - $200

$501 - $1,000

$201 - $500

$1,001 - $5,000

$10,000+ 

2005

$5,001 - $10,000

All

2006

2,962
4,118

1,222
1,221

618
631

850
861

179
180

201
185

6,032
7,196

Average Limits Purchased in Millions—Global
(by Revenue Size)
 

Revenue
(Millions) 0 50 100 150 200 250 300

$0 - $200

$501 - $1,000

$201 - $500

$1,001 - $5,000

$10,000+ 

2005

$5,001 - $10,000

All

2006

$26
$21

$37
$40

$66
$63

$117
$105

$199
$152

$255
$267

$58
$47

Full Population

GLOBAL

Average liability limits purchased through the first

quarter of 2006 by the 7,196 companies in our survey

came to US$47 million, 19 percent lower than the

2005 average of US$58 million.4 Cost also fell. For the

entire survey population, the average price per US$1

million of coverage dropped to US$10,651, a drop of

12.5 percent compared to 2005.

LI M I T S P U R C H A S E D

The region purchasing the highest average limit

through the first quarter of 2006 was Australia at

US$159 million. The next highest average limit was

found in South Africa at US$142 million, followed by

New Zealand and the United States at US$66 million

each and Northwestern Europe (Ireland and the

United Kingdom) at US$47 million.

Other interesting results regarding limits purchasing

include the following:

■ Countries with the highest average limits were

Australia at US$159 million, South Africa at

US$142 million and Japan at US$89 million.

■ Countries with the lowest average limits were

Lithuania, Malaysia, and Vietnam, which were all

at US$1 million.

■ The highest limits purchased were in Germany at

US$1.24 billion, Italy at US$1.18 billion, Australia at

US$1.1 billion, and Venezuela and the United

States at US$1 billion.

4. When reading about global comparisons in this report, it should be kept in mind that data
from the United States, Europe, and the United Kingdom are more complete than from the
rest of the world.
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Cost of limits: We looked at cost in two ways. First,

what is the price to buy US$1 million of coverage;

second, how much does it cost per US$1,000 rev-

enue? It should be noted that the first US$1 million

of coverage costs more than the second; the second

costs more than the third; and so on. The reason is

that the higher the limit, the less likely a loss will

penetrate it.

In 2006, the average price per US$1 million of cover-

age fell to US$10,651, a drop of 12.5 percent com-

pared to the 2005 price of US$12,177.

■ For countries from which we had at least 20 sur-

vey participants, the highest average prices per

US$1 million of coverage were found in France at

US$19,474, Italy at US$17,948, Taiwan at

US$17,700, and Germany at US$16,062.

Average Price Per $1 Million of Coverage—Global
(by Revenue Size)
 

Revenue
(Millions) 0 5,000 10,000 15,000  20,000

$0 - $200

$501 - $1,000

$201 - $500

$1,001 - $5,000

$10,000+ 

2005

$5,001 - $10,000

All

2006

$6,771
$5,989

$11,018
$8,930

$10,019
$9,016

$13,395
$12,798

$18,129
$14,403

$16,637
$15,959

$12,177
$10,651

Full Population

Average Cost Per $1,000 of Revenue—Global
(by Revenue Size)
 

Revenue
(Millions) 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

$0 - $200

$501 - $1,000

$201 - $500

$1,001 - $5,000

$10,000+ 

2005

$5,001 - $10,000

All

2006

$2.11
$1.78

$1.26
$1.08

$0.91
$0.79

$0.70
$0.60

$0.50
$0.30

$0.14
$0.15

$0.40
$0.38

Full Population

■ For countries for which we had at least 20 survey

participants, the lowest prices per US$1 million of

coverage were found in New Zealand at US$1,561,

South Africa at US$1,704, Thailand at US$2,694,

and Peru at US$2,764.

The economies of scale enjoyed by large organiza-

tions show up when looking at price from a revenue

standpoint. The largest firms—those with revenues

greater than US$10 billion—paid an average of

US$0.15 per US$1,000 revenue in 2006, an increase 

of 7.1 percent from 2005, but still significantly lower

than other organizations. The smallest firms—those

with revenues under US$200 million—saw a year-

over-year drop of 15.6 percent, but still paid signifi-

cantly more per US$1,000 revenue, an average of

US$1.78 in 2006.
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UNITED STATES

LI M I T S P U R C H A S E D

Marsh’s report shows that U.S. companies, on aver-

age, purchased significantly lower limits in 2006 than

they did in 2005, despite a small decrease in average

price. The average limit purchased for the 2,897 U.S.

companies in the survey was US$66 million, a 12 

percent decrease from 2005. Since reaching a high of

US$105 million 2000, the average limit purchased has

decreased by 37.1 percent.

However, looking at the trend data for companies 

for which Marsh has three consecutive years of data

shows limits purchasing growing slowly at US$84

million in 2006 compared to US$82 million in 2005

and US$80 million in 2004. Much of the difference 

in the overall population is related to a significant

increase in the number of smaller firms in the 

survey.

Average Limits Purchased in Millions—United States 
(by Revenue SIze)

Revenue
(Millions) 0 50 100 150 200 250 300

$0 - $200

$501 - $1,000

$201 - $500

$1,001 - $5,000

$10,000+ 

2005

$5,001 - $10,000

All

2006

$33
$27

$47
$44

$72
$68

$120
$118

$205
$181

$262
$301

$75
$66

Full Population

Average Limits Purchased in Millions—United States 
(by Revenue Size)

Revenue
(Millions)

$0 - $200

2005 20062004

$37
$37
$37

$77

$201 - $500
$51

$50
$51

$501 - $1,000
$73
$73

$1,001 - $5,000
$126
$129

$133

$215

$296

$84

$5,001 - $10,000
$203

$228

$10,000+
$281

$279

All
$80

$82

Trend Data

0 50  100 150 200 250 300

Distribution of Firms—United States
(by Revenue Size)

Revenue
(Millions) 0 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000

$0 - $200

$501 - $1,000

$201 - $500

$1,001 - $5,000

$10,000+ 

2005

$5,001 - $10,000

All

2006

1,199
1,391

572
514

354
324

515
464

94
92

130
112

2,864
2,897
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The highest revenue band in our survey—made up 

of companies with revenues greater than US$10 

billion—was the only one in which average limits

purchased increased, to US$301 million, up 14.9 per-

cent from US$262 million in 2005. The smallest rev-

enue band saw the biggest percentage decrease—a

drop of 18.2 percent to US$27 million. The trend data

for these revenue classes showed the same patterns,

with average limits for the largest companies rising

and average limits for the smallest firms falling.

CO S T O F L I M I T S

The average price per US$1 million of coverage

dropped for the second consecutive year, falling 10

percent to US$11,895, nearly back to 2003 levels but

still high above the US$7,106 average in 2002. Trend

data show much the same pattern.
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Average Price Per $1 Million of Coverage—United States
(by Revenue Size)

Revenue
(Millions) 0 5,000 10,000 15,000 20,000

$0 - $200

$501 - $1,000

$201 - $500

$1,001 - $5,000

$10,000+ 

2005

$5,001 - $10,000

All

2006

$8,323
$6,655

$9,985
$9,289

$11,054
$10,369

$15,158
$13,548

$16,114
$13,076

$17,769
$17,141

$13,222
$11,895 

Full Population

Average Price Per $1 Million of Coverage—United States
(by Revenue Size)

Revenue
(Millions)

$0 - $200

2005 20062004

$7,958
$7,468

$6,938

$11,172

$201 - $500
$10,120
$10,196

$8,989

$501 - $1,000
$15,479

$11,246

$1,001 - $5,000
$15,100

$14,930
$13,612

$14,633

$17,872

$12,501

$5,001 - $10,000
$13,891

$14,318

$10,000+
$20,264

$19,801

All
$13,878

$13,271

Trend Data
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Average Cost Per $1,000 of Revenue—United States
(by Revenue Size)

Revenue
(Millions) 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

$0 - $200

2005 20062004

$3.23
$2.88

$2.40

$0.93

$201 - $500
$1.56

$1.41
$1.17

$501 - $1,000
$1.46

$1.03

$1,001 - $5,000
$0.85

$0.75
$0.63

$0.37

$0.14

$0.37

$5,001 - $10,000
$0.38

$0.36

$10,000+
$0.18

$0.14

All
$0.47

$0.39

Trend Data

Average Cost Per $1,000 of Revenue—United States
(by Revenue SIze)

Revenue
(Millions) 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

$0 - $200

$501 - $1,000

$201 - $500

$1,001 - $5,000

$10,000+ 

2005

$5,001 - $10,000

All

2006

$3.09
$2.33

$1.37
$1.24

$1.08
$0.95

$0.77
$0.69

$0.44
$0.32

$0.13
$0.16

$0.39
$0.38

Full Population

The average cost of coverage per US$1,000 revenue in

2006 decreased slightly to US$0.38 from US$0.39 in

2005 and US$0.48 in 2004 in the year-over-year fig-

ures for the full survey population. Our trend data

show a similar pattern.
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IN S U R A N C E-M A R K E T C O N D I T I O N S

Capacity in the insurance markets has an influence

on the price of coverage. And for most companies,

price will always play a role in their purchasing deci-

sions. But as we emphasize throughout this report,

price should not be the only factor considered: Need

should play a key role.

Capacity in excess liability markets has been stable

over the past year, with a 4.8 percent increase in

capacity from 2005. Still, capacity is down nearly 

20 percent from its high in 2000 of just over US$2 

billion.

Renewal rates as of mid-2006 typically have been

ranging from flat to a 10 percent decrease, according

to Marsh’s U.S. Insurance-Market Report/Third Quarter

2006. Insurers are reviewing individual risks and

choosing to retain or capture business with competi-

tive offerings. Most rate increases are being driven

largely by loss experience.

There have been no sizable or significant entries or

exits from the excess liability insurance marketplace.

In some cases, insurers are being very aggressive

about capturing new lead umbrella positions on

select insureds. Also, additional competitive interest

and insurance-market alternatives are re-emerging

for the lead umbrellas.
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The following table estimates capacity on a 

per-insurer basis. The figures are for “theoretical”

capacity and not “frequently used” capacity, which

may be lower.

Capacity
Market (Millions)

ACE USA $25

ACE Bermuda $150

AEGIS $35

AEGIS London $25

AIG $50

Arch US $25

Arch Bermuda $50

AWAC $50

Chubb/Chubb Atlantic $50

CNA $25

Crum & Forster $25

Endurance Specialty Bermuda $50

Endurance Specialty US $50

Fireman's Fund $50

Gerling $75

Great American $25

Great American Assurance (PRB) $25

Hartford $10

Lexington London/US $25

Liberty International $50

Liberty Mutual $25

Max Re $25

OCIL $150

Ohio Casualty $25

St. Paul Travelers $25

Starr $150

Swiss Re $100

XL Bermuda/London/US $150

Zurich American $35

Zurich Global Energy Bermuda/London $75

Zurich Global Energy US $15

TOTAL $1,645

Capacity of Selected Excess Liability Markets—

North America (July 2006)

Attachments Points/Underlying Limits—United States
(Millions)

Year

2002

Auto Liability - Greater Than 500 Vehicles

General Liability - Greater Than $1 Billion of Sales

Average

$1.9
$2.7

$3.0

$4.3

2003
$2.0

$3.2
$4.0

2004
$2.2

$3.8

2005
$2.1

$4.7
$3.7

$3.7
2006

$1.8
$5.0

0 1 2 3 4 5

UN D E R LY I N G L I M I T S

The average attachment point for all companies in

the survey fell to US$1.8 million in 2006 from US$2.1

million in 2005, another apparent result of the

changing population distribution. On its own, the

average attachment point hides the fact that larger

firms saw different results. Consider that:

■ for firms with more than 500 vehicles, attachment

points continued to increase significantly, from

US$3.8 million in 2004 to US$4.7 million in 2005 to

US$5.0 million in 2006; and

■ for firms with greater than US$1 billion in sales,

attachment points held steady at the 2005 average

of US$3.7 million.
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Average Limits by Industry
(Millions)

2006 2006 2005 2005
Rank Limits Rank Limits

Highest Limits

Utility—Non-nuclear 1 $110 1 $113

Chemicals, Pharmaceuticals 2 $108 2 $112

Mining, Energy 3 $106 3 $102

Insurance 4 $88 4 $98

Finance—Banks, Holding 5 $74 9 $81

Companies, Real Estate, Other

Lowest Limits

Government 23 $30 22 $39

Construction 22 $33 20 $46

Health Care 21 $36 23 $37

Educational/Nonprofit Institutions 20 $40 19 $53

Rubber, Plastic 19 $49 21 $46

Average Price per $1 Million of Coverage by Industry  

2006 2006 2005 2005
Rank Price Rank Price

Lowest Price

Insurance 1 $4,770 3 $5,853

Finance—Banks, Holding 2 $5,541 2 $5,737

Companies, Real Estate, Other

Printing, Publishing 3 $5,873 1 $5,684

Educational/Nonprofit Institutions 4 $5,928 5 $7,277

Personal/Business Services, 5 $6,738 4 $6,749

Hotels, Amusements

Highest Price

Health Care 23 $47,426 23 $52,004

Construction 22 $23,449 22 $29,895

Government 21 $21,647 20 $21,724

Chemicals, Pharmaceuticals 20 $20,405 21 $22,852

Transportation Equipment 19 $15,901 18 $17,187

Average Cost per $1,000 of Revenue by Industry  

2006 2006 2005 2005
Rank Cost Rank Cost

Lowest Price

Insurance 1 $0.06 1 $0.06

Wholesale/Retail Trade 2 $0.13 3 $0.15

Finance—Banks, Holding 3 $0.20 2 $0.12

Companies, Real Estate, Other

Transportation Equipment 4 $0.21 6 $0.25

Machinery 5 $0.22 7 $0.26

Highest Price

Construction 23 $1.97 23 $2.37

Health Care 22 $1.74 22 $1.47

Rubber, Plastic 21 $1.03 16 $0.62

Transportation Services 20 $0.97 21 $1.44

Government 19 $0.82 20 $1.00

IN D U S T RY A NA LY S I S

As would be expected, the amount of limits pur-

chased and the prices paid vary widely by industry.

Among the findings for the 23 industry groupings 

in Marsh’s 2006 survey:

■ The average limits purchased ranged from a high

of US$110 million in Utility—Non-nuclear to a low

of US$30 million in Government.

■ Limits declined in 2006 in 19 industry groupings

compared to 2005, stayed the same in two, and

increased in two.

■ The average price per US$1 million of coverage

ranged from a high of US$47,426 in Health Care 

to a low of US$4,770 in Insurance.

■ The average price per US$1 million of coverage

declined in 21 industry groupings and rose slightly

in two.

■ The average price per US$1,000 of revenue ranged

from a high of US$1.97 in Construction to a low of

US$0.06 for Insurance.

■ The average price per US$1,000 of revenue in 

2006 declined in 14 industry groupings compared

to 2005, stayed the same in one, and increased 

in eight.
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EUROPE

Liability rates continued to soften across all revenue

classes for European companies, particularly for

some of the largest companies. Marsh’s survey 

found the following in Europe:

■ The average limit purchased in 2006 fell to €30

million from €33 million in 2005, with the largest

decrease coming for companies with revenues

between €5 billion and €10 billion.

■ Prices per €1 million of liability coverage dropped

by 16.1 percent in 2006 compared to 2005.

■ The average cost per €1,000 of revenue dropped

18.8 percent in 2006 from 2005.

When looking at trend data—comparing the same

companies over a three-year period—the following

emerges from Marsh’s survey of European companies:

■ The average limits purchased stayed relatively

flat—an increase of 2.9 percent—to €35 million

from €34 million in 2005.

■ The average price per €1 million of coverage

declined by 8.0 percent.

■ The average cost per €1,000 of revenue dropped

by 4.7 percent.

Distribution of Firms—Europe
(by Revenue Size)
 

Revenue
(Millions) 0 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000

€0 - €200

€501 - €1,000

€201 - €500

€1,001 - €5,000

€10,000+ 

2005

€5,001 - €10,000

All

2006

1,300
1,704

427
474

156
196

192
257

48
58

34
40

2,157
2,729

Average Limits Purchased in Millions—Europe
(by Revenue Size)
 

Revenue
(Millions) 0 50 100 150 200 250

€0 - €200

€501 - €1,000

€201 - €500

€1,001 - €5,000

€10,000+ 

2005

€5,001 - €10,000

All

2006

€15
€13

€28
€31

€52
€49

€93
€81

€187
€100

€229
€207

€33
€30

Full Population

Average Limits Purchased in Millions—Europe
(by Revenue Size)

Revenue
(Millions)

€0 - €200

2005 20062004

€15
€14
€15

€41

€201 - €500
€31
€29
€29

€501 - €1,000
€38
€47

€1,001 - €5,000
€86
€90
€84

€118

€217

€35

€5,001 - €10,000
€134

€93

€10,000+ 
€201
€213

All
€35
€34

Trend Data

0 50 100 150 200 250
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Average Price Per €1 Million of Coverage—Europe
(by Revenue Size)
 

Revenue
(Millions) 0 5,000 10,000 15,000 20,000 25,000 30,000

€0 - €200

€501 - €1,000

€201 - €500

€1,001 - €5,000

€10,000+ 

2005

€5,001 - €10,000

All

2006

€6,744
€5,970

€14,104
€12,857

€12,067
€8,863

€15,422
€14,366

€26,191
€16,528

€18,925
€15,686

€13,520
€11,342    

Full Population

Average Price Per €1 Million of Coverage—Europe
(by Revenue Size)

Revenue
(Millions)

€0 - €200

2005 20062004

€8,781
€7,255
€6,869

€11,302

€201 - €500
€15,244
€14,639

€13,236

€501 - €1,000
€15,054

€13,553

€1,001 - €5,000
€16,448

€14,182
€13,721

€17,487

€15,041

€12,315 

€5,001 - €10,000
€18,286

€20,446

€10,000+ 
€17,558
€17,231

All
€14,637

€13,384

Trend Data

0 5,000 10,000 15,000 20,000 25,000

Average Cost Per €1,000 of Revenue—Europe
(by Revenue SIze)
 

Revenue
(Millions) 0 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2 1.5

€0 - €200

€501 - €1,000

€201 - €500

€1,001 - €5,000

€10,000+ 

2005

€5,001 - €10,000

All

2006

€1.25
€1.20

€1.28
€1.26

€0.88
€0.60

€0.64
€0.53

€0.42
€0.23

€0.19
€0.15

€0.51
€0.41  

Full Population

Average Cost Per €1,000 of Revenue—Europe
(by Revenue Size)

Revenue
(Millions)

€0 - €200

2005 20062004

€1.46
€1.16
€1.13

€0.63

€201 - €500
€1.52

€1.34
€1.21

€501 - €1,000
€0.78
€0.86

€1,001 - €5,000
€0.67

€0.57
€0.53

€0.29

€0.15

€0.41

€5,001 - €10,000
€0.37

€0.28

€10,000+ 
€0.17
€0.16

All
€0.49
€0.43

Trend Data

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
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UNITED KINGDOM

When looking at trend data—comparing the same

companies year-over-year for three years—the 

following emerges from Marsh’s survey of U.K.

companies:

■ The average limits purchased remained relatively

flat, increasing by 1.8 percent to €67 million in

2006 compared to €66 million in 2005 and €67

million in 2004.

■ The average price per €1 million of coverage

dropped by 12.3 percent in 2006 to €6,533 com-

pared to €7,543 in 2005 and €9,427 in 2004.

■ The average cost per €1,000 of revenue decreased

by 16.3 percent to €0.33 compared to €0.39 in

2005 and €0.46 in 2004.

Distribution of Firms—United Kingdom
(by Revenue Size)
 

Revenue
(Millions) 0 100 200 300 400 500 600

€0 - €200

€501 - €1,000

€201 - €500

€1,001 - €5,000

€10,000+ 

2005

€5,001 - €10,000

All

2006

247
229

82
100

32
52

47
80

14
18

9
12

431
491

Average Limits Purchased in Millions—United Kingdom 
(by Revenue Size)
 

Revenue
(Millions) 0 50 100 150 200

€0 - €200

€501 - €1,000

€201 - €500

€1,001 - €5,000

€10,000+ 

2005

€5,001 - €10,000

All

2006

€35
€38

€56
€60

€71
€67

€141
€97

€130
€98

€198
€163

€60
€60

Full Population

 

€29
€29

€63

€66

€72
€66
€76

€136
€123

€144

€162
€160

€152

Average Limits Purchased in Millions—United Kingdom 
(by Revenue Size)

Revenue
(Millions)

€0 - €200

2005 20062004

€30

€201 - €500 €62

€501 - €1,000

€1,001 - €5,000

€67

€67
€66

€5,001 - €10,000

€10,000+ 
€232

€215
€186

All

Trend Data

0 50 100 150 200 250
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Average Price Per €1 Million of Coverage—
United Kingdom (by Revenue Size)
 

Revenue
(Millions) 0 5,000 10,000 15,000 20,000

€0 - €200

€501 - €1,000

€201 - €500

€1,001 - €5,000

€10,000+ 

2005

€5,001 - €10,000

All

2006

€4,250
€3,982

€7,265
€8,392

€11,683
€4,539

€8,985
€9,962

€16,947
€10,808

€7,184
€7,241

€7,782
€7,107

Full Population

 

€5,029
€4,232

€8,521

€5,493

€6,817
€4,809

€4,271

€10,196
€9,264

€12,032

€14,825
€9,510
€9,681

Average Price Per €1 Million of Coverage—
United Kingdom (by Revenue Size)

Revenue
(Millions)

€0 - €200

2005 20062004

€3,871

€201 - €500 €6,664

€501 - €1,000

€1,001 - €5,000

€6,533

€9,427
€7,453

€5,001 - €10,000

€10,000+ 
€7,302

€8,481
€10,545

All

Trend Data

0 3,000 6,000 9,000 12,000 15,000 18,000

Average Cost Per €1,000 of Revenue—United Kingdom
(by Revenue Size)
 

Revenue
(Millions) 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

€0 - €200

€501 - €1,000

€201 - €500

€1,001 - €5,000

€10,000+ 

2005

€5,001 - €10,000

All

2006

€1.71
€1.88

€1.29
€1.64

€1.18
€0.44

€0.54
€0.39

€0.36
€0.15

€0.07
€0.07

€0.45
€0.34

Full Population

 

€1.97
€1.68

€1.90

€1.16

€0.82
€0.53

€0.46

€0.48
€0.44

€0.53

€0.33
€0.33

€0.22

Average Cost Per €1,000 of Revenue—United Kingdom
(by Revenue Size)

Revenue
(Millions)

€0 - €200

2005 20062004

€1.57

€201 - €500 €1.24

€501 - €1,000

€1,001 - €5,000

€0.33

€0.46
€0.39

€5,001 - €10,000

€10,000+ 
€0.10
€0.12
€0.13

All

Trend Data

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
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The table to the left represents only the liability

capacity available in the United Kingdom; some of

the listed insurers offer different amounts in other

European countries. For details of insurer liability

capacities in specific countries, please contact your

local Marsh office.

Note: Capacity shown represents the maximum

deployable capacity from each market. Please note

that this is subject to amendment as insurers’

appetites change and reinsurance restrictions are

imposed. Although there remains an abundance of

liability capacity in the insurance marketplace, the

actual capacity that an insurer is willing to deploy

depends upon the nature of the risk in question. A

number of factors will dictate whether an insurer

will deploy its capacity and how much it will deploy

on an individual risk basis. Territorial representation

(especially United States) and the nature of expo-

sures remain key drivers. For example, capacity for 

a pharmaceutical company with exposure in the

United States remains limited with only a handful of

insurers willing to deploy capacity. Variance in insur-

er wordings, conditions, and exclusions is also a sig-

nificant factor.

Capacity of Selected Excess Liability Markets—

United Kingdom (July 2006)

Capacity
2006

Market (Millions)

ACE Dublin €200.0
ACE Europe €50.0
Aegis €35.0
AIG €50.0
Allianz (Global Risks) €40.0
Amlin (Lloyd’s) €7.5
Aspen €15.0
ARCH €50.0
AWAC €50.0
AXA €75.0
AXIS €25.0
Beazley (Lloyd’s) €15.0
Brit (Lloyd’s) €15.0
Catlin (Lloyd’s) €15.0
Charringtons (Lloyd’s) €15.0
Chubb €37.5
CNA €15.0
Constable (Lloyd’s) €70.0
Endurance €50.0
GE Frankona €22.5
Generali €30.0
Gerling €75.0
HDI €50.0
Illium €15.0
Liberty €50.0
MARP €37.5
Max Re €25.0
Mitsui €15.0
Newline (Lloyd’s) €15.0
Norwich Union €15.0
QBE €37.5
Royal & SunAlliance €30.0
Scor €22.5
St. Paul €15.0
Starr €150.0
Swiss Re €100.0
XL €100.0
Zurich €50.0
Total €1,685.0
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CANADA

The average limit purchased in Canada dipped to

US$36 million in 2006 from US$69 million in 2005.

Much of the change can be attributed to an 87 

percent increase in the number of firms surveyed,

predominantly from the lower revenue brackets.

■ The average price per US$1 million of coverage

dropped 37.4 percent in 2006 to US$5,418 from

US$8,656 in 2005.

■ The average cost per US$1,000 of revenue dropped

by 40 percent in 2006 to US$0.27, compared to

US$0.45 in 2005.

■ Results for Canada were likely significantly 

affected by the large uptick in the number of 

firms surveyed, including a surge of 154 percent

in the smallest revenue band.

Distribution of Firms—Canada
(by Revenue Size)
 

Revenue
(Millions) 0 100 200 300 400 500 600

$0 - $200

$501 - $1,000

$201 - $500

$1,001 - $5,000

$10,000+ 

2005

$5,001 - $10,000

All

2006

156
396

46
65

29
33

50
51

10
5

10
12

301
562

Average Limits Purchased in Millions—Canada
(by Revenue Size)
 

Revenue
(Millions) 0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350

$0 - $200

$501 - $1,000

$201 - $500

$1,001 - $5,000

$10,000+ 

2005

$5,001 - $10,000

All

2006

$21
$19

$44
$43

$61
$58
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$36
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Average Price Per $1 Million of Coverage—Canada
(by Revenue Size)
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$201 - $500
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$10,000+ 
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$5,001 - $10,000
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$7,519
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$8,614
$4,318

$7,223
$4,923

$6,839
$6,559

$16,722
$10,716

$5,604
$5,601

$8,656
$5,418
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LATIN AMERICA

The average cost of limits per US$1 million of 

coverage dropped significantly in 2006, to US$6,448

from US$8,628 in 2005. Other findings include the 

following:

■ Average limits varied greatly by country, from

US$7 million in Colombia to US$29 million in

Bolivia.

■ The average price per US$1 million of coverage

ranged from a low of US$2,659 in Bolivia to

US$11,214 in Mexico.

■ The average cost per US$1,000 of revenue aver-

aged US$0.40, ranging from US$0.04 in Chile to

US$1.10 in Mexico.

Distribution of Firms—Latin America
(by Revenue Size)
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Average Limits Purchased in Millions—Latin America
(by Revenue Size) 
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Average Price Per $1 Million of Coverage—
Latin America (by Revenue SIze)
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$10,000+ 
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$8,200
$5,792

$7,751
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N/A
$9,336

N/A
$12,906

$8,628
$6,448
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INFLUENCE OF NORTH
AMERICAN OPERATIONS

As was expected, companies headquartered in

Europe that had operations in North America 

purchased higher limits, on average, than those 

that did not have a significant presence there.

The more litigious nature of the United States

undoubtedly accounts for much of the difference.

The Marsh survey for European companies 

found that:

■ those with significant North American operations

purchased average limits of €42 million, com-

pared to €21 million for companies without such

operations;

■ those with North American operations purchased

significantly lower limits in 2006, €42 million

compared to €57 million in 2005;

■ those without North American operations pur-

chased €21 million in average limits in 2006,

which was nearly the same as the €20 million

average in 2005; and

■ both groups paid less per €1 million of coverage

in 2006 compared to 2005.

Northwestern Europe €78 €8,206 €34 €4,340

Central & Western Europe €128 €19,248 €15 €8,659

Southern Europe           €23 €14,044 €18 €16,138

Eastern Europe €5 €9,176 €5 €9,830

Nordic €43 €10,039  €8 €10,856

European Total €42 €11,771 €21 €10,862 

Average
Limit 

(Millions)
Price per
Million

Price per
Million

Average
Limit 

(Millions)

Operations in
North America

No Operations in
North America
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When it comes to setting excess liability insurance

limits, risk managers and other executives face one

of their toughest decisions. They must balance the

price of limits against the need to maintain them at

a level that will offer protection should a liability

catastrophe occur. Increasingly, such decisions must

take into account not only what is happening in

their home country, but also around the world.

It can take a long time—five, six, or even more

years—for a case to be resolved in the U.S. legal sys-

tem, a problem other countries will encounter as

they adopt laws that allow—and in some cases even

encourage—more U.S.-style lawsuits. Added to that is

the reality that the coverage purchased this year

needs to be sufficient to protect against a court case

that might not be resolved until 2011 or later.

Conclusion: 
Setting Limits in a World of Risk

5

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

Health Care Costs: Continuing Rate Increases

Note: Health care cost increases for 1995-1998 are based on cost for active and retired employees combined
Health care cost increases for 1999-2006 are based on cost for active employees only
Consumer Price Index estimate for 2006 is based on first six months

Sources: Health care cost increases—Mercer National Survey of Employer-Sponsored Health Plans 2005
Consumer Price Index—U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics
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While a case winds its way slowly through the 

system, mounting legal bills and inflation drive up

its final cost. Health care benefits costs represent a

particular concern as they can play a prominent role

in determining awards involving personal injury.

There was some relief in the rate of increase in

health care benefit costs in 2005, but the 6.1 percent

rise still outpaced inflation, and the projected

increase for 2006 is 6.7 percent.

BENCHMARKING

This report looks at excess limits purchasing through

the lenses of both qualitative and quantitative

benchmarking information. Qualitative benchmark-

ing, in general, is concerned with systems and

processes and how to develop best practices.

Quantitative benchmarking is more about the 

numbers—dollars, cents, and percentages.

QUA L I TAT I V E B E N C H M A R K I N G: The awards and loss

trends—such as the largest verdicts of 2005 and what

may become the “next asbestos”—provide a qualita-

tive benchmark. Each jury award is unique, resulting

from circumstances unlikely to be exactly replicated.

But in looking at the root causes and issues in each

case, risk managers might find some eerie similari-

ties to situations they’ve encountered at their own

organizations.

■ Can any firm guarantee that no product it manu-

factures—whether made in its home country or

abroad—will ever fail to work as advertised?

■ How many companies have worked with a mate-

rial long deemed safe, only to have it later identi-

fied as a potential source of illness? What, indeed,

will be the next asbestos?

■ What company that owns vehicles has not had an

employee involved in an accident or a near miss?

And how much would have to have changed in

those situations for one of them to become a 

liability catastrophe?

■ What happens if the laws change in a country in

which an organization does business and begin to

encourage class actions?

Including such issues in decision-making could help

organizations as they create their own best practices

not only in limits purchasing, but also in risk man-

agement in general.

QUA L I TAT I V E B E N C H M A R K I N G: This report’s infor-

mation about pricing and limits purchasing provides

a quantitative benchmark as to the decisions peers

make. For example, our trend data show that, in gen-

eral, companies did not significantly increase their

limits this year compared to last despite a significant

drop in price. And this year’s numbers highlighted

once again that companies that have suffered a large

loss in the recent past continue to buy higher limits

than those that have not suffered such a loss.
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WHAT TO DO

The information in this report doesn’t come with a

secret recipe that serves up the “right” amount of

limits for a given company. Instead, it should serve

only to help companies make better-informed deci-

sions about their own unique circumstances. Among

the lessons to be drawn from the information 

presented are the following:

■ Regularly evaluate and prioritize exposures

around the world.

■ Cast a trained eye on even minor accidents and

near misses to see what might have happened if

the situation had played out differently—what

was the worst-case scenario?

■ Carefully consider every exposure, even those that

seem unlikely—especially if a peer in your indus-

try, region, or other grouping has experienced a

related loss.

■ Remember that inflation will have an impact on

the potential awards in court cases that may take

five or more years to resolve.

■ Watch for the “next asbestos”—do not underesti-

mate the ability of plaintiffs’ attorneys to develop

new avenues of attack.

■ Remember that insurance prices tend to move in

cycles.

■ Basing limits-purchasing decisions solely on price

is not wise.

■ Consider a range of options in structuring your

liability limits. It may be wiser to retain more in 

a primary layer and spend the premium savings

on purchasing higher excess limits, especially

since adding coverage at the top of the program 

tends to be relatively inexpensive. A thorough

retention analysis can help quantify an 

appropriate retention decision.
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Survey Results 

This section provides survey results by country, region, and industry, and includes information on 

limits purchased and related pricing.

Note: All figures preceded by “$” are references to U.S. dollars.
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Survey Results
2006 Limits of Liability Survey Global Summary

UNITED STATES 2,897 $1 $1,000 $66 $11,562 $0.38 €0.8 €846 €56 €11,562 €0.38

PUERTO RICO 83 $1 $76 $17 $10,760 $1.53 €0.8 €64 €14 €10,760 €1.53

CANADA 562 $0.9 $850 $36 $5,418 $0.27 €0.8 €719 €30 €5,418 €0.27

Ireland 33 $2 $118 $22 $8,288 $0.08 €1 €100 €19 €8,288 €0.08

United Kingdom 491 $0.5 $980 $71 $7,107 $0.34 €0.4 €827 €60 €7,107 €0.34

NW EUROPE 524 $0.5 $980 $68 $7,171 $0.31 €0.4 €827 €58 €7,171 €0.31

Austria 12 $0.9 $177 $23 $5,558 $1.33 €0.8 €150 €20 €5,558 €1.33

Belgium 116 $1 $945 $50 $11,652 $0.63 €1 €800 €42 €11,652 €0.63

France 182 $0.5 $709 $47 $19,474 $0.34 €0.5 €600 €40 €19,474 €0.34

Germany 337 $1 $1,241 $34 $16,062 $0.80 €1 €1,050 €29 €16,062 €0.80

Netherlands 213 $1 $402 $21 $8,355 $0.25 €1 €340 €18 €8,355 €0.25

Switzerland 62 $8 $230 $55 $8,392 $0.39 €6 €195 €46 €8,392 €0.39

C&W EUROPE 923 $0.5 $1,241 $37 $14,278 $0.46 €0.5 €1,050 €31 €14,278 €0.46

Greece 24 $0.1 $886 $40 $3,161 $0.35 €0.1 €750 €34 €3,161 €0.35

Israel 14 $5 $91 $20 $5,143 $0.97 €4 €77 €17 €5,143 €0.97

Italy 471 $0.3 $1,181 $23 $17,948 $0.61 €0.3 €1,000 €19 €17,948 €0.61

Portugal 15 $2 $236 $41 $6,251 $0.19 €1 €200 €35 €6,251 €0.19

Spain 254 $0.4 $709 $23 $14,128 $0.41 €0.3 €600 €19 €14,128 €0.41

Turkey 44 <$0.1 $188 $8 $7,131 $0.15 <€0.1 €159 €7 €7,131 €0.15

S. EUROPE 822 <$0.1 $1,181 $23 $15,230 $0.51 <€0.1 €1,000 €19 €15,230 €0.51

Czech Republic 38 <$0.1 $266 $14 $7,574 $0.72 <€0.1 €225 €12 €7,574 €0.72

Estonia 26 <$0.1 $48 $5 $4,396 $0.38 <€0.1 €41 €4 €4,396 €0.38

Hungary 47 <$0.1 $59 $5 $6,831 $0.01 <€0.1 €50 €4 €6,831 €0.01

Latvia 21 $0.1 $45 $4 $3,751 $0.22 €0.1 €38 €3 €3,751 €0.22

Lithuania 15 $0.2 $3 $1 $7,632 $0.07 €0.1 €3 €1 €7,632 €0.07

Poland 36 $0.3 $15 $2 $7,650 $0.05 €0.3 €13 €1 €7,650 €0.05

Romania 6 $0.9 $15 $5 $9,716 $0.03 €0.8 €13 €4 €9,716 €0.03

Russia 22 $0.3 $50 $8 $14,730 $0.05 €0.3 €42 €7 €14,730 €0.05

Slovakia 10 $1 $24 $6 $20,415 $0.21 €1 €20 €5 €20,415 €0.21

Slovenia 7 <$0.1 $14 $3 $29,235 $0.91 <€0.1 €12 €2 €29,235 €0.91

Ukraine 5 $0.2 $24 $6 $16,988 $0.34 €0.2 €20 €5 €16,988 €0.34

E. EUROPE 233 <$0.1 $266 $6 $4,974 $0.17 <€0.1 €225 €5 €4,974 €0.17

AVERAGE AVERAGE
NUMBER MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000 LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER €1,000
RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE
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Survey Results

AVERAGE AVERAGE
NUMBER MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000 LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER €1,000
RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

2006 Limits of Liability Survey Global Summary

Denmark 64 $0.8 $909 $54 $7,694 $0.50 €0.7 €769 €45 €7,694 €0.50

Finland 43 $1 $148 $30 $8,777 $0.16 €1 €125 €25 €8,777 €0.16

Norway 29 $1 $59 $9 $6,249 $0.11 €1 €50 €7 €6,249 €0.11

Sweden 91 $1 $477 $30 $14,305 $0.50 €1 €404 €25 €14,305 €0.50

NORDIC 227 $0.8 $909 $34 $10,166 $0.36 €0.7 €769 €29 €10,166 €0.36

EUROPE TOTALS 2,729 <$0.1 $1,241 $36 $11,460 $0.41 <€0.1 €1,050 €30 €11,460 €0.41

Argentina 67 $0.1 $150 $19 $6,017 $0.98 €0.1 €127 €16 €6,017 €0.98

Bolivia 19 $1 $150 $29 $2,659 $0.93 €0.8 €127 €24 €2,659 €0.93

Brazil 65 $0.2 $150 $14 $12,165 $0.21 €0.2 €127 €12 €12,165 €0.21

Chile 49 <$0.1 $100 $10 $9,607 $0.04 <€0.1 €85 €8 €9,607 €0.04

Colombia 113 <$0.1 $206 $7 $4,469 $0.27 <€0.1 €174 €6 €4,469 €0.27

Mexico 48 $1 $246 $21 $11,214 $1.10 €0.8 €208 €18 €11,214 €1.10

Peru 44 $1 $155 $24 $2,764 $0.43 €0.4 €131 €21 €2,764 €0.43

Venezuela 117 <$0.1 $1,003 $13 $5,666 $0.05 <€0.1 €849 €11 €5,666 €0.05

LATIN AMERICA 522 <$0.1 $1,003 $17 $6,448 $0.40 <€0.1 €849 €14 €6,448 €0.40

AUSTRALIA 165 $0.7 $1,101 $159 $4,920 $0.55 €0.6 €932 €134 €4,920 €0.55

NEW ZEALAND 38 $9 $859 $66 $1,561 $0.20 €8 €727 €56 €1,561 €0.20

SOUTH AFRICA 33 $2 $450 $142 $1,704 $0.13 €1 €381 €120 €1,704 €0.13

China 3 $1 $50 $30 $28,546 $1.72 €1 €42 €26 €28,546 €1.72

Hong Kong 6 $3 $128 $48 $6,337 $0.67 €2 €109 €40 €6,337 €0.67

Japan 23 $1 $551 $89 $10,803 $0.17 €0.7 €467 €75 €10,803 €0.17

Korea 16 $10 $200 $40 $21,284 $0.11 €8 €169 €34 €21,284 €0.11

Malaysia 10 $0.3 $5 $1 $7,375 $0.25 €0.2 €4 €1 €7,375 €0.25

Philippines 5 $4 $88 $31 $5,883 $0.23 €3 €74 €26 €5,883 €0.23

Singapore 10 $2 $200 $33 $4,828 $0.17 €2 €169 €28 €4,828 €0.17

Taiwan 50 $1 $105 $7 $17,700 $0.06 €0.4 €89 €6 €17,700 €0.06

Thailand 21 $0.1 $100 $22 $2,694 $0.15 €0.1 €85 €19 €2,694 €0.15

Vietnam 18 $0.1 $2 $1 $2,721 $0.10 €0.1 €2 €1 €2,721 €0.10

ASIA 162 $0.1 $551 $27 $11,557 $0.13 €0.1 €467 €23 €11,557 €0.13

GLOBAL TOTALS 7,196 <$0.1 $1,241 $47 $10,651 $0.38 <€0.1 €1,050 €40 €10,651 €0.38
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All Industries - Summary as of January 1, 2006 By Assets

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
TOTAL ASSETS (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 764 $1 $500 $31 $8,492 $1.04

$201-$500 266 $1 $300 $43 $10,617 $0.84

$501-$1,000 178 $5 $340 $73 $12,571 $1.02

$1,001-$5,000 259 $4 $825 $110 $15,716 $0.70

$5,001-$10,000 42 $10 $562 $205 $13,316 $0.38

$10,000+ 107 $9 $1,000 $246 $17,806 $0.21

Not Disclosed/Available 1,281 $1 $975 $59 $9,171 $0.34

ALL  2,897 $1 $1,000 $66 $11,562 $0.38

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
TOTAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 1,391 $1 $500 $27 $6,415 $2.33

$201-$500 514 $1 $500 $44 $9,195 $1.24

$501-$1,000 324 $3 $300 $68 $9,987 $0.94

$1,001-$5,000 464 $2 $825 $118 $13,271 $0.69

$5,001-$10,000 92 $2 $1,000 $181 $12,410 $0.32

$10,000+ 112 $8 $1,000 $301 $16,734 $0.16

ALL  2,897 $1 $1,000 $66 $11,562 $0.38

All Industries - Summary as of January 1, 2006 By Revenues

Survey Results
ALL INDUSTRIES - UNITED STATES

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
TOTAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 1,199 $1 $1,000 $33 $8,323 $3.09

$201-$500 572 $1 $700 $47 $9,885 $1.37

$501-$1,000 354 $5 $340 $72 $11,054 $1.08

$1,001-$5,000 515 $2 $750 $120 $15,158 $0.77

$5,001-$10,000 94 $1 $1,000 $205 $16,114 $0.44

$10,000+ 130 $8 $950 $262 $17,769 $0.13

ALL  2,864 $1 $1,000 $75 $13,222 $0.39

All Industries - Summary as of January 1, 2005

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
TOTAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 1,177 $1 $500 $33 $8,714 $3.21

$201-$500 589 $1 $700 $51 $10,293 $1.56

$501-$1,000 373 $5 $456 $73 $12,906 $1.27

$1,001-$5,000 499 $2 $750 $124 $15,820 $0.86

$5,001-$10,000 96 $10 $1,000 $190 $13,398 $0.36

$10,000+ 118 $11 $1,005 $306 $19,517 $0.18

ALL  2,852 $1 $1,005 $77 $13,727 $0.48

All Industries - Summary as of January 1, 2004
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Survey Results
BY INDUSTRY GROUP - UNITED STATES

AVERAGE AVERAGE AVERAGE
LIMITS PRICE PER COST PER

INDUSTRY (MILLIONS) RANK MILLION RANK $1,000 REVENUE RANK

1. Food, Agriculture, Tobacco, Textiles $71 7 $7,252 6 $0.25 7

2. Mining, Energy $106 3 $9,631 15 $0.45 14

3. Construction $33 22 $23,449 22 $1.97 23

4. Lumber, Furniture, Packaging, Paper $67 11 $9,917 16 $0.34 9

5. Printing, Publishing $62 14 $5,873 3 $0.45 13

6. Chemicals, Pharmaceuticals $108 2 $20,405 20 $0.67 17

7. Rubber, Plastic $49 19 $9,620 14 $1.03 21

8. Primary Metals, Leather, Stone $65 12 $7,484 7 $0.42 12

9. Metal Products $55 17 $8,926 13 $0.38 11

10. Machinery $62 13 $7,526 8 $0.22 5

11. Electrical Equipment, Instruments $68 9 $8,843 12 $0.32 8

12. Transportation Equipment $73 6 $15,901 19 $0.21 4

13. Miscellaneous Manufacturing $49 18 $8,751 10 $0.46 15

14. Transportation Services $68 10 $14,455 18 $0.97 20

15. Telecommunications $70 8 $8,786 11 $0.23 6

16. Utility—Non-nuclear $110 1 $12,321 17 $0.78 18

17. Wholesale/Retail Trade $62 15 $8,376 9 $0.13 2

18. Finance—Banks, Holding Companies, Real Estate, Other $74 5 $5,541 2 $0.20 3

19. Insurance $88 4 $4,770 1 $0.06 1

20. Personal/Business Services, Hotels, Amusements $57 16 $6,738 5 $0.37 10

21. Health Care $36 21 $47,426 23 $1.74 22

22. Educational/Nonprofit Institutions $40 20 $5,928 4 $0.55 16

23. Government $30 23 $21,647 21 $0.82 19

Industry Rankings - Summary as of January 2006
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AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
TOTAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 64 $1 $100 $24 $4,486 $1.23

$201-$500 33 $10 $175 $47 $5,624 $0.79

$501-$1,000 12 $15 $125 $67 $3,269 $0.33

$1,001-$5,000 27 $9 $400 $131 $6,845 $0.36

$5,001-$10,000 6 $125 $250 $188 $8,109 $0.23

$10,000+ 6 $200 $575 $325 $13,287 $0.15

ALL  148 $1 $575 $71 $7,252 $0.25

1. Food, Agriculture, Tobacco, Textiles

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
TOTAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 39 $1 $150 $34 $7,968 $3.54

$201-$500 10 $25 $160 $70 $7,970 $1.53

$501-$1,000 7 $25 $175 $93 $8,281 $1.09

$1,001-$5,000 15 $5 $550 $187 $10,988 $0.85

$5,001-$10,000 2 * * * * *

$10,000+ 4 $435 $600 $524 $16,174 $0.31

ALL  77 $1 $600 $106 $9,631 $0.45

2. Mining, Energy

0100 Agricultural Production - Crops
0200 Agricultural Production - Livestock
0700 Agricultural Services
0800 Forestry
0900 Fishing, Hunting & Trapping
2000 Food & Kindred Products
2100 Tobacco Products
2200 Textile Mill Products
2300 Apparel & Other Textile Products

1000 Metal Mining
1200 Coal Mining
1300 Oil & Gas Extraction
1400 Mining & Quarrying - Nonmetallic
2900 Petroleum Refining
4600 Pipeline

Survey Results
BY INDUSTRY GROUP - UNITED STATES

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
TOTAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 75 $1 $110 $15 $8,574 $2.99

$201-$500 13 $10 $150 $51 $23,666 $3.99

$501-$1,000 3 $10 $50 $27 $34,852 $1.39

$1,001-$5,000 7 $50 $300 $187 $29,187 $2.53

$5,001-$10,000 2 * * * * *

$10,000+ 0 * * * * *

ALL  100 $1 $300 $33 $23,449 $1.97

3. Construction

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
TOTAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 22 $5 $50 $20 $3,257 $0.68

$201-$500 13 $15 $50 $38 $2,996 $0.39

$501-$1,000 11 $25 $125 $58 $6,730 $0.51

$1,001-$5,000 12 $50 $200 $96 $12,195 $0.63

$5,001-$10,000 3 $25 $175 $100 $10,951 $0.17

$10,000+ 4 $300 $400 $330 $14,019 $0.26

ALL  65 $5 $400 $67 $9,917 $0.34

4. Lumber, Furniture, Packaging, Paper

1500 General Building Contractors
1600 Heavy Construction
1700 Special Trade Contractors

2400 Lumber and Wood Products
2500 Furniture & Fixtures
2600 Paper & Allied Products
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AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
TOTAL REVENUES ($US M) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 17 $3 $78 $25 $3,769 $1.10

$201-$500 5 $25 $50 $42 $6,583 $0.98

$501-$1,000 4 $50 $100 $75 $3,921 $0.42

$1,001-$5,000 5 $35 $200 $117 $18,377 $1.22

$5,001-$10,000 0 * * * * *

$10,000+ 0 * * * * *

ALL  31 $3 $200 $49 $9,620 $1.03
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Survey Results
BY INDUSTRY GROUP - UNITED STATES

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
TOTAL REVENUES ($US M) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 22 $3 $100 $29 $2,935 $0.79

$201-$500 6 $25 $50 $43 $4,940 $0.70

$501-$1,000 7 $50 $100 $75 $7,789 $0.74

$1,001-$5,000 7 $4 $300 $128 $5,711 $0.40

$5,001-$10,000 2 * * * * *

$10,000+ 0 * * * * *

ALL  44 $3 $300 $62 $5,873 $0.45

5. Printing, Publishing

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
TOTAL REVENUES ($US M) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 66 $2 $100 $18 $7,341 $2.07

$201-$500 23 $4 $100 $45 $15,694 $1.82

$501-$1,000 13 $10 $300 $119 $11,555 $1.56

$1,001-$5,000 33 $4 $500 $162 $18,584 $1.36

$5,001-$10,000 5 $200 $562 $387 $15,053 $0.82

$10,000+ 10 $20 $1,000 $515 $33,945 $0.48

ALL  150 $2 $1,000 $108 $20,405 $0.67

6. Chemicals, Pharmaceuticals

2700 Printing, Publishing and
Allied Trades

2800 Chemicals, Pharmaceuticals & Drug
Manufacturing

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
TOTAL REVENUES ($US M) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 20 $5 $150 $34 $10,177 $3.86

$201-$500 16 $5 $125 $44 $5,792 $0.77

$501-$1,000 10 $25 $125 $63 $6,275 $0.49

$1,001-$5,000 12 $25 $200 $102 $7,343 $0.39

$5,001-$10,000 1 * * * * *

$10,000+ 2 * * * * *

ALL  61 $5 $200 $65 $7,484 $0.42

8. Primary Metals, Leather, Stone

7. Rubber, Plastic
3000 Rubber & Plastic Products

3100 Leather & Leather Products
3200 Stone, Clay, Glass & Concrete
3300 Primary Metal Industries
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Survey Results
BY INDUSTRY GROUP - UNITED STATES

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
TOTAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 41 $1 $100 $20 $6,090 $1.39

$201-$500 39 $3 $200 $43 $5,239 $0.65

$501-$1,000 8 $50 $100 $75 $9,308 $0.91

$1,001-$5,000 18 $10 $335 $113 $9,853 $0.49

$5,001-$10,000 2 * * * * *

$10,000+ 7 $100 $600 $257 $8,957 $0.10

ALL  115 $1 $600 $62 $7,526 $0.22

10. Machinery

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
TOTAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 28 $5 $125 $30 $5,380 $1.54

$201-$500 14 $10 $135 $51 $7,292 $1.07

$501-$1,000 4 $20 $75 $49 $10,849 $0.60

$1,001-$5,000 5 $50 $150 $81 $12,585 $0.39

$5,001-$10,000 2 * * * * *

$10,000+ 1 * * * * *

ALL  54 $5 $400 $55 $8,926 $0.38

9. Metal Products
3400 Fabricated Metal Products

(except Machinery & Transportation 
Equip)

3500 Industrial, Commercial Machinery
& Computer Equipment

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
TOTAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 57 $1 $50 $18 $6,688 $1.40

$201-$500 33 $10 $100 $35 $6,246 $0.62

$501-$1,000 17 $9 $100 $46 $6,774 $0.47

$1,001-$5,000 43 $10 $400 $127 $8,507 $0.47

$5,001-$10,000 5 $2 $500 $220 $6,275 $0.20

$10,000+ 7 $100 $300 $221 $17,947 $0.19

ALL  162 $1 $500 $68 $8,843 $0.32

11. Electrical Equipment, Instruments
3600 Electronics & Other Electrical 

Equipment (except Computer 
Equipment)

3800 Instruments & Related Products

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
TOTAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 28 $1 $50 $13 $7,148 $1.26

$201-$500 6 $4 $50 $28 $3,742 $0.34

$501-$1,000 9 $5 $250 $86 $14,374 $1.69

$1,001-$5,000 11 $25 $200 $91 $7,530 $0.32

$5,001-$10,000 3 $150 $350 $250 $10,649 $0.28

$10,000+ 5 $125 $520 $286 $31,717 $0.16

ALL  62 $1 $520 $73 $15,901 $0.21

12. Transporation Equipment
3700 Transportation Equipment
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Survey Results
BY INDUSTRY GROUP - UNITED STATES

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
TOTAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 78 $1 $100 $20 $6,760 $1.79

$201-$500 27 $4 $100 $43 $5,844 $0.80

$501-$1,000 24 $5 $200 $69 $6,119 $0.59

$1,001-$5,000 20 $6 $500 $125 $12,835 $0.67

$5,001-$10,000 0 * * * * *

$10,000+ 4 $8 $400 $158 $9,617 $0.10

ALL  153 $1 $500 $49 $8,751 $0.46

13. Miscellaneous Manufacturing

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
TOTAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 72 $2 $250 $36 $9,350 $4.43

$201-$500 22 $1 $150 $50 $16,721 $2.66

$501-$1,000 11 $3 $299 $73 $12,934 $1.20

$1,001-$5,000 14 $6 $825 $156 $17,776 $1.17

$5,001-$10,000 0 * * * * *

$10,000+ 4 $200 $975 $419 $17,225 $0.41

ALL  123 $1 $975 $68 $14,455 $0.97

14. Transporation Services

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
TOTAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 30 $9 $125 $30 $2,903 $0.83

$201-$500 13 $10 $75 $31 $3,641 $0.36

$501-$1,000 11 $14 $200 $59 $6,608 $0.60

$1,001-$5,000 11 $40 $200 $97 $8,225 $0.40

$5,001-$10,000 4 $50 $150 $88 $15,382 $0.22

$10,000+ 7 $100 $415 $274 $12,504 $0.17

ALL  76 $9 $415 $70 $8,786 $0.23

15. Telecommunications

3900 Miscellaneous Manufacturing 
Industries

4000 Railroad Transportation
4100 Local/Suburban/Interurban Highway

Passenger Transportation
4200 Motor Freight Transp. & 

Warehousing
4400 Water Transportation
4500 Transportation by Air
4700 Transportation Services

4800 Communications, Telephone, Radio/TV 
Broadcasting

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
TOTAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

16. Utility—Non-nuclear
4910 Electric Services
4920 Gas Production & Distribution
4930 Combined Electric & Gas Utility
4999 Water, Sanitary, etc.

$0-$200 60 $1 $500 $34 $8,209 $3.73

$201-$500 26 $5 $500 $56 $8,877 $1.59

$501-$1,000 21 $9 $210 $91 $11,428 $1.46

$1,001-$5,000 26 $35 $703 $192 $14,003 $1.16

$5,001-$10,000 7 $9 $1,000 $353 $16,367 $0.72

$10,000+ 6 $25 $890 $524 $11,297 $0.32

ALL  146 $1 $1,000 $110 $12,321 $0.78
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Survey Results
BY INDUSTRY GROUP - UNITED STATES

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
TOTAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 102 $1 $200 $21 $4,817 $1.05

$201-$500 71 $3 $175 $43 $4,631 $0.60

$501-$1,000 39 $10 $178 $62 $7,211 $0.64

$1,001-$5,000 72 $2 $330 $79 $7,738 $0.24

$5,001-$10,000 9 $24 $300 $144 $11,452 $0.24

$10,000+ 16 $30 $600 $280 $13,544 $0.06

ALL  309 $1 $600 $62 $8,376 $0.13

17. Wholesale/Retail Trade

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
TOTAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 110 $1 $300 $52 $4,700 $3.68

$201-$500 17 $10 $100 $53 $4,690 $0.75

$501-$1,000 17 $10 $200 $97 $7,540 $0.97

$1,001-$5,000 21 $10 $300 $114 $5,123 $0.25

$5,001-$10,000 9 $30 $400 $149 $6,165 $0.14

$10,000+ 9 $65 $300 $168 $8,258 $0.05

ALL  183 $1 $400 $74 $5,541 $0.20

18. Finance—Banks, Holding Companies, Real Estate, Other

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
TOTAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 13 $10 $50 $21 $1,563 $0.40

$201-$500 6 $10 $75 $34 $3,596 $0.30

$501-$1,000 7 $10 $50 $24 $6,578 $0.22

$1,001-$5,000 7 $20 $150 $91 $9,375 $0.32

$5,001-$10,000 10 $20 $200 $90 $3,775 $0.04

$10,000+ 12 $75 $400 $221 $4,854 $0.04

ALL  55 $10 $400 $88 $4,770 $0.06

19. Insurance

5000 Wholesale Trade, Durable Goods
5100 Wholesale Trade, Non-durable 

Goods
5200 Building Materials/Hardware Stores
5300 General Merchandise Stores
5400 Food Stores
5500 Auto Dealers & Service Stations
5600 Apparel & Accessory Stores
5700 Furniture & Home Furnishings 

Stores
5800 Eating & Drinking Places
5900 Miscellaneous Retail

6000 Depository Institutions
6100 Nondepository Credit Institutions
6200 Security & Commodities Brokers
6500 Real Estate
6700 Holding & Other Investment Offices

6300 Insurance Carriers
6400 Insurance Agents, Brokers & 

Services

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
TOTAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 207 $1 $260 $35 $3,295 $1.47

$201-$500 62 $8 $300 $55 $5,488 $0.91

$501-$1,000 43 $5 $300 $69 $8,042 $0.71

$1,001-$5,000 37 $10 $425 $116 $8,494 $0.47

$5,001-$10,000 12 $55 $500 $177 $14,493 $0.34

$10,000+ 5 $10 $495 $171 $12,444 $0.07

ALL  366 $1 $500 $57 $6,738 $0.37

20. Personal/Business Services, Hotels, Amusements
7000 Hotels, Rooming Houses, Camps & 

Other Lodging
7200 Personal Services
7300 Business Services
7500 Auto Repair, Services & Parking
7600 Miscellaneous Repair Services
7800 Motion Pictures
7900 Amusement & Recreation Services
8100 Legal Services
8700 Engineering, Accounting, Research,

Management & Related Services
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Survey Results
BY INDUSTRY GROUP - UNITED STATES

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
TOTAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 99 $1 $56 $12 $36,234 $5.46

$201-$500 37 $10 $50 $25 $54,002 $4.33

$501-$1,000 25 $5 $100 $34 $58,046 $2.64

$1,001-$5,000 33 $4 $200 $88 $52,733 $1.89

$5,001-$10,000 6 $40 $245 $138 $32,743 $0.68

$10,000+ 2 * * * * *

ALL  202 $1 $400 $36 $47,426 $1.74

21. Health Care

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
TOTAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 105 $1 $100 $22 $5,640 $2.19

$201-$500 15 $5 $90 $45 $6,177 $0.91

$501-$1,000 13 $20 $250 $91 $3,809 $0.54

$1,001-$5,000 19 $10 $175 $101 $7,616 $0.36

$5,001-$10,000 1 * * * * *

$10,000+ 0 * * * * *

ALL  153 $1 $250 $40 $5,928 $0.55

22. Educational/Nonprofit Institutions

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
TOTAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 36 $2 $250 $30 $10,234 $4.72

$201-$500 7 $4 $30 $18 $29,168 $1.68

$501-$1,000 8 $3 $50 $24 $30,408 $1.00

$1,001-$5,000 9 $8 $100 $31 $43,986 $0.69

$5,001-$10,000 1 * * * * *

$10,000+ 1 * * * * *

ALL  62 $2 $250 $30 $21,647 $0.82

23. Government

8000 Health Services, Hospitals, Labs,
Clinics, Nursing Homes

8200 Educational Services, Universities,
Schools, Libraries, etc.

8300 Social Services, Daycare, Residential 
Care

8400 Museums, Art Galleries, Botanical
& Zoological Gardens

8600 Membership Organizations

4300 U.S. Postal Service
8940 Municipalities
8950 Cities
8960 Counties
8970 States
9100 Executive, Legislative & General
9400 Administration of Human Resources
9500 Environmental Quality & Housing
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AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
INDUSTRY GROUP RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) RANK MILLION RANK REVENUE RANK

Engineering 7 $6 $41 $21 1 $11,154 4 $2.88 4

Retail, Consumer Brands 35 $1 $76 $19 2 $8,409 3 $1.35 2

Finance—Banks, Insurance, Real Estate, Other 10 $6 $37 $18 3 $3,424 1 $0.19 1

Personal/Business Services, Hotels, Amusements 11 $2 $51 $18 4 $23,945 6 $5.18 6

Power, Nuclear, Utilities, Construction, Mining 5 $10 $26 $14 5 $18,235 5 $4.82 5

Health Care 12 $1 $26 $8 6 $8,072 2 $1.70 3

Rubber, Plastics, Machinery, Electronics, Manufacturing 2 * * * * *

Transportation 1 * * * * *

ALL 83 $1 $76 $17 $10,760 $1.53

Survey Results
ALL INDUSTRIES - PUERTO RICO

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
ANNUAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 71 $1 $76 $16 $9,173 $2.51

$201-$500 8 $3 $51 $22 $7,586 $0.51

$501-$1,000 3 $11 $37 $28 $40,274 $1.99

$1,001-$5,000 1 * * * * *

$5,001-$10,000 0 * * * * *

$10,000+ 0 * * * * *

ALL 83 $1 $76 $17 $10,760 $1.53
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Survey Results
ALL INDUSTRIES - CANADA

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
INDUSTRY GROUP RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) RANK MILLION RANK REVENUE RANK

Hi-Tech, Comuunications, Media 22 $3 $500 $71 1 $2,588 2 $0.09 2

Transportation 55 $0.9 $850 $49 2 $10,565 9 $1.08 9

Chemicals, Pharmaceuticals 18 $4 $171 $46 3 $9,174 8 $1.24 10

Rubber, Plastics, Machinery, Electronics, Manufacturing 103 $3 $488 $42 4 $4,958 6 $0.28 7

Power, Nuclear, Utilites, Construction, Mining 114 $0.9 $429 $40 5 $5,483 7 $0.27 6

Personal/Business Services, Hotels, Amusements 50 $3 $339 $40 6 $2,075 1 $0.26 5

Retail, Consumer Brands 63 $2 $172 $31 7 $4,696 5 $0.17 4

Finance—Banks, Holding Companies, Real Estate, Other 47 $3 $176 $27 8 $3,600 3 $0.07 1

Public Entities, Education, Nonprofit 78 $3 $82 $14 9 $4,399 4 $0.15 3

Health Care 12 $1 $20 $6 10 $13,206 10 $0.46 8

ALL 562 $0.9 $850 $36 $5,418 $0.27

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
ANNUAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 396 $0.9 $326 $19 $4,697 $1.52

$201-$500 65 $2 $429 $43 $4,318 $0.57

$501-$1,000 33 $4 $258 $58 $4,923 $0.42

$1,001-$5,000 51 $4 $850 $99 $6,559 $0.28

$5,001-$10,000 5 $30 $193 $115 $10,716 $0.19

$10,000+ 12 $14 $500 $226 $5,601 $0.08

ALL 562 $0.9 $850 $36 $5,418 $0.27
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Survey Results
ALL INDUSTRIES - NORTHWESTERN EUROPE 
(Ireland, United Kingdom)

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
INDUSTRY GROUP RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) RANK MILLION RANK REVENUE RANK

Transportation 49 $3 $687 $112 1 $5,455 4 $0.58 7

Chemicals, Pharmaceuticals 15 $1 $516 $99 2 $12,946 10 $0.65 9

Power, Nuclear, Utilities, Construction, Mining 81 $2 $980 $96 3 $10,573 9 $0.42 5

Finance—Banks, Insurance, Real Estate, Other 38 $2 $327 $82 4 $1,967 1 $0.04 1

Food, Beverage 32 $2 $430 $65 5 $7,221 6 $0.33 4

Personal/Business Services, Hotels, Amusements 84 $3 $344 $62 6 $6,807 5 $0.57 6

Government 16 $17 $129 $61 7 $9,287 8 $0.74 10

Hi-Tech, Communications, Media 49 $2 $344 $58 8 $4,327 2 $0.11 2

Consumer, Retail Brands 64 $2 $172 $43 9 $4,518 3 $0.13 3

Rubber, Plastics, Machinery, Electronics, Manufacturing 96 $0.5 $258 $22 10 $8,592 7 $0.60 8

ALL 524 $0.5 $980 $68 $7,171 $0.31

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER €1,000
ANNUAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

€0-€200 245 €0.4 €581 €36 €3,983 €1.73

€201-€500 103 €0.8 €578 €59 €8,502 €1.63

€501-€1,000 58 €5 €290 €63 €4,736 €0.42

€1,001-€5,000 87 €1 €827 €92 €9,978 €0.37

€5,001-€10,000 18 €1 €578 €98 €10,808 €0.15

€10,000+ 13 €13 €827 €152 €7,217 €0.06

ALL 524 €0.4 €827 €58 €7,171 €0.31

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
ANNUAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 228 $0.5 $687 $44 $3,761 $1.87

$201-$500 104 $1 $684 $61 $9,044 $1.76

$501-$1,000 59 $3 $344 $76 $4,618 $0.50

$1,001-$5,000 95 $2 $344 $91 $9,005 $0.34

$5,001-$10,000 20 $9 $980 $181 $11,886 $0.31

$10,000+ 18 $2 $784 $148 $7,529 $0.06

ALL 524 $0.5 $980 $68 $7,171 $0.31

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER €1,000
INDUSTRY GROUP RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) RANK MILLION RANK REVENUE RANK

Transportation 49 €3 €581 €95 1 €5,455 4 €0.58 7

Chemicals, Pharmaceuticals 15 €0.8 €435 €84 2 €12,946 10 €0.65 9

Power, Nuclear, Utilities, Construction, Mining 81 €1 €827 €81 3 €10,573 9 €0.42 5

Finance—Banks, Insurance, Real Estate, Other 38 €1 €276 €69 4 €1,967 1 €0.04 1

Food, Beverage 32 €1 €363 €55 5 €7,221 6 €0.33 4

Personal/Business Services, Hotels, Amusements 84 €3 €290 €53 6 €6,807 5 €0.57 6

Government 16 €15 €109 €51 7 €9,287 8 €0.74 10

Hi-Tech, Communications, Media 49 €1 €290 €49 8 €4,327 2 €0.11 2

Consumer, Retail Brands 64 €1 €145 €36 9 €4,518 3 €0.13 3

Rubber, Plastics, Machinery, Electronics, Manufacturing 96 €0.4 €218 €18 10 €8,592 7 €0.60 8

ALL 524 €0.4 €827 €58 €7,171 €0.31
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Survey Results
ALL INDUSTRIES - CENTRAL & WESTERN EUROPE 
(Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Netherlands, Switzerland)

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER €1,000
ANNUAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

€0-€200 576 €0.5 €800 €13 €5,853 €1.05

€201-€500 158 €2 €340 €25 €13,866 €1.07

€501-€1,000 64 €3 €250 €45 €14,033 €0.88

€1,001-€5,000 85 €2 €620 €100 €17,696 €0.81

€5,001-€10,000 21 €12 €200 €82 €21,463 €0.23

€10,000+ 19 €5 €1,050 €241 €19,244 €0.21

ALL 923 €0.5 €1,050 €31 €14,278 €0.46

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
ANNUAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 552 $0.5 $947 $15 $5,650 $1.10

$201-$500 153 $0.9 $403 $27 $13,760 $1.15

$501-$1,000 80 $3 $231 $38 $13,437 $0.74

$1,001-$5,000 89 $2 $734 $103 $15,960 $0.79

$5,001-$10,000 25 $2 $714 $151 $20,469 $0.45

$10,000+ 24 $6 $1,243 $241 $20,177 $0.22

ALL 923 $0.5 $1,243 $37 $14,278 $0.46

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
INDUSTRY GROUP RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) RANK MILLION RANK REVENUE RANK

Chemicals, Pharmaceuticals 58 $3 $1,243 $112 1 $22,839 9 $1.66 9

Hi-Tech, Communications, Media 42 $1 $651 $56 2 $7,352 2 $0.18 2

Power, Nuclear, Utilities, Construction, Mining 96 $1 $450 $40 3 $16,461 8 $0.39 6

Transportation 37 $0.9 $199 $40 4 $9,400 3 $0.19 3

Rubber, Plastics, Machinery, Electronics, Manufacturing 357 $0.9 $947 $36 5 $12,249 6 $0.49 7

Finance—Banks, Insurance, Real Estate, Other 47 $1 $237 $34 6 $5,770 1 $0.08 1

Government 3 $3 $59 $23 7 $12,898 7 $0.25 4

Personal/Business Services, Hotels, Amusements 71 $1 $135 $21 8 $12,221 5 $1.06 8

Engineering 17 $1 $118 $20 9 $49,677 10 $1.97 10

Retail, Consumer Brands 195 $0.5 $237 $19 10 $11,430 4 $0.26 5

ALL 923 $0.5 $1,243 $37 $14,278 $0.46

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER €1,000
INDUSTRY GROUP RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) RANK MILLION RANK REVENUE RANK

Chemicals, Pharmaceuticals 58 €3 €1,050 €95 1 €22,839 9 €1.66 9

Hi-Tech, Communications, Media 42 €1 €550 €47 2 €7,352 2 €0.18 2

Power, Nuclear, Utilities, Construction, Mining 96 €0.9 €380 €34 3 €16,461 8 €0.39 6

Transportation 37 €0.8 €168 €33 4 €9,400 3 €0.19 3

Rubber, Plastics, Machinery, Electronics, Manufacturing 357 €0.8 €800 €30 5 €12,249 6 €0.49 7

Finance—Banks, Insurance, Real Estate, Other 47 €1 €200 €29 6 €5,770 1 €0.08 1

Government 3 €3 €50 €19 7 €12,898 7 €0.25 4

Personal/Business Services, Hotels, Amusements 71 €1 €114 €18 8 €12,221 5 €1.06 8

Engineering 17 €1 €100 €17 9 €49,677 10 €1.97 10

Retail, Consumer Brands 195 €0.5 €200 €16 10 €11,430 4 €0.26 5

ALL 923 €0.5 €1,050 €31 €14,278 €0.46
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Survey Results
ALL INDUSTRIES - SOUTHERN EUROPE 
(Greece, Israel, Italy, Portugal, Spain, Turkey)

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER €1,000
ANNUAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

€0-€200 562 <€0.1 €300 €10 €10,397 €1.39

€201-€500 153 €0.3 €750 €20 €23,506 €1.58

€501-€1,000 47 €0.8 €780 €45 €9,634 €0.56

€1,001-€5,000 46 €0.5 €1,000 €57 €19,939 €0.55

€5,001-€10,000 7 €5 €300 €138 €13,336 €0.27

€10,000+ 7 €5 €600 €233 €16,145 €0.13

ALL 822 <€0.1 €1,000 €19 €15,230 €0.51

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER €1,000
INDUSTRY GROUP RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) RANK MILLION RANK REVENUE RANK

Transportation 38 €0.1 €1,000 €105 1 €3,894 1 €1.20 8

Power, Nuclear, Utilities, Construction, Mining 77 €0.6 €620 €61 2 €13,722 7 €0.40 6

Engineering 4 €0.6 €120 €32 3 €8,203 4 €0.18 3

Chemicals, Pharmaceuticals 57 €0.6 €90 €13 4 €10,509 6 €1.26 9

Personal/Business Services, Hotels, Amusements 144 €0.1 €260 €12 5 €53,492 9 €2.36 10

Rubber, Plastics, Machinery, Electronics, Manufacturing 199 €0.3 €210 €10 6 €17,701 8 €0.24 5

Finance—Banks, Insurance, Real Estate, Other 24 <€0.1 €55 €10 7 €8,206 5 €0.15 2

Retail, Consumer Brands 217 €0.3 €150 €9 8 €5,763 3 €0.19 4

Hi-Tech, Communications, Media 24 €0.5 €52 €8 9 €4,900 2 €0.06 1

Government 36 €0.6 €15 €4 10 €61,192 10 €0.63 7

ALL 822 <€0.1 €1,000 €19 €15,230 €0.51

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
INDUSTRY GROUP RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) RANK MILLION RANK REVENUE RANK

Transportation 38 $0.1 $1,184 $124 1 $3,894 1 $1.20 8

Power, Nuclear, Utilities, Construction, Mining 77 $1 $734 $72 2 $13,722 7 $0.40 6

Engineering 4 $1 $142 $38 3 $8,203 4 $0.18 3

Chemicals, Pharmaceuticals 57 $1 $107 $16 4 $10,509 6 $1.26 9

Personal/Business Services, Hotels, Amusements 144 $0.1 $308 $14 5 $53,492 9 $2.36 10

Rubber, Plastics, Machinery, Electronics, Manufacturing 199 $0.4 $249 $12 6 $17,701 8 $0.24 5

Finance—Banks, Insurance, Real Estate, Other 24 <$0.1 $65 $11 7 $8,206 5 $0.15 2

Retail, Consumer Brands 217 $0.4 $178 $11 8 $5,763 3 $0.19 4

Hi-Tech, Communications, Media 24 $1 $61 $9 9 $4,900 2 $0.06 1

Government 36 $1 $18 $5 10 $61,192 10 $0.63 7

ALL 822 <$0.1 $1,184 $23 $15,230 $0.51

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
ANNUAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 531 <$0.1 $354 $11 $9,982 $1.41

$201-$500 170 $0.6 $886 $21 $25,451 $1.66

$501-$1,000 43 $0.3 $922 $67 $8,211 $0.77

$1,001-$5,000 59 $1 $1,181 $56 $17,792 $0.57

$5,001-$10,000 11 $0.6 $236 $87 $18,075 $0.23

$10,000+ 8 $6 $709 $285 $16,641 $0.15

ALL 822 <$0.1 $1,181 $23 $15,230 $0.51
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Survey Results
ALL INDUSTRIES - EASTERN EUROPE 
(Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia,
Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Russia, Slovakia,
Slovenia, Ukraine)

€0-€200 194 < €0.1  €225  €4  €10,938 €0.56

€201-€500 14 €0.3  €50 €9  €4,094  €0.11

€501-€1,000 10 €0.7 €5  €2  €37,448  €0.09

€1,001-€5,000 15  €0.3  €150   €18  €4,974  €0.05

€5,001-€10,000 0 * * * * *

€10,000+ 0 * * * * *

ALL 233 <€0.1 €225 €5  €9,331  €0.17

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER €1,000
INDUSTRY GROUP RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) RANK MILLION RANK REVENUE RANK

Rubber, Plastics, Machinery, Electronics, Manufacturing 33 <€0.1 €225 €9 1 €8,461 5 €0.26 7

Power, Nuclear, Utilities, Construction, Mining 59 €0.1 €150 €8 2 €11,155 7 €0.31 8

Hi-Tech, Communications, Media 13 €0.5 €20 €7 3 €7,938 3 €0.07 2

Transportation 12 <€0.1 €38 €4 4 €3,670 1 €0.13 4

Personal/Business Services, Hotels, Amusements 17 €0.6 €13 €2 5 €9,412 6 €0.21 6

Finance—Banks, Insurance, Real Estate, Other 18 <€0.1 €6 €2 6 €8,062 4 €0.02 1

Retail, Consumer Brands 71 <€0.1 €17 €1 7 €5,998 2 €0.08 3

Chemicals, Pharmaceuticals 10 €0.2 €3 €0.9 8 €19,515 8 €0.17 5

ALL 233 <€0.1 €225 €5 €9,331 €0.17

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
INDUSTRY GROUP RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) RANK MILLION RANK REVENUE RANK

Rubber, Plastics, Machinery, Electronics, Manufacturing 33 <$0.1 $266 $10 1 $8,461 5 $0.26 7

Power, Nuclear, Utilities, Construction, Mining 59 $0.1 $178 $10 2 $11,155 7 $0.31 8

Hi-Tech, Communications, Media 13 $0.6 $24 $8 3 $7,938 3 $0.07 2

Transportation 12 <$0.1 $46 $5 4 $3,670 1 $0.13 4

Personal/Business Services, Hotels, Amusements 17 $0.7 $15 $3 5 $9,412 6 $0.21 6

Finance—Banks, Insurance, Real Estate, Other 18 <$0.1 $7 $2 6 $8,062 4 $0.02 1

Retail, Consumer Brands 71 <$0.1 $20 $2 7 $5,998 2 $0.08 3

Chemicals, Pharmaceuticals 10 $0.2 $3 $1 8 $19,515 8 $0.17 5

ALL 233 <$0.1 $266 $6 $9,331 $0.17

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
ANNUAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 188 <$0.1 $266 $4 $10,975 $0.65

$201-$500 16 $0.1 $59 $8 $2,428 $0.07

$501-$1,000 11 $1 $15 $4 $18,142 $0.11

$1,001-$5,000 18 $0.3 $177 $18 $5,986 $0.05

$5,001-$10,000 0 * * * * *

$10,000+ 0 * * * * *

ALL 233 <$0.1 $266 $6 $9,331 $0.17

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER €1,000
ANNUAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE
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Survey Results
ALL INDUSTRIES - NORDIC 
(Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden)

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER €1,000
ANNUAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

€0-€200 127 €0.7 €201 €11 €6,420 €0.81

€201-€500 46 €0.7 €769 €28 €5,395 €0.48

€501-€1,000 17 €3 €215 €55 €6,898 €0.54

€1,001-€5,000 24 €5 €300 €59 €10,428 €0.31

€5,001-€10,000 12 €10 €404 €111 €20,592 €0.31

€10,000+ 1 * * * * *

ALL 227 €0.7 €769 €29 €10,166 €0.36

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
ANNUAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 111 $0.8 $238 $12 $6,835 $0.54

$201-$500 55 $1 $909 $32 $4,621 $0.48

$501-$1,000 22 $4 $254 $49 $7,676 $0.52

$1,001-$5,000 24 $6 $354 $68 $9,762 $0.34

$5,001-$10,000 12 $12 $477 $129 $20,745 $0.34

$10,000+ 3 $44 $126 $96 $14,413 $0.12

ALL 227 $0.8 $909 $34 $10,166 $0.36

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
INDUSTRY GROUP RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) RANK MILLION RANK REVENUE RANK

Chemicals, Pharmaceuticals 9 $16 $254 $119 1 $4,787 3 $0.61 9

Personal/Business Services, Hotels, Amusements 21 $1 $478 $91 2 $17,366 10 $0.95 10

Transportation 16 $0.8 $911 $69 3 $2,169 1 $0.09 2

Power, Nuclear, Utilities, Construction, Mining 12 $1 $107 $31 4 $10,453 5 $0.30 4

Engineering 6 $1 $111 $27 5 $11,504 7 $0.48 7

Rubber, Plastics, Machinery, Electronics, Manufacturing 67 $1 $146 $26 6 $11,789 8 $0.55 8

Retail, Consumer Brands 48 $1 $159 $23 7 $8,075 4 $0.10 3

Finance—Banks, Insurance, Real Estate, Other 6 $0.8 $25 $7 8 $2,779 2 $0.06 1

Hi-Tech, Communications, Media 7 $1 $16 $6 9 $15,004 9 $0.32 5

Government 35 $1 $13 $5 10 $11,061 6 $0.43 6

ALL 227 $0.8 $911 $34 $10,166 $0.36

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER €1,000
INDUSTRY GROUP RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) RANK MILLION RANK REVENUE RANK

Chemicals, Pharmaceuticals 9 €13 €215 €100 1 €4,787 3 €0.61 9

Personal/Business Services, Hotels, Amusements 21 €0.9 €404 €76 2 €17,366 10 €0.95 10

Transportation 16 €0.7 €769 €58 3 €2,169 1 €0.09 2

Power, Nuclear, Utilities, Construction, Mining 12 €1 €90 €26 4 €10,453 5 €0.30 4

Engineering 6 €1 €94 €23 5 €11,504 7 €0.48 7

Rubber, Plastics, Machinery, Electronics, Manufacturing 67 €1 €123 €22 6 €11,789 8 €0.55 8

Retail, Consumer Brands 48 €1 €134 €19 7 €8,075 4 €0.10 3

Finance—Banks, Insurance, Real Estate, Other 6 €0.7 €21 €6 8 €2,779 2 €0.06 1

Hi-Tech, Communications, Media 7 €1 €13 €5 9 €15,004 9 €0.32 5

Government 35 €1 €11 €4 10 €11,061 6 €0.43 6

ALL 227 €0.7 €769 €29 €10,166 €0.36
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Survey Results
ALL INDUSTRIES - AUSTRALIA 

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
ANNUAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 69 $2 $1,101 $131 $2,302 $3.46

$201-$500 41 $0.7 $1,101 $151 $2,204 $1.00

$501-$1,000 21 $2 $610 $163 $4,335 $0.99

$1,001-$5,000 22 $1 $1,000 $233 $13,055 $1.38

$5,001-$10,000 8 $37 $250 $138 $8,019 $0.16

$10,000+ 4 $184 $551 $335 $2,904 $0.04

ALL 165 $0.7 $1,101 $159 $4,920 $0.55

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
INDUSTRY GROUP RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) RANK MILLION RANK REVENUE RANK

Transportation 14 $37 $1,101 $353 1 $3,697 5 $0.98 6

Chemicals, Pharmaceuticals 8 $2 $610 $192 2 $13,652 9 $2.26 8

Power, Nuclear, Utilities, Construction, Mining 59 $1 $1,000 $172 3 $2,302 1 $3.76 9

Finance, Banks, Holding Companies, Real Estate, Other 18 $37 $551 $157 4 $3,247 4 $0.15 3

Public Entities, Education, Nonprofit Organizations 13 $2 $371 $130 5 $3,787 7 $2.14 7

Personal/Business Services, Hotels, Amusements 11 $37 $400 $126 6 $2,865 3 $0.77 5

Hi-Tech, Communications, Media 6 $15 $220 $119 7 $2,316 2 $0.06 1

Retail, Consumer Brands 18 $1 $404 $97 8 $3,785 6 $0.14 2

Rubber, Plastics, Machinery, Electronics, Manufacturing 18 $0.7 $294 $67 9 $4,382 8 $0.36 4

ALL 165 $0.7 $1,101 $159 $4,920 $0.55
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Survey Results
ALL INDUSTRIES - NEW ZEALAND 

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
ANNUAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 14 $9 $86 $40 $1,879 $0.54

$201-$500 13 $17 $859 $106 $1,062 $0.33

$501-$1,000 7 $9 $86 $30 $1,822 $0.08

$1,001-$5,000 4 $86 $86 $86 $2,896 $0.12

$5,001-$10,000 * * * * * *

$10,000+ * * * * * *

ALL 38 $9 $859 $66 $1,561 $0.20

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
INDUSTRY GROUP RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) RANK MILLION RANK REVENUE RANK

Transportation 3 $17 $859 $315 1 $608 1 $1.27 6

Power, Nuclear, Utilities, Construction and Mining 10 $17 $107 $68 2 $2,543 5 $0.35 5

Rubber, Plastics, Machinery, Electronics, Manufacturing 4 $17 $86 $47 3 $3,452 6 $0.20 4

Retail and Consumer Brands 10 $9 $86 $37 4 $1,624 4 $0.11 3

Hi-Tech, Communications and Media 3 $17 $43 $34 5 $975 2 $0.07 2

Personal/Business Services, Hotels, Amusements 8 $9 $43 $23 6 $1,065 3 $0.05 1

ALL 38 $9 $859 $66 $1,561 $0.20
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Survey Results
ALL INDUSTRIES - SOUTH AFRICA 

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
ANNUAL REVENUES (MILLIONS) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 10 $2 $450 $145 $287 $0.56

$201-$500 5 $2 $80 $25 $3,714 $0.27

$501-$1,000 3 $24 $450 $174 $1,751 $0.35

$1,001-$5,000 11 $6 $450 $171 $2,518 $0.24

$5,001-$10,000 2 * * * * *

$10,000+ 2 * * * * *

ALL 33 $2 $450 $142 $1,704 $0.13

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
INDUSTRY GROUP RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) RANK MILLION RANK REVENUE RANK

Power, Nuclear, Utilities, Construction, Mining 14 $6 $450 $255 1 $1,255 2 $0.09 2

Retail, Consumer Brands 3 $16 $450 $161 2 $1,168 1 $0.13 3

Finance—Banks, Insurance, Real Estate, Other 6 $2 $320 $70 3 $5,481 4 $0.48 5

Personal/Business Services, Hotels, Amusements 6 $3 $80 $28 4 $1,402 3 $0.07 1

Transportation 3 $2 $9 $5 5 $25,437 5 $0.46 3

Hi-Tech, Communications, Media 1 * * * * *

ALL 33 $2 $450 $142 $1,704 $0.13
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Survey Results
ALL INDUSTRIES - LATIN AMERICA 
(Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia,
Mexico, Peru, Venezuela)

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
ANNUAL REVENUES ($US M) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 417 <$0.1 $206 $10 $5,792 $1.30

$201-$500 77 $0.2 $246 $23 $6,674 $0.48

$501-$1,000 16 $0.4 $12 $4 $19,306 $0.11

$1,001-$5,000 13 $1 $150 $39 $9,485 $0.21

$5,001-$10,000 2 * * * * *

$10,000+ 2 * * * * *

ALL 527 <$0.1 $1,003 $14 $6,448 $0.40

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
INDUSTRY GROUP RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) RANK MILLION RANK REVENUE RANK

Power, Nuclear, Utilities, Construction and Mining 140 <$0.1 $206 $28 1 $4,531 1 $0.28 4

Transportation 22 <$0.1 $246 $20 2 $8,615 4 $3.29 9

Chemicals and Pharmaceuticals 55 <$0.1 $100 $13 3 $6,946 3 $1.07 8

Rubber, Plastics, Machinery, Electronics, Manufacturing 142 <$0.1 $1,003 $12 4 $11,912 7 $0.36 5

Personal/Business Services, Hotels, Amusements 41 $0.1 $60 $11 5 $5,218 2 $1.00 7

Hi-Tech, Communications and Media 35 $0.2 $30 $4 6 $9,807 6 $0.22 3

Retail, Consumer Brands 53 <$0.1 $30 $3 7 $29,234 9 $0.86 6

Finance—Banks, Insurance, Real Estate, Other 14 <$0.1 $6 $1 8 $8,694 5 $0.16 2

Public Entities, Education, Nonprofit 25 <$0.1 $2 $0.5 9 $21,325 8 $0.14 1

ALL 527 <$0.1 $1,003 $14 $6,448 $0.40
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Survey Results
ALL INDUSTRIES - ASIA 
(China, Hong Kong, Japan, Korea, Malaysia,
Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand, Vietnam)

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
ANNUAL REVENUES ($US M) RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) MILLION REVENUE

$0-$200 96 $0.1 $50 $5 $9,978 $1.34

$201-$500 14 $2 $100 $29 $3,480 $0.27

$501-$1,000 17 $2 $128 $32 $13,997 $0.62

$1,001-$5,000 17 $1 $254 $68 $9,306 $0.25

$5,001-$10,000 8 $10 $551 $141 $12,968 $0.29

$10,000+ 10 $6 $250 $69 $16,672 $0.04

ALL 162 $0.1 $551 $27 $11,557 $0.13

AVERAGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM AVERAGE AVERAGE COST

NUMBER OF LIMITS LIMITS LIMITS PRICE PER PER $1,000
INDUSTRY GROUP RESPONSES (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) RANK MILLION RANK REVENUE RANK

Chemicals and Pharmaceuticals 14 $0.5 $551 $73 1 $16,151 6 $0.71 7

Electrical Equipment, Precision Instruments 19 $1 $130 $48 2 $11,019 4 $0.10 3

Power, Nuclear, Utilities, Construction, Mining 26 $0.1 $200 $40 3 $8,486 3 $0.11 4

Hi-Tech, Communications, Media 18 $1 $200 $35 4 $3,917 2 $0.06 2

Retail, Consumer Brands 21 $0.1 $250 $15 5 $13,483 5 $0.04 1

Manufacturing, Machinery, Transporation Equipment 50 $0.3 $50 $8 6 $19,501 7 $0.12 5

Personal/Business Services, Hotels, Amusements 14 $0.3 $50 $6 7 $3,414 1 $0.24 6

ALL 162 $0.1 $551 $27 $11,557 $0.13
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Philippines
Generally, Philippine society is not litigious; the 

liability environment is much different from that of

the United States. Lawsuits tend to be expensive

and time-consuming, while the backlogged courts

are not inclined to give large awards. Claims involv-

ing mental anguish and other intangibles are gener-

ally dismissed as frivolous. Parties tend to seek 

settlement of disputes outside the court system.

The liability insurance market in the country is

largely undeveloped, with limited availability and

capacity. There have been some increased aware-

ness and interest in recent years in D&O, errors and

omissions (E&O), and environmental liability. As in

many developing countries, environmental liability

has been of particular interest. The government

recently adopted regulations imposing certain 

surety and environmental insurance requirements

on projects.

ASIA

China
China’s insurance industry is rapidly evolving. As

the Chinese economy continues to expand, a grow-

ing number of initial public offerings (IPOs) are

occurring for Chinese companies overseas. This has

pushed awareness of directors and officers (D&O)

liability issues to the forefront for many firms over

the past year, and Chinese companies have started

to purchase global D&O policies.

Products liability policies have also become more

popular, as there has been an increasing demand

from overseas vendors for products liability cover-

age with a relatively high limit. China’s domestic

insurance markets are developing more competitive

products liability programs. Environmental liability

continues to develop rapidly, with some larger 

cities enacting new laws and tougher compliance

standards.
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Appendix A: 
Around the World: What’s New?

In an effort to keep abreast of changes in liability issues in the countries covered by this report,

Marsh asked its offices: “What happened in the last year that had the greatest material impact on

the liability environment in your country? What looks as if it is about to happen this year?”

The intent is to track, qualitatively, insurance-market developments; changes to tort-liability systems;

new legislation and regulations; important judicial rulings; and/or other political, social, or economic

developments relevant to liability exposures.
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Thailand
There has been an increase in liability slip-and-trip

claims and in medical malpractice claims. Class

actions do not yet exist in Thailand, although 

some expect a law to be passed soon that would

allow them.

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND

Australia
Tort reforms introduced by the states and amend-

ments to the Trade Practices Act have changed the

civil liability landscape in Australia. Although these

reforms are still being contested in the courts, early

signs are that damage awards are becoming more

predictable and less severe under the new reforms,

which has given insurers more confidence when

assessing liability exposures. With premiums and

deductibles rising to levels that offer more chance

of long-term profitability, these tort reforms have

meant insurers are now aggressively re-entering

some markets, such as products liability. This

increased competition had a dampening affect on

premium rates in the second half of 2005, and 

the trend is set to continue at least through the 

first half of 2006 for clients that have relatively 

clean loss records, are outside the high-frequency/

high-hazard risk areas, and can provide the 

comprehensive underwriting information that

insurers continue to demand.

New Zealand
The liability insurance market has remained rela-

tively stable in New Zealand due to the nonlitigious

nature of the country’s legal system. Companies

with Australian exposure should start to feel the

effect of tort reforms coming into place. Although

these reforms are still being contested in the

courts, early signs are that damage awards are

becoming more predictable and less severe under

the new reforms, which has given insurers more

confidence when assessing liability exposures.

Insurers are starting to see more claims, mainly

under general liability, for insureds’ tampering with

nature and, thereby, causing a nuisance to third

parties. This also includes pollution aspects. New

Zealanders are also becoming more aware of their

ability to sue for recompense. Many insurers are

limiting their exposures to pollution by either

excluding it completely from coverage or by includ-

ing a 72-hour pollution endorsement. The New

Zealand Resource Management Act has set strict

guidelines regarding this area of exposure, causing

many insurers to opt out. Bird-flu exclusions will

also start to be seen on general liability forms for

farms and other poultry-related clients.

EUROPE

Belgium
Belgium is experiencing more debate about the role

and impact of litigation in society. Although the 

tradition in Belgium has been to compensate

through social security systems, there is increasing

doubt about whether this is viable over the long

term. Government officials are debating whether

compensation through the law of tort could be

more advantageous.

During early 2006, Belgium was involved in a major

food scare when cancer-causing dioxins were found

in a Belgian pork-fat ingredient used in animal feed

in Belgium and the Netherlands. A number of 

countries, including South Korea, Japan, Taiwan,

and China, banned imports of Belgian pork. The 

risk was found to be negligible by the Belgian food

authorities because of the low level of contamina-

tion. Several thousand pigs, however, were culled;

and farmers and others affected by the scare are

already seeking compensation for damages.
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Croatia
Employers liability claims are increasing in Croatia.

Also, D&O exposures are increasing due to more

joint ventures between local and foreign firms. If

Croatia becomes a member of the European Union

(EU) as expected, new EU regulation will undoubt-

edly increase liability and also stipulate higher 

limits of insurance liability coverage for Croatian

businesses.

Denmark
The most noticeable change over the last year in

Denmark has concerned professional negligence

claims, with an increased tendency for bankers,

insurers, brokers, lawyers, and other professional

services providers to be held liable; although settle-

ment amounts remain relatively low. In accordance

with this trend, there is greater focus on contractual

risk management on the part of corporations and

service providers. In general, compensation claims

remain stable compared to 2004.

Estonia
Liability exposures are on the rise in Estonia due to

greater government regulation and supervision,

the influence of EU legislation, and more active

campaigning by consumer rights groups, environ-

mental pressure groups, and trade unions. D&O 

liability, in particular, has increased due to new cor-

porate governance obligations placed on business

in the Commercial Code. The D&O marketplace has

experienced premium increases, partly reversing

the soft market of recent times. There has also been

a small increase in employers liability claims.

France
There has been no significant increase in compensa-

tion claims in France over the last year, with the

exception of asbestos-related settlements. A notable

trend elsewhere is the rise in compensation paid in

personal injury cases. The French government is

reviewing a draft report on class-action lawsuits, with

the aim of creating a new law by the end of 2006.

Germany
Rates for general liability, products liability, and

environmental liability insurance decreased for

good risks by an average of 10 percent to 20 percent

during the last two years. Some insurers are more

aggressively approaching new business, while 

others are content simply to defend their existing

books of business.

Following the long-expected implementation of the

EU Directive on Discrimination into German law,

we expect claims against employers to increase;

although overall we have not observed a significant

move toward a “compensation culture.” Product

recall and malicious product tampering are two

areas where liability exposures seem to be increas-

ing. Professional indemnity and all other types of

financial loss demands will continue to increase.

The trend over the last year seems to be that certain

industries—such as pharmaceutical, chemical,

transport, and construction—face a higher potential

of being involved with a single or a series of bodily

injury claims. However, large settlements have been

restricted mostly to business activities in the

United States. Even when compensation is set in

Germany, both the indemnification amounts and

compensation for pain and suffering are relatively

low, and this is not likely to change in the near

future.

Greece
Products liability exposure is increasing for 

companies due to both some high-profile cases of

negligence receiving coverage in the Greek media

and the increased prominence of the Association

for Consumer Protection. The government is more

insistent on quality controls for the food industry,

giving rise to more product-recall cases. The greatest

rise in claims is occurring in the area of employers

liability. Many Greek companies are making

progress in learning about risk management, but

may be a few years away from implementing more

complete risk management practices.
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Ireland
Declining rates have meant that the media have

taken their eyes off the insurance industry for the

time being. The advent of the Personal Injuries

Assessment Board (PIAB) in 2004 has meant a 

significant decrease in the number of cases coming

before the courts. However, due to the fact that

PIAB cases have an incubation period of approxi-

mately nine months, it remains to be seen how

many cases will be released from the PIAB process

and allowed to come before the courts. In general,

the litigation environment in Ireland over the last

year could best be summarized as very quiet, and lit-

tle is forthcoming by way of government legislation.

The general claims numbers (including both PIAB

cases and those released into the courts) appear to

have dropped significantly over the last year.

Italy
Workplace harassment has become a talking point

in Italy over the last year; and there is a sense that

litigation will increase in this area, with ramifica-

tions for the D&O liability insurance market. The

other main area of debate is products liability, with

the number of product recalls increasing.

Latvia
In Latvia, professional liability claims are increas-

ing, but the financial amounts tend to be small, and

relatively few are successful. The courts are taking a

more skeptical line toward compensation claims in

general—a development noted in the media over

the last year—deterring future litigants. Medical

malpractice has been in the headlines, as several

large negligence claims have been pursued against

medical institutions. Local insurers continue to be

wary when writing D&O coverage.

Netherlands
Compensation claims are increasing across-the-

board in the Netherlands, with the exception of the

workplace, where greater risk management and

improved health and safety measures are reducing

employers liability claims. However, the amount per

claim in this area is increasing. A small increase in

injury claims could come about due to the abolition

of the limitation period on such claims, which 

previously had been 20 or 30 years, depending on

the type of injury. Such caps are not in force now.

New legislation was introduced in July 2005—the

Act on the Collective Settlement of Mass Claims—

that permits class-action lawsuits for the first time.

However, such lawsuits would be European-style

“collective” actions and would differ from those

found in the United States. Dutch courts can only

give a declaratory judgment over whether a defen-

dant is liable or not, rather than order a particular

sum of financial compensation.

Norway
In Norway, a string of high-profile professional lia-

bility lawsuits over the last year—some involving

global brands—has symbolized the rising legal risks

for auditors, lawyers, insurance brokers, and other

professional services firms. One of Norway’s largest

law firms was found liable for damages of €13 

million—a record among law firms. Another profes-

sional services firm was found to be negligent in

auditing the books of a collection agency and

agreed to pay US$50 million in damages. In a sepa-

rate lawsuit that indicates the rise of class-action or

collective lawsuits, an airline was ordered by the

Norwegian Supreme Court to pay employee benefits

to 325 workers. Finally, D&O claims continue to

increase in Norway, although many are settled out

of court and do not receive publicity.
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Portugal
Litigation remains at a low level in Portugal com-

pared to the rest of Europe, due to a slow and ineffi-

cient court system. However, compensation claims

are increasing in several areas. Greater regulation

and a demand for compliance are encouraging

more environmental liability claims. The last year

has seen several high-profile court cases where

companies were found guilty of negligence with

regard to environmental pollution or lack of envi-

ronmental safeguards.

Settlement values for motor liability claims have

risen substantially, and new regulations are set to

increase the minimum liability limit from €600,000

to €5 million. Professional liability claims have also

increased, particularly for medical malpractice.

Romania
In Romania, employers liability and medical mal-

practice claims are increasing, although they

remain at low levels. Most claims in Romania are

found in motor vehicle liability and general liability.

Overall, liability insurance purchasing remains rela-

tively rare in the country, although more companies

are beginning to buy this coverage. The local insur-

ance market remains limited for certain risks—in

particular, products liability for pharmaceutical and 

automotive companies.

Russia
Levels of litigation are slowly increasing in Russia.

Rising exposures for business include D&O liability

as more companies go public. A new environmental

law is currently being discussed by the Russian 

government and may come into force in two to

three years, increasing liability for businesses.

Employers liability issues tend to arise only where

companies hire foreign staff. The poor legitimacy of

court authorities in Russian society and high legal

expenses deter many people and businesses from

pursuing litigation.

Slovenia
Since Slovenia’s entry into the European Union in

2004, there has been an expectation that profes-

sional services will face more negligence claims,

given greater ties with the rest of Europe. Employers

liability claims are increasing, due to rising employ-

ee awareness of the possibilities of compensation.

Spain
Spain has experienced several high-profile product

recalls in the last year in the food, automobile, and

toy sectors. Products liability claims are increasing.

The Spanish government is working on new legisla-

tion that will reinforce consumer protection in

industries such as telecommunications, banking,

and professional services. In the business arena, the

most noticeable area of claims increase is in D&O,

where claims are projected to continue increasing

over the next few years. Liability markets are stable

in general, but the medical malpractice market 

continues to show volatility, largely as a result of

claims relating to plastic and cosmetic surgery.

Sweden
D&O liability has been the hot topic in Sweden 

over the last year. The trial of a former insurance

company CEO began in February 2006 and has

attracted significant attention. Professional 

negligence lawsuits continue to rise, but claims in

other liability areas remain static.

Switzerland
Employers liability and medical malpractice claims

are rising in Switzerland, reflected in greater 

reluctance among insurers to cover these risks.

Pharmaceutical and automotive products liability

risks also remain difficult to place locally. In 2006,

19 former members of airline Swissair, which col-

lapsed in 2001 with debts of US$13 billion, were

charged with dishonest management and falsifying

documents. The case will be heard next year, and

jail sentences could await the former executives if

they are found guilty.
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Turkey
The main change in Turkey over the past year is that

employers have become more liable for accidents in

the workplace, due to several alterations to labor

legislation. A new “corporate manslaughter” penalty

code means employers can receive up to six years

in prison in cases of unintentional death.

United Kingdom
Although the overall volume of compensation

claims continues to fall in the United Kingdom, evi-

dence suggests that the litigation burden on U.K.

business shows no sign of abating. Legal costs asso-

ciated with litigation continue to rise—up 50 per-

cent in the last two years, according to one insurer.

The most common types of litigation are work-

place, contractual, and products liability.

Rising costs are particularly evident in the area of

workplace discrimination and harassment cases. A

2005 study found that the cost to U.K. businesses of

fighting such cases had risen by 70 percent since

2002. Awards for discrimination cases also show no

sign of falling. The largest-ever compensation

award to a civil servant occurred in September

2005, when a prison officer was awarded £380,000

damages on the grounds that he was subjected to

racial discrimination in the workplace.

Compensation for injury claims continues to

increase between 8 percent and 12 percent annual-

ly. Product recalls are creating some of the largest

and highest-profile examples of losses suffered by

suppliers. The 2004 General Product Safety

Directive—now implemented across Europe—raises

the bar for product safety by defining safety in

more exacting terms and increases the likelihood of

recalls.

The United Kingdom continues to lead the way for

new types of environmental claims in Europe; some

believe that class actions may become a possibility

in these areas in the future. In the area of noise

nuisance, for example, a court case against an

amusement park may have ramifications for the

sports, leisure, and entertainment industries.

Proposed “Corporate Killing” legislation will likely

be implemented in 2006 or 2007. The proposed law

would make it easier for directors and senior man-

agers of large corporations to become criminally

liable and subject to unlimited fines should health

and safety failure lead to a fatal accident. Finally,

the United Kingdom in 2006 could witness one of

the largest noninjury class-action lawsuits ever in

Europe, as 2,700 compensation claims—potentially

worth hundreds of millions of pounds—have been

filed by individuals, residents’ associations, loss

assessors, companies, and insurers in the aftermath

of an oil-depot explosion.
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LATIN AMERICA

Argentina
There has been an increased demand for environ-

mental liability coverage in Argentina of late. Class

actions do not exist as such in the Argentine court

system.

Bolivia
In general, liability exposures for businesses are

increasing in Bolivia. One area in which insurers are

restricting coverage is pollution liability as a result

of natural disasters.

Brazil
The frequency and severity of liability claims are

increasing in all areas in Brazil, especially in the

environmental arena. Recent settlement amounts

include more than US$20 million related to an

explosion at a shopping mall that resulted in

numerous deaths, US$15 million for a products 

liability case, US$4 million for an environmental

cleanup, and US$500,000 for an employment 

practices case. Medical malpractice cases are

increasing, but information about them is hard 

to come by. Insurers have imposed some local 

coverage restrictions in areas such as oil, railroads,

power distribution, storage and transport of 

dangerous goods, medical, and errors and omissions.

Colombia
Companies’ liability exposures are increasing in

Colombia, with particular concerns in E&O, medical

malpractice, and professional liability. Two important

class-action lawsuits are now in the court system,

including one against a power company for dam-

ages caused as a result of an outage. Class actions—

called “popular actions” and “group actions”—

generally are seen as moving more quickly through

the court system than ordinary actions. Popular

actions allow for personal economic gain and are,

in a way, a reward for protecting a public right. Far

from discouraging class actions, legislation appears

to be encouraging them.

New legislation was enacted in 2005 to impose 

controls on the directors and officers of public com-

panies. This year, legislation related to employment

practices is expected that will likely encourage

claims against employers. Insurers are restricting

coverage in the areas of products liability, punitive

damages, and medical malpractice.
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NORTH AMERICA

United States
Increasing attention has been given to the potential

for climate change to affect companies through 

liability associated with regulations, reputational

damage, corporate governance, and more. The focus

on climate change was driven in part by the

extreme hurricane season of 2005, thought by some

to have been exacerbated by global warming.

The potential for claims from avian flu or other

pandemics also generated headlines as companies

worked to ensure they were prepared to handle

such crises.

The U.S. Congress extended the Terrorism Risk

Insurance Act (TRIA) through December 31, 2007,

with some modifications. Efforts continue to develop

a long-term solution to the problems surrounding

the role to be played by the government and the

insurance industry regarding terrorism exposures.

SOUTH AFRICA

The South African Constitution continues to pro-

vide an overarching influence on civil litigation.

Very few short-term insurance matters have been

challenged constitutionally. However, commercial

contracts are increasingly being measured against

the spirit, purport, and objectives of the Bill of

Rights. In the event that a clause in an insurance

contract is challenged constitutionally by an

insured, the insurer would bear the onus of proving

that the limitation of the right by the offending

clause in the contract is reasonable and justifiable

in an open and democratic society.
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ASIA

China
In China, most local general liability policies use

the Chinese version. However, there are a few

English-language versions of policies issued by inter-

national insurers and Chinese domestic insurers.

International insurers tend to use their own word-

ing. Any new policy wording must be filed with the

China Insurance Regulatory Commission (CIRC).

Most of the local liability policies have a single

limit; layered programs are not common, as limits

are often quite low.

Japan
Japanese companies usually purchase liability 

coverage for domestic and overseas products liability

separately. Japanese insurers write overseas prod-

ucts liability coverage that includes U.S. exposures,

with the following conditions:

■ on a claims-made basis;

■ inclusive of defense cost; and

■ with exclusions for punitive damages.

Layered programs are not popular. Generally,

companies purchase coverage from a single insurer

or on a quota-share basis from several insurers if

there is any broker involvement.
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Appendix B: 
Liability Program Structures

The structure of liability insurance programs varies greatly among countries, making it difficult to

compare coverage from one country to the next. Prices in Germany, for example, may seem high; but

the typical coverage offered by a German insurance policy is broader in scope than that offered in

many other countries.

The following is a brief overview of liability program structures in a variety of countries and regions.
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Korea
Policy wording in Korea is based on the insurance-

market standard forms; tailor-made policy wording

can be used for specific clients. Foreign insurers,

including Chubb and AIG, use their own wordings.

Triggers are most commonly occurrence-based with

respect to public liability; however, claims-made

wording is used for products liability and profes-

sional liability, including directors and officers

(D&O), medical malpractice, and so on. Insurers will

not write policies for U.S.-domiciled risks; however,

they can write policies for products exported to the

United States with North American conditions—

on a costs-inclusive basis, with punitive damage 

exclusions and total-pollution-exclusion clauses.

Excess layers predominantly follow the form of

underlying policies’ wordings, with amendments

where required.

Taiwan
Most local liability policies use the Chinese version

for general liability. The Insurance Services Office,

Inc. (ISO) commercial general liability (CGL) form,

however, can be used to meet clients’ needs. For

D&O coverage, there is no uniform policy available

for comparison. Other personal injury policies are

just emerging. More time is needed to customize

the policies and coverage needs in the current 

legal environment.

Vietnam
Foreign insurers are technically better versed with

liability risks; and hence, the coverage they provide

reflects the exposure/risk assumed. Premium rates

from international insurers tend to be higher than

those of purely local insurers. This can be attributed

in part to the higher security being offered by inter-

national insurers and their experience with liability

claims worldwide. Domestic insurers, on the other

hand, have a good understanding of the local liability

exposure/mitigation issues and, due to their 

years of operating experience, are able to be both

competitive and profitable. Limits above US$3 

million will usually require local insurers to source

for international facultative reinsurance support

before committing to terms and rates. Limits above

US$5 million are mainly purchased by industries in

the offshore energy or aviation risk sector.

EUROPE

Belgium
Belgian insurers do not use standard policies exclu-

sively, making it possible to negotiate tailor-made

wording or manuscript clauses—especially for larger

companies. With a competitive insurance market,

premium levels are generally not as high as they

are in much of Europe. Exceptions to this are found

in highly hazardous activities and in companies

with large operations or sales in North America.

The terms and conditions of coverage tend to

reflect the practices of larger countries, such as the

United Kingdom, France, and Germany.

Denmark
When European reinsurance markets tried to

change the trigger on general liability (GL) and

products liability (PL) insurance programs in 1987,

only Denmark was successful. Since then, all insurers

represented in Denmark offer only claims-made

policies (with a number of limitations). Thus, pro-

grams typically need additional clauses to be com-

pleted. As employers liability claims are partly cov-

ered under the current wordings, the Danish GL/PL

policy does vary from European insurance-market

standards.

Eastern Europe
Eastern Europe has no one type of program struc-

ture. However, it can be said that the inclusion of

many Eastern and Central European countries in

the European Union will likely lead to more consis-

tent service and the harmonization of liability 

programs; although they remain very different 

from those in the United States.

France
Compared to policies in other European countries,

French liability insurance policies generally provide

very broad coverage. For example, pure financial

losses and rip-and-tear damages are systematically

covered, and extensions of coverage to include 

first-party products are frequent as well. Since 2003,

French law has allowed for the use of claims-made

triggers, which had previously been prohibited.

These claims-made policies provide for unlimited

retroactive coverage and a five-year discovery period.
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Germany
Along with Austrian, Belgian, and French policies,

German policies tend to be much wider in scope

than average. Additional coverages included in the

GL/PL policy produce a significant effect on the 

liability premium. Among included coverages are

extended products liability (replacement-cost 

coverage), product-recall costs, errors and omis-

sions (E&O) for planning and design, elements of

professional indemnity, and aspects of contractual

liability. Only Germany offers environmental 

liability policies with gradual pollution coverage—

so-called “normal operations coverage.”

The typical international insurance program

includes higher premiums because of exposures

such as those included under the U.S. CGL primary

policy and the U.S. umbrella policy, as well as those

covered by the master policy and other excess 

liability policies. Most German liability programs, as

well as typical international programs, also include

the premium for rest-of-world (ROW) subsidiaries,

reflecting local country liability policies and their

inclusion in the master policy. The large number of

German companies having significant operations

outside Germany—particularly in Eastern Europe—

also affects pricing.

In contrast to most U.S. and U.K. companies,

European companies—including the larger German

companies—have relatively low deductibles. Most

policies include broker commissions in the pricing,

as opposed to the separately paid fee systems com-

mon in the United States.

Greece
Liability policies in Greece have a narrower scope 

of coverage than do those of other countries. Some

coverages are not provided at all by local insurers;

others may be offered, but are limited. Professional

indemnity, product guarantee, product recall, and

D&O liability are excluded.

Greek policies distinguish between per-event and

aggregate limits. The aggregate limit is usually a

multiple of the per-event limit, with the result that

the per-event limit may be relatively lower than

that in other countries’ policies. Local insurance

markets are more conservative than international

insurers and depend on reinsurance treaties with

international reinsurers to provide additional limits

and coverages.

Ireland
Liability programs in Ireland are similar to those of

the United Kingdom. Employers liability insurance

is not yet compulsory, although most companies

buy it. Limits for public liability and products liability

are generally lower than they are elsewhere—except

for Irish companies that operate internationally.

Some companies have accepted higher deductibles,

and some have gone a step further and set up 

captives—even as pricing declines.

Italy
Italian policies typically exclude a number of types

of exposures compared to standard U.S. insurance

programs. The Italian insurance market is usually

unwilling to accept products liability written on an

occurrence basis. When it is allowed, coverage is

often subject to a maximum two-to-three-year limit

for losses claimed after the policy period—even if

they occurred during the policy period. It is nearly

impossible to include clients and suppliers as “addi-

tional insureds”—even if they request it because

such inclusion is a condition for a trading or com-

mercial agreement.
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Netherlands
The Dutch insurance market uses broker language,

which tends to be broader than insurer language.

Insurers have started to insist on claims-made trig-

gers to cap long-tail risks. Exceptions are made only

for international liability programs, as long as they

are not pharmaceutical or chemical companies.

Until 2003, one integrated wording was applicable,

covering all liabilities, including general liability,

employers liability, products liability, environmental

liability, and so on. For many reasons—such as an

increase in the number of employers liability losses—

insurers now insist on a policy consisting of three

distinct sections: general liability (including 

products liability), employers liability, and 

environmental liability.

Portugal
Limited financial capacity and the tendency for

insurers to specialize make Portuguese liability

insurance programs somewhat more restricted in

scope and limits than other programs. Typical

exclusions for the GL/PL policy—which can be

issued only on a claims-made basis—include terror-

ism, gradual pollution, contractual liability, punitive

damages, pure financial loss, consequential loss,

and employers liability. Professional indemnity 

typically excludes terrorism and property appraisals

for real-estate agents. Given local insurance-market

restrictions, coverage is often placed using the more

specialized insurance markets overseas.

Spain
Large third-party liability programs in Spain are

heavily dependent on the reinsurance markets. The

trend is for local insurers to underwrite these risks

in accordance with the capacity stipulated in their

contracts, rarely seeking facultative reinsurance.

Increased limits are usually obtained via excess

programs. The capacity for large industrial risks is

relatively small within the local Spanish insurance

markets. Historically, policies without deductibles

were common in Spain, but they are disappearing

from the industrial risks insurance market.

There are two reasons for the increased demand 

for product-recall coverage: recent European Union

legislation and the growing expansion of Spanish

companies into the United States. Asbestosis and

electromagnetic fields are increasingly common

exclusions. The largest source for claims continues

to be employers liability coverage, accounting for 60

percent to 70 percent of claims.

Sweden
Standard policy language in Sweden is generally

rather broad in terms of coverage. Insurers in

Sweden, domestic as well as international, are 

generally more competitive in pricing than their

Continental peers.

Switzerland
In Switzerland, the standard liability program 

covers premises/operations, products liability, and

employers liability. Sudden and accidental pollution

coverage is available free of charge. Auto excess 

liability is normally chosen for global programs.

Optional extensions to cover pure financial losses—

to a limited extent—are normally negotiated with

sublimits far below the regular program limit.

Program restrictions often apply to U.S. locations

and subsidiaries for pollution, employers liability,

and auto liability. In Switzerland, the occurrence

trigger is the rule, although claims-made policies

are available. Insurers are flexible regarding the

structure of programs and will assess structure

against client size, needs, and geographical 

locations.

Turkey
Liability risks are not underwritten by local insur-

ers. Most multinational companies that operate in

Turkey employ a global program designed by their

headquarters.
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United Kingdom
In the United Kingdom, policy wordings are based

on the individual insurer’s standard form, with

amendments negotiated, as appropriate, to provide

specialized coverage required by the clients.

Triggers are most commonly occurrence-based;

however, claims-made wordings are imposed in the

pharmaceutical and chemical sectors because of

long-tail risks. Insurers will also write U.S.-domi-

ciled risks on a “costs inclusive” basis, as opposed

to the standard “costs in addition” basis that U.S.

domestic insurers use.

Excess layers will predominantly follow the form 

of underlying wordings, with amendments where

required. Often, the coverage may not be as broad

on higher excess layers as in the primary layer. For

example, terrorism coverage is generally only 

available at the primary level.

NEW ZEALAND

Under the operation of the Accident Compensation

Acts, one cannot file a lawsuit for bodily injury

against an individual or corporation for death or

bodily injury occurring within New Zealand if the

cause of death or bodily injury was covered by the

Accident Compensation Acts. These Acts provide

compensation for slips, falls, sprains, cuts, and any

injury that arises out of a “sudden and external”

cause.

The Injury Prevention, Rehabilitation and

Compensation Act of 2001 is the most recent 

legislation of note. Coverage applies on a “no fault,”

24-hour basis, applies to accidents within New

Zealand for New Zealanders, and includes people

visiting New Zealand if the injury happens in New

Zealand.
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Total awards among the top 100 verdicts in

2005 slid for the third straight year, indicating

that juries are becoming ever stingier toward

plaintiffs—at least with regard to the punitive dam-

ages they dole out.

The National Law Journal’s annual review of the 100

largest jury verdicts showed that juries awarded $8.2

billion in compensatory and punitive damages last

year, the lowest total since the NLJ started tracking

the top 100 verdicts in 2001. The information was

compiled by VerdictSearch, an affiliate of the NLJ.

“Jurors have become generally far more sophisti-

cated,” said Philip Anthony, chief executive officer 

of DecisionQuest, a litigation consultancy.

The tallies for the top 100 verdicts of 2005 were

28% smaller compared to 2004’s total of $11.5 billion,

and presented a stark contrast to the $41.4 billion in

verdicts for 2002, the year with the highest awards of

the past five years. (All dollar figures throughout are

adjusted for inflation.)

While punitive awards have varied dramatically

since 2001, nonpunitive awards, which include com-

pensatory damages and may include fees and costs if

awarded by the jury, have remained relatively constant.

The upshot is that jurors apparently have scaled

back on huge awards intended to punish defendants

in the cases that end up at trial, but they remain

committed to trying to make plaintiffs whole.

The decline in punitive damages is partially due to

a drop in the number of high-stake cases making it to

trial, said Samuel Solomon, chief executive officer for

Doar, a litigation consultancy in New York.

As more cases were resolved by settlement, jury

trials dropped to fewer than 2% of all civil cases filed,

according to an American Bar Association study in

2002, the last year for which the information is avail-

able. The decrease in awards, Solomon said, also is

due to caps on punitive damages, now implemented

in more than half of the states. In addition, plaintiffs’

lawyers are shifting from arguing for punitive dam-

ages to pushing for large compensatory awards. “Why

argue punitive damages when you know it will be

capped?” he said.

In 2005, punitive damages totaled $3.5 billion, while

nonpunitive damages equaled $4.7 billion. Those fig-

ures were in keeping with a general decline in total

awards since 2002. But punitive awards decreased at a

much faster rate than compensatory awards—which,

by comparison, remained relatively constant.

Appendix C: 
“2005’s Largest Verdicts”
The National Law Journal

It’s a Harder Sell
Juries will make the injured whole, but punitive damages decrease.

By Leigh Jones 
staff reporter
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The punitive damages portion of total awards

over the past five years has dropped markedly. In

2005, punitive damages made up 43% of the total

awards, and in 2004 they equaled 38%. But in 2003,

punitive damages represented 70% of the total

awards, and in 2002 they were 87%. In 2001, punitive

damages amounted to 58% of the total awards.

Viewed another way, punitive damages over the

last five years ranged widely, from the 2005 total of

$3.5 billion up to a hefty $36.0 billion in 2002. But

the range of compensatory damages over the same

period was much smaller, from a low of $4.7 billion

in 2005 up to just $7.1 billion in 2004.

Among the top 100 verdicts of 2005, court battles

over corporate wrongdoing yielded some of the

largest awards. The biggest verdict was in the secu-

rities fraud case brought by Coleman, the camping

gear company owned by Revlon Chairman Ron

Perelman. Coleman Holdings v. Morgan Stanley, No. CA

005045 (Palm Beach Co., Fla., Cir. Ct. 2003).

Coleman sued Morgan Stanley over its advisory

role in the sale of the company to Sunbeam

Products in March 1998. A Florida jury in May hand-

ed out nearly $1.44 billion in total damages, includ-

ing $850 million in punitive damages. An appeal is

pending.

Another huge verdict came in a case alleging that

the purchaser of a huge California life insurer had

concealed its ties to a bank, in violation of a state

law prohibiting banks from participating in the

management of insurance companies. A California

jury came back with $700 million in punitive dam-

ages, but the judge tossed out the award, reducing

the punitive damages recovery to zero. Quackenbush

v. Altus Finance, No. CV 99-02829 (C.D. Calif. 2005).

Two other corporate cases resulted in major

awards. A $465.4 million award in Lexar Media v.

Toshiba Corp., No. 1-02-CV-812458 (Santa Clara Co.,

Calif., Super. Ct. 2005), was later tossed. In Masimo

Corp. v. Tyco Health Care Group, No. CV 024770 MRP

(C.D. Calif. 2005), the award topped $420 million.

Anthony, with DecisionQuest, said that corporate

malfeasance has become the cause of action du

jour, as jurors continue to warily eye big business

due to Enron Corp., WorldCom Inc. and other high-

profile corporate scandals. At the same time, jurors

have begun to temper their awards in personal

injury verdicts, he said. They also tend to be better

educated about the legal process and require more

from plaintiffs’ lawyers in terms of causation and

injury in those types of cases.

“That awareness leads to a healthy skepticism,

with a much greater focus on documentation,” he

said. (DecisionQuest previously has conducted juror

surveys with the NLJ.)

Only one medical malpractice case ranked among

the top five verdicts last year. It involved a cancer

patient who was given a massive overdose of Taxol,

a chemotherapy drug. The jury gave $606 million in

damages, which was reduced to $1 million by agree-

ment of the parties. Featherston v. Gressler, No. 03-

08488 (Dallas Co., Texas, Dist. Ct. 2005).

The average award among the top 100 verdicts

was $82 million, with compensatory damages aver-

aging $47 million. The average award in 2004 was

$115 million, with compensatory damages averaging

$70 million. The median award in 2005 was $30 mil-

lion, including $6 million in compensatory damages.

The median award in 2004 was $35.5 million.
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The types of cases that made the top 100 verdicts

of 2005 varied greatly, from accounting malpractice

to workplace safety. Products liability was the most

common kind of action, with 15 cases falling under

that category. Thirteen trials involved motor vehicle

cases, 11 involved medical malpractice, nine were

breach of contract actions and seven were intellec-

tual property cases.

Although products liability actions were the most

common cases last year, the top five verdicts did not

include such an action. The products liability law-

suit with the highest verdict was a Vioxx case, Ernst

v. Merck & Co., No. 19961-BH02 (Brazoria Co., Texas,

Dist. Ct. 2005). The jury in that case awarded the

plaintiff $253 million for the pharmaceutical compa-

ny’s failure to warn of the product’s risk of causing

heart attacks. Some $229 million of the award was

in punitive damages, which were capped at $1.65

million. The end result was a $26.1 million verdict.

The decline in punitive damages is a pendulum

swing from the era of hot-coffee injuries and tobac-

co class actions that, in part, spurred tort reform

advocates to push for limits on awards and a

change in public sentiment.

But despite the shift in awards that the top 100

verdicts of 2005 reveals, Cornell Law School

Professor Theodore Eisenberg, considered an expert

on punitive damages, asserted that the ratios have

stayed basically the same. Eisenberg, who has stud-

ied trends in punitive damages since 1997, attrib-

utes dramatic spikes in totals to large award out-

liers, rather than any major change in the way

jurors are handing out verdicts. “There probably

never was a serious crisis,” he said.

Looking ahead, jury consultant Anthony expects

contractual disputes to heat up, especially if there is

an economic downturn. He anticipates more law-

suits involving real estate and labor disputes, but as

the public’s ire over the Enron scandal and other

corporate misdeeds begins to die down, the juror

climate will become “one of relative calm,” he said.

“I don’t think there is tremendous anxiety in the

general jury-eligible population,” he said.

This appendix excerpts 66 of the top 100 lawsuits

appearing in The National Law Journal’s annual

review. Selection is based on applicability to Marsh’s

report and cases have been renumbered for the editorial

purpose of this report.

THE VERDICTSEARCH 100 

Verdicts are ranked by gross award, not including attor-

ney fees and costs, unless awarded by the jury. They do

not reflect post-trial reductions or enhancements. When a

verdict was trebled by law, the trebled amount is listed.

For questions, call (212) 313-9116. Full reports can be

purchased from www.VerdictSearch.com. To order the

book, which contains reports on all 100 verdicts and 

summaries of 100 notable defense verdicts, call (800)

832-1900.

This information is Reprinted with permission from the

February 20, 2006 edition of the National Law Journal

and VerdictSearch. © 2006 ALM Properties, Inc. All rights

reserved. Further duplication without permission is pro-

hibited.
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Cancer patient given massive overdose of chemo drug 

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: Plaintiffs’ decedent William Jameson, 82,
retired, was diagnosed with prostate cancer and referred for
chemotherapy to Hope Oncology, a cancer clinic in Richardson, Texas.

Clinic owner Volker H. Gressler, M.D., signed an order for Jameson to come in on
May 29, 2003, to receive medications to prepare his body for a three-week dose of
Taxol. To be effective, the preliminary drugs must be given on the same day as the
Taxol. However, Gressler’s order said that he was not to receive Taxol until the 
following day. On May 30, Jameson received a three-week dose of Taxol. Because 
he had received an identical dose the day before, he suffered a massive, irreversible
overdose, which led to his death within eight days. Jameson’s daughter and estate
sued Hope Oncology; Gressler; his professional association; his practice group,
Hematology Oncology Physicians of Texas; and nurse Laura Keddington for negli-
gence and gross negligence. The plaintiffs alleged that disorganization in the clinic
and inadequately trained nurses caused the mix-up. The defense argued that
Jameson had terminal cancer and that his life expectancy before this incident was
one to two years. The defense also argued that Featherston received little or no
financial support from Jameson, who lived in a retirement community.

RESULT: The jury found Keddington 50 percent negligent and the Gressler corporate
defendants 50 percent negligent and awarded the plaintiffs $6,109,011 in actual
damages. The jury also found malice by the Gressler corporate defendants and
assessed them $600 million in punitive damages.

Manufacturer failed to disclose Vioxx heart attack risk

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: Plaintiffs’ decedent Robert Charles Ernst—a
produce manager at Wal-Mart in Cleburne, Texas—died on May 6,
2001, at age 59, after suffering cardiac arrhythmia (irregular heart-

beat). Ernst’s family attributed the arrhythmia to his use of Vioxx, a drug he took
from September 2000 to May 2001 for tendonitis in his hand. Ernst’s wife, Carol,
individually and on behalf of his estate and their two adult children, sued the 
manufacturer, Merck & Co., Inc., alleging products liability, negligence, and malice.
The plaintiffs argued that Vioxx was designed defectively and that its long-term 
use increased risk of heart attacks, strokes, and sudden cardiac arrest. A key 
witness for the plaintiffs, the doctor who performed the autopsy, testified that a
clot had formed, causing an otherwise-healthy Ernst—a marathon runner and aero-
bics instructor—to suffer a heart attack. Other experts for the plaintiffs identified
the drug as having caused the heart attack. Plaintiffs’ counsel also alleged failure 
to warn. They argued that Merck sold Vioxx despite having serious concerns about
potential health problems. The defense argued that atherosclerosis is years in the
making and put Ernst at risk of cardiac arrhythmia, which can lead to sudden 
cardiac death. The company also argued that Ernst didn’t take the drug long enough
to be at any increased risk of heart trouble.

RESULT: The jury found failure to warn, negligence, design defect, and malice by
Merck. The plaintiffs’ damages were $253,450,000, including $229 million in punitive
damages.

■ Case 1 ■

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE
Wrongful Death—Medical
Malpractice—Prescription and
Medication 

Verdict
(P) $606,109,011

Case
Diann Featherston, Individually and 
on Behalf of the Estate of William
Jameson, Deceased v. Volker H.
Gressler, M.D., Volker H. Gressler, M.D.,
P.A., Hematology Oncology Physicians
of Texas, Hope Oncology, and Laura
Keddington, R.N., No. 03-08488 

Court
Dallas County District Court, 44th, TX 

Date
03/04/05

■ Case 2 ■

PRODUCTS LIABILITY
Pharmaceutical—Wrongful Death—
Products Liability—Failure to Warn 

Verdict
(P) $253,450,000

Case
Carol A. Ernst, Individually and as
Personal Representative of the Estate
and Heirs of Robert Charles Ernst,
Deceased v. Merck & Co., Inc., No.
19961-BH02

Court
Brazoria County District Court, 23rd,
TX 

Date
08/19/2005
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Newborn brain-damaged after doctor failed to perform 
emergency C-section

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: In 1997, plaintiff Eileen Flaherty, a nurse in her
20s, became pregnant with her second child. Her prenatal care was

managed by the Port Jefferson Station-based practice that had managed her first
pregnancy. Her treating obstetricians, Dr. Eden Fromberg, Dr. Theodore Goldberg,
and Dr. Robert Kramer, opined that the second child could probably be delivered
vaginally, unlike the first. At about 2 a.m. on June 5, 1998, Flaherty was admitted to
the maternity unit of St. Charles Hospital and Rehabilitation Center in Port
Jefferson. At about 9:15 a.m., Fromberg determined that the baby’s head had not
engaged and that the baby was suffering swelling of its head. Fromberg commenced
the administration of Pitocin to enhance contractions. At about 3 p.m., Fromberg
opined that a C-section would have to be performed. Dr. Gustavo San Roman was
summoned. However, Fromberg decided that she would initially attempt vacuum
extraction of the baby. At about 3:45 p.m., Flaherty reported that she could not per-
form additional pushing. She eventually delivered the baby, plaintiff Robert M.
Flaherty III. It was quickly determined that he suffered permanent brain damage.
Plaintiffs’ counsel claimed that the baby’s brain damage was caused by oxygen.
After the conclusion of both sides’ arguments, the plaintiffs, Fromberg, Goldberg,
Kramer, North Harbor OB/GYN Associates, and the hospital agreed to a settlement.
Terms were not disclosed. The trial proceeded against San Roman.

RESULT: The jury found that the plaintiffs’ damages totaled $212,580,000.

Employer failed to provide employees with legally required 
meal breaks

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: In this class action, class members are 115,919
current and former Wal-Mart employees. In 2001, the state of

California revised Labor Code Sec. 512—which requires that employers give a 
30-minute meal break to employees who have worked six hours in a day—to also
require that employers pay one hour’s wages to any employee who does not receive
a full and timely meal break. Plaintiffs alleged that the Bentonville-Arkansas-based 
retailer systematically and routinely deprived them of their meal breaks and some-
times even coerced employees to sign waivers of their legal right to the breaks. The
plaintiffs further alleged that Wal-Mart refused to make the requisite compensation
payments for meal-break violations in accordance with the revised code. Wal-Mart
denied the charges. While conceding that it initially had compliance problems
when the new statute went into effect, it alleged that it corrected such problems by
2003 and argued that the jury should allow it a grace period, covering the entire
period of the class action, to give it time to achieve full compliance with the law.
Wal-Mart further argued that it was the responsibility of the employees themselves,
not the company, to see that they take their allotted breaks.

RESULT: The jury found for the plaintiffs and awarded $172,268,673.

■ Case 3 ■

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE
Delayed Treatment—Failure to
Diagnose—Childbirth

Verdict
(P) $212,580,000

Case
Eileen Flaherty, Indiv., & as m/n/g of
Robert M. Flaherty, III, Inft. & Robert
Flaherty, Indiv. v. Eden G. Fromberg,
D.O., Theodore L. Goldberg, M.D.,
Robert H. Kramer, D.O., Jerry G. Ninia,
M.D., Ronald Ostrove, M.D., North
Harbor Assocs. P.C., North Harbor
OB/GYN Assocs. Inc., & St. Charles
Hosp. & Rehab. Center & Gustavo San
Roman, M.D., No. 5600/00

Court
Suffolk Supreme, NY

Date
06/29/05

■ Case 4 ■

EMPLOYMENT

Labor Law—California Labor Code—
Class Action 

Verdict 
(P) $172,268,673

Case
Andrea Savaglio, James Davis, Jerrilyn
Newland, and Charlotte Johnson, indi-
vidually and on behalf of those simi-
larly situated, v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.
and Sam’s West, Inc., No. C-835687 

Court 
Superior Court of Alameda County,
Oakland, CA

Date
12/22/05
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Sidewalk on bridge closed, forcing teen onto lane of travel 

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: In April 1999, plaintiff Jaro Hladik, a 16-year-old
high school student, and his friend were heading home from a 60-
mile ride. They were walking their bikes over the Watson Island

Bridge in Miami. The bridge’s walkway—which is separated and protected from car
traffic by a concrete barrier—was closed due to construction. They were walking in
the westbound emergency lane when a car driven by Marie Louise Delgado in the
breakdown lane plowed into Hladik. He was in a coma for five months and is now
severely brain-damaged. Hladik’s mother, Patricia McKinney, individually and on
behalf of her son, sued the general contractor; the subcontractor that provided the
wooden barricade, Bob’s Barricades; Sunrise; and others. Plaintiff’s counsel contend-
ed that the defendants failed to warn approaching pedestrians and motorists that
the sidewalk was closed. With respect to Bob’s Barricades, the plaintiff contended
that it provided a work site traffic supervisor on this project who was responsible
for every traffic control, including any control for pedestrian traffic. All of the defen-
dants except Bob’s Barricades settled pretrial. Bob’s Barricades argued that it never
agreed to provide a worksite traffic supervisor and that the decision to close the
sidewalk was the responsibility of Redlands and the Department of  Transportation.
Hladik is severely brain-damaged and 96 percent disabled. He will spend the next 60
years—his life expectancy—confined to a wheelchair, with the mind of a 7-year-old.

RESULT: A jury found for the plaintiffs and awarded $163,591,938 to Hladik and his
mother.

Concession operator served 16 beers to New York Giants fan at 
football stadium 

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On October 24, 1999, plaintiffs Antonia Verni,
age 2, and her mother, Fazila Baksh Verni, were passengers in a vehi-

cle that was hit by a drunk driver, Daniel Lanzaro. Lanzaro that day had attended a
New York Giants football game at Giants Stadium and drank about sixteen 12-ounce
beers, which he purchased from a concession stand operated by Aramark Corp.
After leaving the stadium, Lanzaro was driving a pickup truck when he crossed the
center line and collided with a Toyota driven by Ronald Verni, husband of Fazila and
father of Antonia. Lanzaro, whose blood-alcohol content was determined to be .266
percent, pleaded guilty to vehicular assault and was sentenced to five years in
prison. Ms. Baksh Verni and her daughter sued Lanzaro for negligence and Aramark
for dram shop liability. Lanzaro settled the claims against him for $200,000. The
plaintiffs claimed that Aramark’s employee should have stopped serving alcohol to
Lanzaro when it became obvious he was intoxicated. Aramark contended that it
was not responsible for the accident because Lanzaro had tricked the Aramark ven-
dor by appearing not to be intoxicated. Antonia was rendered quadriplegic, requires
24-hour care, and will never be able to work. Baksh Verni sustained facial fractures,
a comminuted fracture of her femur, and loss of vision in the left side of both eyes.

RESULT: The jury awarded plaintiffs a total of $135,450,000.

■ Case 5 ■

PREMSIES LIABILITY
Failure to Warn—Motor Vehicle—
Pedestrian—Dangerous Condition of
Public Property 

Verdict
(P) $163,591,938 

Case
Partricia McKinney, individually and as
guardian of the person and property
of Jaro S. Hladik, Ward v. Bob’s
Barricades Inc., a Florida corporation,
No. 00-18471 CA 31 

Court
Miami-Dade County Circuit Court,
11th, FL 

Date
07/21/05

■ Case 6 ■

DRAM SHOP
Motor Vehicle—Alcohol Involvement 

Verdict
(P) $135,450,000

Case
Antonia Verni, a minor, and Fazila
Baksh Verni v. Daniel Lanzaro and
Aramark Corp., No. BER-L-10488-00 

Court
Bergen County Superior Court, NJ 

Date
01/18/05
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Defective crankshaft design blamed for small-airplane engine failure

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: Plaintiff is Interstate Southwest Ltd. (ISL),
successor company to Interstate Forging Industries Inc. (IFI). Between
2000 and 2003, a number of small-airplane engine failures occurred

when crankshafts manufactured by Lycoming Engines, Williamsport, Pennsylvania,
broke in flight. The failures resulted in 11 deaths. Lycoming is an operating 
division of Avco Corporation, a subsidiary of Textron Inc. The Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) issued three airworthiness directives that resulted in the
grounding and recall of numerous Lycoming engines. Lycoming conducted an 
investigation and concluded that the crankshafts failed because of subsurface 
metallurgical defects caused by IFI overheating them during the forging process.
Accordingly, it demanded that IFI pay it for losses associated with the groundings,
recalls, and settlements reached with the wrongful-death plaintiffs. IFI refused; and
ISL—on behalf of itself and IFI—sued Lycoming, alleging that Lycoming breached its
contract with IFI, that IFI was fraudulently induced into signing the extension of the
contract in 2001, and that Lycoming conducted a fraudulent investigation. The
plaintiff contended that the crankshafts were underdesigned. Lycoming denied the
allegations, contending that there was nothing wrong with its design and that IFI
overheated the crankshafts.

RESULT: The jury awarded plaintiff a total of $96,120,413, including $86,394,763 in
punitive damages.

Shoddy wiring in bus shelter resulted in death of 12-year-old 

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On the night of October 12, 1998, plaintiff’s
decedent Jorge Luis Cabrera, 12, was out walking in Miami when a
severe rainstorm broke out. He sought shelter at a nearby bus shelter.

The next morning, he was found dead, face down and burnt. Cabrera’s father, Jorge
Luis Cabrera Sr., on behalf of his son’s estate, sued Phoenix-based Eller Media Co.—a
wholly owned subsidiary of Clear Channel Communications that built the bus shel-
ter and electrically wired its overhead light and advertising billboards—on a theory
of premises liability. He claimed that Jorge Jr. was electrocuted when he stepped on
an electrical conduit, which constituted a dangerous condition. On a theory of neg-
ligent supervision, he argued that the company failed to properly supervise two of
its employees—who were unlicensed as well—resulting in inferior workmanship.
Plaintiff’s counsel presented evidence of the improper electrical work performed by
the electricians, including a lack of bonding and fuses, improperly installed trans-
former and grounding rounds, and faulty wiring. At trial, plaintiff’s attorney Ervin A.
Gonzalez described the bus shelter as an electrical death trap, which Eller should
have known about. The defense contended that the electrical system at the shelter
did not in any way contribute to Jorge’s death, which was due to a lightning strike.
The defense’s fabrics expert testified that there was pinhole damage in Cabrera’s
clothing, which suggests he was struck by lightning. The plaintiff’s meteorology
expert, Brian Norcross, countered that the chance that Jorge was struck by lightning
was about .00014 percent.

RESULT: The jury found for the plaintiff and awarded the Cabreras $65.1 million,
including $61 million in punitive damages.

■ Case 7 ■

PRODUCTS LIABILITY
Fraud, Civil Practice—Design Defect—
Fraudulent inducement 

Verdict
(P) $96,120,413

Case
Interstate Southwest, Ltd. v. Avco
Corporation and the Lycoming
Reciprocating Engine Division of Avco
Corporation, No. 29,385 

Court
Grimes County District Court, 278th,
TX 

Date
02/15/05

■ Case 8 ■

PREMISES LIABILITY
Dangerous Condition—Negligent
Supervision—Wrongful Death 

Verdict
(P) $65,100,000

Case
Jorge Luis Cabrera Sr., as Personal
Representative of the Estate of Jorge
Luis Cabrera Jr. v. Eller Media Co., No.
98-23808 CA 05 

Court
Miami-Dade County Circuit Court,
11th, FL 

Date
06/29/05
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Pilots and flight attendant schemed to get pilot fired

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: Plaintiff Doyle D. Baker was employed by
PrivatAir, Stratford, Connecticut, from 2002 to 2004, when he was
fired, at age 63. At the time, he was chief pilot for Bruce Willis’ and

Demi Moore’s jet. In May 2004, Robert Fries, a flight attendant who had flown with
Baker, sent a letter to Willis, Moore, PrivatAir, and the FAA containing allegations of
safety violations and saying that Baker had health issues and was too old to fly.
PrivatAir hired Sheryl A. Barden from Aviation Personnel International and Bert
Botta from Airlogic to investigate. They issued a report recommending Baker’s ter-
mination, and PrivatAir terminated him. The pilot who replaced him was 39-years
old and was the wife of another PrivatAir pilot’s best friend. Baker sued PrivatAir,
Fries, Airlogic, Aviation Personnel International, Barden, and Botta for wrongful ter-
mination, age discrimination, defamation, and intentional infliction of emotional
distress. Two pilots, John Kaylor and John Davee, were later added in place of Doe
defendants for defamation. Plaintiff’s counsel alleged that Kaylor, Davee, Fries, and
PrivatAir conspired to terminate him on the pretext of safety issues so that they
could replace him with a younger, less-qualified pilot who was the wife of one of
the pilot’s best friend and that the investigators who wrote the report were in on it.
At the close of plaintiff’s case, Barden, Botta, API, and Airlogic were dismissed.
Defense counsel argued that the statements in the report were statements of opin-
ion and thus not actionable.

RESULT: The jury awarded the plaintiff $63,899,000.

1996 Ford Explorer’s stability and handling blamed for rollover 

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On April 20, 1997, plaintiff’s decedent, Lance
Hall, 17, was a passenger in a 1996 Ford Explorer. Hall was sitting with
his seatbelt on in the front seat in a reclined position. The driver fell

asleep at the wheel and veered off the road. The Explorer rolled at least four times.
Hall was ejected and died of severe head injuries. Hall’s mother, Joan Hall-Edwards,
individually and on behalf of her son’s estate, sued Ford Motor Co. for wrongful
death damages and on strict products liability and negligence theories, arguing that
the Explorer was defectively designed. Internal documents show, plaintiff’s counsel
argued, that Ford engineers had recommended holding off on introducing the vehi-
cle and to widen the track width and lower the center of gravity, but that Ford
released the vehicle anyway. Plaintiff’s counsel also contended the seatbelt did not
function when the seat was in a reclined position and Ford should have given
warning about the potential danger. The defense denied wrongdoing and argued
that the vehicle didn’t contain any defects in handling or stability that contributed
to the accident.

RESULT: The jury found that there was no negligence on the part of Ford in regard to
the design of the vehicle, which was a legal cause of the accident. However, the jury
found that Ford had placed a product on the market with a design defect relating to
its stability and handling, which was a legal cause of the accident. The jury awarded
the plaintiff $61.2 million.

■ Case 9 ■

DEFAMATION
Age Discrimination—Employment—
Wrongful Termination 

Verdict
(P) $63,899,000 

Case
Doyle D. Baker and Debbie Baker, indi-
viduals v. PrivataAir, Inc., a Delaware
corporation; Robert Fries, an individ-
ual; Airlogic, a California business enti-
ty of unknown origin; Aviation
Personnel International, a Louisiana
Corporation; Sheryl A. Barden, an indi-
vidual; Bert Botta, an individual; and
Does 1 through 50, inclusive., No.
BC322198 

Court
Superior Court of Los Angeles County,
CA 

Date
12/13/05

■ Case 10 ■

PRODUCTS LIABILITY
Rollover—Products Liability—Design
Defect—Failure to Warn 

Verdict
(P) $61,200,000.00 

Case
Joan Hall-Edwards, individually and as
personal representative of the Estate
of Lance Crossman Hall v. Ford Motor
Company, a foreign corporation and
Deel Car Corp., a Florida corporation
d/b/a Deel Ford and/or Unknown Ford
Dealer, No. 99-9450-CA-01 

Court
Miami-Dade County Circuit Court,
11th, FL 

Date
10/15/05
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Seatbelts, crashworthiness wanting in 2000 Dodge Caravan

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On July 5, 2002, plaintiff’s’ decedent Vickie
Mohr, 38, was driving her 2000 Dodge Caravan near Corning,
Arkansas, with three passengers—her mother, plaintiff’s’ decedent

Maurine Heathscott, 72; her daughter, plaintiff Victoria Mohr, 9; and her sister
Carolyn A. Jones, 59. Brett C. McAfee was driving a 1995 Jeep Cherokee in the oppo-
site direction. He fell asleep at the wheel, veered into Mohr’s lane, sideswiped a
pickup, and collided head-on with the Caravan. At the time of the collision with the
Caravan, McAfee’s Grand Cherokee was traveling approximately 40 mph; while the
Caravan was traveling at about 30 mph. Driver Mohr and her mother sustained fatal
injuries and died shortly after the accident; Mohr’s daughter and sister survived.
The other drivers and their passengers suffered minimal injuries. McAfee pled no
contest to charges of vehicular homicide. Mohr’s husband, Gilbert, sued the Daimler
Chrysler Corp. for negligence, strict liability, and breach of warranty. Mohr’s estate
claimed negligence in the design of the vehicle’s ability to absorb impact. The estate
claimed, among other things, that Chrysler intentionally or recklessly designed the
frame of the driver’s compartment to collapse, compromising the occupants’ safety.
Chrysler claimed that McAfee was to blame for the plaintiffs’ deaths and injuries
for falling asleep at the wheel.

RESULT: The jury found for the decedents, but not for the survivors, in the amount of
$58,278,000.

Defendant told babysitter to stay the night, then raped her

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On June 30, 2002, plaintiff KGB, a 14-year-old
female, was babysitting the children of James Earl Bradley and his
wife in their home in Culpepper, Virginia. The Bradleys returned

home late in the evening, and Bradley insisted that KGB sleep in one of the chil-
dren’s bedrooms. After she had gone to sleep, Bradley came into the room and
began to undress her. She told him to stop, but he held her mouth closed, pinned
her wrists above her head, and raped her. Bradley’s wife walked in, saw what was
happening, and called the police. Bradley was arrested and charged with aggravated
sexual assault, but he pled guilty to the lesser felony of taking indecent liberties
with a minor. He received a three-year sentence, all but three months of it suspend-
ed, and was released after one and one-half months. KGB, through her next friend,
sued Bradley for rape, alleging the facts stated above. Bradley represented himself
in this action and admitted liability.

RESULT: The jury awarded the plaintiff $50,250,000 in damages.

■ Case 11 ■

PRODUCTS LIABILITY
Seat Belts—Products Liability—Design
Defect—Wrongful Death 

Verdict 
(P) $58,278,000

Case
Gilbert Mohr, as administrator of the
estates of Vickie Mohr, deceased, and
Maurine Heathscott, deceased, Gilbert
Mohr, as father and next best friend of
Victoria Mohr, and Carolyn A. Jones,
individually v. Daimler Chrysler
Corporation, Daimler Chrysler Financial
Services (DEBIS) North America, L.L.C.,
Gary Matthews of Jackson LLC, f/k/a
Wilson Auto Mall, No. CV03-2433

Court
Shelby County Circuit Court, TN

Date
02/24/2005

■ Case 12 ■

SEXUAL ASSAULT
Sexual Assault

Verdict 
(P) $50,250,000

Case
KGB, a minor, by her next friend v.
James Earl Bradley, No. 04-L-213 

Court
Culpepper City, Circuit Court, VA

Date
03/10/2005
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Plaintiff hired to clean forklift that was coated with deadly pesticide

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On March 18, 2000, plaintiff Karl Webb, a 48-
year-old mechanic for Mid-Hudson Forklift Rental Corp., was assigned
to repair a forklift leased by Troy Chemical Corp. of Newark, a pesti-

cide manufacturer. Before repairing it, Webb claimed that he steam-cleaned it with
hot, pressurized water, wearing just his regular work clothes, cotton gloves, and
safety goggles. Shortly after cleaning the machine, Webb began feeling ill. Within
two days, he presented to the emergency room. Over the course of the next few
weeks and months, he claimed, he developed a series of debilitating physical and
neurological problems caused by what he claimed was chemical exposure during
the steam-cleaning process. Webb sued Troy Chemical for negligence, claiming that
the company failed to warn him that the forklift was covered with a dangerous
chemical. He also claimed that the chemical directly caused his numerous medical
problems. Troy Chemical claimed that the chemical Webb alleged to have been
exposed to is not a dangerous chemical and that Webb’s exposure was not suffi-
cient to cause the injuries he claimed. It further contended that Webb’s claimed
injuries were not related to the alleged exposure. Webb claimed that, in the weeks
and months after the exposure, he developed heart problems; peripheral neuropa-
thy, causing him to suffer burning pains from his arms to his hands and from his
legs to his feet; gastrointestinal problems; neurological problems; and erectile dys-
function. Webb claimed that the totality of his medical problems has rendered him
unable to work. Troy Chemical claimed that Webb’s medical problems were organic
in nature and not caused by the alleged exposure.

RESULT: The jury found Troy Chemical liable and awarded Webb $46,642,781.

Lincoln Town Car’s fuel tank’s location a fire hazard

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On July 7, 2003, plaintiffs’ decedent John
Jablonski, 74, a retiree, was driving his 1993 Lincoln Town Car near
Granite City, Illinois. His wife, plaintiff Dora Jablonski, 72, was a pas-

senger. While the vehicle was stopped in construction-zone traffic, it was rear-
ended by a vehicle going between 55 and 65 mph. The impact jostled a pipe wrench
in the trunk that pierced a trunk wall and punctured the fuel tank, which ignited.
The Jablonskis sustained severe burns; Mr. Jablonski died. Ms. Jablonski and their
son, John Jr., as administrator of his father’s estate, sued manufacturer Ford Motor
Co., for products liability and the driver of the other vehicle, Natalie Ingram, for
vehicular negligence. Prior to trial, Ingram settled out of court for $500,000, and the
case proceeded against Ford. The plaintiffs noted that the Town Car’s fuel tank’s
location was dangerous and that it should either have been in another location or
shielded from the trunk. The plaintiffs claimed Ford was aware that the fuel tank’s
location was dangerous because Ford sent warning notices to owners of Crown
Victoria models, which used a similar gas-tank location, but not to owners of simi-
lar vehicles, including the Town Car. Ford contended that the Town Car’s fuel-tank
location was safe and that Ingram was entirely responsible for the Jablonskis’
injuries. Ms. Jablonski sustained second- and third-degree burns over 32 percent of
her body.

RESULT: The jury rendered a plaintiffs’ verdict for a total of $43,167,715.

■ Case 13 ■

WORKPLACE SAFETY
Gross Negligence—Negligence—Toxic
Torts

Verdict
(P) $46,642,781

Case
Karl Webb v. Troy Chemical
Corporation, No. L-2942-02 

Court
Middlesex County Superior Court, NJ 

Date
06/09/05

■ Case 14 ■

PRODUCTS LIABILITY
Design Defect—Automobiles—
Wrongful Death 

Verdict
(P) $43,167,715

Case
Dora Jablonski, individually, and John
Jablonski, Jr., on behalf of the Estate
of John Jablonski v. Ford Motor
Company, No. 03-L-2027 

Court
Madison County Circuit Court, IL

Date
04/19/05
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Type of glass used in 2000 Ford Expedition blamed for 
partial ejection

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On May 23, 2004, plaintiff Carlos Marroquin, 40,
a sales manager, was driving members of his family in his 2000 Ford

Expedition. As he drove through an intersection, Ruth Ellen Olson ran a red light
and slammed into the back passenger side of the Expedition, causing it to yaw
clockwise for several feet before its tires lost pressure. When the wheels hit the
pavement, the Expedition rolled, landing on the driver’s side. Marroquin and all pas-
sengers except for his son, plaintiffs’ decedent Matthew, 10, climbed out. Matthew,
who was seated on the third-row bench seat closest to the driver’s-side window,
had been partially ejected; and when the vehicle rolled, his head was crushed, and
he was pronounced dead at the hospital. Carlos Marroquin and his wife, Linda, and
others sued Olson for negligence and Ford Motor Co., Dearborn, Michigan, on a
products liability theory, claiming negligent design. The plaintiffs claimed that
Matthew’s death would have been prevented by the use of laminated glass in the
door windows, rather than tempered glass. Ford uses laminated glass in its luxury
vehicles, plaintiffs’ counsel argued. Additionally, the plaintiffs alleged that Ford was
negligent in its design of the restraint system in the Expedition. Ford denied that
the design of the Expedition caused Matthew’s death. The company argued that
Matthew was either trying to buckle his seatbelt or had just unbuckled it when
Olson’s car hit the Expedition.

RESULT: The jury found that Ford was 90 percent negligent in Matthew’s death for
design defects and that Olson was 10 percent negligent, and it awarded $42,010,877
to the plaintiffs for compensatory and punitive damages.

2001 GMC Suburban’s side-torso airbag failed to deploy in collision 

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: In 2003, plaintiff Stacey Burry, 40, was a passen-
ger in a 2001 GMC Suburban that was hit on the passenger side by a
tractor-trailer. She was wearing a seatbelt. The side-torso airbag did

not deploy, and she was severely injured. The other occupants of the Suburban were
not seriously injured. Burry, her husband, and their three minor children sued
General Motors Corp. for products liability (design and marketing defects) involving
the airbag sensor. Specifically, the plaintiffs claimed that after tests showed that the
airbags deployed when the doors were slammed, GM decreased the sensor’s sensi-
tivity. The plaintiffs argued that the problem could have been fixed by adding a sec-
ond sensor, at a cost of $10 per vehicle, but that GM rejected the solution. GM
argued that the Suburban met or exceeded all government standards; that the
airbag system functioned properly in this accident; that Burry was injured when
her head hit the head of the driver, not when it hit the Suburban’s side structure;
and that design features of the Suburban should be credited with saving the lives of
the other occupants. Burry suffered severe head injuries and was in a coma for sev-
eral months after the crash. She was diagnosed with irreversible brain damage and
requires constant care and attention.

RESULT: The jury found design defect by GM. It found GM 49 percent at fault. The
damages were assessed at $38,230,000.

■ Case 15 ■

PRODUCTS LIABILITY
Crashworthiness—Design Defect—
Motor Vehicle—Intersection—
Wrongful Death  

Verdict
(P) $42,010,877

Case
Carlos Marroquin and Linda
Marroquin, Individually and on Behalf
of the Estate of Matthew Marroquin,
deceased, and as next friend of
Mikayla Marroquin, a minor v. Ford
Motor Company and Ruth Ellen Olson,
No. 04-61218-2 

Court
Nueces County Court at Law No. 1, TX 

Date
09/13/05

■ Case 16 ■

PRODUCTS LIABILITY
SUV—Airbag—Tractor-trailer 

Verdict
(P) $38,230,000

Case
Chris Burry, Stacey Burry, and Chris
Burry, as Next Friend for Rachel Burry,
Sarah Burry, and Meghan Burry, Minors
v. General Motors Corporation v. Carol
Reid, No. 03-05-383 

Court
Wise County District Court, 271st, TX

Date
02/18/05
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Delay in C-section resulted in brain damage

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On February 10, 1999, plaintiff Nicholas Cowles
was born at Hartford Hospital to a surrogate mother. Between 8:45
a.m. and 9 a.m., the delivery nurses administered Pitocin to begin and

speed up contractions. At about 5:40 p.m., the nurses called Dr. Peter J. Doelger
about abnormalities in the fetal-monitoring strips. At 7:10 p.m., after reviewing the
fetal-monitoring strips, he decided to deliver Nicholas via Caesarian. At 7:35 p.m.,
Nicholas was born with brain damage, blind, and with cerebral palsy. On Nicholas’
behalf, his biological parents, Thomas and Sheila Cowles, now divorced, sued
Doelger and the hospital for medical malpractice. Plaintiffs’ counsel contended that
Doelger failed to interpret the fetal-monitoring strips in a timely fashion, delaying
his discovery that Nicholas was in distress. Plaintiffs’ attorneys maintained that the
hospital nurses also failed to interpret the fetal-monitoring strips throughout the
day, didn’t properly monitor the mother’s condition after administering Pitocin, and
failed to notify Doelger that the drug had overstimulated the mother’s uterus. The
defense denied that the nurses and Doelger failed to meet the standard of care.
Now 6 years old, Nicholas is unable to lift his head and requires the assistance of
an at-home nurse for 10 hours per day.

RESULT: The jury found that Hartford Hospital was 60 percent liable and Doelger was
40 percent liable. They awarded $36.5 million, reportedly the highest medical mal-
practice award in Connecticut history.

Social services agency sent abused child back to source of danger

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On November 8, 2000, plaintiff Marissa Amora,
who was then 2, was treated at Bethesda Memorial in Palm Beach
County for a sudden inability to walk. On November 11, she was

transferred to Miami Children’s Hospital, where she stayed for a month. A hospital
social worker questioned her natural mother’s ability to care for her. The hospital
contacted the state Department of Children & Families (DCF). On December 10, a
DCF investigator examined Marissa’s medical records and noticed that she had suf-
fered a fractured clavicle. The physician told the investigator that the fact that the
mother could not explain the injury raised it to a high-risk factor for the child
returning home and advised the child not be sent home, pending a home study. On
December 14, the DCF told the mother she must pick Marissa up from the hospital,
where hospital social workers opposed sending the child home. Less than a month
later, Marissa was beaten, almost to death. Although no one was charged with a
crime, Marissa’s birth mother lost her parental rights, and Dawn and Ricardo
Amora, who are foster parents, took her in and later adopted her. In 2002, on
Marissa’s behalf, the Amoras sued DCF, claiming it negligently and unreasonably
conducted the investigation. The state argued that the hospital was to blame for
sending Marissa home. Marissa suffered brain damage that has left her unable to
eat, walk, or talk clearly.

RESULT: The jury found that the DCF was 75 percent negligent, the hospital was 20
percent negligent, and Marissa’s mother was 5 percent negligent. The jury found
damages of $35,133,132.

■ Case 17 ■

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE
Birth Injury—Childbirth—Prescription
and Medication 

Verdict
(P) $36,500,000

Case
Thomas Cowles and Sheila Cowles, on
behalf of Nicholas Cowles v. Hartford
Hospital and Peter J. Doelger, No. CV-
00-0168303-S (X06) 

Court
Waterbury Judicial District, Superior
Court, Waterbury, CT 

Date
11/23/05

■ Case 18 ■

INSTITUTIONAL NEGLIGENCE
Childcare Worker—Negligence—
Negligent Investigation—Institutional
Negligence 

Verdict
(P) $35,133,132

Case
Dawn Amora and Ricardo Amora, as
parents and guardians of Marissa
Amora, a minor child v. State of
Florida Department of Children and
Family Services, No.
502002CA011369XXONAB 

Court
Palm Beach County Circuit Court,
15th, FL 

Date
05/17/05
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Man hired hit man to murder his wife

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: The plaintiffs were Michael Bonicelli,
Gwendolyn Garris, and Donna Fuller, the grown children of Joseph
Bonicelli and his first wife, Eloise Bonicelli. In the early 1970s, Joseph

Bonicelli and Tom Phillips were friends and business associates. In 1974, Phillips’
wife was murdered. In 1975, Joseph Bonicelli’s estranged wife, Eloise, was murdered.
After his wife was murdered, Bonicelli married Valentina Hays. Bonicelli put her in
charge of his estate and a trust dated May 18, 1990, of which their daughter,
Nicolina Angeli Bonicelli, was named the beneficiary. Mr. Bonicelli died in 1998. In
2000, a tip on the unsolved murder of Eloise Bonicelli came from an inmate in
Colorado, who said his father had been involved in her death while working as a hit
man for Delfino Ortega. Phillips agreed to cooperate in exchange for complete
immunity. Phillips told the authorities that after he hired a hit man to kill his wife,
he gave the man’s name to Bonicelli. Bonicelli’s adult children brought suit against
Bonicelli’s estate and others. The plaintiffs argued that, under Colorado’s “Slayer
Statute,” if you are married and you kill your spouse, you cannot benefit from your
spouse’s money. The plaintiffs claimed that because their father had their mother
killed, they were denied their due inheritance from her portion of his estate.

RESULT: The jury reached a plaintiffs’ verdict and rendered a total award of $32.4
million.

Defective sprinkler system let fire burn, causing extensive damage,
business disruption

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On December 25, 1992, at plaintiff O’Brien
Cogeneration Inc.’s 52-megawatt power plant in Newark, a 6-inch rub-

ber expansion joint in the lubrication oil lines to the plant’s steam turbine failed
and began to leak oil. A fire began below the turbine and spread because the over-
head sprinkler system had been shut down for maintenance. Three workers
employed by John Brown Ltd., the company that managed the plant, died in the fire.
O’Brien, which had only been open for 18 months, settled with John Brown Ltd. and
several others, leaving Automatic Sprinkler as the only defendant. O’Brien argued
that Automatic Sprinkler was negligent for turning off the sprinklers and that even
if the overhead sprinklers were on, the design was flawed. O’Brien claimed that
Automatic Sprinkler violated the New Jersey Fire Code and recommended practices
that called for “special hazard deluge sprinklers” underneath the turbine pedestal
in case of an oil fire. Automatic Sprinkler acknowledged that sprinklers should have
been built underneath the concrete pedestal but claimed that any special hazard
sprinklers would have been turned off for maintenance anyway at the time of the
fire. Automatic Sprinkler also contended that there was an explosion and a fire and
that no sprinkler could have controlled the situation.

RESULT: The jury rendered a plaintiff’s verdict for $32,320,360, assigning liability as
follows: 55 percent to Automatic Sprinkler, 40 percent to John Brown Ltd., and 5 per-
cent  to Hawker-Siddeley, the project manager.

■ Case 19 ■

WRONGFUL DEATH
Trusts and Estates—Beneficiaries 

Verdict
(P) $32,400,000

Case
Michael Bonicelli, Gwendolyn Garris
and Donna Fuller v. Estate of Joseph
Bonicelli; Nicolina Angeli Bonicelli
Trust, dated May 18, 1990; Valentina
Hays, as personal representative of the
estate of Joseph Bonicelli, and as
trustee of the Nicolina Angeli Bonicelli
Trust, dated May 18, 1990; Thomas
Phillips; and Delfino Ortega, No. 00 CV
2637 

Court
El Paso County District Court, CO

Date
01/12/05

■ Case 20 ■

NEGLIGENT MAINTENANCE
Negligent Maintenance

Verdict
(P) $32,320,360

Case
O’Brien (Newark) Cogeneration Inc. v.
Hawker-Siddeley Inc., John Brown Ltd.,
Althson Engineering, Belmont
Engineering, Agmen Inc. and Automatic
Sprinkler Corporation of America, No.
L-3218-95 

Court
Essex County Superior Court, NJ 

Date
07/06/05
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Contractor failed to inspect welds for building-code compliance

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On June 20, 1994, plaintiff Norman Pelletier, 42,
was working for Berlin Steel Construction Co., which had been hired
to build the steel frame for a facility in Shelton, Connecticut. Pelletier

was installing metal sheet flooring between two steel columns when several of his
coworkers interrupted his work to install a two-ton crossbeam between the two
columns. Pelletier stepped away while his coworkers bolted the crossbeam to steel
flanges that enable the interconnection of large structural members. One of the
connections was attached to the column via a weak, temporary weld, called a tack
weld, according to court documents. When his coworkers finished installing the
crossbeam, Pelletier returned to work beneath the crossbeam. Shortly thereafter,
the connection that had been tack-welded gave way, and one end of the crossbeam
fell and hit Pelletier. His hardhat, mandated by the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA), protected his head; but the crossbeam severed his spine
completely. It was later determined that the weld holding the beam in place had
been done improperly. Pelletier sued the general contractor that hired Berlin Steel,
Sordoni Skanska Construction Co., now part of Parsippany, New Jersey-based
Skanska USA Building Inc., for negligence and failure to comply with the building
code. Defense counsel also argued that Pelletier was comparatively negligent for the
accident.

RESULT: The jury found that Sordoni/Skanska was negligent and that its negligence
was the legal cause of Pelletier’s injuries. It awarded the Pelletiers $32,155,834.

Explorer’s defective windows blamed for passenger ejection 

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On May 31, 2003, plaintiffs’ decedents Corina
Garcia, 20, and Diana Alonzo, 19, and plaintiff Arturo Guerrero Jr., 20,
were passengers in a 2000 Ford Explorer XLS driven by Saul Guerrero

Jr. Suddenly and without notice, the road changed from an asphalt pavement to
caliche-rock and white sand, causing Guerrero to lose control of the vehicle. The
SUV went into a side skid and rolled over at least two times. During the rollover, the
side-door windows shattered, leaving openings/ejection portals for the occupants.
Garcia, the right-front passenger, was ejected through the right-front side window,
and Alonzo was ejected out of the rear passenger side window. Both died. Arturo
Guerrero was ejected out of the rear driver’s side window and was seriously injured.
Garcia’s and Alonzo’s mothers and Arturo Guerrero sued the Ford Motor Co. for
products liability, claiming the defective windows were responsible for the deaths
and injuries that the occupants suffered. Plaintiffs’ counsel argued that the tem-
pered glass in the Ford XLS Explorer was not as safe as laminated glass, which
doesn’t shatter. Ford argued that the glass used in the 2000 Explorer met all safety
standards. Ford’s main defense was that the tempered glass did not cause the
deaths and injuries to plaintiffs, but that Guerrero’s negligent driving did.

RESULT: The jury awarded the plaintiffs $30.5 million in actual damages and
$500,000 in punitive damages for a total of $31 million.

■ Case 21 ■

CONSTRUCTION
Accidents—Negligence—Affirmative
Defenses 

Verdict
(P) $32,155,834

Case
Norman Pelletier, et al v.
Sordoni/Skanska Construction
Company, et al, No. X06-CV95-
0155184S 

Court
Waterbury Judicial District, Superior
Court, Waterbury, CT

Date
12/06/05

■ Case 22 ■

PRODUCT LIABILITY
Automobiles—Wrongful Death—
Survival Damages 

Verdict
(P) $31,000,000

Case
Rosanna Garcia, Maria Del Carmen
Boddie and Arturo Guerrero Jr. v. Ford
Motor Company and Saul Guerrero, Jr.,
No. 03-06-10756-ZCVAJA

Court
Zavala County District Court, 365th, TX

Date
03/01/05
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Brake pads alleged to be source of exposure 

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: Plaintiff Joseph Mallia was a mechanic for
many years and worked on brake pads that contained asbestos. In
2004, at age 48, he was diagnosed with mesothelioma. Mallia and his

wife, Gale, sued over 20 companies. All except one, Pneumo Abex, reached confiden-
tial settlements. Plaintiffs’ counsel contended that Pneumo Abex placed its product
on the market without warning of any risk of cancer. Mallia contracted an incurable
form of malignant mesothelioma, which, his experts claimed, was a direct result of
his exposure to asbestos contained in the brake pads manufactured by the defen-
dants. Defense counsel contended that Mallia’s mesothelioma was spontaneous
and unrelated to his asbestos exposure.

RESULT: The jury awarded Mallia $31 million, of which Pneumo Abex is responsible
for $14.26 million.

Police officer wasn’t responding to call when he sped through 
city streets

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On the evening of March 3, 1998, plaintiff Eric
Brody, an 18-year-old student, was on his way home from a part-time

job. While making a left turn, he was broadsided by Christopher Thieman, an officer
with the Broward County Sheriff’s Office (BCSO). Brody sustained severe and perma-
nent brain damage. Claiming that Thieman was in the course and scope of employ-
ment, Brody’s mother and father, individually and on the boy’s behalf, sued the
BCSO for negligent operation of a motor vehicle, negligent entrustment, and negli-
gent supervision. The latter two claims were based on Thieman’s driving history.
Plaintiffs’ counsel argued that at the time of the accident, Thieman was on notice
from the BCSO for multiple driving issues. Plaintiffs’ counsel contended that
Thieman was traveling at 70 mph because he was late for work. Meanwhile Brody,
plaintiffs’ counsel noted, was operating his vehicle in a competent and safe man-
ner. Defense counsel contended that the crash was due to Brody’s failure to yield
the right of way. Brody was taken by helicopter to Broward General Hospital, where
he remained in a coma for six months. Brody’s brain damage has left him with
dysarthia, which impairs his ability to speak coherently and results in a loss of fine
and gross motor control, poor balance, poor vision, and poor hearing. Defense coun-
sel contended that not only was Brody’s negligence the cause of the accident, but
his injuries as well.

RESULT: The jury found the defendant liable and awarded the Brody family
$30,609,298.

■ Case 23 ■

ASBESTOS
Asbestos—Products Liability—Design
Defect 

Verdict
(P) $31,000,000

Case
Joseph Mallia and Gale Mallia v.
Bennett Auto Supply, Inc., a Florida
Corporation., et al, No. 04-16237 CA
42 

Court
Miami-Dade County Circuit Court,
11th, FL 

Date
12/15/05

■ Case 24 ■

MOTOR VEHICLE
Broadside—Intersection—Speeding—
Police as Defendant 

Verdict
(P) $30,609,298

Case
Charles Brody and Sharon Brody, indi-
vidually, as the Natural Parents of Eric
Brody, and as Co-Guardians for the
Guardianship of Eric Brody v. Broward
County Sheriff’s Office, a governmental
entity, No. CACE 03002248 12 

Court
Broward County Circuit Court, 17th, FL 

Date
12/01/05
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Mother and daughter hit by train while walking along the tracks 

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On June 24, 2002, plaintiffs’ decedents Flora
Torres, 40, a homemaker, and her daughter, Haide, age 8, were hit by a
train and killed. They were walking along the tracks on their way to a

worksite where Jose Miguel Torres, Flora’s husband and Haide’s father, was a labor-
er. Mr. Torres, individually and as representative of the estates of Flora and Haide,
and others sued Union Pacific Railroad Co., alleging negligence and gross negli-
gence. Plaintiffs’ counsel claimed that Union Pacific did not operate its trains safely,
failed to keep a proper lookout, failed to stop short of the decedents, and failed to
yield the right of way. The plaintiffs’ attorneys also argued that Union Pacific did
not train its crews in safety procedures regarding pedestrians. They further main-
tained that in failing to erect a guardrail or fence, the defendant did not provide
adequate security to prevent people from walking near the tracks and did not pro-
vide the decedents with adequate warning. Union Pacific argued that the crew saw
the plaintiffs’ decedents on the track and blew the horn 15 to 20 seconds before
impact but that the mother and daughter did not move out of the train’s path.
Additionally, Union Pacific claimed that the decedents were trespassing.

RESULT: The jury found for the plaintiffs and awarded a total of $30,434,128 million
in damages, $5.35 million of which was for punitive damages.

Estate blamed Ford’s design for girl’s death in F-150 wreck 

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On March 8, 2004, plaintiffs’ decedent Jessica
Garcia, 16, was riding in the passenger seat of her parents’ 1993 Ford
F-150 pickup. Agustin Garcia, her father, was driving, and Oralia

Garcia, her mother, was sitting in the middle of the bench seat when Hazel Scaman,
driving a Chevrolet S-10 pickup, pulled out from a roadside fruit stand and struck
the pickup. The impact caused Mr. Garcia to lose control of the vehicle, and it rolled
more than two times. Jessica was partially ejected and later died from the injuries
she sustained. Oralia Garcia, individually and as representative of Jessica’s estate,
sued Scaman and her husband for negligence and Ford Motor Co. for products lia-
bility (design defects) and gross negligence. Plaintiffs’ attorneys maintained that the
F-150’s occupant-restraint system and occupant-protection systems were danger-
ously inadequate and that the seatbelt design was defective. Plaintiffs’ counsel fur-
ther argued that Ford knew of the defects and chose not to use safer alternative
designs. Ford denied that its design was negligent. It argued that the F-150’s design
met federal safety requirements.

RESULT: The jury found Ford 90 percent at fault and Scaman 10 percent and awarded
the Garcia family $20,416,475 in compensatory damages and $10 million in punitive
damages from Ford only.

■ Case 25 ■

RAILROAD ACCIDENT
Failure to Warn—Negligence—Railroad
Accident—Wrongful Death 

Verdict
(P) $30,434,128

Case
Jose Miguel Torres, individually and on
behalf of estate of Flora Torres,
deceased, and on behalf of the estate
of Haide Torres, deceased, Flora Torres,
Jose Miguel Torres, Jr., Pedro Gomez,
Aurora Lucero, individually and as par-
ent of Flora Torres, deceased v. Union
Pacific Railroad Company, No. 2003-
1625 

Court
El Paso County District Court, 384th,
TX

Date
09/06/05

■ Case 26 ■

PRODUCTS LIABILITY
Design Defect—Products Liability—
Seat Belts—Rollover 

Verdict :
(P) $30,416,475

Case
Oralia Garcia, individually and as rep-
resentative of the estate of Jessica
Garcia v. Ford Motor Company, Hazal
Scaman, and Agustin Garcia, No. 2004-
04-2099-A 

Court
Cameron County District Court, 107th,
TX

Date
10/03/05
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Tractor-trailer struck vanload of musicians on interstate highway

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: At approximately midnight on September 9,
2002, plaintiff Kevin McCormack was driving on Interstate 90. His pas-
sengers were a group of musicians: plaintiffs Carley Gervais, 28; John

LaMacchia, 29; Eric Matthews, 32; Michael MacIvor, 27; and Kenneth Schalk, 31. A
tractor-trailer approached from behind and struck the van’s rear. The plaintiffs
claimed that they sustained injuries, and various lawsuits were filed and later con-
solidated. Prior to the trial, some claims were settled. The remaining claims pro-
ceeded to a damages trial for the various injuries suffered. The defendants contend-
ed that Matthews healed well, though they conceded that one or both of his knees
might require replacement. They claimed that Schalk also healed well, and they
contended that he will not require further surgery.

RESULT: The jury rendered a plaintiffs’ verdict for $30,300,000.

Firm claimed assisted-living chain raided its employees 

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: In a second trial of a November 2002 case,
plaintiff CGB Occupational Therapy Inc. claimed that Sunrise Assisted
Living Management, Inc., and its parent, Sunrise Assisted Living, Inc.,

tortiously  interfered with its contracts by inducing two Philadelphia-area nursing
homes owned by another company to terminate the contracts and then raided its
staff by hiring away five of its therapists. Unlike the first trial, in which the Sunrise
executives didn’t even show up in court, in this trial, the jury had an opportunity to
hear from the Sunrise executives. For their part, Sunrise’s lawyers argued that
Sunrise’s conduct was not outrageous. CGB’s owner, Cindy G. Brillman, testified that
it took her six months to recover from Sunrise’s raid of her employees. She told the
jury that she has been battling with Sunrise for seven years.

RESULT: The jury awarded plaintiff $30 million in punitive damages.

■ Case 27 ■

MOTOR VEHICLE
Rear-ender—Motor Vehicle—
Passenger 

Verdict 
(P) $30,300,000

Case
Eric Matthews and Diana Matthews v.
Kevin M McCormack, Clair L. Kerrick
Sr., Keith Titus Corp and Page
Transportation, Inc. / Kevin & Kathy
McCormack v. Clair L. Kerrick Sr, Keith
Titus Corp and Page Transportation,
Inc. / Kenneth Schalk v. Clair L. Kerrick
Sr., Keith Titus Corporation, Page
Transportation. Inc., and Richard L.
Vankeuren / Carley Gervais, John
LaMacchia & Michael MacIvor v. Page
Transportation, Inc., Keith Titus Corp.,
Clair L. Kerrick, Sr., Richard L.
Vankeuren, No. 42759/02; 2319/03;
220/03; 1878/03 

Court
Kings Supreme, NY

Date
04/12/05

■ Case 28 ■

EMPLOYMENT
Covenant Not to Compete 

Verdict 
(P) $30,000,000

Case
CGB Occupational Therapy, Inc., d/b/a
CGB Rehab Inc. v. Sunrise Assisted
Living, Inc., No. 00-4918 

Court
U.S. District Court, Eastern District of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 

Date
01/19/05
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Two University of Alabama football coaches were victims of a 
smear campaign

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: In 1998, plaintiff Ronnie Cottrell, a college foot-
ball coach, left Florida State University, where he was the school’s top

recruiter. He took a position with his alma mater, the University of Alabama, as lead
recruiter and ends coach. In January 2001, the NCAA launched an investigation into
allegations that Alabama had paid a 1999 recruit’s football coach $200,000. Logan
Young, an Alabama booster and donor, was charged, and later convicted, of racket-
eering and conspiracy for giving the high school coach $150,000. Cottrell and
Alabama running backs coach Ivy Williams, also a plaintiff, were charged by the
NCAA with unethical conduct. Cottrell and Williams were cleared of any wrongdo-
ing. However, they were fired in 2002. Cottrell and Williams sued the NCAA and oth-
ers, including independent recruiting analyst Tom Culpepper. They alleged libel,
slander, defamation, and more. Plaintiffs’ counsel argued that NCAA officials who
were sympathetic to the University of Tennessee football program—an archrival of
Alabama—conspired with Culpepper to defame the plaintiffs by selectively leaking
false allegations about them. The NCAA said the conspiracy claims were false. After
several defendants were dropped, Cottrell’s case against Culpepper had been whit-
tled down to three allegedly defamatory statements. Culpepper denied making the
statements, but a number of witnesses testified that he had. Plaintiffs’ counsel
argued that Culpepper had a vendetta against Cottrell. Culpepper had full access to
Alabama coaches under Cottrell’s predecessor, but Cottrell cut off his access, plain-
tiffs’ counsel argued, and he conducted a smear campaign against Cottrell.

RESULT: The jury delivered a verdict for the plaintiffs awarding $6 million in com-
pensatory damages and $24 million in punitive damages.

Actor Robert Blake allegedly shot wife while she waited in car (was
acquitted in his criminal trial)

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS The plaintiff’s decedent Bonny Lee Bakley, 44, a
self-employed pornography dealer, went to dinner on May 4, 2001,

with her husband, actor Robert Blake, and was sitting inside a parked car outside of
the restaurant when she was shot and killed. Blake was charged with murder, but
was acquitted by a jury. The administrator of Bakley’s estate, on behalf of her four
children, brought a wrongful death action against Blake and against Blake and his
bodyguard for conspiracy. Plaintiffs’ counsel argued that Blake had the motive
because he despised Bakley. Two Hollywood stuntmen testified that Blake once
asked them to “pop” and “whack” his wife and even suggested some ways to do so,
including the one that resulted in her death. The defense denied that Blake shot his
wife and argued that there was no physical evidence to prove that he did.

RESULT: The jury found Blake liable for intentionally causing Bakley’s death but did
not find conspiracy. They awarded the children $30 million, to be divided equally
among them.

■ Case 29 ■

DEFAMATION
Reckless and Willful Misconduct—
Professional Negligence—Intentional
Interference with Business
Expectancy—Libel 

Verdict
(P) $30,000,000

Case
Ronald W. Cottrell and Ivy Williams v.
National Collegiate Athletic
Association; Thomas E. Yeager, individ-
ually and as Chairman of the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
Committee on Infractions; Richard A.
Johanningmeier, individually and as
Enforcement Representative for the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association; Dr. Gene Marsh, individu-
ally and in his capacity as Faculty
Athletic Representative to the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association Committee on Infractions;
Marie Robbins, individually and in her
capacity as Compliance Coordinator to
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association Committee on Compliance;
Tom Culepper, individually; Richard
Hilliard, individually., No. CV 2003-810 

Court
Tuscaloosa County Circuit Court, AL 

Date
07/22/05

■ Case 30 ■

WRONGFUL DEATH
Intentional Torts—Conspiracy—
Battery—Firearms 

Verdict
(P) $30,000,000

Case
Blanchard E. Tual, Administrator of the
Estate of Bonny Lee Bakley on behalf
of Heirs of said Decedent  v. Robert
Blake, aka Michael Gubitosi, and Earle
Caldwell, No. EC 034380 

Court
Superior Court of Los Angeles County,
Burbank, CA

Date
11/18/05
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Female equities trader claimed disparate treatment 

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: In August 1999, plaintiff Laura Zubulake, 44,
was hired by UBS Warburg LLC, an investment bank, and assigned to
the New York office as director of an equities-trading desk. She was

also a senior salesperson and the desk’s only female salesperson. In both 1999 and
2000, Zubulake received significant year-end bonuses. In January 2001, Zubulake’s
immediate supervisor, Dominic Vail, was replaced. Several months later, Zubulake
contacted the firm’s human-resources department and complained that the new
supervisor, Matthew Chapin, was subjecting her to disparate treatment. On August
16, 2001, Zubulake contacted the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
(EEOC) and reported her complaints. In October 2001, UBS Warburg LLC terminated
her. Zubulake sued UBS Warburg LLC and associated entities UBS AG and UBS
Warburg. She alleged that she was wrongfully terminated and that she was subject-
ed to gender discrimination and retaliation, in violation of Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964. One of Zubulake’s coworkers testified that Chapin said that
Zubulake was “old and ugly and she can’t do the job.” Zubulake also contended 
that her termination was a retaliatory response to her contacting the EEOC. UBS
Warburg contended that Zubulake was terminated because of “performance”
problems. At the time of her termination, Zubulake was earning approximately
$650,000 a year.

RESULT: The jury found for Zubulake and awarded her $29,273,190.

Dump-truck driver high on methamphetamine when he rammed
into pickup

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: In June 2002, plaintiffs’ decedent Timothy
Douglas Robbins Sr., an air-conditioning repairman, was driving a

pickup when an oncoming dump truck, driven by Danny Lee Hendricks in the
course and scope of his employment for Hardway Hauling, Inc., came into Robbins’
lane and hit him nearly head-on. Robbins was killed. Hendricks claimed he braked
to avoid a vehicle in his lane, but that the brakes did not work so he swerved to
avoid the vehicle. Robbins’ family sued Hendricks for negligent operation of a vehi-
cle, Columbiana-based Hardway and its president for negligent hiring and negligent
maintenance; and Robbins’ employer’s underinsured-motorist (UIM) insurer for
breach of contract. Plaintiffs’ counsel argued that at the time of the accident,
Hendricks had a high concentration of methamphetamine in his system. He plead-
ed guilty to vehicular homicide and is serving 20 years in prison. Against Hardway
and its president, plaintiffs’ counsel argued failure to drug test Hendricks when it
hired him and failure to check the brakes. Hardway’s president said in his deposi-
tion that he was unaware that drug testing was required for carriers operating
intrastate only and that the brakes had been inspected before the accident.
Hendricks claimed that he was trying to avoid a third vehicle. Plaintiffs’ counsel
countered that, other than his word, there was no evidence to support his claim.
The UIM insurer and Hardway’s president both settled for confidential amounts.

RESULT: The court granted a partial summary judgment, on liability only, finding
against Hendricks and Hardway. The jury awarded damages of $29 million.

■ Case 31 ■

SEX DISCRIMINATION
Gender Discrimination—
Employment—Wrongful Termination—
Retaliation—Title VII 

Verdict 
(P) $29,273,190

Case
Laura Zubulake v. UBS Warburg, LLC,
UBS Warburg, and UBS AG, No. 02 CV
01243 

Court
U.S. District Court, Southern District,
NY

Date
04/06/05

■ Case 32 ■

MOTOR VEHICLES
Truck—Head-on—Wrongful Death—
Negligent Hiring 

Verdict
(P) $29,000,000

Case
Regina Reynolds Robbins, Individually
and as Personal Representative of the
Estate of Timothy Douglas Robbins, Sr.,
and as Next Friend of Timothy Douglas
Robbins, Jr., Tiffany Robbins, and
Tristan Robbins v. Hardway Hauling,
Inc., and Danny Lee Hendricks, No. CV-
02-906 

Court
Shelby County Circuit Court, AL 

Date
11/02/05
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Inmate did not receive insulin while jailed

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: Plaintiff’s decedent Reverend Ronell Huggins,
an acting pastor, suffered from diabetes and schizophrenia, though
both were regulated through medication. In December 2001, his schiz-

ophrenia medications became unregulated; and on December 23, his friends called
an ambulance to take him to Tuomey Regional Medical Center, where he was med-
icated and discharged. He did not leave immediately, and security personnel tried to
send him to a local shelter. The next day, he returned to the hospital and was treat-
ed and released. He returned again and was released without treatment. Police
arrested him and brought him to Sumter County Detention Center. Huggins was
placed in the drunk tank. Jail personnel did not complete his intake medical screen-
ing. They found in his possession his medical discharge from the previous day,
which indicated that he needed medication, and forwarded the document to the jail
nurse. For the next 24 to 36 hours, Huggins was left alone. At about 2:25 a.m. on
December 27, jail staff found him lying face down in his cell. About two hours earli-
er, he had died, due to what was believed to be diabetic ketoacidosis. Huggins’ sis-
ter, Virginia Fischer, as representative of his estate, sued the company responsible
for providing care to inmates, Eastern Health Care Groups, Georgetown, South
Carolina; Sumter County; Tuomey; and the three doctors who saw him there, Luiz
Munix, Martha Cushman and Richard Alexander. The plaintiff claimed medical mal-
practice. Munix was dismissed, and all the other defendants except Eastern settled
during trial for a total of $1.7 million.

RESULT: The jury found Eastern 100 percent liable for Huggins’ death and awarded
his estate $28.5 million.

Delivery problems led to severe injuries 

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On August 15, 2002, plaintiff Princess Garcia
was born, at about 38 weeks, at Rio Grande Regional Hospital. Her
mother, Aurora Garcia, was 25 and an insulin-dependent diabetic. The

delivering obstetrician was Alejandro A. Tey. The plaintiffs’ attorneys claimed that
Tey knew Ms. Garcia to be at high risk for a condition in which babies have large
shoulders and a large trunk. During delivery, Princess’ shoulders became lodged
under the mother’s pubic bone. Princess was delivered, blue and flaccid, without
respiration or muscle tone. About 33 minutes after the baby’s birth, a neonatologist
successfully intubated her. Princess’ parents sued Tey and Columbia Rio Grande
Healthcare L.P. According to the plaintiffs, the nurses did not follow policy to notify
a pediatrician or neonatologist of impending delivery by an insulin-dependent dia-
betic mother. The hospital argued it did not break its policy. At the time of trial,
Princess, then 3, had no functional use of her left arm or hand, was unable to sit or
stand on her own, and required 24-hour-a-day care.

RESULT: The jury found for the plaintiffs and awarded $28,500,000.

■ Case 33 ■

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE
Failure to Treat—Abandonment—
Wrongful Death—Prisoners’ Civil
Rights, Prisoners

Verdict
(P) $28,500,000

Case
Virginia Fischer as personal represen-
tative of the estate of Ronell Huggins
v. Eastern Health Care, Sumter County,
Tuomey Regional Medical Center, Luiz
Munix M.D., Martha Cushman M.D.,
and Richard Alexander M.D., No. 03-cp-
43-1217 

Court
Sumter County Court of Common
Pleas, SC

Date
12/15/05

■ Case 34 ■

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE
Birth Injury—Medical Malpractice—
Childbirth 

Verdict
(P) $28,500,000

Case
Aurora Pedroza Garcia and Ricardo
Garcia, Individually and As Next
Friends of Princess Garcia, a Minor v.
Columbia Rio Grande Healthcare, L.P.,
d/b/a Rio Grande Regional Hospital,
and Rio Grande Regional Hospital in
its Assumed or Common Name, No. C-
2147-03-E 

Court
Hidalgo County District Court, 275th,
TX 

Date
10/26/05
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Schizophrenic released from facility proceeded to kill 
mother and niece

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On June 23, 1999, plaintiffs’ decedents Mauricia
Aviles and her granddaughter, Alexia, age 7, were sitting in their living

room when Aviles’ son, Rodney, arrived, a few hours after being released from a
county-run mental health facility at Maricopa Medical Center. He proceeded to kill
them both. Mauricia’s four children (including Alexia’s father but not including
Rodney) and Alexia’s mother sued Maricopa County; Carla Denham, the psychiatrist
whose decision it was to release Aviles; and the company she worked for, MedPro,
for the wrongful deaths. The plaintiffs contended that Aviles shouldn’t have been
released from government custody. About 16 months before trial, MedPro and
Denham settled for an undisclosed amount. Aviles’ family told Denham that Aviles
had used cocaine, and hospital staff tested him for drugs and found that he had
recently taken it. Based on this, Denham wrongly chalked up most of his problems
to cocaine addiction (a second drug test turned up negative for cocaine), put him on
sedatives, and ordered his release. Plaintiffs’ counsel argued that Denham and the
county had a duty to commit Aviles for further treatment and diagnosis because he
had exhibited violent tendencies in the past and had a mental disease. The defense
argued that Denham had no choice but to release Aviles because state law allows
the government to commit an individual for only 72 hours on an emergency peti-
tion such as the one Aviles’ family made.

RESULT: The jury awarded $28,000,000 in wrongful death damages, of which the
county was liable for $21 million.

Truck jumped curb, killing 4-year-old girl in front of her mother

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On February 11, 2003, plaintiffs’ decedent
Elizabeth Dominguez and plaintiff Monica Valencia, both 4 years old,
were walking home from preschool in San Francisco’s Mission District

accompanied by Elizabeth’s mother, plaintiff Sylvia Lopez, and Monica’s grandmoth-
er, plaintiff Candelaria Valencia. A Muni Railway utility truck collided with an auto-
mobile, jumped the sidewalk, and killed Elizabeth. Monica sustained bruises when
her grandmother pushed her out of harm’s way. The grandmother fractured her
femur. Lopez; Elizabeth’s father, Humberto Dominguez; and Candelaria Valencia, for
herself and on behalf of her granddaughter, sued the city and county of San
Francisco and the truck driver, Sebastian Garcia. The plaintiffs claimed that Garcia
was driving at an unsafe speed for the intersection. Garcia was charged with misde-
meanor vehicular manslaughter. Dominguez and Lopez also claimed that the inter-
section was unsafe; but at trial, their attorneys voluntarily withdrew the dangerous-
condition claim. The city, for its part, argued that Garcia legally entered the inter-
section on a yellow light. Lopez claimed bystander damages, alleging that witness-
ing her daughter’s death caused her severe emotional distress.

RESULT: The jury found for the plaintiffs in the amount of $27,386,567.

■ Case 35 ■

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE
Failure to Admit—Failure to
Diagnose—Psychiatrist 

Verdict 
(P) $28,000,000

Case
Surviving children of Mauricia Aviles,
deceased, by and through Orlando
Aviles, Personal Representative;
Leonard Aviles and Ella Lou Saldana,
natural parents of Alexia Aviles,
deceased v. Carla Denham, M.D.,
Medical Professional Associates of
Arizona, P.C.; Maricopa County, a polit-
ical subdivision of the State of
Arizona; Maricopa Integrated Health
Systems dba Maricopa Medical Center
Psychiatric Annex, No. CV2000-011675 

Court
Maricopa County Superior Court, AZ 

Date
07/19/05

■ Case 36 ■

MOTOR VEHICLES
Truck—Dangerous Condition—
Wrongful Death—Question of Lights 

Verdict 
(P) $27,386,567

Case
Humberto Dominguez, Sylvia Lopez,
and Candelaria Valencia; and
Candelaria Valencia as guardian ad
litem for Monica Valencia v. City and
County of San Francisco and Sebastian
Garcia, No. CGC 03-422963 

Court
Superior Court of San Francisco
County, San Francisco, CA 

Date
09/01/05
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1996 Ford Escort’s seat blamed for driver’s death in 
rear-end collision

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On February 4, 2000, plaintiff’s decedent James
Mikolajczyk, 46, was driving with his 10-year-old daughter, Beth, in

the back seat. While stopped at an intersection, Mikolajczyk’s 1996 Ford Escort LX
was struck from behind. His seat bent backward more than 60 degrees from the ver-
tical position. Although he was wearing a seat belt, he was thrown rearward at a
high velocity. He struck the rear seat’s seatback and sustained a fatal head injury.
Beth did not sustain life-threatening injuries. The other vehicle’s driver, William
Timberlake, was intoxicated. He is currently in prison for a reckless homicide con-
viction arising out of the accident. Mikolajczyk’s estate sued Timberlake; the design-
er of the Escort’s seatback, Mazda Motor Corp.; and the manufacturer of
Mikolajczyk’s vehicle, Ford Motor Co. The estate alleged that Timberlake was negli-
gent in the operation of his vehicle, that the seatback was defectively designed by
Mazda, and that Ford was negligent in its assembly of the vehicle. The estate
claimed the Ford’s driver’s seat was unreasonably dangerous because it wasn’t
strong enough to withstand a collision. Ford and Mazda claimed that their “yield-
ing” seat design met all government regulations and protected people from having
more serious neck injuries in low- to mid-speed crashes. They argued that this rep-
resented a reasonable design balance for the seat.

RESULT: The jury rendered a plaintiff’s verdict for $27,000,000, assigning Timberlake
60 percent liability and Ford and Mazda a total of 40 percent liability.

Charter-plane company aided in the kidnapping of two children

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On August 23, 2001, unbeknownst to plaintiff
Cornelia Streeter, 38, her two young children were taken by their
father (her ex-husband), Anwar Wissa, to Bradley International

Airport in Windsor Locks, Connecticut. Wissa had chartered a plane from Executive
Jet Management to take him and the children, ages 6 and 7, to Egypt. After Streeter
reported her children missing, authorities investigated and charged Wissa with kid-
napping. The children remained in Egypt for nearly two years before their fugitive
father took them to Cuba. Streeter implored leaders in Cuba, the United States,
Egypt, and Latin America to help her. Fidel Castro ordered the children returned to
their mother. They were reunited with their mother on June 25, 2003. Streeter sued
Executive Jet Management of Cincinnati for negligence, claiming the luxury-flight
company had a duty to prevent international kidnapping and that it aided her ex-
husband in illegally taking custody of the children. Attorneys for Executive Jet
argued that it owed no duty to Streeter because its staff did not know an abduction
was taking place. The airline contended that it was subject to federal common-car-
rier rules requiring airlines to take any customer able to pay the ticket price.

RESULT: The jury found that Executive Jet was negligent and awarded Streeter
$27,000,000.

■ Case 37 ■

PRODUCTS LIABILITY
Automobiles—Design Defect

Verdict 
(P) $27,000,000 

Case
Connie Mikolajczyk, as Special
Administrator for the Estate of James
Mikolajczyk, v. Ford Motor Company,
Mazda Motor Corporation, and William
Timberlake, No. 00 L 3342 

Court
Cook County Circuit Court, IL 

Date
03/15/05

■ Case 38 ■

NEGLIGENCE
Negligent Investigation—Negligent
Security—Loss of Consortium 

Verdict 
(P) $27,000,000

Case
Cornelia Streeter v. Executive Jet
Management, LLC, No. 02-CV-01003-
SRU 

Court

Waterbury Judicial District, United
States District Court, Waterbury, CT 

Date
04/28/05
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Insurance agents fired after criticizing company practices 

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: Plaintiffs Tana Glockner, 59; Joseph Kelly, 82;
Clifford Lykke, 64; Michael Morgan, 53; and Lee Saghirian, 62 were
independent contractors who operated insurance agencies that bore

the name of State Farm Insurance Cos. In the late 1990s, State Farm was the target
of several high-profile, policyholder-initiated suits that resulted in substantial ver-
dicts against the company. During that time, the plaintiffs publicly criticized the
company’s management practices and treatment of policyholders. They also signed
a December 1999 complaint that was sent to each state’s insurance commissioner,
alleging fraudulent attempts to reduce accident victims’ insurance payouts and
other wrongdoing. In January 2000, all five were fired. They sued State Farm
Insurance, alleging the company had breached their employment contracts, tor-
tiously interfered with their business relations, and wrongfully terminated them.
The plaintiffs claimed that they were terminated because they criticized the 
company. Defense counsel contended that the plaintiffs’ contracts unambiguously
specified that either party could terminate the agreement and that cause was not
necessary.

RESULT: The jury rendered a plaintiffs’ verdict for a total of $26,490,000.

Woman’s mesothelioma resulted from laundering her 
husband’s uniforms

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: Plaintiff Barbara Behringer, 70, was diagnosed
with pleural mesothelioma in November 2003. Behringer sued Alcoa,

Inc., of Pittsburgh, alleging that she was exposed to asbestos through her first hus-
band, John Alford, who worked as a pot tender at Alcoa’s aluminum-smelting plant
in Rockdale from 1953 to 1982. Large amounts of asbestos dust were present at the
operation. Behringer claimed that she breathed in the asbestos particles while
shaking out his dusty clothes and checking his pockets during her twice-weekly
laundering of his work uniforms. Behringer’s attorney claimed Alcoa had a duty to
protect third parties. The plaintiff claimed that Alcoa knew of the harmful effects of
asbestos at least as early as the 1940s, before the medical establishment officially
recognized the term mesothelioma but was aware of the symptoms. The defense
claimed that Behringer’s mesothelioma was idiopathic rather than asbestos-related,
particularly because a woman is more likely to contract mesothelioma from a non-
asbestos source than a man is. The defense argued that Behringer’s limited expo-
sure wasn’t enough to cause the injuries she claimed.

RESULT: The jury found that Alcoa was 100 percent liable and awarded the plaintiff
$25,700,000.

■ Case 39 ■

EMPLOYMENT
Breach of Contract—Business Law—
Tortious Interference with a Business
Relationship—Wrongful Termination

Verdict 
(P) $26,490,000

Case
Joseph Kelly, Tana Glockner, Clifford
Lykke, Michael Morgan, and Lee
Saghirian v. State Farm Insurance, No.
02-CV-204366 

Court
16th Judicial Circuit, Jackson County,
MO 

Date
08/05/05

■ Case 40 ■

ASBESTOS
Asbestos 

Verdict 
(P) $25,700,000

Case
Barbara Behringer v. Alcoa, Inc., et al.,
No. 04-00176-F 

Court
Dallas County District Court, 116th, TX 

Date
10/26/05
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Couple and teenage son killed by drunken driver who crossed
center line

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On March 17, 2000, plaintiffs’ decedents Richard
and Pamela Sherman and their son, Ryan, 15, were traveling in a

sedan that was struck by a car being driven by Tracy Courrege, who had two pas-
sengers of his own, William Taylor next to him and Kevin Magner in the back seat.
All three Shermans and Courrege died. The Sherman’s three adult children brought
a wrongful death suit against Courrege’s estate and his passengers. Counsel for
Sherman’s children argued that Courrege was driving while intoxicated and crossed
the center line, causing the collision. The Courrege estate admitted liability but
argued that any recoveries be limited to a total of $1 million, Courrege’s policy lim-
its. The Shermans also claimed that Taylor and Magner should be found liable for
the accident because, in supplying him with liquor, they had breached a duty to the
Shermans to ensure that their driver remained sober. Taylor settled with the
Shermans for an undisclosed sum and withdrew his claims against the Courrege
estate.

RESULT: The jury awarded the plaintiffs $25,629,596.

Innocent driver killed by police officer engaged in high-speed
chase on newly fallen snow

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On February 17, 2003, plaintiff’s decedent
William Owen, 35, a computer technician, was leaving his workplace.

About the same time, a local police dispatcher put out an alert about a stolen-car
chase nearby. Agron Seiko, a 20-year-old traffic-enforcement officer, engaged in the
chase. He followed another police car at high speeds through Dearborn’s city
streets, which were slick with newly fallen snow. Seiko was driving about 60 mph as
he approached the intersection with the parking lot exit for Owen’s workplace.
Seiko ran a red light and smashed into Owen’s vehicle. Owen sustained fatal
injuries. Owen’s family brought a wrongful death and survival action lawsuit
against the city of Dearborn, claiming negligence. The city admitted liability and
causation, and the case proceeded to trial on the issue of damages. Plaintiff’s coun-
sel argued that Owen was in severe pain for several minutes before dying at the
scene of the crash. The exact amount of time was not known. The defense contend-
ed that Owen died immediately and suffered no pain. Counsel produced eyewit-
nesses who testified that he appeared unconscious right after the crash.

RESULT: The jury awarded $25,000,000 to the estate.

■ Case 41 ■

MOTOR VEHICLES
Alcohol Involvement—Wrongful Death 

Verdict 
(P) $25,629,596

Case
The Estate of Richard Frank Sherman
and various others v. the Estate if
Tracy Michael Courrege and various
others. No. EC030284 

Court
Superior Court of Los Angeles County,
Burbank, CA 

Date
07/07/05

■ Case 42 ■

MOTOR VEHICLE
Wrongful Death—Survival Damages 

Verdict 
(P) $25,000,000

Case
Maureen Koe, executor of the estate
of William V. Owen IV v. City of
Dearborn, No. 03-306126NI 

Court
Wayne County, Circuit Court, MI 

Date
07/30/05
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Speeding pickup truck slammed into family vehicle

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On June 19, 2002, plaintiff Anna Berthelsen, age
7, was a passenger in the family minivan being driven by her father,
Eric. Her mother, Roshel, was also in the vehicle. Mr. Berthelsen had

to stop at the entrance to U.S. 71 due to construction. While he was stopped, a URS
Corp. pickup truck hauling a loaded trailer slammed into his vehicle, severely injur-
ing Anna, who was in the rear of the vehicle. On behalf of his daughter, Mr.
Berthelsen sued URS, claiming the company was liable for the vehicular negligence
of its driver, who was in the course and scope of employment. Plaintiff’s counsel
argued that URS’ driver was going between 59 mph and 64 mph in a 45-mph zone
when he slammed the 14,500-pound pickup and trailer into the minivan. Defense
counsel stipulated to liability, and the case proceeded on damages. Anna was taken
via ambulance to the hospital where she remained in a coma for three days. She
was hospitalized for 31 days and was treated for a fractured skull that resulted in
brain damage and partial paralysis.

RESULT: The jury found URS liable and awarded Anna $25,000,000.

Truck driver made left turn when an oncoming driver was virtual-
ly on top of him

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On the night of September 2, 2002, plaintiff’s
decedent Dana Cassulo, a 17-year-old high school senior, was driving

home from work when her car collided with a tractor-trailer driven by Robert L.
Burger for Paschall Truck Lines. Cassulo was proceeding through a green light when
Burger, who was coming from the opposite direction, made a left turn. Cassulo’s car
went under the trailer, and she died instantly. Her mother, Bernadette M. Cook, on
behalf of her daughter’s estate, sued Burger for negligence and Paschall for vicari-
ous liability. Cook argued that Burger turned while her daughter was almost on top
of him and there was no way that she could have avoided the truck. Cook contend-
ed that Burger should have yielded the right of way to an oncoming driver. The
defense argued that Burger believed that he had plenty of time and distance to
make the turn, and he stated as much in his deposition. However, when cross-
examined at trial, he admitted to cutting her off. The defense contended Cassulo
was on her cell phone at the exact time of the accident. The parents sought past
and future pain and suffering for the loss of their only daughter.

RESULT: The jury found Paschall 95 percent at fault and Cassulo 5 percent and
awarded $25,000,000.

■ Case 43 ■

MOTOR VEHICLE
Minivan—Negligent Entrustment—
Rear-ender—Speeding

Verdict 
(P) $25,000,000

Case
Anna Berthelsen, a Minor, by her
Father and Next Friend, Eric Berthelsen
v. URS Corporation, No. 02-CV-229151 

Court
Jackson County Circuit Court, Kansas
City Division, MO 

Date
12/13/05

■ Case 44 ■

MOTOR VEHICLE
Tractor-Trailer—Wrongful Death—
Intersection 

Verdict 
(P) $25,000,000

Case
Bernadette M. Cook, as personal repre-
sentative of the Estate of Dana Rose
Cassulo, deceased v. Paschall Truck
Lines and Robert L. Burger, No. 03-
974CA 

Court
Santa Rosa County Circuit Court, 1st,
FL 

Date
04/28/05
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Protracted vacuum extraction plus fundal pressure almost killed
mother and child 

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On November 28, 1997, Sandra Shoaf, who was
pregnant with Raven, the plaintiff, was at Florida Hospital Altamonte.

Shoaf, who had two other children, chose to have a vaginal birth after caesarean
(VBAC) under Dr. Michael Geiling and Dr. Juan Ravelo. Shoaf claimed that Geiling
used a vacuum extractor for 48 minutes and, in the last 30 minutes, ordered the
nurses to apply fundal pressure (pressure on the large upper end of the uterus). The
uterus and bladder ruptured. Shoaf underwent an emergency hysterectomy and
bladder repair. Raven developed seizures and eventually cerebral palsy. On behalf of
their daughter, Shoaf and her husband sued Geiling for negligence and Mid-Florida
OB-GYN Specialists Inc., which employed him, for vicarious liability; Ravelo for neg-
ligence; and Adventist Health Systems, which operated the hospital, for the negli-
gence of its nurses. They contended that Ravelo and Geiling inappropriately
induced labor for three days instead of performing a C-section and that Geiling
then failed to do an emergency C-section. The hospital, Geiling’s employer, and
Ravelo settled before trial. Geiling argued that the uterus and bladder ruptures were
sudden events and were unforeseeable. He argued that it was quicker for him to
deliver the child vaginally than to perform an emergency C-section. Raven, who was
7 at the time of trial, has severe cerebral palsy and requires round-the-clock care.

RESULT: The jury found that Geiling was negligent and awarded the Shoafs
$24,074,238.

After 17 hours of labor and failed vacuum extraction, baby born
with cerebral palsy

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On January 17, 1996, plaintiff Maria Lynn
McLaughlin, 28, was admitted to the Massachusetts General Hospital

to receive treatment to induce labor. Dr. Alessandra Peccei reported to her shift
around 7 a.m. and oversaw McLaughlin’s induction, breaking her water at about
12:30 p.m. Pitocin was administered to McLaughlin, and nurses increased the
dosage according to hospital protocol as the day progressed. Dr. Mary Ames Castro
came on duty at about 5 p.m. and assumed the patient’s care. Peccei left the hospi-
tal. At about 9:43 p.m., Castro ordered the use of a vacuum extractor, which was
used for 11 minutes. The baby’s head was initially tipped, and the plaintiffs alleged
that this complicated the passage through her mother’s pelvis. Baby Julia was deliv-
ered at 10:03 p.m. with bruises on her head and bleeding above her brain tissue. She
did not show color or movement, but the defendants claimed her heart was beating
at a normal rate. She was intubated, but had already sustained brain damage result-
ing in cerebral palsy. McLaughlin, individually and on behalf of Julia, and her hus-
band, Kevin, sued Peccei and Castro for medical malpractice. The defense argued
that McLaughlin was not neglected, noting that doctors do not typically stay at a
patient’s bedside throughout labor and that everything was appropriately moni-
tored.

RESULT: The jury found for McLaughlin and awarded $23,770,000.

■ Case 45 ■

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE
Birth Injury—Negligent Treatment—
Vicarious Liability 

Verdict 
(P) $24,074,238

Case
Sandra Shoaf and James C. Shoaf, as
parents and next friends of Raven
Shoaf, a minor v. Michael Geiling, D.O.,
No. 2000-CA-201-09-K 

Court
Seminole County Circuit Court, 18th, FL 

Date
06/04/05

■ Case 46 ■

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE
Birth Injury 

Verdict 
(P) $23,770,000

Case
Kevin McLaughlin and Maria Lynn
McLaughlin, individually and as next
friend of Julia McLaughlin, a minor v.
Mary Ames Castro and Alessandra
Peccei, No. 98-02231E 

Court
Suffolk County, Superior Court, MA 

Date
05/09/05
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Cerebral palsy in newborn blamed on delayed C-section

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: The plaintiff is 8-year-old Philip Antonelli Jr. At
9 p.m. on November 7, 1996, Lisa Antonelli, who was 38 weeks preg-
nant with him, presented to Saints Memorial Medical Center in

Lowell, Massachusetts because she couldn’t feel her fetus moving. She was seen by
Dr. Jacqueline Halladay, who performed two tests that found the fetus to be in dis-
tress. Halladay administered Pitocin to induce labor so she could perform a vaginal
delivery. At 3:40 a.m., she ordered a Cesarean section, which was performed at 7:05
a.m. Twenty minutes after Philip Antonelli Jr. was born, he suffered a seizure and
was ultimately diagnosed with cerebral palsy. Antonelli and husband, Philip, indi-
vidually and on behalf of their son, sued Halladay for medical malpractice.
Plaintiffs’ counsel claimed that Halladay waited more than five hours to deliver
their son via C-section despite early signs of severe fetal distress. Plaintiffs’ counsel
argued that Halladay was inexperienced, noting that she had only completed her
residency a few months earlier. Halladay claimed that she didn’t depart from the
standard of care and couldn’t have prevented the child’s injuries.

RESULT: The jury found Halladay was negligent, awarding the family $23,493,869.

Driver fell asleep at wheel, rolling vehicle and rendering 
brother paraplegic

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On September 15, 2002, plaintiff De’Wayne
Cory, 30, was a front-seat passenger in a 1985 Ford LTD owned and

operated by his sister, Corrinea Cory. They were returning to their home at about 6
a.m. when Ms. Cory fell asleep at the wheel and drifted into the center median.
When she hit the rumble strips, she abruptly overcorrected to the right; and the
LTD slid across two lanes of traffic, onto the paved shoulder, and off the road,
where it tripped and rolled over one revolution, landing upright. Mr. Cory sustained
spinal cord injuries rendering him a quadriplegic. Mr. Cory sued both Ford Motor
Co., for products liability, and his sister—who filed a cross-claim against Ford—for
negligence. Mr. Cory alleged that his sister was liable for the crash, but that Ford
was liable for his actual injuries. The Corys contended that the LTD’s roof was
defective because it crushed inward onto him. There was a substantial dispute
between the parties over just how much the roof crushed in the rollover.
Unfortunately for the litigants, while the wreckage was being stored at a salvage
yard in northern California, the local volunteer fire department used the roof to
practice its extrication techniques and cut it completely off. Ford denied that its
vehicle was defectively designed. Ford attributed all of Cory’s injuries to his sister’s
negligent driving.

RESULT: The jury found that the Ms. Cory was 100 percent liable and Ford was 
0 percent liable. The jury awarded the plaintiff $22,298,326.

■ Case 47 ■

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE
Childbirth—Birth Injury—Brain Injuries 

Verdict 
(P) $23,493,869

Case
Lisa Antonelli and Philip Antonelli,
individually and on behalf of Philip
Antonelli, Jr. v. Dr. Jacqueline Halladay
and Dr. Harold Bass, No. 99-4391 

Court
Middlesex County, Superior Court,
Lowell, MA 

Date
08/17/05

■ Case 48 ■

MOTOR VEHICLE
Products Liability—Design Defect—
Crashworthiness 

Verdict 
(P) $22,298,326

Case
De’Wayne Cory, an incompetent, by
and through his conservator Betty L.
Cory v. Ford Motor Company, Corrinea
Cory, and Doe defendants and
Corrinea Cory v. Ford Motor Company,
No. SCVCC079411 

Court
Superior Court of San Bernardino
County, San Bernardino, CA 

Date
06/21/05
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Fluid overload caused patient to develop pulmonary edema

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On February 6, 2003, plaintiff Janice Simpson,
then 35, entered University of California Irvine Medical Center for
surgical removal of a benign tumor from her uterus. After the surgery,

a series of anesthesiologists, nurses, and residents monitored Simpson. The day
nurse testified that at approximately 8:25 a.m., she walked past Simpson’s room
and noted her to be sitting up. At 8:30 a.m., a nurse’s aide walked into Simpson’s
room and found her to be unresponsive. The medical staff resuscitated Simpson. In
April, Simpson had a feeding tube placed. Eighteen months later she was moved to
an acute rehabilitation facility where she was able to regain the ability to eat orally.
Simpson sued UCI Medical Center for medical malpractice, contending that its
nursing employees negligently administered excess fluids, causing her to develop
pulmonary edema. The defense contended that there was no fluid overload. The
defense maintained that Simpson experienced a sudden unpredictable aspiration
that caused a respiratory arrest and, secondary to that, a pulmonary edema.
Simpson suffered an injury to her brain as a result of lack of oxygen, which resulted
in motor difficulties. She has regained normal mental status with some ability to
use a computer, but she is unable to work.

RESULT: The jury found for Simpson and awarded her $22,193,821.

Kool smoker who died of lung cancer didn’t know risks, family
claimed

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On May 25, 2000, plaintiff Barbara Smith, 73,
died of a heart attack. She had smoked Kool cigarettes for 50 years

before quitting in 1990 after being diagnosed with lung cancer. Smith’s husband,
Lincoln, individually and on behalf of his wife’s estate, brought a wrongful death
suit against Kool’s manufacturer, Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp. Plaintiff’s
counsel argued that cigarettes kill and that the defendant was aware of the harmful
effects but hid them from the public. The family claimed that if Smith had known
all the facts, she would not have smoked. Jeffrey Wigand, who has a Ph.D. in bio-
chemistry and was a former vice president of research and development for Brown
& Williamson, testified on behalf of the plaintiff. He said that when Brown &
Williamson hired him, he was brought to a law firm where he was instructed on
how to interpret scientific findings and told never to admit that nicotine is addic-
tive. He claimed that lawyers took paperwork and reworked it to make it seem
innocuous. The defense argued that it is common knowledge that cigarettes are
dangerous and that Smith assumed the risk by choosing to smoke.

RESULT: The jury found Brown & Williamson 25 percent at fault and Smith 75 per-
cent at fault. The jury awarded $22 million, of which $20 million was for punitive
damages.

■ Case 49 ■

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE
Hospital—Post-Operative Care—
Nurse—Prescription and Medication 

Verdict 
(P) $22,193,821

Case
Janice Simpson v. The Regents of the
University of California/UCI-Medical
Center, No. 03 CC 11966 

Court
Superior Court of Orange County,
Santa Ana, CA 

Date
03/24/05

■ Case 50 ■

PRODUCTS LIABILITY/TOBACCO
Tobacco—Wrongful Death 

Verdict 
(P) $22,000,000

Case
Lincoln Smith, Individually and as
Plaintiff Ad Litem for Barbara Smith v.
Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Corporation, No. 03CV212922 

Court
16th Judicial Circuit, Jackson County,
MO 

Date
02/03/05
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Driver’s dangerous pass and bridge design both to blame in crash

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On the morning of January 31, 1997, plaintiff
Deependra Charan, 22, was driving his 1988 Volkswagen Fox north-
bound onto the Morganza Spillway bridge under severe fog condi-

tions. James L. Bowman was driving a 1995 Ford pickup truck southbound. He began
to pass an 18-wheeler on the bridge and crashed head-on into Charan’s vehicle.
Charan went into cardiac arrest and was rushed to a hospital, where he was diag-
nosed as a quadriplegic, among other injuries. Charan’s parents, Dr. Virendra
Charan and Bindu Charan, individually and on behalf of their son, sued Bowman for
negligence and the owner of the car, Paul Bowman, for vicarious liability. They also
sued the state Department of Transportation for negligence and defective design of
the bridge. Bowman, who later pleaded guilty to charges of driving while intoxicat-
ed, didn’t contest liability and did testify. He said he thought it was safe to pass the
semi because he could see far down the northbound lane and saw no oncoming
traffic. The family argued that the bridge shouldn’t have allowed passing. The state
argued that it was not negligent and the bridge was not defective. It contended that
Bowman was solely at fault for the accident.

RESULT: The jury found that Bowman was 70 percent at fault and the state was 30
percent at fault, awarding the Charans $21,350,000.

Customer jumped by restaurant employee in parking lot is 
now paraplegic 

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On December 22, 2002, plaintiff Michael
Foradori, 15, walked into a Captain D’s restaurant in Tupelo. After

about 15 to 20 minutes, Al Cannon, an off-duty employee, approached Foradori and
accused him of flirting with his girlfriend. The argument escalated, and Peggy King,
a manager at Captain D’s, told them both to leave. Once outside, Gary Harris, a
Captain D’s cook who had left work for the evening, charged Foradori and struck
him from behind, knocking him off a four-foot retaining wall he was perched on at
the edge of Captain D’s property. Foradori— either from the blow or from the way
he landed—broke his neck and was rendered paraplegic. Foradori’s father, on behalf
of his son, sued Captain D’s for negligent supervision and training, alleging that the
restaurant failed to control its employees, failed to train its supervisory-level staff
in how to maintain control of their subordinates’ actions when dealing with the
public, and failed to address the issue of workplace violence with all employees. All
premises liability and vicarious liability claims were dismissed on summary judg-
ment during trial. The restaurant maintained that its employees were properly
trained. Foradori is now confined to a wheelchair.

RESULT: The jury found for Foradori and awarded him $20,881,884.

■ Case 51 ■

MOTOR VEHICLE
Road Defect—Government—
Dangerous Condition 

Verdict 
(P) $21,350,000

Case
Dr. Virendra Charan and Bindu Charan,
individually and on behalf of
Deependra Charan v. James L.
Bowman, Paul Bowman, Allstate
Insurance Company, and the State of
Louisiana Department through the
Department of Transportation and
Development, No. 31,898-D 

Court
18th Judicial District Court, LA 

Date
04/26/05

■ Case 52 ■

NEGLIGENT SUPERVISION
Negligent Supervision—Negligent
Training—Employment 

Verdict 
(P) $20,881,884

Case
Michael Foradori, individually and on
behalf of Michael Foradori, Jr., v.
Captain D’s, LLC, Williams Engineering
Inc., PA, Jim Walter Homes, Inc., Castles
& Associates, P. A., Lane Furniture
Industries, Inc., No. 1:03-cv-00669-
MPM 

Court
U.S. District Court, Northern District,
MS 

Date
10/11/05
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Supervisor fired after passing along customers’ concerns 

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: In March 2002, plaintiff Michael Gnesda, 44, an
operations supervisor for United Parcel (UPS) Service, was fired after
16 years in various capacities and locations. In June 2000, Gnesda,

then a salesman in the company’s business development group handling major
accounts, raised concerns voiced by two of his corporate customers that UPS was
overcharging them. Within weeks after raising those concerns, Gnesda was trans-
ferred out of business development and into the supervisory position in operations.
He was assigned to the graveyard shift in a warehouse, and his duties included
shifting packages and performing other manual labor. Around March 2001, Stanley
Jones, a former manager from business development, was transferred to operations,
where he held a position above Gnesda in the chain of command. Gnesda claimed
that, sometime later, he asked Jones if the company had done anything about its
billing practices. In March 2002, Gnesda was terminated. The reason given was that
he had altered a subordinate’s time card. Claiming that the reason was a pretext,
Gnesda sued UPS and Jones for wrongful termination, retaliation, and defamation.
Defense counsel argued that Gnesda was transferred because he was not perform-
ing up to par in business development and because a number of customers had
sent letters complaining about him.

RESULT: The jury found for Gnesda on the wrongful termination and retaliation
claims and awarded him $20,748,600.

Tobacco products found unreasonably dangerous

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: Plaintiff Norma Rose, 72, began smoking ciga-
rettes in 1947. She started out with Camel cigarettes, which were
manufactured by R.J. Reynolds Co. She typically smoked about a pack

a day. In the 1960s, Rose switched to Pall Mall-brand cigarettes, manufactured by
the now-defunct American Tobacco Co. In the 1970s, she switched to brands manu-
factured by Philip Morris USA Inc. In 1993, Rose stopped smoking. Two years later,
doctors diagnosed her with lung cancer. Rose commenced a products liability suit
against Philip Morris, R.J. Reynolds, and American Tobacco’s successor, Brown &
Williamson Tobacco Corp. Rose claimed that the defendants intentionally manufac-
tured addictive, cancer-causing cigarettes and that they ignored long-standing tech-
nology that facilitates production of low-nicotine, low-tar cigarettes. The defen-
dants contended that their cigarette packages display congressionally mandated
warning labels. However, during cross-examination, the defendants’ experts con-
ceded that Rose became addicted before the implementation of cigarette-package
warning labels. The defendants also contended that they cannot produce safer ciga-
rettes, despite decades of attempts using the most advanced technology. Rose
claimed that she suffered small-cell lung cancer, a fast-growing cancer form that is
almost always caused by smoking. She underwent chemotherapy and is cancer free.
However, Rose must undergo lifelong, semi-annual cancer-screening tests.

RESULT: The plaintiffs were awarded a total of $20,520,000.

■ Case 53 ■

EMPLOYMENT
Wrongful Termination—Retaliation—
Whistleblower 

Verdict 
(P) $20,748,600

Case
Michael Gnesda v. United Parcel
Service, Inc., UPS General Services Inc.,
and Stanley Jones, No. VC039590 

Court
Superior Court of Los Angeles County,
Norwalk, CA 

Date
08/18/05

■ Case 54 ■

TOBACCO LIABILITY
Products Liability—Design Defect—
Successor Liability 

Verdict 
(P) $20,520,000

Case
Norma Rose and Leonard Rose v.
Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Corporation, as successor in interest to
American Tobacco, Philip Morris, USA,
Inc., and R.J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company, No. 101996/02 

Court
New York Supreme, NY 

Date
03/28/05
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Automobile design blamed for rollover resulting in brain damage 

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: In July 1995, plaintiff Kimberly Valentini was
driving her 1988 Ford Bronco II when, to avoid an accident, she
attempted to merge into traffic in the right lane. Another driver cut

her off, causing her to swerve and resulting in her SUV rolling over four times.
Claiming severe and permanent injuries, Valentini sued Ford Motor Co., Dearborn,
Michigan, for products liability. Valentini’s lawyers argued that the vehicle’s stability
index—a rough measure of a vehicle’s propensity to roll over—was not high
enough, meaning it had an increased likelihood to roll in normal highway condi-
tions. Plaintiff’s counsel claimed that the Bronco II’s rollover propensity is greater
than any SUV ever made, with the exception of one model, and that Ford could
have prevented the rollover by changing the design at a cost to the company of $82
per vehicle. Ford’s counsel argued that the Bronco II was adequately designed. The
defense contended that the vehicle was rigorously tested, that it did not pose a
rollover risk, and that it was safe. Valentini suffered numerous fractures, the front
part of her brain was permanently injured, and she suffers from partial cognitive
brain damage. She can talk and eat on her own but suffers from an inability to
complete routine activities, such as getting dressed.

RESULT: The jury found for Valentini and awarded her $20,500,000.

Driver had 11 vodka cocktails before colliding head-on with single
mother, killing her

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On March 5, 2004, plaintiffs’ decedent Delma
Hernandez, 42, was traveling on a causeway over Nueces Bay when

she was hit head-on by a pickup driven by a drunk driver going the wrong direction.
The collision ripped the roof off her sedan, and she was killed. Bagwell admitted to
having 11 vodka cocktails and three beers at a local bar before getting behind the
wheel. Bagwell pleaded guilty to intoxication manslaughter and is serving a five-
year prison sentence. Hernandez’s four children sued Bagwell for wrongful death
damages, claiming negligence and gross negligence. According to hospital records,
Bagwell’s blood alcohol concentration level was three times the legal limit. Bagwell
conceded liability for the negligence claims; but he contested the gross negligence
claims, stating that he had not driven to the bar and did not expect to be driving
any vehicle that night. He claimed that the truck owner told him to take the truck
and pick him up in the morning. Bagwell contended that because he had previously
worked for the truck owner, he felt compelled to take the truck. Bagwell contested
punitive damages by arguing that the accident was not a result of his knowingly
deciding to risk harming others and that he had already been punished by the
criminal system.

RESULT: The jury found for the plaintiffs and awarded a total of $20,142,000.

■ Case 55 ■

PRODUCTS LIABILITY
Rollover—Design Defect—Failure to
Warn 

Verdict 
(P) $20,500,000

Case
Kimberly Valentini v. Ford Motor
Company, No. CIV 97-3365 (JLL) 

Court
Camden County Superior Court, NJ 

Date
12/23/05

■ Case 56 ■

MOTOR VEHICLES
Alcohol Involvement—Defendant—
Wrongful Death 

Verdict 
(P) $20,142,000

Case
Stephanie M. Hernandez, Individually,
and as Next Friend of Steven
Hernandez, and Theodore Hernandez,
and as Representative of the Estate of
Delma Hernandez; and Joel David
Hernandez, Jr. v. Brian Bagwell, No. 04
- 1284 - B 

Court
Nueces County District Court, 117th,
TX 

Date
09/14/05
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Worsening anemia, a cancer sign, was not addressed 

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On, July 30, 1999, plaintiff Vilma Ramirez, 39,
was a patient of Central Brooklyn Medical Group in Brooklyn. In
October 1999 and on subsequent visits, Ramirez went to Dr. Harold

Milstein with complaints including diarrhea, abdominal pain, bloating, lack of men-
struation, and worsening anemia. At one point, he gave her prescriptions to treat
her complaints. He also referred her to a gynecologist in his group, Dr. Dennis
Blanchette, who wrote a prescription. Her cycle returned; and, therefore, she did not
see Blanchette again. On November 7, Ramirez again presented to Milstein. On
November 9, Ramirez was diagnosed with ovarian cancer. Ramirez commenced a
medical malpractice suit against Central Brooklyn Medical Group and Milstein. She
claimed that Milstein breached the standard of care by not properly investigating
her anemia and failing to send her medical records to Blanchette. The defendants
argued that ovarian cancer is very rare, is usually diagnosed in an advanced stage,
and does not have specific signs or symptoms. In January 2001, Ramirez underwent
a full hysterectomy. From March until June of 2001, she underwent chemotherapy.
Her lymph nodes were removed, and all tested negative for cancer.

RESULT: The jury rendered a plaintiff’s verdict and awarded the plaintiff $20 million.

Unguarded control panel blamed for operator’s crush injury

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On November 29, 2001, plaintiff Guillermina
Leyva, 24, was working at Cardone Industries, which specializes in
auto parts remanufacturing. He was preparing to operate a

Wheelabrator brand tumble blaster to process used auto parts before they are
remanufactured. While Leyva was preparing to use the machine, his right hand
hooked around the side of the right-angled control box when a co-worker in a fork-
lift approached the side of the control box, accidentally crushing Leyva’s upper right
arm against it. Leyva sued the designer and manufacturer of the box, International
Surface Preparation Corp., Bellaire, Texas, operating as Wheelabrator Corp., for strict
products liability and negligent installation. Leyva’s counsel claimed that the con-
figuration of the tumble blaster was defective because its operating controls were
unguarded and located immediately adjacent to an area of lift-truck travel. Leyva’s
safety-engineering expert, Craig Clauser, noted in his report that the control box in
question was situated in such a way that an operator had to place his or her arm in
the lane of forklift traffic in order to turn the machine on and off. The defense
argued that the accident was solely caused by Leyva’s co-worker, who shouldn’t
even have been operating the forklift in the first place. Leyva’s right arm was
crushed.

RESULT: The jury rendered a plaintiff’s verdict and awarded $20 million.

■ Case 57 ■

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE
Cancer Diagnosis, Medical
Malpractice—Delayed Diagnosis,
Medical Malpractice—Failure to
Communicate 

Verdict 
(P) $20,000,000

Case
Vilma Ramirez v. Central Brooklyn
Medical Group, P.C. and Harold
Milstein, M.D./Central Brooklyn
Medical Group, P.C. and Harold
Milstein, M.D., (third party plaintiffs) v.
Dennis Blanchette, M.D. (third party
defendant), No. 3427/02 

Court
Kings Supreme, NY 

Date
05/04/05

■ Case 58 ■

PRODUCTS LIABILITY
Industrial Machinery—Negligent
Assembly or Installation 

Verdict 
(P) $20,000,000

Case
Guillermina Leyva v. International
Surface Preparation Corporation, d/b/a
Wheelabrator Corporation, No. 0309-
04265 

Court
Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas,
PA 

Date
12/15/05
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Prison doctor was asked to retire because of his age

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: In August 2001, plaintiff Robert Johnson, 81, an
employee of the state of California Department of Corrections, was
called into a meeting by his colleagues at the prison and asked to

retire. Johnson refused and, that same month, filed a formal age-discrimination
complaint with the state. In December, Johnson’s supervisors reported to the state
medical board that he suffered from memory deficits that were affecting his work.
The prison officials also asserted in their letter to the medical board, citing specific
examples, that Johnson’s charting was insufficient, that there was little evidence
that he was conducting examinations of patients, and that he was providing insuf-
ficient information on patients. Johnson ultimately passed a fitness test, but
resigned in May 2002. Johnson sued the state and the department of corrections,
alleging age discrimination, harassment, and retaliation. He claimed that his col-
leagues retaliated against him by falsely reporting to the medical board that he was
having memory problems. The state denied that Johnson was discriminated against,
harassed, or retaliated against due to his age or any other factor. The state claimed
that Johnson had shown signs of memory loss and insufficient performance in his
administrative duties and that it was concerned that he could no longer carry on
his duties properly or safely.

RESULT: The jury reached a plaintiff’s verdict and awarded him $20 million.

Drunken driver made reckless left, resulting in collision with
oncoming motorcyclist

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On August 12, 1998, plaintiff Steven Hanlon, age
25, was riding his motorcycle. He was wearing a helmet. Defendant

Becky Sandman was operating her automobile and attempted to make a left turn
from the right-turn lane and entered plaintiff’s lane of travel, resulting in a colli-
sion. Defendant left the scene of the accident, but was later apprehended and
charged with drunk driving. She was sentenced to 18 months in prison. This was
her second drunk-driving offense. Plaintiff alleged that the defendant negligently
operated her vehicle while under the influence of alcohol. Also, plaintiff asserted
that defendant’s poor eyesight required that she wear eyeglasses while driving, but
she was not wearing them at the time of the accident. Plaintiff sustained significant
injuries, including severe head trauma, as a direct result of this accident. Defendant
argued that plaintiff could have avoided the accident.

RESULT: The jury awarded the plaintiff $19,500,000.

■ Case 59 ■

AGE DISCRIMINATION
Employment—Age Discrimination—
Retaliation 

Verdict 
(P) $20,000,000

Case
Robert Johnson, M.D. v. State of
California and State of California
Department of Corrections, No. BC
288518 

Court
Superior Court of Los Angeles County,
Los Angeles, CA 

Date
07/18/05

■ Case 60 ■

MOTOR VEHICLE

Verdict 
(P) $19,500,000

Case
Stephen J. Hanlon v. Becky J. Sandman,
No. WOCV2000-01507 

Court
Worcester County, Superior Court,
Worcester, MA 

Date
03/08/05
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Provider blamed for rapid decline of resident with 
Alzheimer’s disease 

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On April 7, 2003, plaintiffs’ decedent Florine
Ofczarzak, 77, was admitted to the Alzheimer’s special care unit of

Kingsley Place at Oakwell Farms, owned and operated by Emeritus Corporation.
Ofczarzak suffered from progressive Alzheimer’s disease and was known to be vio-
lent and aggressive with a tendency to wander. Kingsley Place promised a staff
trained in Alzheimer’s disease management and round-the-clock nursing care. On
more than one occasion in May 2003, Ofczarzak wandered and was injured at the
facility. After a fight with another resident, Ofczarzak became extremely lethargic.
On a visit, her family found her unresponsive. Alarmed, they alerted the treating
neurologist, who told them that she was in a coma and instructed them to trans-
port her to Southeast Baptist Hospital in San Antonio, where a CT scan was per-
formed. It revealed acute and chronic bleeding in the head. She was moved to
Southeast Nursing and Rehabilitation Center, where she died on July 16. Her hus-
band and her estate sued Emeritus for wrongful death damages. The defendant
argued that it met the standard of care with respect to an advanced Alzheimer’s
patient.

RESULT: The jury found for the estate, awarding damages of $19,481,000.

Estate of railroad worker blamed long-time exposure to contami-
nants for lung disease

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: In December 2002, plaintiffs’ decedent,
Ruggerio Fuccilli, 50, a car man for railroad companies, died of pul-

monary fibrosis. He had been diagnosed with the disease two years earlier. Fuccilli
had worked for Central Railroad of New Jersey and its successor company,
Consolidated Rail Corp. (Conrail), from 1974 to 1983, and for New Jersey Transit from
1983 to 2001. Claiming that on-the-job exposure to contaminants caused his illness,
Fuccilli’s wife, Catherine, individually and on behalf of his estate, sued Central
Railroad, Conrail, and NJ Transit for negligence under the Federal Employers
Liability Act (FELA). The plaintiffs claimed Fuccilli’s duties as an employee of these
companies exposed him to welding fumes, metal dust from grinding, silica from the
sand hoppers on the trains, silica and sawdust from sandblasting, and asbestos
from brake shoes and gaskets. The plaintiffs claimed that the defendants failed to
provide him with adequate respiratory protection, such as masks, and failed to cre-
ate a safe work environment for its employees. The defense argued that it provided
adequate protection and that Fuccilli had idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis that could
have been caused by his cigarette smoking or by wood dust he could have been
exposed to when he was a carpenter before becoming a railroad worker.

RESULT: The jury awarded the plaintiffs $19,170,000.

■ Case 61 ■

ASSISTED LIVING
Nursing Home—Wrongful Death 

Verdict 
(P) $19,481,000

Case
Leo Ofczarzak, Lorine and David
Niedzielski on behalf of the Estate of
Florine Ofczarzak, deceased v. Emeritus
Corporation, Emeritus IV, LP and HB-
ESC V, LP, D/B/A Kingsley Place at
Oakwell Farms, No. 2003 CI 13504 

Court
Bexar County District Court, 45th, TX 

Date
02/23/05

■ Case 62 ■

WORKPLACE SAFETY
Toxic Torts—Asbestos—Workplace—
Negligence—Wrongful Death 

Verdict 
(P) $19,170,000

Case
Estate of Ruggerio Fuccilli, Catherine
Fuccilli, and Michael Fuccilli v. New
Jersey Transit, Consolidated Rail
Corporation, and Central Railroad of
New Jersey, No. L-3932-03 

Court
Middlesex County Superior Court, NJ 

Date
08/10/05
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Ironworker foreman slipped and fell on ice-covered ramp

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On February 19, 2003, plaintiff Christopher
Creegan, 39, an ironworker foreman, was working at a building at 731
Lexington Avenue in New York City. While working on an exterior

cement platform, he slipped and fell, sustaining a physical injury. Creegan sued the
building owner, 731 Limited Partnership, and the managing agents, Bovis Lend
Lease and LMB Inc. He alleged that the defendants violated labor laws. Creegan
claimed that the defendants had failed to apply sand or salt, or to place a wire
mesh carpet on the snow-covered ramp. He contended that the job site was not
properly maintained. The defendants claimed the ramp was reasonably safe and
that Creegan was negligent for not watching where he was stepping. The defen-
dants contended that the placement of a wire mesh carpet would have created a
tripping hazard. Creegan continues to receive treatment from an orthopedist for
spinal cord injuries. He claimed that he is unable to return to work and is receiving
treatment from a psychiatrist for depression.

RESULT: The jury rendered a plaintiff’s verdict and awarded $18,265,000.

Driver hit by police car claimed officer’s participation in chase was
not needed

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On May 7, 2001, plaintiff Vernon Hudson, 50,
had just gotten off work and was heading to help a friend whose car

battery had died. He was driving on the Eisenhower Expressway, in Chicago, when
he pulled onto the shoulder to let a number of Chicago Police Department and
Illinois State Police vehicles chasing a murder suspect pass. Hudson claimed that
after driving on the shoulder to let the 10 to 20 police vehicles pass, he was prepar-
ing to enter the roadway, his left turn signal on, when he was struck by a vehicle
that was being operated by a Chicago Police Department officer assigned to the
Chicago Housing Authority. As a result of the accident, Hudson was seriously
injured. Hudson sued the city of Chicago. He alleged that the officer lost control of
her vehicle, veered across four lanes of traffic, and hit the left rear panel of his
vehicle while he was still partially inside the shoulder. He alleged that the officer
joined in the chase needlessly and without authority or authorization. She was so
far behind the chase, the plaintiff claimed, that she only created a hazard. The
defense argued that the officer was traveling the speed limit when she moved one
lane to the right and struck Hudson’s vehicle while he was in the process of moving
from the shoulder to the right lane. Hudson is paralyzed from the waist down, leav-
ing him without the use of his legs and limited use of his arms, including partial
loss of use of both hands.

RESULT: The jury rendered a plaintiff’s verdict for $17,682,374.

■ Case 63 ■

CONSTRUCTION ACCIDENT
Labor Law—Construction—Slip-and-
Fall—Premises Liability—Snow-and-Ice 

Verdict 
(P) $18,265,000

Case
Christopher Creegan v. 731 Limited
Partnership, Bovis Lend Lease, LMB
Inc., No. 104878/03 

Court
New York Supreme, NY 

Date
05/25/05

■ Case 64 ■

MOTOR VEHICLE
Police—Municipalities—Lane Change 

Verdict 
(P) $17,682,374

Case
Vernon Hudson v. City of Chicago, No.
01-L-6424 

Court
Cook County Circuit Court, IL

Date
03/21/05
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Injured bus passenger blamed lack of seat belts and safety glass

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: On February 14, 2003, 34 people, 14 of them
plaintiffs and 5 plaintiffs’ decedents, were passengers in a 1996 Dina
Viaggio bus that was traveling on I-35 in the rain. Near Waco, the

driver lost control of the bus, which crossed the median and collided head-on with
a 2002 Chevrolet Suburban. Five of the seven windows on one side of the bus shat-
tered, resulting in ejections or partial ejections and injury or death. The plaintiffs
brought a products liability action against the designer and manufacturer of the bus
and others. Plaintiffs’ counsel alleged that the bus was defectively designed because
even though the defendants knew that the Dina Viaggio buses had, for decades,
been in rollover accidents, they never included seat belts for the passenger seats
and laminated safety glass for the side windows. The defense argued that the sole
producing cause of the injuries to the passengers was the bus driver’s loss of con-
trol. Judge Jim Meyer granted a directed verdict for all defendants except Motor
Coach Industries Mexico and MCI Sales and Service.

RESULT: The jury awarded the plaintiffs $17,583,247.

Truck driver had repaired brake hose with toothpick and tape 

FACTS & ALLEGATIONS: In March 2002, plaintiffs’ decedent Matthew J.
Giuliano, 23, a U.S. Army lieutenant, was driving a 2000 Chevrolet
Malibu from Fort Knox, Kentucky, to his first assignment as an officer.

He rear-ended a stopped 18-wheeler and was killed. Nelta Armstrong Osborn was
driving the truck. Her husband, who was also her driving partner, was with her.
They were independent contractors of the carrier, Celadon Trucking Services Inc.,
but were considered Celadon’s employees under Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Regulations. Giuliano’s family sued Osborn, a McClennan County resident, and
Indianapolis-based Celadon Trucking Services. The plaintiffs alleged that Osborn
was grossly negligent when, earlier in the trip, she used a toothpick and electrical
tape to repair a hole in a high-pressure brake hose. After about two hours and 120
miles, the repair failed, causing the truck to stop suddenly. The plaintiffs further
alleged that Celadon was grossly negligent because it knew and approved of the
improper repair. Osborn had notified a Celadon dispatcher of the repair by wireless
e-mail, and in his reply, the dispatcher commended Osborn’s ingenuity. The defen-
dants contended that Giuliano was at least 60 percent at fault for failing to see the
truck sooner.

RESULT: The jury found Osborn and Celadon each 45 percent negligent and Giuliano
10 percent negligent and awarded $17,507,000.

■ Case 65 ■

PRODUCTS LIABILITY
Rollover—Bus—Products Liability—
Survival Damages 

Verdict 
(P) $17,583,247 

Case
Numerous v. Motor Coach Industries
International, Inc.; Motor Coach
Industries Mexico, S.A. de C.V., f/k/a
Dina Autobuses, S.A. de C.V.; Motor
Coach Industries, Inc.; MCII Holdings
(USA), Inc.; MCI Sales and Service, Inc.,
f/k/a Hausman Bus Sales, Inc., No.
2003-2308-4 

Court
McLennan County District Court,
170th, TX 

Date
11/03/05

■ Case 66 ■

NEGLIGENT REPAIR
Tractor-Trailer—Wrongful Death 

Verdict
(P) $17,507,000

Case
Linda Giuliano and John Giuliano,
Individually and as Representatives of
the Estate of Matthew J. Giuliano,
Deceased v. Nelta Armstrong Osborn
and Celadon Trucking Services, Inc.,
No. 2004-895-4 

Court
McLennan County District Court,
170th, TX 

Date
04/21/05
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The following pages represent excerpts from XL's LossLink

database for losses occurring on or after January 1, 1997

with damages valued in excess of $500,000 as of

December 31, 2005.

LossLink provides a general representation of the types of

liability losses or potential losses that occur in various indus-

tries in the US, UK, France, Germany, and other countries.
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Methodology

The documented losses in LossLink have not been trended or developed, and do not reflect the value

of the settlement, judgment or verdict in today’s dollars. Whilst some of the loss amounts listed

reflect an actual payment, others may have been appealed or settled for amounts different than stat-

ed. Further, it should also be noted that a high percentage of claims that make it to verdict are often appealed,

which may affect the accuracy of the reported figures.

Due to the fact that confidentiality issues prevent XL from collecting the details of a majority of

settlements,XL does not intend to represent that the information contained in LossLink is comprehensive. It

should also be noted that, in the case of France, Germany and the UK, potential losses are also included. The

potential loss amounts provided are for illustrative purposes only and are based on information publicly

available as to the likely total estimated loss arising from an incident.

XL collected the information for LossLink primarily from jury verdict services and publications, attorneys, and

computer research resources. The summaries provided are not exhaustive. The incidents or claims sampled

are intended to be advisory in nature and are described solely to provide information about the types of

potential exposure faced by insurers in certain industries. The figures reported do not include the cost of

defending the claims described, which costs often eclipse the cost of resolving the cases.

The date shown, where available, is the date on which the incident occurred or on which the lawsuit was

filed. In the case of an incident or claim spanning a period of time, the beginning and end dates are includ-

ed. Where the date of the incident or claim is not known, the date on which it was reported or the date on

which the suit was filed is used.

LossLink is not intended for general circulation, and no portion of it may be reproduced without XL Insurance’s

permission. For further information, or if you would like to receive a copy of LossLink, please contact:

Vernée Simmons

Project Coordinator & Research Analyst 

XL Services (Bermuda) Ltd

Corporate Knowledge Management

Knowledge Services

Tel: 441.294.7208 Fax: 441.295.4104

vernee.simmons@xlgroup.com

www.xlcapital.com

Copyright ©2006. All rights reserved.

L o s s L i n k
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LEGAL DISCLAIMER

This LossLink (“LossLink”) has been compiled entirely from various third-party sources and prepared for gen-

eral informational purposes only. The content of LossLink is intended to illustrate events that resulted in sig-

nificant financial loss.

The content in LossLink is not intended to and does not constitute an offer by XL Insurance (Bermuda) Ltd,

its parent, subsidiaries, affiliates or any of their respective employees (“XL Insurance”) to sell, or a solicitation

of any offer to buy, any product or service. Recipients of this LossLink should not act upon such information

for underwriting, brokering or any other purpose without first obtaining legal or other professional advice.

Furthermore, recipients should not infer that any loss reported herein would be covered by a policy issued by

an XL Insurance company.

XL Insurance makes no representation or warranty as to the accuracy, reliability, content or completeness of

the information provided in this LossLink. XL Insurance has not undertaken to verify the information here-

in and XL Insurance is under no duty or obligation to update the information set forth herein.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, XL Insurance may, without notice, change, update, either in whole or in part,

the information contained in this LossLink. XL Insurance expressly disclaims all responsibility and liability

for any loss, damage, inconvenience or actions taken or not taken on the basis of any of the content of

LossLink, or for any damages resulting from the use or misuse thereof, express or implied or otherwise,

including without limitation, all warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose.

The source references are available upon written request.

Copyright 2006. All rights reserved.
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Description of Loss   

An Illinois judge approved a $110m settlement in a class action suit filed by farm-
ers against two drug companies. The farmers alleged that their profits fell when
traces of genetically engineered corn were found in human food. The corn con-
tained a pest control chemical which was approved by the EPA for use only in ani-
mal feed.The discovery of the chemical in human food led to the recall of more than
300 varieties of taco shells, chips and other products in the United States.

A multi-national agribusiness company based in Illinois agreed to a settlement with
the Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") under which it will pay $340m to set-
tle alleged Clean Air Act violations. According to the EPA, the manufacturing process
at the defendant's plants results in the emission of various air pollutants. Under the
terms of the settlement, the defendant will install new air quality controls at some
of its plants, and will shut down some of its oldest units. The EPA estimates the
defendant will spend $340m over a 10-year period to implement the agreement. In
addition, the defendant will pay a civil penalty of $4.6m and will spend $6.3m on
supplemental environmental projects..

Description of Loss   

A manufacturer of boxes agreed to pay up to $20m to settle a class action lawsuit
over faulty siding it produced for manufactured and mobile homes that premature-
ly failed.

Milwaukee. The families of 3 ironworkers who were killed in a collapse during con-
struction of a stadium have been granted $99.25m by a jury. Defendants, including
the construction company, have settled for $19.3m.The balance, which is on appeal,
is due by the insurers for their alleged bad faith in denying coverage.

A New York jury awarded $50m to a 2-year-old child who ate lead paint as it chipped
off the walls of his apartment.The child was ultimately diagnosed with lead poison-
ing and was rendered severely retarded. The child's guardian sued the building
maintenance contractors, charging that the contractors failed to conduct the need-
ed repairs. According to the plaintiff, the contractors simply covered the old paint
with new paint. The jury assigned 30% of the liability to the city (which owned the
building) and 50% to the contractors.

The plaintiff died in a car crash when her car was broadsided by a local police offi-
cer who was traveling between twenty and thirty miles in excess of the speed limit.
The configuration of temporary traffic lanes and barricades had been newly
arranged on the day of the accident, blocking off the two left lanes of the street, and
creating a slower extended route for traffic turning left. However, the timing of the
traffic signals at the intersection had not been changed to account for the increased
turning time. In addition, the placement of the barricades and construction equip-
ment created blind spots that made it impossible for one driver to see the other
until it was too late. The accident resulted in the death of a six-year-old child, and
two other children were paralyzed and will require life-long medical care.The plain-
tiffs sued the company in charge of the road construction, and the city which hired
the construction company. The construction company agreed to a $57m settlement
prior to trial. The city opted to go try the case. The Florida jury awarded the plain-
tiffs a $256,101,301 verdict against the city.

L o s s L i n k

Country Loss Date

United States 2/5/2003

United States 4/1/2003

Country Loss Date

United States 1/1/1997

United States 7/1/1999

United States 7/17/2000

United States 3/28/2001

Damages

$110,000,000

$340,000,000

Damages

$20,000,000

$19,300,000

$50,000,000

$313,101,310

General Liability
A G R I C U LT U R E ,  F O R E S T RY,  A N D  F I S H I N G

C O N S T R U C T I O N
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L o s s L i n k

C O N S T R U C T I O N

A Texas jury awarded $44.7m to the family of an 18-month child who became a
quadriplegic with severe brain damage as a result of an accident involving faulty
highway barricading. The plaintiff argued that the barricade, which was construct-
ed by the defendant, created a blind intersection by placing concrete traffic barriers
too close to the intersecting road. Because of the construction, another driver could
not see the plaintiffs' car approaching and pulled out in front of the plaintiffs, caus-
ing the collision.

A New York jury awarded the plaintiff approximately $23m in a case against a roof-
ing contractor. The plaintiff, a 35-year-old roofer, fell through a skylight and landed
on the floor of a cement factory 45 feet below. The plaintiff originally filed suit
against the owner of the premises, and the owner claimed contractual indemnifica-
tion from the roofing contractor. The jury found the roofing contractor to be 100%
liable. The judge later reduced the verdict to $18.6m. The question of who will pay
the damages, the owner or the contractor, is being litigated in the appellate court.

A Michigan company settled a group of class action lawsuits for $200m. The plain-
tiffs claimed the wood coating products manufactured by the defendant caused
excessive mildew on wood surfaces to which the products were applied.

A California jury awarded the plaintiffs, two construction workers and their depend-
ents, $13,927,677 for injuries the workers sustained when they fell off the roof of an
apartment complex construction project. One of the plaintiffs fell onto a six-foot
steel pole and was impaled. The other injured worker sustained a sprained ankle
and facial injuries. The defendants included the owner of the complex and the con-
struction company hired to build the complex.The plaintiffs alleged that the defen-
dants were negligent for not providing safety equipment or taking other safety pre-
cautions. The plaintiff also contended that the construction company did not have
a valid contractor's license or a valid worker's compensation policy at the time of
the accident.

The plaintiff, a construction worker, was working on a project when he fell through
a hole in the roof deck of one of the buildings.The plaintiff sued the builder and the
steel developer, and contended that the placement of a steel bridge clamp was the
cause of the accident. The California jury awarded the plaintiff approximately
$20,796,916. The defendants indicated they plan to file motions for a new trial, as
well as other post-judgment motions.

A school district contracted with a general contractor to build a high school.
Approximately two years after the school was completed, mold was discovered
growing in the building. Air quality tests found deficiencies in the school's construc-
tion. The school district sued the contractor and its subcontractors for breach of
contract, and blamed the mold on poor ventilation and faulty construction. Prior to
trial, the plaintiff and the general contractor agreed to a $16m settlement. Along
with the settlements from the other defendants, the plaintiff's total recovery was
$20.37m..

United States 12/13/2001

United States 5/31/2002

United States 10/29/2002

United States 6/6/2003

United States 11/14/2003

United States 12/17/2003

$44,700,000

$18,600,000

$200,000,000

$13,927,677

$20,796,916

$20,370,000
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Description of Loss   

The plaintiff filed suit in Florida following an auto accident in which her vehicle col-
lided with the defendant's.The defendant's vehicle was being driven by an employ-
ee of the defendant who was intoxicated at the time of the accident. The plaintiff
sustained trauma induced arthritis, a knee replacement, rupture of her silicone
breast implants, multiple rib fractures and multiple injuries to her back as a result
of the accident. The plaintiff testified that she cannot stand, walk or sit without
pain. The jury awarded the plaintiff $26.3m, including $15m in punitive damages.
Post-trial motions are pending.

A Florida jury awarded the plaintiffs $100m in a suit involving the near-drowning of
a four-year-old girl in the defendant's apartment complex swimming pool. The
plaintiffs alleged the defendant was negligent in failing to maintain the pool gate,
thereby permitting the child to enter the pool. The child was left with severe brain
injury as a result of the accident. The defendant argued the child was missing for
more than five minutes, and that the accident resulted from the parents' failure to
properly supervise their daughter. The jury found the parents to be one percent
comparatively negligent.

Description of Loss   

Dallas,TX. $92m was awarded to the family of an elderly nursing home patient who
died at the home owing to alleged lack of care. This amount was reduced to $11m
on appeal.

Orange, TX. An energy company that owns convenience stores was ordered to pay
$11.3m to the families of 2 men killed by a drunken driver who bought beer at one
of the company's stores.

Philadelphia. A biotechnology firm agreed to settle all claims filed by people who
took the fen-phen diet drug combination with a payment of $70m. The certification
of the firm's $100m limited fund mandatory settlement was denied on 9/28/99.

More than 1,000 claims have been filed in a multidistrict litigation alleging that a
drug for nighttime heartburn caused personal injuries and damages. $100m com-
pensatory damages was awarded to 10 plaintiffs by a Mississippi jury.

Houston TX. An energy company was sued for $400m by minority workers alleging
workplace discrimination. (NO FURTHER INFORMATION ON FINAL OUTCOME TBA).

A Chicago law firm representing hundreds of asbestos victims settled 178 personal
injury cases with asbestos manufacturers for $60m. The settlement came about as
a result of a case management order consolidating all pre-1994 asbestos cases pend-
ing in Cook County. The details of the settlement were not disclosed.

Charlotte, NC. A request for a new trial made by the holding company of a muffler
franchisee was rejected. The award paid to the muffler franchisees of $601m will
stand, but will be appealed to the 4th Circuit. The award alleged unfair, oppressive
and deceptive trade practices.

Texas. The family of a boy born with cerebral palsy after his mother was given a
drug that accelerates labor and caused her uterus to rupture during delivery was
awarded $16m. (AWARD CONFIRMED BY APPEALS COURT).

A major healthcare company agreed to pay a $100m settlement to former patients
who alleged they were illegally imprisoned in psychiatric hospitals by the company,
which sought to obtain their insurance benefits.

Dallas, TX. The family of a woman who died after she had contracted gangrene and
had her foot amputated was awarded $10.7m. The nursing home was charged with
being grossly negligent in its care.

Country Loss Date

United States 3/17/2000

United States 1/1/2003

Country Loss Date

United States 1/1/1997

United States 1/1/1997

United States 1/1/1997

United States 1/1/1997

United States 1/1/1997

United States 1/10/1997

United States 4/22/1997

United States 5/22/1997

United States 7/30/1997

United States 9/1/1997

Damages

$26,300,000

$100,000,000

Damages

$11,000,000

$11,300,000

$70,000,000

$100,000,000

$400,000,000

$60,000,000

$601,000,000

$16,000,000

$100,000,000

$10,700,000

L o s s L i n k

M A N U FA C T U R I N G

F I N A N C E ,  I N S U R A N C E ,  A N D  R E A L  E S TAT E
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L o s s L i n k

Austin, TX. A major long distance service carrier was awarded $1.2m in actual dam-
ages and another $350m for punitive damages in a case where another telecommu-
nications company was charged with repeatedly severing a fiber-optic cable line
owned by the major long distance service carrier.

A major manufacturer of drugs has settled its lawsuits for the year 1997 resulting
from the injuries associated with the diet drug combination fen-phen, agreeing to
pay $7.1bn. This brings the company's total payment to date to $11.2bn out of an
estimated total cost of $12.25bn.

Texas. An operator of nursing homes was ordered to pay $13m in actual damages
and $70m in punitive damages to the family of an 84-year-old resident, but was then
lowered to $54.6m because of limits on jury awards in the state. The company was
charged with negligence, gross negligence and intentional fraud in the death of the
resident.

New Haven, CT. A doctor successfully sued a university hospital, over contracting
the AIDS virus as an intern. This occurred as a result of a needle stick accident. The
doctor was awarded $12.2m in compensatory damages.

California. A church was ordered to pay $30m to two brothers who were sexually
abused by a parish priest.

A healthcare company that took action against a couple's wish not to save their
infant's life, who was born premature with severe handicaps, was ordered to pay the
parents of the infant $29.4m to cover the cost of her care and $13.5m in punitive
damages and $22.4m accrued pre-trial interest.

Washington, D.C. A laptop computer maker based in Tokyo agreed to pay $23m to
the U.S. government to settle part of a $2.1bn settlement of a class action suit, alleg-
ing that the company intentionally sold machines with faulty floppy disk con-
trollers. If the computer company had lost the case it would have faced a verdict of
$9.5bn which would have driven it to bankruptcy.

California. A nursing home company was ordered to pay $95.1m in a lawsuit involv-
ing injuries to a 69-year-old resident. The court found that the company had com-
mitted fraud in the form of false staffing schedules as well as negligence and abuse.
On 6/10/98 the award was reduced to $3.1m by a state court judge who ruled that
the original damages were miscalculated and excessive.

New York, NY. A woman who suffered brain damage as a result of a Thanksgiving
Day parade accident filed a lawsuit against the department store that hosted the
parade and the City in the amount of $395m. (FINAL OUTCOME NOT KNOWN).

Houston, TX. An elevator and escalator manufacturer was ordered to pay a mini-
mum of $16.9m to a 4-year old boy who lost 3 toes in an escalator accident. It was
found that the company was negligent in designing the escalator with a small gap
between the escalator steps and the side railing which trapped the boy's toes. (THE
COMPANY COULD FACE HAVING TO PAY EVEN MORE IN PUNITIVE DAMAGES).

A Mississippi jury awarded 12 plaintiffs a total of $48.5m for asbestos-related
injuries. The plaintiffs were exposed to the asbestos in the workplace during the
1950s and 1960s and suffered various diseases including asbestosis and lung can-
cer. The jury declined to award the plaintiffs punitive damages.

The plaintiff lost control of his automobile, and the car rolled over three times caus-
ing the plaintiff's death. The plaintiff's family filed suit on his behalf against the
automobile manufacturer and alleged that the car was defective and unreasonably
dangerous for the following reasons: (1) its track width was too narrow, (2) it had
high suspension, (3) its twin-beam suspension produced a jacking effect causing the
inner side of the vehicle to go down and the other side to go up when making a turn.
The plaintiff further contended the defendant knew of the car's inherently danger-
ous design which made it prone to rollover accidents. The Mississippi jury awarded
a $144.88m verdict.

United States 9/1/1997

United States 9/1/1997

United States 12/8/1997

United States 12/17/1997

United States 1/1/1998

United States 1/1/1998

United States 3/1/1998

United States 3/6/1998

United States 5/4/1998

United States 5/21/1998

United States 6/12/1998

United States 7/13/1998

$351,200,000

$11,200,000,000

$54,600,000

$12,200,000

$30,000,000

$65,300,000

$2,100,000,000

$3,100,000

$395,000,000

$16,900,000

$48,500,000

$144,880,000

M A N U FA C T U R I N G
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An automaker was ordered to pay $153.2m to the parents of a 3-year-old boy who
was killed when a truck with a defective parking brake rolled over the child.

A California jury awarded a verdict of approximately $785m in a class action by 650
former employees who worked at the defendant's military aircraft factory. In man-
ufacturing military aircraft, the plaintiffs were exposed to a variety of chemicals.
The plaintiffs claimed the defendants failed to warn them of the health hazards
connected with using these chemicals.The plaintiffs had injuries ranging from can-
cer, brain damage and respiratory and liver damage.

A New York jury awarded the plaintiff $66m in a property damage case against a
company after it found that the company sold the plaintiff defective asbestos insu-
lation products and continued to sell them to the property owner even after the
owner requested to switch to non-asbestos products.

Minneapolis, MN. A university will pay a $32m settlement to compensate for the
illegal sale of an experimental drug for 23 years, which it improperly tested on
patients.

A large manufacturer of asbestos settled 90% of the claims pending against it relat-
ed to illnesses brought about by exposure to asbestos. The company agreed to pay
$1.2b to settle with plaintiffs being represented by 54 plaintiffs' forms. The settle-
ment establishes procedures and fixed payments for resolving future asbestos-
related claims without litigation. The settlement is set up to compensate claimants
for their injuries based on defined medical criteria and through negotiations with
the individuals' attorneys.

Los Angeles, CA. A company that makes hardware products and a former subsidiary
of this company may have to pay more than $1bn in a lawsuit. The suit alleges that
the company sold substandard hardware to the city's Water and Power Department,
which may pose a public health hazard. (OUTCOME OF FINAL SETTLEMENT
UNKNOWN).

An oil refiner agreed to pay $21m to the families of 3 contract workers who burned
to death last February in a refinery fire. Four workers died and one was permanent-
ly injured when fuel erupted from a leaking pipe and ignited.

A petrochemical company was ordered to pay about $117m to the family of a work-
er killed in an explosion at the company's plant. The contract worker assigned to
hydro-test a pipe died in the explosion which killed another man and injured four
others.The jury ordered the company to pay $7.8m in actual damages and $110m in
punitive damages. (WHICH MAY BE REDUCED TO $11M BECAUSE OF A STATE-MAN-
DATED CAP PLACED ON PUNITIVE, OR PUNISHMENT DAMAGES).

Contamination of corn with genetically modified corn not approved for human con-
sumption may cost up to $1bn. (NO FURTHER INFORMATION AS TO FINAL OUT-
COME).

$1.2bn was awarded for the death of a 32-year-old woman in a fiery crash of a go-
cart at a Florida amusement park.

California. An insurance giant must pay $116m in punitive damages to the widow
of a former deputy district attorney due to the mismanagement of the demand for
experimental treatment. An additional $4.5m compensatory damages was awarded.

An automaker has agreed to settle for $30m the potential lawsuits brought by rela-
tives of the six people killed and 14 injured in a February explosion.

A federal district court in Alabama approved a $32m class action settlement against
the manufacturer of silicone gel breast implants. The class members included 
all people who had a breast implant manufactured by the defendant prior to 
June 1, 1993.

United States 8/1/1998

United States 8/6/1998

United States 10/13/1998

United States 11/17/1998

United States 12/15/1998

United States 12/22/1998

United States 1/1/1999

United States 1/1/1999

United States 1/1/1999

United States 1/1/1999

United States 1/20/1999

United States 2/1/1999

United States 2/1/1999

$153,200,000

$785,209,000

$66,000,000

$32,000,000

$1,200,000,000

$1,000,000,000

$21,000,000

$117,800,000

$1,000,000,000

$1,200,000,000

$120,500,000

$30,000,000

$32,000,000

L o s s L i n k

M A N U FA C T U R I N G
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L o s s L i n k

This matter involved a class action by approximately 75,000 Pennsylvania residents
who owned automobiles manufactured by the defendant between 1988 and 1991
which were equipped with driver side airbags. The plaintiffs alleged the airbags
were defectively designed because they discharged hot gases after deployment in a
location where the driver's hands were most likely to be found. The plaintiffs fur-
ther alleged that the defendant failed to recall the vehicles in question despite
knowledge that the airbags caused significant burn injuries. The Pennsylvania jury
awarded the plaintiffs $58.5m.

A Chicago plaintiffs' firm settled hundreds of asbestos personal injury claims with
various defendants for $200m. The suits involved exposure at industrial construc-
tion sites but covered a range of asbestos-related diseases including mesothelioma,
asbestosis, lung cancer, other cancers and nonmalignancy cases.

New Haven, CT. A couple whose son was left blind and brain-damaged following a
car accident and improper and unnecessary surgery by a resident physician was
awarded $27m.

A California jury awarded a man and his wife $5.9m after the man developed
mesothelioma from being exposed to asbestos-containing products from as early as
the 1940s. The man was granted $913,120 in economic damages and $3.21m in
noneconomic damages. The wife was awarded $1.78m for her loss-of-consortium
claim.The judgment was against two of the man's former employers whom the jury
found should have protected the man from the asbestos exposure.

A Louisiana jury awarded $35.3m to the parents of a plaintiff, who died of AIDS after
contracting the HIV virus from a blood transfusion, which the plaintiff was taking
to treat his hemophilia. The man was diagnosed with HIV in 1985. In 1993, he filed
a lawsuit against several Factor VIII manufacturers, alleging their negligence caused
him to contract the virus and that subsequent Factor VIII transfusions aggravated
the condition. After the man's death in 1995, the complaint was amended to include
a count for wrongful death. The plaintiffs argued their son's injury was caused by a
series of events, or transfusions of tainted blood, that aggravated his infection. An
appellate court decided the claims fell outside of Louisiana's statute of limitations
and vacated the judgment.

A California jury awarded the plaintiffs a $295m verdict, including $290m in puni-
tive damages, in a suit against an automobile manufacturer involving a rollover
accident that killed three people. Following the verdict, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled
that punitive damages should be about four times the amount of damages a jury
awarded to compensate victims for their actual losses. Subsequently, a California
appeals court reduced the verdict to $23.7m to conform with the U.S. Supreme Court
precedent.

A California jury awarded the plaintiffs $1,197,632,321 in a case involving an auto-
mobile manufactured by the defendant which burst into flames when struck from
behind.The plaintiffs alleged the design of the car, with the fuel tank located behind
the rear axle, was defective.

A large pharmaceuticals company paid more than $3m to settle a lawsuit a 70-year-
old woman filed against the company in a Dallas County, Texas court. The woman
had taken diet drugs for a little over one year, from April 1996 until July 1997. In April
1998, doctors diagnosed the woman with primary pulmonary hypertension ("PHH"),
which forces the heart to work harder to pump blood to the lungs. The woman
alleged the PHH was caused by a diet drug combination. The company denied the
allegations, arguing it advised doctors and government regulators of the risks asso-
ciated with the drugs. The woman is receiving medication intravenously through a
chest catheter in an assisted living center.

United States 2/1/1999

United States 2/3/1999

United States 3/4/1999

United States 3/12/1999

United States 3/23/1999

United States 7/1/1999

United States 7/9/1999

United States 7/22/1999

$58,500,000

$200,000,000

$27,000,000

$5,903,120

$35,300,000

$23,700,000

$1,197,632,321

$3,000,000
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A jury awarded a female plaintiff, in her mid-30s, $23.36m, including $20m in puni-
tive damages. The woman brought a products liability action against the drug man-
ufacturer and its subsidiary alleging she suffered permanent heart valve damage as
a result of taking a popular diet drug manufactured and marketed by the defen-
dants. The plaintiff contended at the time her doctor prescribed the drug for her
obesity, the defendants knew or should have known that a major component of the
drug was linked to numerous cases of lung and heart damage. She took the drug
intermittently from approximately October 1995 to January 1997. The plaintiff was
diagnosed with moderate valvular regurgitation of the aortic valve and moderate
valvular regurgitation of the mitral valve as a result of having taken the drug. The
plaintiff sought compensatory damages for the permanent injuries to her heart
valves. The plaintiff also sought punitive damages, based upon evidence allegedly
establishing willful or reckless disregard for the public safety. The defendants
claimed the drug is not defective or unsafe and did not cause the damages alleged
by the plaintiff. The defendants contended that they properly tested and monitored
the safety of the drug and noted that the drug received FDA approval prior to being
placed on the market. The case settled for an undisclosed amount during post-trial
motions.

A family will get to settle a lawsuit stemming from a 1994 crash that killed 6 chil-
dren. A tail light assembly that fell off a tractor-tailor and was run over by a mini-
van caused the van to burst into flames. The automaker will pay about $10m.

A large pharmaceuticals company reportedly settled a class action lawsuit filed by
36,000 women who claimed they were inadequately warned about the hazards of a
contraceptive, consisting of hormone implants injected into the patient's arm and
supposedly preventing pregnancy for up to 5 years. Many women claimed, as a
result of manufacturing a defective device, they suffered excessive menstrual bleed-
ing, severe headaches, nausea, depression, and other symptoms.

Lockhart, TX. The family of a 78-year-old woman, who suffered from pressure sores,
malnourishment, and dehydration while residing in a nursing home, was awarded
$25m.

The plaintiff was injured when a forklift truck, manufactured by the defendant,
struck him and ran over his left foot. His leg was ultimately amputated. The plain-
tiff claimed the forklift was a defective product because it was not equipped with a
pedestrian alarm system, which would include a warning alarm when the truck was
about to move, a strobe light, and convex mirrors on both sides. The jury awarded
$9m; with prejudgment interest, the gross verdict was $18m.

A drug manufacturer agreed to pay $3.75b to settle a products liability class action
in the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, claiming that a diet drug combination
caused heart valve problems. The class action plaintiffs alleged the company knew
doctors were prescribing the drug in combination, knew it was dangerous, yet did
nothing. The settlement includes about $2.32b to pay for injuries, $1b to pay for
medical monitoring and prescription refunds, and $429m in plaintiffs' attorneys'
fees.The company also agreed to pay $25m for research into heart disease.The com-
pany will pay up to $1.5 million per person, depending on how long an individual
took drugs and the severity of the health problems. The agreement covers not only
the bulk of the 6,500 lawsuits filed against the company, but also individuals who
took the drug combination but did not sue. The settlement is valued at $3.75b, but
could grow to $4.8b over the life of the agreement with adjustments for inflation and
interest.

A building owner sued an asbestos manufacturer under theories of strict product
liability, negligence, and nuisance from the installation of the manufacturer's fire-
proofing product in a Manhattan office building.The New York jury determined that
damages total $30.6m. It also determined that the building owner was 62% liable
and the asbestos manufacturer was 38% liable for the resulting property damage. As
such, the manufacturer was ordered to pay the building owner $11.6m. With pre-
judgment interest, the award was expected to reach $24m.

United States 8/6/1999

United States 8/27/1999

United States 8/27/1999

United States 9/16/1999

United States 9/30/1999

United States 10/7/1999

United States 11/24/1999

$23,360,000

$10,000,000

$50,000,000

$25,000,000

$18,000,000

$3,750,000,000

$24,000,000
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A law firm in Ohio settled the asbestos-related claims of 15,000 plaintiffs who had
sued 19 asbestos defendants for $120m. The payments were to be made in biannu-
al installments between December 1999 and December 2004. In subsequent litiga-
tion after some of the companies failed to make the scheduled settlement pay-
ments, the Ohio Court found that all of the companies were joint and severally liable
for the full settlement amount. The companies are appealing the settlement to the
Ohio Supreme Court.

The plaintiff was killed after she was run over by her own car while loading a chair
into the bed of the truck. The truck's transmission slipped from a position between
park and reverse into reverse, sending the stopped truck backwards into the 
decedent. A lawsuit was filed in Arizona on behalf of the decedent against the man-
ufacturer of the truck. The jury allocated 40% of the contributory negligence to 
the decedent. Nevertheless, the jury returned a verdict of $17m, including $10m in
punitive damages.

Palm Beach, FL. A health insurer must pay $79.8m in damages for cutting off some
coverage to an 8-year-old girl with cerebral palsy. $1.29m is to be paid in compensa-
tory damages and $78.5m in punitive damages for refusing to pay for speech and
other therapy for the girl. Later overturned on appeal.The case was settled for $2.2m

A manufacturer of hip replacement units and other products has received over
2,500 claims from 31,000 implant recipients and faces possible bankruptcy. It is esti-
mated that the total costs will be about $780m with only $225m believed to be cov-
ered by insurance, provided tentative settlement survives. 3 elderly Texas plaintiffs
were awarded $15.5m in the first hip implant trial (AN APPEAL IS PLANNED).

$296m was awarded to the father of a 17-year-old killed when a neighborhood
butane pipeline exploded.

A Texas jury awarded a man and his wife $11.1m in a lawsuit in which it was alleged
that the man's mesothelioma was caused from asbestos exposure in the work
place. The man alleged that the companies negligently exposed him to asbestos,
failed to warn him that asbestos was in products with which he worked and failed
to warn him that the asbestos was harmful. The jury awarded the man $1.5m in
compensatory damages, his wife $3.6m for loss of consortium, and $6m in punitive
damages.

A San Francisco jury awarded $6.5m to a plaintiff who alleged she was exposed to
asbestos when she was a little girl in the 1940s. The plaintiff was a little girl when
both of her parents worked at the company's shipyard in South San Francisco. Her
father was a welder and her mother worked on the ship as a carpenter's assistant.
The plaintiff’s parents allegedly carried deadly asbestos fibers home on their cloth-
ing. In March 1999, the plaintiff was diagnosed with mesothelioma.

A jury from the Philadelphia Common Pleas Court came back with an $8m verdict
against the manufacturer of a diet drug and a doctor who prescribed it to a popular
jazz musician who developed primary pulmonary hypertension from taking the diet
drug. The jury found the drug maker and the doctor 50% liable.

A Texas jury awarded the widow of a chemical operator $19.3m in compensatory
and punitive damages for the death of her husband, who developed lung cancer as
a result of exposure to asbestos in the workplace. The jury awarded $4.3m in com-
pensatory damages and $15m in punitive damages. It is unclear whether the
asbestos manufacturers appealed the verdict.

The plaintiff was driving a car manufactured by the defendant when he swerved to
avoid an obstruction, and the car began rolling over. The plaintiff was rendered a
quadriplegic, and, as a result of subsequent complications became ventilator
dependent. The California jury found that the plaintiff is 50% responsible for the
accident, but awarded a $25.88m verdict against the automaker.

A Texas jury awarded the decedent's estate $65m in a suit against an automobile
company alleging that a defectively designed seatbelt caused the decedent's death.
The decedent's car was equipped with a passenger restraint seatbelt system which
could not be released. The jury found the decedent 25% negligent.

United States 12/1/1999

United States 12/17/1999

United States 12/31/1999

United States 1/1/2000

United States 1/2/2000

United States 1/8/2000

United States 2/1/2000

United States 2/24/2000

United States 2/28/2000

United States 3/15/2000

United States 3/16/2000

$120,000,000

$17,000,000

$2,200,000

$780,000,000

$296,000,000

$11,100,000

$6,500,000

$8,000,000

$19,300,000

$25,880,000

$65,000,000
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Gastonia, NC. One of the largest retailers in the nation was found liable for $23m to
be paid to a couple who claimed they were attacked by the store's security guards.
(HOWEVER, STATE LAW CAPS PUNITIVE DAMAGES AT $250,000).

A New York jury entered a $53m verdict against 36 different companies for a single
plaintiff who suffered from mesothelioma as a result of asbestos exposure while
working as a brake mechanic. After being diagnosed with mesothelioma in April
2000, the plaintiff sued various friction product companies alleging that they were
negligent in exposing him to asbestos from brake linings he used during the short
amount of time he worked as a brake mechanic. The verdict was expected to be
appealed.

The plaintiffs' son was electrocuted when he touched a halogen floor lamp that had
been improperly assembled at a Taiwanese factory. The lamp was imported by the
defendant. It had been manufactured incorrectly, as wires were spliced backwards
and one of the wires had its insulation cut by a bolt which was threaded too far.The
Missouri jury found in favor of the plaintiffs and awarded a $15m verdict.

A Texas jury awarded the plaintiff $20m for injuries sustained by her daughter in an
automobile accident. The plaintiff's daughter was severely injured as a result of the
deployment of an air bag when the plaintiff's car ran into the rear of another vehi-
cle. The plaintiff alleged that deployment of the airbag at the speed she was driving
causes more injuries than it prevents. Following the accident, the plaintiff's daugh-
ter was left respirator-dependent and was a quadriplegic.

An Illinois jury returned a verdict of $34m in favor of a former union roofer who
claimed that he was exposed to defendant's asbestos products periodically between
1956 and 1966 while working for the defendant. The exposure led to his develop-
ment of mesothelioma. The $34m award included $25m in punitive damages. The
judge barred the defense from presenting expert testimony as a sanction for failing
to produce more than 100 boxes of documents to the plaintiff during discovery. The
defendant challenged the verdict and sanctions.

The plaintiff, an employee of the defendant/tire company, was assembling a tire rim
when the tire he was inflating exploded. The 15-pound side ring of the tire struck
him with tremendous force.The plaintiff filed suit in Missouri and submitted claims
for strict liability, as well as negligent failure to warn. The plaintiff presented evi-
dence that the defendant knew there were problems with the product from the
early 1950s through the 1970s when it was taken off the market in 1973. The jury
awarded the plaintiff $105m, including $100m in punitive damages.

The plaintiffs sued the manufacturer of a United States Army Black Hawk helicop-
ter in federal court in Connecticut.The case arose out of a helicopter crash in which
four men were killed, and others sustained serious burn injuries. The plaintiffs, the
families of the deceased and two survivors, alleged the aircraft was defectively
designed and that the defendant negligently failed to warn that the aircraft could
become uncontrollable during flight. The jury awarded a total of $22.93m. Of this
total, the surviving plaintiffs collectively received $12.75m.

The plaintiffs claimed their entire crop of cantaloupes and honeydew melons were
wiped out due to a fungus called gummy stem blight. The plaintiffs had sprayed
their crops with a fungicide manufactured by the defendant, which did not work as
advertised and had a ruinous effect on the crops.The plaintiffs also alleged that the
fungicide failed to guard against gummy stem blight. A Texas jury awarded the
plaintiffs $100.3m, including $60m in punitive damages and $30m under the
Deceptive Trade Practices Act.

United States 3/23/2000

United States 4/1/2000

United States 4/10/2000

United States 4/24/2000

United States 5/20/2000

United States 5/23/2000

United States 6/9/2000

United States 6/12/2000 

$23,000,000

$53,000,000

$15,000,000

$20,000,000

$34,000,000

$105,000,000

$22,930,000

$100,300,000
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After a two-week trial, an Oregon state court jury awarded $29.247m to two plain-
tiffs who suffered mild heart valve damage after taking diet drugs. One woman took
the drugs for more than one year. Her son, the other plaintiff, took the same com-
bination for four months. Both plaintiffs suffered from mild aortic valve damage.
One also had pulmonary hypertension. Neither had surgery. The company argued
the plaintiffs were not injured by the diet drugs, and that the company acted
responsibly in marketing and monitoring the safety of the drug. A jury disagreed
and found the company 100% liable for negligence, failing to adequately warn of
risks, and fraudulently misrepresenting information about Pondimin to physicians,
and awarded $3.897m in compensatory damages and $25.35m in punitive damages.
The woman received $2.142m in actual damages and $12.9m in punitive damages.
The jury awarded her son $1.755m in actual damages and $12.45 in punitive dam-
ages. The punitive damages were awarded based on fraud/misrepresentation and
products liability.

The plaintiff's car tire blew out while he was driving, causing the vehicle to lose
control and roll over 1 3/4 times. The plaintiff sued the tire manufacturer, and pre-
sented evidence at trial that the tire contained manufacturing and design defects.
The plaintiff also alleged the defendant breached its 55,000-mile warranty. The
California jury awarded the plaintiff $15m.

A jury from the District of Columbia awarded $10m to a woman who alleged her sil-
icone gel implants caused scleroderma. The jury found that the plaintiffs implants
caused disease.The jury awarded the plaintiff $2m for past pain and suffering, $2m
for future pain and suffering, $2m for past medical expenses, $2m for future med-
ical expenses, and $2m for loss of earnings. The jury did not award any punitive
damages. An appellate court reversed the judgment on the grounds that there was
no valid basis in the record for the jury's verdict.

The plaintiff was operating a hydraulic material shredder when he caught his right
thumb in the machine. In his efforts to free his thumb, he became entangled in the
shredder and lost part of his left arm and leg. The plaintiff sued the manufacturers
of the shredder, and the defendants alleged the plaintiff was contributorily negli-
gent. The parties settled for $11.25m.

A large pharmaceutical company settled a class action lawsuit filed in Mississippi
for $200m. Two thousand plaintiffs claimed they suffered heart or lung damage as
a result of taking the company's diet drug. One Mississippi woman claimed she had
open heart surgery to replace a leaky heart valve she alleged was caused by taking
the diet drug.

A property owner claimed the defendant's fireproofing product caused damage to
his property.The defendant argued that the property owner was contributorily neg-
ligent because he knew of the asbestos hazards at the time of installation, but opted
to install the asbestos to complete the construction of the building. The New York
jury entered a $25.6m verdict in favor of the property owner.

A New York jury awarded the plaintiff $20m for injuries she sustained when her lab
coat ignited. The plaintiff sued the manufacturer of the coat, and claimed the coat
was dangerously flammable. In addition, the plaintiff alleged the defendant was
negligent for failing to place a warning label on the coat indicating that the coat
should not be exposed to flame or intense heat.

An Illinois appellate court affirmed and modified an $18m verdict awarded to
patient, who suffered brain damage after an intravenous set tubing came apart
while attached to the patient. A large pharmaceutical manufacturer made the "fric-
tion fit" I.V. tube connector that was used to support a catheter inserted into the
plaintiff's jugular vein before she underwent stomach ulcer surgery. After the sur-
gery, the doctor noticed the catheter was disconnected from the I.V. tube. The dis-
connection caused air to enter into the plaintiffs catheter and thus her brain. As a
result, the plaintiff suffered brain damage, and died four years later.

United States 6/27/2000

United States 7/1/2000

United States 8/29/2000

United States 9/6/2000

United States 10/3/2000

United States 10/19/2000

United States 12/8/2000

United States 12/15/2000

$29,247,000

$15,000,000

$10,000,000

$11,250,000

$200,000,000

$25,600,000

$20,000,000

$18,000,000
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Wyoming jury awarded $6.4m to a man's remaining family members and against a
British pharmaceutical company as compensation for a man's suicide, after he
killed his wife, daughter, and granddaughter while on Paxil, a selective serotonin
reuptake inhibitor ("SSRI") manufactured by the company. Those prescribed SSRI's
can become violent towards themselves and others, which can end in suicide.

A Houston, Texas jury awarded $43m to a woman who claimed her liver was
destroyed by a diabetes drug.The FDA approved the drug in 1997 to treat Type II dia-
betes. The drug was recalled from the market three years later, in 2000. The compa-
ny argued the woman's liver damage was caused by hepatitis. Just hours after the
verdict, the company settled, as the jury was considering whether to award punitive
damages. The settlement amount was not disclosed.

An Illinois jury awarded a man $250 million in a lawsuit against his former employ-
er for asbestos poisoning. The man worked at the defendant's plant from 1950
through 1981, during which time he was exposed to asbestos. In 2001, the man was
diagnosed with mesothelioma and sued his former employer for failing to protect
workers from the dangers of asbestos at the plant. After a two-week trial, the jury
awarded the man $50m in compensatory damages and $200m in punitive damages.
The parties thereafter settled the case for an undisclosed amount.

A California jury awarded a former U.S. Navy electrician and his wife $33.7m as a
result of the electrician's exposure to asbestos from 1960 through 1962, which even-
tually caused his mesothelioma. The five-week trial resulted in the following judg-
ment against the corporate defendant: $700,000 in economic damages, $22m in
non-economic damages and $11m to the electrician's wife for loss of consortium.
The defendant planned to move to set aside the verdict. The result is unknown.

An Alabama jury awarded the plaintiffs/landowners a $52.155m verdict, including
$52m in punitive damages, in a suit against a clothing company and a power com-
pany in which the plaintiffs alleged that the discharge of the defendants' munici-
pally treated wastewater contaminated the plaintiffs' property. Subsequently, the
Alabama Supreme Court reversed the jury verdict, and held that the landowners did
not present any evidence of tests done on the property to show any contamination.
Without such evidence, the court held, the plaintiffs had no cause of action against
the defendants.

A California jury awarded the plaintiff $25.7m in a suit against an automobile man-
ufacturer. However, the jury found the plaintiff to have been comparatively negli-
gent, and, as a result, the verdict was reduced to $18.3m, including prejudgment
interest. The plaintiff, an 18-year-old, was driving a vehicle manufactured by the
defendant when he fell asleep at the wheel and the vehicle rolled over four times.
The roof was crushed in the accident, and the plaintiff broke his neck, leaving him
partially paralyzed. The plaintiff conceded his driving was the sole cause of the 
accident, but alleged that the vehicle was not crashworthy because of a weak roof.

Twenty-two refinery workers who were exposed to asbestos-related products sued
25 separate companies, after developing asbestosis, for unreasonably dangerous
products and for their failure to warn of the dangers associated with the products.
Twenty-three of the defendants settled with plaintiffs before trial. As to the two
remaining defendants, the Texas jury found in favor of plaintiffs and awarded $1.6m
for each plaintiff for a total verdict of $35.2m.

A Texas jury awarded the plaintiffs $80m in damages for injuries sustained as a
result of an explosion caused by a tire sealant. While attempting to patch a flat tire
with a tire sealant, the plaintiffs noticed an embedded screw in the tire which they
removed. The removal of the screw created a spark which set off an explosion. One
of the plaintiffs sustained severe burns, and the other plaintiff lost her right eye and
was left with permanent epilepsy.The plaintiffs alleged that the sealant, which used
a 97% combination of propane and butane to push the sealant into the tire, was
unreasonably dangerous.

Fort Worth, TX. $312.7m was awarded to the estate of a former nursing home 
resident in punitive and compensatory damages for negligent nursing home care.

United States 1/1/2001

United States 1/1/2001

United States 1/1/2001

United States 1/3/2001

United States 1/12/2001

United States 1/19/2001

United States 1/22/2001

United States 1/27/2001

United States 2/1/2001

$6,400,000

$43,000,000

$250,000,000

$33,700,000

$52,155,000

$18,300,000

$35,200,000

$80,000,000

$312,700,000
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An Illinois jury awarded $40m to a man who suffered from mesothelioma as a result
of exposure to asbestos. The man worked as a forklift driver for a glass bottle man-
ufacturer from 1967 through the mid-1970s and was diagnosed with mesothelioma
in March of 2001. Some of the defendants were missed or settled with plaintiff
before trial. The jury awarded $7m in punitive damages, $8m for compensatory
damages and $1m to the man's wife for loss of consortium.

A Pennsylvania jury awarded the plaintiff $18m in a case involving a defective BB
gun manufactured by the defendant. The plaintiff and a friend were playing with
the BB gun, which appeared to be empty, when a BB came loose from its stuck posi-
tion and was fired into the plaintiff's brain. The plaintiff alleged there was a defect
in the gun which caused the BBs to become lodged inside the gun and made the gun
appear to be empty when it was not. The plaintiff also contended that the BB gun,
although marketed to children, is as powerful as some handguns. The plaintiff suf-
fered permanent and severe brain damage.

An Ohio federal court approved a settlement totaling $62.4m in a class action
against the manufacturer of a pacemaker.The plaintiffs alleged that the wire inside
the pacemaker broke and protruded its polyurethane insulation, causing damage to
the heart and blood vessels. About 40,500 of these devices were sold worldwide
between 1987 and 1994.The settlement created a $58.2 million patient benefit fund,
and a $4.2 million reserve fund for expenses, judgments and settlement of the liti-
gation.

The families of four skydivers who died in a plane crash, filed suit in Missouri
against the company that manufactured the airplane. The plaintiffs contended that
the engine's oil transfer lube failed to transfer oil to the connecting rods, resulting
in oil starvation and causing the engine to ignite. The plaintiffs also found 14 other
cases of engine failure linked to poorly designed oil transfer lube involving engines
manufactured by the defendant. The case settled for $27.5m.

An Alice,Texas jury awarded $22.55m in actual damages and $45m in punitive dam-
ages to a 48-year-old woman who suffered heart valve problems after taking a diet
drug. The plaintiff alleged shortness of breath, the feeling of choking when sleeping
and moderate aortic regurgitation, a severe, irreversible defect in the aortic valve.
The plaintiff also accused the company of deliberately concealing reports of adverse
effects of the drug prior to its removal from the market. The company maintained
the plaintiff's heart valve problems were caused by a pre-existing medical condi-
tion. On July 10, 2001, the award was reduced to $8.2m. With $1m in prejudgment
interest, the total award was $9.18m.

The plaintiffs were driving a car equipped with tires manufactured by the defen-
dant when a tire separated from the vehicle, causing the vehicle to leave the road
and overturn. Four people died in the accident; three others were injured. Evidence
showed the tire was contaminated with wax from the manufacturing process, and
that the defendant's quality-control process consisted of an 18-second inspection
to look for over 90 potential defects. The Texas jury awarded the plaintiffs $11.5m.

A California jury awarded a former pipe fitter and his wife $20m as a result of the
man being exposed to asbestos while working as a pipe fitter and developing
mesothelioma. The man worked as a pipe fitter from 1959 until 2000, at which time
he was diagnosed with the disease. However, because one of the named defendants
to whom half of the verdict was apportioned against is now bankrupt, the plaintiff
and his wife will recover only $10m of the $20m verdict.

A California jury found defects in the automobile tires manufactured by the defen-
dant and ordered the defendant to pay the plaintiff $55m. The plaintiff was left a
quadriplegic after her left rear tire separated, causing her to lose control of the car.
The plaintiff sued the tire manufacturer and alleged defects in the design and man-
ufacture of the tire.

A Louisiana jury ordered an oil-refining company to pay $1.06b, $1b of which was
comprised of punitive damages, for radioactive contamination of the properties of
more than 2,000 area residents. For several decades, the defendant sent oil pipes to
the Louisiana site for cleaning and refurbishing. While pumping oil, the pipes had
become contaminated with radioactive material. The plaintiffs claimed the defen-
dant knew about the contamination for decades and did nothing about it.
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United States 3/1/2001

United States 3/1/2001

United States 4/2/2001

United States 4/3/2001

United States 4/12/2001

United States 4/12/2001

United States 4/13/2001

United States 5/22/2001

$16,000,000

$18,000,000
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An employee of the defendant was driving the defendant's truck when he ran a red
light and broadsided the plaintiff's vehicle. The plaintiff suffered permanent brain
injury and lay in a coma for approximately three months following the accident.
The defendant admitted liability, but disputed the amount of the damages. The
California jury awarded the plaintiff $51,639,192.

A California jury awarded the plaintiff approximately $3b in a suit against a ciga-
rette manufacturer. The plaintiff alleged that he developed lung cancer due to his
life-long cigarette habit, and that the defendant failed to provide proper warnings
regarding the dangers associated with smoking despite the defendant's knowledge
of those dangers.

A Florida jury awarded the plaintiffs $480m, including $400m in punitive damages,
in a suit against an airplane manufacturer. The pilot of an airplane manufactured
by the defendant was attempting to land when, according to the plaintiffs, his seat
abruptly came unlatched and slid backward, causing him to jerk back hard on the
control yoke. The planed nosed up and stalled, then fell into a clearing beyond the
runway and exploded into flames. The plaintiffs alleged that the defendant had
known for years that its seat-latch design was faulty, and that the defendant had
designed an improved latch system, but until 1996 had only installed it on higher-
end aircraft.

A state settled various property damage claims with five asbestos-producing com-
panies for asbestos contamination to many government buildings in that state.The
settlement totals $63.3m, with one company paying $45m toward the settlement.
The state expects to recover $33.1m after costs and legal fees.

A Texas jury awarded a man and his family $55.5m after the man's exposure to the
defendant's asbestos-containing products led to the man's development of
mesothelioma. Of the $55.5m awarded, $21m was for compensatory damages,
$5.515 was for loss of consortium for the man's wife, and each of his four children
were awarded $3.5m for loss of parental consortium.The jury also awarded $15m in
punitive damages. However, under Texas law punitive damages are capped and
therefore plaintiff was entitled only to $2.75m in punitive damages.

A Texas state court jury awarded $15.5m in compensatory and punitive damages to
three women to replace defective hip implants manufactured by the company. The
three women received $4.25m in compensatory damages, and two of the three were
awarded $11m in punitive damages. The remaining judgment consisted of consor-
tium awards to two spouses and prejudgment interest. The jury found the compa-
ny liable for a manufacturing defect. For two of the plaintiffs who were awarded
punitive damages, the jury found the company acted with malice and knowingly
caused their injuries. The jury did not find the company liable for high-managerial
due diligence.

An Indiana jury awarded a man who developed mesothelioma after being exposed
to asbestos in the workplace $15 million. The man worked on an assembly line for
a large corporation from 1969 to 1974 and was exposed to asbestos during the
removal and repair of asbestos pipe insulation by the defendant.The man was diag-
nosed with mesothelioma in September of 2001. The defense argued that the man
had a smoking-related carcinoma. The jury found the man 5% liable and the defen-
dant 95% liable. As such, the jury awarded the man and his wife each $1.6m for
compensatory damages, and $12m in punitive damages. However, under Indiana
law, punitive damages can only total three times compensatory damages, and are
therefore expected to be reduced to $9.12m. The defendant plans to appeal the
judgment.

A Texas jury awarded five former pipe workers $130m, finding that the products
manufactured by the three defendants caused the workers' asbestos-related dis-
eases. The plaintiffs were exposed from the 1960s through the 1970s to the defen-
dants asbestos-containing products at their place of work by working in close prox-
imity to the metal-casting foundry. The jury awarded $70m in compensatory and
$60m in punitive damages against the defendants. The defendants were expected
to appeal the verdict.
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The plaintiff's father was driving a car manufactured by the defendant when the
right rear tire blew out, causing the driver to lose control of the car.The plaintiff, age
ten (10), was ejected from the car through the driver-side window. The plaintiff suf-
fered massive brain injury in the accident, resulting in a permanent semicomatose
state. Both sides agreed that the tire failed due to gross underinflation. The plaintiff
argued the tire valve had been damaged during the assembly-line installation
process. The defendant argued the tire was accidentally punctured by a nail on the
road. The Florida jury found in favor of the plaintiff and awarded $30.7m.

A Pennsylvania jury awarded the plaintiffs $8.2m, including approximately $4m in
delay damages, in a case involving rear-end collision which caused a fire in the
plaintiff's car and resulted in the death of three (3) people.The plaintiffs alleged that
the deaths were caused by a defectively designed gas tank on the automobile man-
ufactured by the defendant.

A Mississippi jury awarded a combination $150m to six plaintiffs who suffered from
asbestosis as a result of being exposed to the defendants' asbestos products. Each
plaintiff was awarded $25m for compensatory damages. The jury declined to assess
any punitive damages. The defendants were expected to appeal the verdict.

The Oregon Court of Appeals affirmed a $22m punitive damages award to a doctor
who claimed a drug company failed to warn him an asthma medication could cause
theophylline toxicity. The doctor prescribed ciproflaxin to treat a man's skin rash,
unaware that the man was taking theophylline. As a result, the man developed nau-
sea, vomiting and diarrhea. The doctor did not disclose potential theophylline toxi-
city because it had been promoted to him as safe, and the doctor did not believe a
patient on a stable dose could develop a serious toxicity problem. The man later
experienced seizures, was diagnosed with theophylline toxicity, and suffered per-
manent brain damage. The man's son sued the company and the doctor. The doc-
tor then filed a cross-claim against the company, claiming negligence and fraud
for failing to provide adequate information about the potential toxicity. A jury
awarded the plaintiff $5m in compensatory damages and $35m in punitive dam-
ages. It awarded the doctor $500,000 in compensatory damages and $22m in puni-
tive damages.

The families of 10 patients who died because of contaminated dialyzers during kid-
ney dialysis settled their claims with a large drug manufacturer. Reportedly, each
family received approximately $289,000. The company produced the dialyzers and
announced it would cease production and close the plant that manufactured the
dialyzers.

A Maryland jury awarded 5 plaintiffs a total of $40m as a result of the plaintiffs con-
tracting mesothelioma after exposure to asbestos through various means. While
four of the plaintiffs were exposed to asbestos as a result of their jobs, one plaintiff
was exposed to the asbestos as a result of washing her father's work clothes. The
defendants planned to appeal the verdicts.

Just before a Clay County, Missouri Circuit Court jury was about to award $26.2m to
the plaintiff, the parties settled for an undisclosed amount. The jury foreman said
the jury decided to award $3.2m in compensatory damages and $23m in punitive
damages to the plaintiff when the judge advised them the parties had settled. The
plaintiff had some fatty liver and mild Type II diabetes but was otherwise in good
health when she began taking a diabetes drug, in 1998. In the fall of 1998, she began
to have symptoms of fatigue and nausea, but her liver tests were paradoxically the
lowest they had ever been. In January 1999, she was diagnosed with liver failure and
put on a transplant list. Apparently, the plaintiffs were able to show the company's
blatant disregard for the public safety. Certain of the company's internal documents
showed the company misled doctors and the FDA, and stated the company needed
to do whatever it could to get the drug approved by the FDA.
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A large drug maker settled a hepatitis C case for $2.72m. The plaintiff was injected
with immune globulin in 1993 to treat his chronic sinus infections. In 1994, he test-
ed positive for hepatitis C. He filed a suit against the company alleging it failed to
screen out blood donors with hepatitis. A jury from the District of Idaho found the
company's negligence was willful and reckless, and awarded the plaintiff $225,000
in economic damages and $2.5m in noneconomic damages. The jury did not award
any punitive damages.The company agreed to pay the full verdict amount in return
for the plaintiff not opposing its motion to overturn the willful and reckless finding.

The defendant agreed to an $11.2m settlement in a case brought against it by the
U.S. Attorney for the Eastern District of New York. The government alleged that the
defendant mismanaged benzene-contaminated wastes. Benzene is listed as a
known human carcinogen under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA). Samples analyzed from the waste-dumping site revealed levels of benzene
as much as twenty (20) times in excess of the lawful limit.

A large pharmaceutical company settled a lawsuit brought by four surviving chil-
dren, who asserted their 80-year-old mother's death was caused by a diabetes drug.
After an eleven-day trial, a Hidalgo County, Texas jury awarded the plaintiffs
$23.46m compensatory damages.The case was settled before the jury could consid-
er punitive damages.

The plaintiff, an electrician, was working on a construction project when a wire that
had been coiled in the door of a switchboard passed through a gap in the board and
set off an electrical explosion.The plaintiff sustained third-degree burns over half of
his body. The plaintiff sued the maker of the switchboard, and alleged that the
switchboard was defectively designed in that the design allowed the wire to contact
the energized portion of the switchboard. The New Jersey jury awarded the plaintiff
$55m.

An Oregon jury awarded the plaintiff approximately $150m in a wrongful death suit
against a cigarette manufacturer. The plaintiff died of lung cancer after smoking
low-tar cigarettes. The plaintiff had switched from regular filtered cigarettes
because she believed the low-tar version would be better for her health. The plain-
tiff contended the defendant marketed the low-tar cigarettes as having fewer health
risks. The defendant denied that it marketed low-tar cigarettes as being a healthier
alternative, but rather contended that it advertised the cigarettes as having a milder
flavor.

A Louisiana jury found an automobile manufacturer liable for 80% for a $12m ver-
dict resulting from an auto accident due to alleged design defects in a car made by
the defendant. The plaintiff was driving in a car made by the defendant when she
was rear-ended by the co-defendant. The plaintiff's car ignited upon impact, burn-
ing over one-third of the plaintiff's body.The plaintiff argued that the car was defec-
tively designed. Specifically, the plaintiff contended the gas tank should not have
been located in the rear-end "crush zone," that the gas tank should have been thick-
er, and that the defendant should have installed a firewall to prevent fires from
reaching the passenger compartment. In addition, the plaintiff argued the defen-
dant had prior notice of the design flaw.

A Tulsa County, Oklahoma District Court jury awarded $11.5m to the family of a dia-
betes drug user, after finding the drug manufacturer of the diabetes drug liable in
the man's death. The jury awarded the plaintiffs $1.55m in compensatory damages
and $10m in punitive damages. In February 1999, a doctor first prescribed the drug
to the 41-year-old diabetic. About one month later, he died from a blood disorder.
The man's family alleged the man developed a blood disorder from the drug and
died of liver failure.The defense argued the man's liver was good enough to be used
as a transplant, and theorized that an antibiotic administered intravenously at the
hospital caused the death. The plaintiffs argued the drug was unsafe and that the
company knew this but ignored it for profit reasons.
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The plaintiff filed suit in Alabama seeking recovery for injuries he suffered while
riding as a passenger in an automobile manufactured by the defendant. The plain-
tiff alleged the car's flawed design allowed parts of its structure to intrude into the
passenger cabin, where they could be struck by the plaintiff's head.The plaintiff suf-
fered serious head injuries that left him with permanent brain damage. The jury
awarded $22m in compensatory damages and $100m in punitive damages.
However, the punitive award was reduced to $60m because, under Alabama law,
punitive damages cannot exceed three times the compensatory award. A new trial
has since been ordered after the Alabama Supreme Court found that jury selection
irregularities may have contributed to the verdict.

The plaintiffs, a couple and three of their granddaughters, were traveling in a motor
home which was involved in a head-on collision with another car. Upon impact, the
motor home ignited, causing the plaintiffs to burn to death. The plaintiffs' family
sued the manufacturer of the motor home and alleged that the motor home was a
defective product. According to the plaintiffs, the defendant negligently altered the
size and placement of the fuel tank without conducting research on fuel tank
design. The case settled in mediation for $12m.

An Alabama jury awarded $10m in a suit against an automobile manufacturer
claiming that the automobile was not "crashworthy." The plaintiff's car was in a
frontal collision with a smaller car.The plaintiff's occupant compartment collapsed,
allowing the plaintiff to strike his head on the "A" pillar. It was later discovered that
the vehicle had been part of a cost-reduction program which resulted in the vehi-
cle's front crush zone being weakened.

An Ohio company recalled thousands of its hip and knee implants due to an over-
whelming number of revision surgeries for patients in which the devices had been
implanted. The U.S. district court judge presiding over the multi-district litigation
approved of the settlement, which totaled $1b.

A company has reached an agreement with asbestos claimants to settle their claims
for $2.7b.Two-thirds of that settlement amount is to be funded by more than 30 dif-
ferent insurers. The insurers' shares could be paid over 21 years. The agreement
needs approval from the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the Western District of
Pennsylvania. It would become effective 30 days after the companies' reorganiza-
tion plan is approved. Under the terms of the settlement, a trust would be estab-
lished for future claimants and the court would enter a permanent channeling
injunction in favor of the company.

A California jury awarded a woman and her husband in excess of $20m after the
woman contracted mesothelioma as a result of asbestos exposure from a floor in
her childhood home. She was also exposed to asbestos fibers as a result of her
father's business. All asbestos exposure was able to be traced back to a single com-
pany. The jury's verdict did not include punitive damages, which was to be decided
at a later date.

A New Jersey jury awarded the plaintiff $16m in a suit against the manufacturer of
a compressed air tank. The plaintiff was filling the air tank with compressed air
when the tank ruptured and struck the plaintiff in the face and head. The plaintiff
lost a portion of his skull in the accident, and was rendered severely brain damaged.
The plaintiff's parents, who witnessed the occurrence, also submitted a claim for
emotional distress and loss of companionship.

A Florida jury awarded the plaintiff $37.5m in a suit against various tobacco compa-
nies. The plaintiff alleged that he smoked cigarettes manufactured by the defen-
dants from 1942 until 1972, when he quit smoking. Approximately twenty years
after the plaintiff quit smoking he developed bladder and tongue cancer. The plain-
tiff alleged that he was enticed by the defendants' advertising to smoke. The defen-
dants argued that the bladder and tongue cancer were not caused by cigarette
smoking because each occurred approximately twenty years after the plaintiff quit
smoking. The defendant also argued that the plaintiff's subsequent pipe and cigar
smoking were more likely the cause of the tongue cancer.
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A San Francisco jury awarded $4.2m to a man suffering from cancer and his wife for
exposure to asbestos-laden plastics. The 61-year-old man was an electrician at a
shipyard from 1969 to 1980. He suffered from terminal mesothelioma.The man sued
the company for negligence in manufacturing asbestos contained in Bakelite plas-
tics in switching panels that the man handled on ships. The company denied it
acted negligently.The company argued there was no proof it produced the asbestos-
laden panels. The jury disagreed and awarded the man $1.6m in lost income and
medical expenses, $1.8m for pain and suffering. The jury awarded $800,000 to his
wife for loss of her husband's care and comfort.

A large pharmaceutical company settled a lawsuit a 75-year-old man filed in Cook
County, Illinois. The man was prescribed an anti-atrial arrhythmia drug to treat a
heart rhythm disturbance. In 1997 the plaintiff noted a loss of vision in both eyes,
which he attributed to the drug. The plaintiff alleged the company knew the drug
could cause loss of vision, but negligently and purposefully failed to change the
label and warning materials until 1997. The plaintiff alleged the company overpro-
moted the drug during the 80s and early 90s by, among other things, understating
the risks of the drug and overstating the benefits in their promotional activities,
which resulted in a widespread use of the drug. The plaintiff also alleged that as
early as 1988, the company's subsidiary had been warning physicians of the risk of
vision loss and blindness associated with the drug. The company, however, failed to
advise the cardiology-related physicians in the United States.

The plaintiff was driving his motorcycle up a jump ramp when loose fragments
inside the carburetor stuck the throttle open. This caused the bike to continue to
accelerate on his way up the jump ramp. The plaintiff fell off the bike and landed
on the base of his spine. Following the accident, the plaintiff was rendered a para-
plegic. In a product liability suit against the manufacturer of the motorcycle, an
Illinois jury awarded the plaintiff $24m.

A New Jersey jury awarded the plaintiff $14.4m in a suit against an automobile man-
ufacturer, alleging unsafe design.The plaintiff was driving in a car manufactured by
the defendant when a car traveling in the opposite direction crossed the center line
and crashed into the plaintiff's car. The plaintiff alleged the car was defective due
to design elements that allowed substantial intrusion into the driver compartment.
Following the accident, the plaintiff was permanently wheelchair bound and had
the mentality of a child. By contrast, the other driver involved in the head-on colli-
sion suffered only minor injuries.

The plaintiff filed suit in Minnesota after he injured his hand while trying to remove
a stray piece of wire from a "bending roller." The plaintiff inadvertently pressed the
reverse button instead of the forward button, causing the rollers to turn inward,
pulling his hand between the rollers and crushing it. The defendant was the manu-
facturer of the control box for the machine. The plaintiff asserted claims including
strict liability, negligence for defective design of the controls, and negligence for fail-
ure to warn of the machine's dangers. The parties settled for $123.5m.

The plaintiffs filed suit against an automobile manufacturer on behalf of a 19-year-
old girl who died in an automobile accident after her car rolled over. The plaintiff
alleged that the vehicle was defectively designed, dangerous and un-crashworthy.
The plaintiff's expert engineer testified that the subject vehicle should have includ-
ed more steel in the roof structure. The Florida jury found that the vehicle was
defective and awarded the plaintiff $10m.
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A Mississippi jury awarded $10m each to ten plaintiffs, nine adults and a one-week-
old child, who were prescribed an anti-acid reflux drug. The medication was never
approved for use in children and had been linked to heart arrhythmia and heart
attacks in adults. The child blacked out three times, suffered a heart attack, and
almost died as a result of ingestion. The child has since recovered with no perma-
nent damage. The plaintiffs filed a lawsuit alleging the drug set off cardiac arrhyth-
mia, which caused an interruption in the blood flow to the heart. The FDA had
approved the drug to treat nighttime heartburn. However, the company took the
drug off the market in 2000, after numerous takers suffered major side effects. The
plaintiffs alleged the company knew the problems before putting it on the market,
but failed to warn physicians or the public and “promoted off label use” such as giv-
ing the drug to children. The defendants argued the drug was safe when properly
prescribed and that any cardiac events were connected to other health problems.
After the verdict the court indicated the jury's award would be reduced on post-trial
motions. In March 2002, the judge reduced the jury verdict to $48m.

Illinois. A U.S. healthcare company announced $100m-$150m charge resulting from
recall costs and liability associated with 51 deaths in the United States and Europe
allegedly involving a contaminant in its filters used in kidney dialysis.

A Florida jury awarded the plaintiffs $25m in a case against a handgun manufactur-
er alleging that the handgun was a defective product. The decedent was shot to
death by a 13-year-old middle school student using a handgun made by the defen-
dant. The plaintiff contended that the defendant was negligent in selling the gun
without certain safety standards. In this regard, the plaintiff proved it was feasible
to incorporate a lock into the gun that would have prevented unauthorized use. The
plaintiff further proved that the gun was a "crime gun" that is primarily used by
juveniles and criminals. The jury allocated 50% of the liability to the school, 45% to
the gun owner, and 5% to the gun manufacturer.

A federal jury awarded plaintiffs $4.6m, agreeing with plaintiffs that the drug man-
ufacturing company sold an appetite suppressant in a defective condition. The
plaintiffs filed suit in 2001 after suffering serious health problems. They blamed the
company for their health problems. After deliberating for three days, the jury found
the company sold the product in a condition that was unreasonably dangerous to
consumers.

A large company that makes bubble wrap approved a $853m settlement to resolve
all asbestos claims against it. The claimants' attorneys have also agreed to the set-
tlement, which applies to both current and future claims for personal injuries relat-
ing to asbestos. The settlement also applies to fraudulent transfer claims made in
connection with the companies partial acquisition of a bankrupt manufacturer of
asbestos.

A man contracted mesothelioma after being exposed to asbestos containing prod-
ucts while working as a welder and shipfitter between the late 1960s and 1980s.The
man died in December 2002.The man's estate brought a lawsuit against various past
employers and companies, which produced asbestos-containing products. Many of
the defendant companies settled with the man's estate prior to trial. However, two
companies settled after the trial began. The reported settlement for all defendants
totaled $7.5m, although amounts paid by each individual defendant remains confi-
dential.

A San Francisco jury awarded a 75-year-old homemaker who was exposed to
asbestos from her former husband, a former pipe fitter at an industrial site from
1948 to 1963. In 2001, the woman was diagnosed with mesothelioma. The woman
alleged she was exposed to asbestos in her home when she shook out and cleaned
her husband's work clothing. The woman was awarded $550,000 in lost income and
medical expenses and $11m for pain and suffering. The plaintiffs were able to show
the jury that the type of cancer can be caused by relatively low exposures, including
dust brought home on a worker's clothing.
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A Texas jury awarded the plaintiffs $225m in a product liability suit against an auto-
mobile manufacturer. The suit arose from an auto accident during which a pick-up
truck manufactured by the defendant rolled three times. During the accident, the
doors on the driver's side opened, causing the driver and the passenger seated
behind the driver to be ejected from the vehicle. Both sustained fatal injuries. The
plaintiffs (the surviving family members) alleged that the car was defectively
designed in that the vertical support structure, or B pillar, had been removed. As a
result, the vehicle provided minimal occupant protection in a rollover accident. The
Texas trooper who investigated the accident testified during trial that this was a
survivable accident had the doors stayed closed.

A Missouri jury awarded the plaintiff $80m in a case against an automobile manu-
facturer regarding a defective cruise control mechanism. The plaintiff was backing
her car out of her driveway when it suddenly accelerated 120 feet into the neigh-
bor's yard and struck a tree. During the collision, the plaintiff suffered skull fractures
and had her left arm amputated. Due to her injuries, the plaintiff was left in a per-
sistent vegetative state. During the trial, the plaintiff introduced testimony from an
engineer formerly employed by the defendant indicating that the defendant was
aware, approximately ten years prior to the plaintiff's accident, of an electrical
defect that would cause the cruise control to suddenly accelerate. The defendant
had also received more than 1500 consumer complaints of unwanted acceleration
in this vehicle line.

A Southern District of Florida jury awarded a woman $4.5m, finding the maker of
the I.U.D. responsible. A woman used the I.U.D. as her contraceptive device. While
wearing the I.U.D. the woman became ill and nearly died. The I.U.D. was eventually
removed and found to be defective and the cause of the woman's infection. The
plaintiff was left with permanent injuries as a result of the infection.

A large drug maker has paid out more than $50m in settlements of antidepressant
claims. The widow of a police officer who shot himself after taking the drug sued
the drug maker and a generic competitor in the United States District Court for the
Western District of Washington.The widow claimed the company should have been
aware of the drug's propensity to cause suicide through more than a decade of sci-
entific debate and successful lawsuits against the company. The widow alleged the
company failed to test the drug for its rare tendency to induce suicide, and the com-
pany failed to warn the public of the problem.

A large pharmaceuticals company settled a drug dilution lawsuit involving a Kansas
City pharmacist, who was sentenced to prison for diluting cancer drugs the compa-
ny made. The plaintiffs alleged the company knew or should have known the phar-
macist was diluting the drugs. The company maintained it did not have any evi-
dence the pharmacist was diluting drugs. Nonetheless, the company settled
because it feared it could have potentially been responsible for 100% of the damages
awarded by the jury, even if a jury determined it was only 1% at fault.

A large aluminum producer agreed to a settlement with the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) regarding alleged violations of the Clean Air Act. Under the
terms of the settlement, the defendant will spend an estimated $330m to install a
new coal-fired power plant with pollution controls to eliminate a majority of the
sulfur dioxide and nitrogen dioxide emissions from the power plant at the defen-
dant's aluminum production facility in Texas. The defendant will also pay a fine of
$1.5m and spend $2.5m on two projects that will partially offset the impact of past
emissions from the plant. The company will also spend $750,000 to supply school
buses in Texas with pollution control devices.

A federal court in Pennsylvania approved a settlement valued at approximately
$32m in a class-action suit against an automobile manufacturer. The plaintiffs, the
owners of vehicles produced by the defendant, alleged that they were never warned
that the use of nonsynthetic motor oils would cause premature engine wear. Under
the terms of the settlement, 351,439 class members will each receive a voucher for
$35 off a scheduled service appointment that includes an oil change. In addition, the
defendant agreed to modify its warranty to cover the costs of repairing any damage
caused by the use of conventional oil.
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A New York jury ordered a large drug maker to pay $2m in compensatory damages
to a woman who was injured after taking a diabetes drug. The drug was recalled
from the market in March 2000 after about one hundred people taking the drug
either died from active liver failure or had liver transplants.

A Texas jury awarded the plaintiff $18m in a suit against an automobile manufac-
turer. The plaintiff was driving in a pick-up truck manufactured by the defendant
when the vehicle hit a culvert and flipped onto its roof. The plaintiff suffered spinal
cord injuries. The plaintiff alleged the truck's roof structure was defectively
designed because it failed to provide adequate protection.

The plaintiff was diagnosed with malignant mesothelioma in September 1999. As a
result of his diagnosis, the plaintiff filed suit in Massachusetts against companies
who manufactured asbestos containing materials to which he was exposed during
his employment as a steamfitter, pipe fitter, and plumber. The plaintiff died in
October 2001, prior to the suit being resolved. The case settled for $2.5m on the eve
of trial.

A California jury awarded the plaintiff approximately $11m for injuries he sustained
after being run over by a truck owned by the defendant, a baking company. The
plaintiff was working in a portioned-off construction area along a local highway
when a truck driven by an employee of the defendant drove through the construc-
tion zone and knocked him down. The plaintiff sustained herniated discs, and he
claimed to have suffered shoulder impingement and hip contusion. His x-rays taken
at the emergency room immediately after the accident were normal. A post-trial
motion is pending.

A California jury awarded the plaintiff, a 12-year-old child, $51,833,697 for injuries
he sustained as a result of a gunshot wound from a handgun that was alleged to be
defectively designed.The plaintiff obtained a .38 caliber semi-automatic pistol man-
ufactured by the defendant and owned by the plaintiff's parents. An adult who was
watching the plaintiff took the gun away from the child and attempted to unload
the gun. Unloading the pistol required the safety to be taken off "safe" and put into
the "fire" position before the slide could be cycled. While unloading the gun, the
slide slipped from the adult's hand and he accidentally grasped the trigger. The bul-
let entered the child's chin and exited the back of his neck, injuring his spinal cord.
The child was rendered a permanent quadriplegic.

A large manufacturer of branded consumer products settled a lawsuit with a
woman who filed a lawsuit in the District Court of Brazoria County,Texas.The plain-
tiff alleged she suffered a hemorrhagic stroke after ingesting one of the company's
diet pills containing phenylpropanolamine. The company agreed to pay $3m, plus
$500,000 for certain fees and expenses, and was fully released from any further lia-
bility in the case.

The plaintiff sued a tobacco company in Missouri alleging the defendant failed to
warn her that the cigarettes it produced were hazardous. The plaintiff also alleged
that a product defect caused her lung cancer. The jury found in favor of the defen-
dant on the failure to warn claim. However, the jury found in favor of the plaintiff
on the defective design claim. The jury verdict included $15m in punitive damages.
The case is currently on appeal.

A German drug manufacturer settled lawsuits filed by 20 plaintiffs who claimed
ingestion of the company's drug caused them to suffer from rhabdomyolysis, a con-
dition that occurs when damaged muscle releases pigments from the muscle and
blood into the bloodstream. The plaintiffs hailed from West Virginia, New York,
Illinois, Florida, Wisconsin, Colorado, Ohio, and Indiana. Most filed their cases in the
Philadelphia County Court of Common Pleas.
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The Louisiana Supreme Court upheld a $28m jury verdict in a class-action suit
brought by property owners against an oil refining company alleging oil waste con-
tamination on their property. The plaintiffs also claimed damaged to a local acquir-
er. On appeal, the defendant argued that the plaintiffs did not meet their evidentiary
burden in establishing the defendant polluted their property.

The plaintiff was lifting weights using a machine manufactured by the defendant.
The plaintiff was crushed under the weight of the machine and rendered a quadri-
plegic. The plaintiff contended the machine was defectively designed due to the
manufacturer's failure to install safety stops that would have prevented the bar
from coming down too far and injuring its user. The California jury awarded the
plaintiff $16m.

The U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the District of Delaware has approved a company's
global settlement with asbestos creditors for $1.2b. The order included the creation
of an asbestos personal injury trust, as well as insurers' rights and discharges,
releases and injunctions. Although approved by the U.S. Bankruptcy Court, the deci-
sion was subject to a 30-day appeal period to Third Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals.
Some of the claimants and insurers planned on appealing the settlement based on
the grounds that it violated their due processes rights.

A 14-year-old boy swam down to the open drain at the bottom of the swimming pool
and his arm became stuck in the inlet pipe. Seven adults jumped in the pool and
tried to pull the boy from the drain, but the boy could not be budged. The force of
the swimming pool pump was so strong that the boy was only finally released when
the pool pump was shut off by a police officer. The plaintiffs, the family of the
deceased child, sued the manufacturer of the pump, and alleged that the defendant
was aware of the problem with suction entrapment. The Florida jury awarded the
plaintiffs $104.4m.

A Texas jury awarded the plaintiffs $18m in a suit against the manufacturer of a
motor grader. The decedent was directing trucks and heavy equipment at a con-
struction worksite when a motor grader operated by a co-worker backed over him.
His estate sued the manufacturer of the motor grader and alleged the machine was
defectively designed. Specifically, the plaintiffs claimed the vehicle did not include
outside rearview mirrors, which they claimed would have eliminated the driver's
blind spot.

The plaintiff was driving an 18-wheeler log truck with a load of logs in the cab when
the vehicle turned over on its side. During the rollover accident some of the logs
being transported by the plaintiff shifted forward, impacting the cab guard. The cab
guard failed, allowing the cargo to crush the cab and the plaintiff. The plaintiff died
on the scene as a result of internal injuries he sustained.The plaintiff sued the man-
ufacturer of the cab guard, and claimed the guard was defectively designed. The
Alabama jury awarded the plaintiff $12m.

A California judge ordered a Taiwanese candymaker to pay $50m to a married cou-
ple whose 3-year-old son choked to death on a piece of gel candy manufactured by
the defendant. The judge stated that the child's death was not the plaintiffs' fault,
and that the verdict was a warning to companies that sell dangerous products. The
defendant did not attend the trial, and is not expected to have the resources to pay
the judgment.The defendant had two other wrongful-death rulings against it in the
same year, none of which have been paid.

A Nebraska jury awarded the plaintiff $19.562m in a suit against an automobile
manufacturer alleging that the automobile was not crashworthy.The plaintiff was a
passenger in a car manufactured by the defendant, and was in an accident in which
the car rolled over four times.The plaintiff broke her neck in the accident.The plain-
tiff contended the defendant driver was responsible for the rollover accident, but
argued that the automobile manufacturer was responsible for her spinal cord
injuries because the vehicle was not crashworthy due to a weak roof. The verdict
was joint and several against both the automobile manufacturer and the driver.
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A Wisconsin jury awarded the plaintiff $24m for injuries he sustained when a con-
crete forming system manufactured by the defendant collapsed on top of him dur-
ing a construction project. The collapse involved dozens of construction workers
and hundreds of tons of concrete and steel forming. The plaintiff was the most sig-
nificantly injured worker, and it was later determined that his legs would need to be
amputated if the final rescue attempt had not succeeded. The plaintiff filed a prod-
ucts liability suit against the manufacturer and designer of the concrete forming
system, and alleged that the support legs of the system were defectively designed.
The plaintiff further alleged that the defendant was liable for failing to warn the
contractor of the need for safety bracing.

A California jury awarded the plaintiff $45m in a suit against an automobile manu-
facturer regarding an allegedly defective restraint system. The plaintiff, a 5-year-old
child, was in the middle of the backseat of the vehicle with a lap belt only. All other
occupants in the car were belted in three-point belts.The vehicle in which the plain-
tiff was riding collided with a 29,000-pound coil of steel that had been dislodged
from a tractor-trailer. The plaintiff's spinal cord was severed and he sustained mas-
sive internal injuries in the accident.The plaintiff alleged that the vehicle was defec-
tive because it provided a lap belt only in the center backseat, while the remainder
of the vehicle was equipped with three-point belt restraints.

A Pennsylvania jury awarded $6.6m for the death of a man who developed mesothe-
lioma as a result of being exposed to asbestos through his employment as a research
chemist. The verdict consisted of $4.2m to the estate for the decedent's pain and
suffering and $2.4m for loss of consortium. The majority of the defendants settled
for undisclosed amounts prior to trial. The two remaining defendants settled with
the plaintiff during trial and just after the verdict, respectively. Those settlements
were also for undisclosed amounts.

A Washington appellate panel affirmed a $16.2m verdict rendered against a compa-
ny and a hospital. A woman was admitted to a hospital for abdominal pain and vagi-
nal bleeding.The hospital tested her blood for human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG)
with the company's assay. hCG can detect pregnancy and a type of cancer. Tests
came back positive and the woman underwent chemotherapy and had a lung
removed. Later it was determined the woman did not have cancer. The woman and
her husband sued the company and the hospital for product liability and medical
malpractice. The jury awarded the plaintiffs $16.2m in damages for failure to warn
and malpractice, and divided the judgment equally between the company and the
hospital.

A California court approved the second half of a settlement regarding a class action
suit arising from the use of allegedly defective roofing shakes. The first part of the
settlement was approved in May 2000, and it included $65m to be paid to class
members. The second portion of the settlement provides for an additional $75m to
be paid to class members.

A large public company settled its asbestos and silicosis claims for $2.77b. The set-
tlement was made with the company's asbestos and silica creditors and is condi-
tioned on an agreement of 75% of the known present claimants. The company has
also allegedly agreed to contribute 66 million shares of the company's stock to fund
a trust fund for future claimants who have asbestos or silica claims against it. The
agreement is conditioned on two of the company's subsidiaries filing for Chapter 11
bankruptcy.

An Ohio jury awarded a widow and her children $6.4m for the wrongful death of her
husband. The decedent died of mesothelioma in 2000, after being exposed to
asbestos through his job as a pipefitter. The exposure occurred over a 6-year period
from 1965 through 1971. It is unknown whether the verdict was appealed.

A German drug and chemicals maker agreed to settle 1,959 lawsuits involving its
anti-cholesterol drug, which was recalled from the market in August 2001.The com-
pany's drug was linked with more than 100 deaths.
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A California jury awarded a man in excess of $2.9m after he contracted malignant
pleural mesothelioma as a result of being exposed to the defendant company's
asbestos-containing products throughout his life. The plaintiff was first exposed to
the defendant's asbestos products as a teenager, while rebuilding a car. The expo-
sure continued throughout the plaintiff's career as an electrician. The award
includes $2.4m for the 74-year-old plaintiff's pain and suffering.

In 1993 a woman was prescribed a drug to prevent lactation after giving birth to her
second child. She had previously taken the drug in 1989. She died six days after giv-
ing birth. A medical examiner listed the cause of death as seizures because of the
drug. Her husband, on behalf of himself, the estate, and the couple's two children,
sued the pharmaceutical company and her doctor. A Jefferson County, Kentucky
jury found the company 90% liable, and the doctor 10% liable, and awarded $7.8m in
compensatory damages and $11.2m in punitive damages.The pharmaceutical com-
pany appealed the verdict to the Kentucky Court of Appeals.

City sued seven oil companies to recover for MTBE contamination of a well which
was the source of water for the city.The oil companies agreed to make an initial pay-
ment of $62.5m. The settlement, which is valued at over $312m, is reported to
include $100m in cash, plus costs associated with cleaning the wells. The California
judge presiding over the case approved of the settlement.

A Texas jury awarded the plaintiffs $18,503,300 in a wrongful death action involving
a defective box fan. The plaintiffs' decedent died from carbon monoxide poisoning
from a fire in his house that was allegedly caused by a defective box fan which ignit-
ed. The plaintiffs sued the manufacturer of the fan and alleged causes of action for
strict liability and gross negligence.

A large pharmaceutical company settled a class action lawsuit filed in the Eastern
District of Louisiana by thousands of patients allegedly harmed by ingestion of the
company's heartburn drug. In 1993 the FDA approved the drug as a treatment for
individuals with gastroesophageal reflux disease. Several years later the drug was
removed from the market because of allegations it caused irregular heartbeats and
even instances of sudden death. The lawsuit involved 4,000 individuals, including
300 who allegedly died as a result of using the drug. Eighty-five percent of the death
claims and 75% of the remaining plaintiffs agreed to the settlement terms. For the
settlement to take effect, an additional 12,000 individuals who have filed claims, but
have not sued, must agree to the settlement terms. The company agreed to pay a
minimum of $69.5m and a maximum of $90m, depending on the number of plain-
tiffs who participate in the settlement.

A Georgia jury awarded $33m to the plaintiff, a child who was paralyzed from the
chest down in an auto accident. The plaintiff sued the manufacturer of the car in
which she was riding, and contended that a defective latch caused a fold-down seat
to collapse onto the plaintiff during the auto accident. The plaintiff further alleged
that the defendant knew of the design problems with the car, but opted not to recall
the model in question.

A Texas state court judge approved of a $149m settlement involving thirty class-
action suits against a car tire manufacturer. The settlement was reached more than
three years after the defendant recalled 14.4m of its tires amid safety concerns. The
settlement calls for the defendant to pay an estimated $70m to replace the alleged-
ly defective tires, $41m to manufacture car tires that will perform better at high
speeds, $15.5m on a consumer education and awareness campaign, and $19m for
attorney fees.The defendant has also paid $3.5m to notify class members of the set-
tlement plan. The settlement is expected to affect about 15m drivers, and will like-
ly involve about 60m tires.

A large pharmaceuticals manufacturer paid $60m to settle an Illinois state class
action brought by diabetes drug consumers. The drug manufacturer agreed to settle
the case after a Madison County Circuit Court judge certified a class. The class
included individuals who bought a diabetes drug and sustained injuries. The settle-
ment is subject to class notification, a hearing, and court authorization.
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On May 17, 2004, a Jefferson County, Texas jury found a drug manufacturer liable for
$1b, as well as $4.2m in pre-judgment interest and $188,737 in guardian ad litem
fees. The lawsuit was brought by the family of the deceased, who died in 2003 from
primary pulmonary hypertension after taking a diet drug manufactured by the
defendant. She was 41-years-old at the time of her death. She developed the disease
more than four years after she stopped using the drug. The jury's award included
$900m in punitive damages, exceeding the state's cap, which is set at twice the actu-
al damages. The judge allowed the jury to exceed the cap if they believed that cer-
tain adverse reports about the drug had been knowingly or intentionally destroyed,
concealed, or altered. The company filed an appeal with the Ninth Court of Appeals
in Beaumont, Texas. The company expects the appeal process to take at least one to
two years.

A Texas jury awarded the family of a woman who died from mesothelioma $10m,
all of which were compensatory damages. The woman contracted the disease indi-
rectly from her father, who carried asbestos dust home in his clothes from his job,
which involved relining and demolishing blast furnaces. The woman was exposed
to the asbestos while washing her father's work clothes. The father now suffers
from pleural plaques, a scarring of the lungs, which was also caused by asbestos
exposure. The defendant company did not comment on the verdict and it is
unknown whether it will appeal.

A San Diego jury awarded $369m in compensatory and punitive damages to a
woman who was paralyzed when her vehicle rolled over after she tried to veer
around an object on the road. The vehicle rolled over, crushing the roof. The woman
sustained a broken back and was paralyzed. The jury in the California Superior
Court, San Diego County, awarded her $123m in compensatory damages and $246m
in punitive damages against a large car manufacturer. The plaintiff filed a strict lia-
bility action claiming the vehicle was defective as to stability and the crashworthi-
ness of its roof.The plaintiff also charged the manufacturer with failing to warn con-
sumers about the roof's faulty structure.

The claims administrator of a bankrupt silicone breast-implant manufacturer
agreed to pay out $40m to cover 6,000 claims involving defective breast implants.
This matter is pending in the Eastern District of Michigan, Bankruptcy Division. The
settlement facility office will mail participation forms to all the claimants that have
not waived their opt-out rights. The claimants will then have an opportunity to opt
out and pursue a claim.

A Houston,Texas jury awarded $2.4m in actual damages to a woman who sustained
brain damage after suffering a stroke, which was allegedly caused by her ingesting
a diet supplement. The jury also hit the company with $5m in punitive damages.
The jury determined the diet drug marketer acted maliciously by falsely telling state
and federal regulators the diet supplement had no adverse effects, and that the
company maintained a broad monitoring policy. The company's attorneys argued
that the plaintiff's problems might have been caused by oral contraceptives. The
jury found the company 30% liable for failing to tell the plaintiff's doctor that she
was using the diet supplement when the plaintiff first complained of dizziness.

On June 15, 2000, a six-year-old minor plaintiff was riding in the rear center seat of
her mother's car.The rear seats in the car were equipped with special latches which
permitted seats to be folded down to provide extra cargo space in the trunk. The car
was involved in a frontal collision, and the infant's rear seat collapsed down on top
of her. As a result of the collapse, her seat back struck her in the back and pinned
her between her seat belt and the seat back. She was paralyzed from the neck down.
The infant was nine-years-old at trial and required 24-hour care. The plaintiff,
through her mother, sued the manufacturer, alleging that a defective product design
in the rear seat latch did not latch properly. The jury returned its verdict in the
amount of $33,868,000 in compensatory damages and $13,950,000 in punitive dam-
ages against a large car manufacturer.
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Twenty-seven plaintiffs (inclusive of consortium claims) agreed to settle a lawsuit
against a manufacturer of a combustible resin for $25m and against the defendant
foundry for $10m. The plaintiffs, employees of the foundry, were injured when a
buildup of resin powder combusted resulting in an explosion that killed three work-
ers and severely burned nine others. The plaintiffs sued the manufacturer of the
combustible resin used in the foundry's molding process. The plaintiffs argued that
the defective resin caused the explosion and that the defendant foundry failed to
issue adequate warnings of its product's combustibility. The plaintiffs also sued the
defendant owner of the foundry, claiming the defendant foundry failed to remove
resin dust at the foundry.

A large foreign drug manufacturer announced it settled a total of 2,861 cases involv-
ing its cholesterol-reducing drug. So far, the manufacturer has paid $1.094b to settle
cases involving rhabdomyolysis, without admitting liability. The company
announced that 7,577 cases are still currently pending.

A Los Angeles County Superior Court jury awarded a husband and his wife
$18,688,496 in compensatory damages for injuries arising from the man's asbestos
exposure. Five days later, the jury returned an $18m punitive damages verdict. The
man alleged he was exposed to various asbestos-containing products, including
gaskets used on steam lines and inside valves, pumps, and other equipment. He fur-
ther alleged that he was exposed to asbestos for two years during the mid-1970s
while mixing and sanding plaster quick set while renovating his home. The gasket
and plaster manufacturers were assessed 30% and 14% liability (roughly $7.5m and
$2.6m in compensatory damages), respectively. The jury allocated the remaining
56% of fault to non-parties, including 39% to the U.S. Navy. In the punitive damages
phase, the gasket manufacturer was ordered to pay $15m and the plaster manu-
factuer $3m.

On October 15, 2004, a drug manufacturer agreed to a national class-action settle-
ment worth between $70m and $78m to cover liver injury, death, and other claims
involving its now-withdrawn drug. According to a proposed class notice filed in the
U.S. District Court for the Southern District of West Virginia, the company set up the
following four funds: Serious liver injury; General liver injury; Nonserious liver
injury; Nonspecific injury and "general benefits." The proposed notice stated that
the settlement could pay the following: from $300,000 to $3.5m for deaths; from
$100,000 to $2.5m for serious liver injuries; from $5,000 to $200,000 for general liver
injuries; from $2,000 to $7,500 for nonserious liver injuries; and up to $100 for non-
specific injuries and illnesses or for plaintiffs who have not developed signs of injury
or illness. The agreement included a payment matrix with levels of injuries and age
ranges.

A large manufacturer of engineered products announced in October 21, 2004 that it
agreed to settle all pending and future asbestos-related claims asserted against it.
The company agreed in principle with attorneys representing a majority of current
asbestos claimants and an independent representative for future claimants, to
resolve the company's asbestos-related liabilities. The company agreed to pay
$280m in cash to fund a trust for the asbestos claims pending against it.
Disbursements from the fund began in February 2005.

A chemical company filed a plan to settle asbestos-related claims by establishing a
trust worth $1.6b. The company has been in bankruptcy since 2001. The company
submitted the settlement plan after failing to reach an agreement with its creditors.
The plan would become effective after a vote of eligible creditors and if approved by
the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the District of Delaware. Under the proposed plan,
claims are to be divided among those personal injury claims that meet specified
exposure and medical criteria, personal-injury claims that do not meet the criteria,
and property damage claims. Claimants who did not meet the medical and expo-
sure criteria would have the option to litigate their claims against the trust. The
claims and trust administration costs were funded with $512m in cash and 9 mil-
lion shares of common stock.
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On November 4, 2004, a drug manufacturer agreed to pay $10m to the state of West
Virginia for various state drug abuse programs shortly before a jury was to be cho-
sen for trial. In the case, the state alleged that the company misrepresented the
addictive qualities of a certain pain drug, costing state agencies $30.5m. West
Virginia claimed that the drug manufacturer made misrepresentations or omissions
about the appropriate use, risks, and safety of the drug to doctors, pharmacists, and
patients. The state argued that addiction to the drug led to a dramatic increase in
social problems, including drug abuse and criminal acts. Reportedly, the state has
had to pay excessive prescription costs and health and medical costs for people suf-
fering the effects of the drug. The state sought to recover at least $30.5m in exces-
sive and unnecessary prescription cost payments, health care services, disgorge-
ment of profits and medical monitoring.

A New York jury awarded $3.75m to an 80-year-old man and his wife. The plaintiffs
alleged the man was exposed to asbestos during a 30-year career at an oil refinery
in New York. The plaintiffs claimed the man worked with certain gaskets contain-
ing asbestos and that the gasket manufacturer never warned of the dangers of
asbestos. The man allegedly suffered from mesothelioma. The jurors awarded the
plaintiffs (husband and wife) $2m for future pain and suffering, $500,000 for past
pain and suffering, $1 m for future loss of consortium, and $250,000 for past loss of
consortium. The company argued that its product was not dangerous and did not
release asbestos fibers.

A 78-year-old man settled his claims against various manufacturers for $4m. The
man began working as a decorative painter. During his 44-year career, the man later
worked as a foreman and field superintendent retiring in 1990. In October 2002, doc-
tors determined the man was suffering from mesothelioma caused by asbestos
exposure.The man sued various manufacturers and/or suppliers of products includ-
ing floor tiles, joint compound, plasterboard, and roofing materials, all of which he
used during the course of his career.The man alleged the defendants' products con-
tained asbestos that caused his mesothelioma.The man claimed his asbestos expo-
sure occurred during a period spanning 1959 and 1962, at a construction job at a col-
lege campus. The defendants argued that the campus' construction did not begin
until 1963. The defendants also argued that their products did not cause the
mesothelioma and contended the man's exposure time was insufficient to cause
mesothelioma. The parties agreed to a settlement, which occurred after the Fifth
District Appellate Court granted the defendants' emergency motion to stop the trial.

In March 2005, a Cook County, Illinois jury awarded $27m to the family of a man who
was killed when a drunk driver, traveling about 60 mph, plowed into the man's car
in February 2000. The plaintiffs sued the car manufacturers who made the driver's
seat, claiming that without the defect, the man would only have suffered minor
injuries. Apparently, the design flaw in the car seat was exposed a decade earlier by
the TV show 60 Minutes. The deceased man's car manufacturers were found liable
for constructing a faulty driver's seat.

A Dallas County, Texas jury awarded $9.3m to the family of a man who died of
mesothelioma. The man was allegedly exposed to asbestos as a child in the 1960s
and 1970s while he worked in the construction business with his father. He was
diagnosed with mesothelioma in 2003 and died in September 2003 at the age of 41,
leaving a wife and son. Trial witnesses testified the man frequently used the com-
pany's asbestos-containing joint compound. The plaintiffs also claimed company
officials knew about the dangers of asbestos as early as 1967. The jury found the
company was negligent for failing to warn the man about the danger of exposure to
asbestos in its joint compound. The jury awarded the man's family $3.12m in com-
pensatory damages and $6.2m in punitive damages.

An East St. Louis, Illinois jury awarded a man who was crushed by a truck $13.9m.
In May 2000, a male plaintiff was guiding a truck onto wooden blocks to elevate it to
dock level so it could be unloaded at a munitions plant. The plaintiff moved one
wooden block and was hit and crushed against the dock when the truck backed up.
The plaintiff sued the defendants for product liability under a strict liability stan-
dard. He claimed the truck should have contained warnings or instructions regard-
ing the lack of a backing-up alarm. The plaintiff suffered brain damage with speech
impairment, fractured pelvis, damages to his urethra and digestive system requir-
ing continuing catheterization and colostomy bag and a penile implant.
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A Madison County, Illinois jury awarded $43m, including $15m in punitive damages,
to a man and his wife, who sued a car manufacturer after sustaining severe injuries
from a car accident. On July 7, 2003, the plaintiffs were stopped headed westbound
in a construction zone. They were rear-ended by a college student traveling over 50
mph. The impact caused a pipe wrench, located in the trunk of the plaintiffs' car, to
rupture their fuel tank.The male plaintiff suffered burns to 80% of his body and died
two days later. The female plaintiff suffered burns to 32% of her body including her
head, face, scalp, and shoulder.The plaintiffs argued the car manufacturer knew the
vertical fuel tank located behind the rear axle was dangerous and could have been
relocated at a cost of under $10. The car manufacturer contended the car was rea-
sonably safe, and the collision was unique and impossible to anticipate.

A Philadelphia, Pennsylvania jury awarded $200m to two former diet-drug users in
the damages phase of a reverse-bifurcated trial. The liability phase of the trial was
postponed so the parties could negotiate.

A Louisiana jury awarded $4.5m to family members of a man who was allegedly
exposed to asbestos while working at a paper mill. The award included $500,000 for
physical pain and suffering; $1m for mental and emotional anguish; $3m for loss of
enjoyment of life; and about $40,000 for medical expenses. The man worked at the
paper mill for over 40 years. His family members claimed he received no warnings
from his employer indicating that he was being exposed to asbestos. The man was
later diagnosed with mesothelioma and subsequently died from the disease.

A 59-year-old male marathon runner died of a heart attack after taking an arthritis
painkiller for some time. The plaintiff sued the pharmaceutical drug manufacturer,
alleging the company had concealed information about the health risks associated
with the drug in order to protect sales.The  company insisted the drug did not cause
the man's death, asserting arrhythmia had not been linked to the drug in studies. A
jury awarded the man's estate $253.4m in total damages. It awarded $24m to his wife
for mental anguish and loss of companionship, and $229m in punitive damages.

Description of Loss 

A settlement, agreed to in principle, would give nearly 3,000 depot workers $59.12m
in hazardous duty back pay for unknowingly working with asbestos materials at the
defendants' facility. Negotiations took over a year before a settlement was reached.
Plaintiffs pushed for $76m in back pay, and a federal arbitrator assessed damages at
$49m before the parties agreed to settle for $59.12m. The settlement was subject to
the Secretary of the Army before becoming finalized.

The plaintiffs sued the defendant, the operator of a landfill, and alleged that ben-
zene which escaped from the landfill near their home caused their daughter to
develop leukemia. The plaintiffs sued the defendant for nuisance and for possess-
ing, controlling, and operating the gas collection systems in a negligent manner.The
defendant denied that benzene escaped from the landfill, and argued that there is
no link between benzene exposure and leukemia.The Texas jury awarded the plain-
tiffs $23.14m, including $10m in punitive damages.

The plaintiff was diving at a swimming pool owned and operated by the defendant
when he collided with a synchronized swimmer who swam underneath the diving
area when the plaintiff was in mid-air. The plaintiff was rendered a quadriplegic
immediately upon impact. At the time of the incident, the defendant had rented the
pool to a diving club and a synchronized swimming club. The defendant provided
no lifeguard services at the pool. The California jury awarded the plaintiff $27.75m.

United States 4/19/2005

United States 6/1/2005

United States 8/1/2005

United States 8/19/2005

Country Loss Date

United States 11/4/2001

United States 2/7/2003

United States 5/5/2003

$43,000,000

$200,000,000

$4,540,000

$253,400,000

Damages

$59,120,000

$23,140,000

$27,750,000

L o s s L i n k

M A N U FA C T U R I N G

P U B L I C  A D M I N I S T R AT I O N
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Description of Loss

The Pennsylvania jury awarded the plaintiff $75.6m in a liquor service liability, or
Dram Shop Act, case. The plaintiff's car was struck by a car whose driver later pled
guilty to drunk driving. The plaintiff was rendered a quadriplegic. The intoxicated
driver was the manager of a bar and had consumed alcoholic beverages at the bar
prior to the accident. Both the bar and the driver were named as defendants.

A Pennsylvania jury awarded a man and his family members $75.6m, including
$25m in punitive damages, after he was rendered a quadriplegic as a result of being
hit by a drunk driver. The jury held the individual drunk driver 75% responsible for
the accident, and the bar (under the Dram Shop Act) which served the drunk driver
25% responsible for the accident. The plaintiff has moved for an additional $1.6m in
delay damages. The ca2se is currently being appealed.

Description of Loss 

A Florida jury awarded the plaintiff approximately $27m in a suit against a secu-
rity company. The plaintiff was working as a teller in a bank when a robber broke
into the bank, shot the plaintiff, and took the surveillance equipment in order to
conceal his identity. The plaintiff claimed the defendant was responsible for
designing, proposing, and installing the security system and surveillance system.
The plaintiff further claimed the defendant failed to install panic buttons at the
teller stations, as well as other security measures, which rendered the system
unreasonably dangerous.

The plaintiffs were nine commercial businesses that all stored documents in the
defendant's warehouse. The plaintiffs contended the defendant warehouse opera-
tor failed to safely store the documents, resulting in a substantial fire loss.The com-
pany that designed and installed the warehouse sprinkler system was also named
as a defendant. The Pennsylvania jury awarded a combined verdict of $41,305,506.
(THE CASE IS CURRENTLY ON APPEAL)

This suit was brought on behalf of the decedent, a sanitation worker who worked at
a parking garage owned by the defendant. While working in the garage, the dece-
dent entered an elevator-type device known as a "man-lift." The decedent became
pinned in the man-lift's pit below the first floor. When the next step of the man-lift
descended, it came down on top of the decedent and he died on the scene. The
plaintiff sued the company that maintained the man-lift, and claimed that the
defendant was negligent in failing to discover defects in the man-lift's split-rail safe-
ty switch. The maintenance company impeded the owner of the garage, and con-
tended the owner was negligent for failing to comply with certain administrative
codes pertaining to man-lifts. The New York jury found the garage owner to be 55%
negligent, and awarded a total verdict of $12.5m.

Country Loss Date

United States 1/13/2004

United States 3/1/2004

Country Loss Date

United States 2/14/2002

United States 1/1/2003

United States 5/13/2003

Damages

$75,600,000

$75,684,000

Damages

$26,917,054

$41,305,506

$12,500,000

L o s s L i n k

R E TA I L  T R A D E

S E R V I C E  I N D U S T R I E S
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Description of Loss 

A California jury awarded $21m to the plaintiff, whose arms were amputated after
his aluminum avocado-picking pole touched a 12,000-volt power line owned by the
defendant, an electric company. The defendant argued that it should not be held
responsible for someone who used an aluminum pole and a metal ladder near a
power line. The plaintiff contended that the defendant failed to properly trim the
avocado tree and left hidden power lines hanging above it.The jury found the defen-
dant 80% responsible for the plaintiff's injuries.

The plaintiff was assigned to a vessel that was assisting a jack-up rig with a gravel
pack job. The bow thruster and the anchor of the boat upon which the plaintiff was
working failed, and the boat jerked a steel flexible hose, which smashed into the
plaintiff's legs. Ultimately, both of the plaintiff's legs were amputated.The Louisiana
jury awarded the plaintiff $43.5m.

An Alabama jury awarded the plaintiff $43.8m, including $37m in punitive damages,
in a suit against an oil company. The plaintiff sued the oil company after he dug an
irrigation well on his small farm and struck gasoline. At trial, it was proven that the
defendant was responsible for 750,000 to 1,000,000 gallons of gasoline that leaked
from the defendant's pipeline and migrated onto the plaintiff's property.

The families of two 10-year-old boys who were killed in a pipeline explosion agreed
to a $75m settlement, in what is believed to be the largest wrongful death and per-
sonal injury settlement in Washington state history. The two boys were killed when
277,000 gallons of gasoline and oil leaked from a pipeline owned and operated by the
defendant and exploded. The fire occurred when the boys unsuspectingly struck a
fireplace lighter while playing along the banks of a creek.The plaintiffs asserted var-
ious causes of action including negligence and strict liability under the Oil and
Hazardous Substance Spill Prevention and Response statutes. The plaintiffs also
alleged that the defendant knew of the defects in the pipeline, but did not repair the
pipeline because of cost concerns.

A Kentucky jury ordered the defendant gas company to pay $270m for burn injuries
sustained by the plaintiff. While taking a shower, the plaintiff flipped a switch to
increase the water pressure and ignited an explosion that badly burned his face.The
plaintiff alleged that gas traveling through an underground water aquifer seeped
into his water well after the gas company removed a steel casing. The defendant
claimed the accident was caused by the accumulation of natural gas in the plain-
tiff's well, and not by the gas well in question. The case is currently on appeal.

A West Virginia jury awarded $4.5m to six plaintiffs, including four railroad workers
with various degrees of asbestosis. At trial, the plaintiffs alleged the defendant rail-
road companies knew, or should have known about the hazardous asbestos, and
knew, or should have known that the asbestos was being used where the plaintiffs
worked.The jury found the defendants were negligent primarily because they knew
the exposure to asbestos could contribute to injury and illness, and yet they failed
to provide reasonable warnings to the plaintiffs, and failed to provide respiratory
protection to the plaintiffs.

A New York state jury awarded a man $47.1m for his development of mesothelioma
as a result of asbestos exposure while working as a boilermaker. The jury awarded
the man $15m for pain and suffering, $30m for future pain and suffering, $300,000
for past medical expenses, $700,000 for future medical expenses and $1.13m for
stipulated economic damages. The verdict is being appealed.

Country Loss Date

United States 7/13/2001

United States 7/19/2001

United States 10/3/2001

United States 4/10/2002

United States 10/17/2002

United States 1/1/2003

United States 3/26/2003

Damages

$21,000,000

$43,500,000

$43,800,000

$75,000,000

$270,000,000

$4,500,000

$47,100,000

L o s s L i n k
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The plaintiffs/homeowners discovered that their water wells were contaminated
with crude oil from a pipeline owned by the defendant. The defendant had since
sold the pipeline to another oil company. At the time of the sale, the defendant dis-
closed that a 40-barrel spill had occurred near the subdivision where the plaintiffs
lived. However, the defendant indicated that the spill had been cleaned up. The
plaintiffs asserted causes of action for trespass, nuisance, intentional invasion of
privacy, and negligence. The homeowners claimed that they found crude oil in their
bathtubs, dishwater, sprinkler systems, and elsewhere, as a result of contamination
of their water wells.The Texas jury assessed $6,118,172 in remediation damages and
$50m in punitive damages. Thus, the total verdict was $56,118,172.

The plaintiffs sued a California-based airline company on behalf of three passengers
who died in an airplane crash involving one of the defendant's flights. Just before
the California jury was about to begin the punitive phase of the trial, the parties
agreed to a settlement of $11.7m. The flight was carrying fifteen passengers from
Los Angeles, California to Aspen, Colorado when it crashed about 2400 feet short of
the runway. Light snow was falling, and the pilot attempted to land at dusk in one
of the most difficult airports in the country due to its mountainous terrain. A plane,
two ahead of the defendant's flight, had aborted their approach because visibility
was bad. The lawsuit alleged the defendant knowingly flew in the face of danger by
attempting to land under unsafe weather conditions.

An employee of the defendant parked a company truck in a bike lane of a local
street.The plaintiff was riding his bike down the street when he ran into the parked
truck. The plaintiff was rendered an incomplete quadriplegic with partial use of his
hands and arms. The plaintiff contended the defendant illegally parked the truck in
the bicycle lane. The defense argued that the plaintiff could see the truck 200 feet
ahead of him, but negligently failed to stop.The California jury found the plaintiff to
be 25% negligent, but awarded the plaintiff $27,579,230.

A Texas jury awarded $22.6m to the plaintiffs in a suit against a railroad company.
The plaintiffs, an adult and two minor children, were driving in their car when it col-
lided with a train owned by the defendant. The plaintiffs alleged that railway cars
owned by the defendant were left parked on the tracks and obstructed the plaintiff's
view as she approached the crossing.The plaintiffs also contended that the conduc-
tor failed to blow the horn as the train was approaching.

A North Carolina jury awarded $7.5m to a former railway employee.The plaintiff, suf-
fering from mesothelioma, alleged his cancer was caused by exposure to asbestos
during his 37 years working as a clerk and a manager at a railway company.

A Middlesex County, New Jersey jury awarded $19.7m to family members of a for-
mer railroad worker who claimed he contacted pulmonary fibrosis from exposure to
a mixture of asbestos, welding fumes, and silica. The surviving family members
claimed the man's work as a railroad car repairman for various companies over a
25-year period exposed him to asbestos, saw-dust, welding fumes, and silica, which
led to the man's pulmonary fibrosis and subsequent death. The defendant railroad
companies argued the decedent's symptoms had no known cause and offered ciga-
rette smoking and exposure to wood dust as alternative causes.

United States 7/2/2003

United States 7/7/2003

United States 7/9/2003

United States 10/9/2003

United States 7/8/2005

United States 8/10/2005

$56,118,172

$11,700,000

$27,579,230

$22,600,000

$7,500,000

$19,700,000

L o s s L i n k
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C O N S T R U C T I O N

L o s s L i n k

Description of Loss 

A farmers union is attempting to sue the potential Belgian defendant company
Bioland Liquid Sugars alleging that they are using the name Bioland to sell animal
feed containing hormones and pharmaceuticals and that in doing so they are
breaching the potential claimant's intellectual property rights and causing damage
by confusing consumers. The claimant alleges that "Bioland" is a registered trade-
mark and is protected throughout Europe, the use of it by the potential defendant
has damaged their reputation and affected profits for organic farmers. (THE CLAIM
PENDING)

The claimant contracted an E.coli infection from a trip to the defendant's farm. The
claimant, who contracted the infection from a goat, was left in a coma for 12 days.
The infection led him to renal failure and damage to his central nervous system.
His life expectancy was estimated to be between 25 and 30 years old. Defendant
admitted liability in failing to keep an open farm safe for visitors. Claim settled out
of court.

The claimants suffered loss from the death of a family member after he was
crushed by a runaway trailer owned and operated by the defendant, an agricultural
contractor.

Description of Loss 

A hospital suffered financial loss after the building had to be demolished due to
serious building defects caused during construction by the negligence of the defen-
dant, a construction company. (THE CLAIM IS PENDING)

The potential claimants are those injured, the families of those who died, and sev-
eral other parties who suffered economic loss when terminal 2 E of the main airport
in Paris collapsed. (THE CLAIM IS PENDING)

The operator of a cold rolling mill suffered loss after a fire was allegedly caused by
welding works which destroyed a large area of the claimant's premises. The defen-
dant, a construction company was found liable for compensation for cost of refur-
bishment and loss of profits for the 6-month period the mill was closed. Actual
award of damages unknown.

Two owners of a hotel suffered loss after the defendant, a construction company,
was negligent due to delays and cost over-runs during a refurbishment of the hotel.

A 30-year-old man sustained severe head injuries causing impaired vision, fatigue,
and an inability to drive while working for the defendant company in February 1997.
Claim settled out of court.

The claimant, aged 20-year-old at the time of the accident, sustained injuries to his
right arm which consequently had to be amputated after it was sucked into the
coils of a high-speed spinning milling machine.

A widow and children suffered loss after the death of a man, following his fall
through a roof while undertaking storm repair work for the defendant, a building
company. The court held the defendant was liable in failing to provide adequate
safety equipment for the job.

Country Loss Date

Germany 1/1/2002

United Kingdom 6/27/1997

United Kingdom 1/11/2000

Country Loss Date

France 1/7/2002

France 5/23/2004

Germany 5/25/2001

United Kingdom 1/1/1997

United Kingdom 1/2/1997

United Kingdom 1/1/1998

United Kingdom 1/2/1999

Damages

$10,000,000

$2,498,737

$817,912

Damages

$24,638,000

$246,380,000

$43,015,000

$17,079,100

$1,100,310

$638,400

$740,640

General Liability
A G R I C U LT U R E ,  F O R E S T RY,  A N D  F I S H I N G
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C O N S T R U C T I O N

A male laborer suffered severe spinal and head injuries after falling through a roof
while working for the defendant, a construction and maintenance company. The
claimant alleges that he now suffers from impaired memory, lack of concentration,
and mood swings.

A 38-year-old man suffered severe injuries including brain damage after falling from
scaffolding supplied by the defendant, a Dutch scaffolding firm. The claimant
alleges his personality changed as a result of his injuries and he will never be able
to work again.

The claimant is suing for damages caused when a crane belonging to the defendant
collapsed as it was being extended in height. The damages are estimated to be in
excess of $11m.

The claimant is seeking reimbursement for claims paid out when the company they
bought in 1963 received claims for asbestos exposure from employees.The claimant
paid a total of $31m in settlement of claims.

A couple alleged they suffered extensive damage to their home after the defendant,
a plumber, was negligent in carrying out agreed work to their home. The claimants
allege that the defendant failed to exercise reasonable care and skill during the
work

A 38-year-old man suffered the loss of his right arm after being involved in a traffic
accident in July 1998 while being employed by the defendant.

Description of Loss 

The claimant was successful in claiming damages from the defendant following
damage to the claimant's reputation. The defendant was held liable for damaging
the claimant's reputation after announcing their stock was over valued.

A property owner suffered financial loss after the defendant, a local authority,
refused to grant a permission for building works planned by the claimant. The
claimant successfully alleged that the defendant was wrong in refusing to author-
ize the building request.

A safety diver was injured while working for his employer, an individual who was
attempting a world record for the deepest dive without oxygen assistance. The
claimant was accidentally injured during the dive and sought damages from the
defendant.

The investors in the defendant investment fund company suffered loss after most
of their capital was invested in start-up companies which performed poorly and the
claimants lost 90% of their investments. The claimants sued the defendant for fail-
ing to inform them of the real risks of the investment fund. The court held the
defendant was negligent and ordered that compensation be paid to the claimants
for their losses.

A football organization was successful in its legal action against the defendant, an
insurance carrier, following a judgment that the defendant illegally terminated its
insurance policy with the claimant following the September 11th attacks in the US.
The judge ordered the defendant compensate the claimant for their 20% quota of
the insurance program of $1.12b cover. The claimant will be seeking compensation
from a further 62 insurance companies.

The claimants, 2 companies, suffered loss following an interview between a televi-
sion production company and the second defendant, a speaker on the board of the
first defendant company. The second defendant discredited the claimant compa-
nies' commercial viability, the result caused the companies reputational damage
and they became insolvent. Quantum yet to be set by the court but estimated at
100,000,000. Defendants are appealing the decision.

United Kingdom 1/1/2000

United Kingdom 1/1/2000

United Kingdom 5/21/2000

United Kingdom 1/1/2001

United Kingdom 1/1/2002

United Kingdom 1/7/2003

Country Loss Date

France 1/10/2002

Germany 1/11/1997

Germany 8/14/1999

Germany 1/1/2000

Germany 1/1/2001

Germany 1/2/2002

$1,397,120

$6,362,520

$11,920,000

$31,290,000

$533,040

$1,929,065

Damages

$38,499,000

$511,945

$1,259,414

$3,611,520

$1,120,000,000

$106,880,000

L o s s L i n k

F I N A N C E ,  I N S U R A N C E ,  R E A L  E S TAT E
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M A N U FA C T U R I N G

Two claimants, a 31-year-old female and 37-year-old male received an out-of-court
settlement of $1.29m after they sustained severe burns while at work in 
October 1997.

A sports car repair shop suffered substantial loss which led to its liquidation after
the defendant, the landlord of the property occupied by the claimant, erected speed
humps in the area outside the property to control traffic. The claimant alleged that
sports cars were unable to access his repair shop due to the speed humps and that
this caused his business to become insolvent.

A food supplier suffered financial loss after having to recall over 400 different prod-
ucts from supermarkets after it was shown some products were contaminated with
the cancer causing drug Sudan 1. The claimant is looking to claim on its product
recall policies insured by the two defendants to cover costs of product recall, dis-
posing of contaminated goods, the costs involved in crisis management, public rela-
tions, and the financial loss associated with the destruction of the goods.

Description of Loss

A natural gas plant explosion may cost up to $650m mainly in business interrup-
tion claims. The courts found the operator responsible.

Owners of properties which contained polybutylene plumbing and heating systems
filed class-action lawsuits against a company in Ontario, British Columbia, and
Quebec. The plaintiffs alleged that their plumbing and heating systems were defec-
tive.The company agreed to pay $30m to settle the lawsuits. Objectors to the settle-
ment appealed to the higher Canadian courts, but all such courts approved the set-
tlement, finding it fair and reasonable.

A pharmaceutical company agreed to settle two class actions brought by individu-
als who claimed they became addicted to the company's migraine nasal spray. The
actions were brought in the Ontario Superior Court of Justice and the Quebec
Superior Court. The settlement calls for the company to pay $11.6m to claimants
and for attorneys' fees. The remaining amount is pegged for class counsel.

Clean up cost to exceed $184m following the sinking of a tanker off the coast of
Brittany and tourism industry claims of $205m are expected. (NO FURTHER INFOR-
MATION AVAILABLE AS TO FINAL OUTCOME).

Various pet food manufacturers successfully alleged they suffered financial loss
after the defendant, a competing dog food manufacturer, was found to have taken
advantage of its dominant market position by organizing a series of vertical agree-
ments with members of its distribution network.

The claimants are the families of 29 people who died, who have suffered injury, and
who suffered property damage following an explosion at a unit owned by the defen-
dant, an oil company. Compensation for loss of life has been estimated at between
€1.5m and €2.3m. The defendant's insurance company has estimated the total
amount of compensation including injury and property damage will exceed€500m.

The City of Toulouse suffered damage to several buildings it owned following an
explosion at a chemical plant owned and operated by the defendant, an oil company.

Fifty-six wine-producing cooperatives from the Beaujolais region in France suffered
loss after the defendant, a magazine, publicly slandered the quality of the
claimant's wine. The High Court ordered the defendant to pay $500k in compensa-
tion for damage to reputation.The defendant has been reported to be appealing the
judgment.

United Kingdom 1/10/1997

United Kingdom 1/10/2001

United Kingdom 1/5/2003

Country Loss Date

Australia 1/1/1998

Canada 9/1/2002

Canada 7/5/2004

France 1/1/1999

France 1/1/2000

France 9/21/2001

France 9/21/2001

France 7/1/2002

$1,296,960

$780,794

$191,110,000

Damages

$650,000,000

$30,000,000

$12,400,000

$389,000,000

$6,021,500

$454,600,006

$104,915,850

$500,000

L o s s L i n k
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The defendants, the managers of a company, were ordered to pay damages to 104
employees following their unfair dismissal.

A company suffered loss and was forced to shut its operation down after the defen-
dant, a chemicals company, refused to make delivery of chlorine gas after alleging
that the fixed price of their contract was too low.

A car manufacturer suffered loss after it recalled 835,000 cars following problems
with defective side protection airbags and brakes.

Shareholders in the defendant company are claiming compensation after the
defendant expanded the free float in a company it took over but failed to differen-
tiate between shares with a right of compensation and those without.

A chemical and pharmaceutical company suffered loss after one pesticide tank at
the claimant's premises was filled with the wrong substance causing an explosion
when the tank was heated. One hundred people were injured in the explosion
which resulted in extensive damage to the premises. (THE CLAIM IS PENDING)

A resin manufacturing company's boiler exploded on the premises causing a fire
resulting in 11 injuries and damages to its factory. The insurance company paid a
sum estimated to be in excess of DM 100M for repairs.

A shipbuilding company suffered loss after a fire in their wharf destroyed part of a
cruise liner.The fire was started deliberately by an employee and caused over $1.3m
of damage. The claimant's insurance company has agreed to pay the damages but
are seeking to recover the loss from the employee.

The potential claimant, the German State, has billed the potential defendants, a toll
road operating consortium, for losses incurred following two delays in the opening
of a road toll system. The potential defendants have refused to pay damages. The
claim is proceeding to court. (THE CLAIM IS PENDING)

A manufacturer of medical equipment alleges it has suffered loss after the defen-
dant, a competing manufacturer, allegedly offered, distributed, and imported laryn-
geal masks in infringement of the claimant's patent.

A UK-based company alleges it has suffered loss after the defendant, a car manu-
facturer, copied a hybrid gearbox design which the claimant had designed 16 years
earlier and which it alleges was covered by a patent that it holds.

The potential claimant, a major car manufacturer, has suffered substantial financial
loss including costs involved in decreased production and closure of manufacturing
facilities following the use of defective diesel injection pumps manufactured and
supplied by the defendant company.

Three hundred million dollars claimed for a clean up by fishermen after a Russian
tanker split in 2 in the seas off Japan. (NO FURTHER INFORMATION AVAILABLE AS
TO FINAL OUTCOME).

Auto insurers have agreed to pay $30m to settle a lawsuit that was filed against a
clothing company following a 1997 crash of a bus that was carrying workers to one
of its factories in Mexico. Fourteen people died and 12 were injured in the accident.

After a cyanide spill at a gold mine that polluted rivers in 3 Eastern European coun-
tries and was blamed for killing fish and livestock, the Hungarian government sued
for $106m. The defendant argued that there was no evidence that the pollution was
caused by the mine. (NO INFORMATION AS TO FINAL OUTCOME).

Largest oil spill in Singapore history resulted from a collision between 2 oil tankers,
and may cost up to $100m to clean up. (NO FURTHER INFORMATION AS TO FINAL
OUTCOME).

France 1/1/2003

France 10/14/2004

Germany 1/1/1997

Germany 1/1/1997

Germany 8/6/1999

Germany 10/13/2000

Germany 9/10/2001

Germany 1/1/2003

Germany 1/1/2003

Germany 1/1/2003

Germany 1/31/2005

Japan 1/2/1997

Mexico 1/1/1997

Romania 1/30/2000

Singapore 10/1/1997

$781,888

$52,299,600

$35,929,200

$186,606,000

$70,322,200

$43,437,000

$1,347,000

$1,595,230,000

$1,818,450

$105,876,000

$255,320,000

$300,000,000

$30,000,000

$106,000,000

$100,000,000

M A N U FA C T U R I N G

L o s s L i n k
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After a massive toxic spill at a Madrid zinc mine that contaminated nearby water-
ways, destroyed crops, and killed fish and wildlife, the government vowed to pursue
legal action against the company that owns the mine. Costs for the clean up esti-
mated at $105m or more.

Gas pipeline explosion in Taipei that killed 5 people and destroyed 40 buildings and
80 vehicles will cost energy company $18.8m. (FURTHER INFORMATION ON FINAL
COST UNKNOWN).

A 22-year-old man sustained physical and psychiatric injuries resulting in a person-
ality change which cause him to be aggressive and have violent outbursts after the
industrial vehicle he was driving overturned at his place of employment in March
1997.

A 36-year-old man sustained breaks to the tibula and fibula bones in one leg result-
ing in restriction of his movement, psychological problems, and dependence on the
use of a wheelchair, after being crushed by an industrial locomotive in the course of
his employment at defendant's peat works.

A 24-year-old man suffered injuries to his right arm resulting in it being amputated
above the elbow after being sucked into a high-speed spinning milling machine.The
claimant alleged the defendant, a power tool manufacturing company, was negli-
gent in failing to look after the employee's safety.

The claimants, an estimated 200 individuals, have suffered physical damage after
taking an anti-epilepsy drug manufactured by the defendant, a pharmaceutical
company. (THE CLAIM IS PENDING)

The defendant, a breast implant manufacturer, settled a claim by a woman who
wanted them removed.

A club said that it is to pay £18.2m to the Italian government to settle claims relat-
ing to an oil tanker which exploded in Genoa harbor in 1991. This is part of an over-
all settlement valued at $42.9m.

The family of a woman suffered loss after the woman died as a result of using the
defendant's hair-coloring product. The woman died from anaphylactic shock. (THE
CLAIM IS PENDING)

A German engineering and utility vehicles group alleges it suffered financial loss
after the defendant, a vehicle manufacturer, gave false information and falsified
accounts to the claimant when they purchased a UK manufacturing company.

A 42-year-old man suffered head injuries resulting in brain damage following an
accident at work while in the employment of the defendant. The claimant became
prone to attacks of anger and his work suffered as a direct result of his injuries.

Five pharmaceutical companies settled a lawsuit brought by a group of 59 hemo-
philiacs who alleged the companies' blood products were responsible for infecting
them with HIV. The settlement will pay £60k to each of the 59 hemophiliacs. The
£5.3m settlement comprises £4m in general and special damages and £1.3m in legal
costs.

Two former steelworkers are claiming compensation for breach of statutory
duty/negligence by the defendant relating to an explosion at the defendant's Port
Talbot steel works.

A man suffered the loss of his arm after it was dragged into machinery while he was
trying to clear a conveyor belt while working for the defendant, an animal feeds
company. The claimant alleges that the defendant was negligent in providing ade-
quate safety for workers.

A British member of Parliament suffered loss after the defendant, a newspaper
group, alleged the claimant had links to Saddam Hussein. (THE CLAIM IS PENDING)

Spain 4/1/1998

Taiwan 9/1/1997

United Kingdom 3/27/1997

United Kingdom 5/18/1997

United Kingdom 1/1/1998

United Kingdom 1/1/1998

United Kingdom 1/1/1999

United Kingdom 3/9/1999

United Kingdom 1/1/2000

United Kingdom 1/1/2000

United Kingdom 1/9/2000

United Kingdom 1/1/2001

United Kingdom 8/11/2001

United Kingdom 1/7/2002

United Kingdom 4/22/2003

$105,000,000

$18,800,000

$3,260,000

$1,133,340

$551,570

$368,200,000

$36,800,000

$42,900,000

$1,345,200

$612,745,000

$935,533

$77,072,602

$560,190

$1,394,625

$898,550
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A group of at least 70 individuals have suffered lung disease, alveolitis, and occupa-
tional asthma disease while working for the defendant, a car manufacturer. The
claimants alleged that the defendant was negligent in failing to protect the health
of its employees. (THE CLAIM IS PENDING)

A stockbroking company is bringing a claim against the defendant, a newspaper,
alleging the defendant printed libel comments about a former employee which led
to a sharp fall in the claimant's share price. The claim is due to be heard in 2005.

An estimated 6,500 former employees are claiming pension entitlements from the
pension fund trustees of their former employer, a car manufacturer, which went
into liquidation.

Venezuelan government and fishermen plan to claim respectively $60m and $280m
after one of the country's worst oil spills occurred when a tanker struck a wreck.

Description of Loss

A state authority suffered financial loss and environmental damage to its coastline
after a ship owned and operated by the defendant, an oil company, had an accident
causing an extensive oil spill.

The claimant was the wife of a man who died from mesothelioma after exposure to
asbestos while working for the defendant's colliery.

A 32-year-old man at time of trial sustained severe back injuries when, in the course
of his employment as a fire roofer on a North Sea oil rig he was knocked over by a
high pressure stream of air. The claimant alleged the defendant was negligent in
allowing him to be exposed to the high pressure air.

A stonecutter suffered loss after losing an arm following an accident in a quarry
workshop owned by the defendant. The arm was reattached but the claimant has
very limited movement and cannot clench his hand.

Description of Loss

An airline operator suffered loss after one of the airplanes it operated struck a group
of seagulls scavenging on a hedgehog carcass on the runway during an attempted
takeoff. The aircraft engine was destroyed after the birds were sucked in. The
claimant alleged that the defendant, the French government, who operated the air-
port, was responsible for ensuring that runways were clear of such obstacles and
that its staff should have noticed such a large group of birds in the path of the air-
craft.

Five insurance companies suffered financial loss after the defendant, the French
government, and current operator of Marseille airport, failed to keep runways clear
of obstacles which caused extensive damage to an aircraft during takeoff when
seagulls were caught in and destroyed the aircrafts right engine.

Seven individuals suffered loss after being illegally imprisoned between 6 months
to 2 years on charges of pedophilia.The claimants were later acquitted of the crimes
and sought damages for wrongful imprisonment.

United Kingdom 1/3/2004

United Kingdom 1/8/2004

United Kingdom 1/5/2005

Venezuela 2/1/1997

Country Loss Date

France 1/1/2002

United Kingdom 1/1/1997

United Kingdom 10/1/1998

United Kingdom 1/11/2001

Country Loss Date

France 3/22/1998

France 3/22/1998

France 2/7/2004

$7,196,400

$446,496,000

$18,151,000

$340,000,000

Damages

$827,432

$835,000

$574,059

$628,950

Damages

$1,400,000

$3,900,000

$7,983,300
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The claimants are the families of the civilians killed and injured in a bombing of a
Serbian bridge, during the conflicts in 1999. The claimants alleged the defendant
was negligent in allowing its fighter pilots to bomb the bridge. The claimants are
suing for loss in relation to injuries, pain and suffering and loss of life. No court deci-
sion has been made so far.

A property development company suffered loss after the defendant, a local council,
issued an order for the construction of a shopping mall without appropriate plan-
ning permission. The claimant suffered economic loss relating to the cost involved
in planning the construction.

A 43-year-old man suffered injuries resulting in the loss of feeling in his left leg fol-
lowing an operation performed by the defendant's surgeon. The defendant's sur-
geon was held negligent for failing to rectify the claimant's injuries which led to per-
manent nerve damage.

A police officer suffered loss after being shot by an undercover soldier while on duty
in Belfast. The claimant alleges that the soldier had been negligent in the use of his
firearm.

A woman was left severely disabled and suffered the death of her boyfriend follow-
ing a gas leak which occurred after the defendant, a local council, breached gas safe-
ty regulations. The defendant denies liability.

Six men allege they suffered loss after being wrongly accused of killing a drug deal-
er and were imprisoned. However, they were released after two years when the trial
collapsed. The claimants allege the defendant, a police force, was negligent in fail-
ing to conveyn critical evidence which would have seen the conviction dropped.

Several hundred inmates are seeking compensation from the prison service which
maintains the facilities they are kept in, alleging their human rights have been
breached by being forced to use buckets for their toilet facilities instead of flushing
toilets. The claim is pending.

The wife of a policeman suffered loss after he died in a car crash on a flooded bypass
road operated by the defendant, an environmental department. The drain on the
road was blocked. The defendant did not admit liability for the claim, the claim was
settled for £417,780.00 in respect of damages, plus £269,236.00 legal costs.

A group of potential claimants in military training who sustained various injuries,
including a broken back, sued the defendant for failing to take adequate safety
steps.

A former circus performer was paralyzed when she fell off a wall in a park owned
and operated by the defendant, a local council.The claimant suffered a broken neck
after she fell off the wall into a ditch. She is unable to move any part of her body
apart from very limited movement in her right arm.

A soldier suffered extensive injuries to his heels, ankles, and legs after a vehicle he
was traveling in drove over an unexploded shell during a tank exercise while in the
employment of the defendant, an army organization.

A 42-year-old man alleges he suffered loss after being wrongfully arrested by offi-
cers employed by the defendant, a police constabulary. The claimant alleges that he
suffered stress and anxiety as a result.

A man alleges he has suffered personal injury, misfeasance, and breach of his
human rights after the defendant allegedly withheld housing benefits from him and
pursued him for an alleged non-existent council bill.

An estimated 23,000 homeowners allege they suffered financial loss through the
depreciation of their property following the construction of a motorway close to
their homes which was authorized by the defendant, a government road-planning
organization. The claimants allege their properties devalued due to increased noise
levels, fumes, and dust caused by the new motorway.

Germany 5/30/1999

United Kingdom 1/1/1997

United Kingdom 7/18/1997

United Kingdom 1/1/1998

United Kingdom 1/3/1998

United Kingdom 1/1/1999

United Kingdom 1/8/1999

United Kingdom 4/29/1999

United Kingdom 8/13/1999

United Kingdom 1/8/2000

United Kingdom 1/9/2000

United Kingdom 12/13/2000

United Kingdom 1/1/2001

United Kingdom 1/1/2001

$2,471,643

$2,850,201

$527,019

$764,566

$6,410,250

$1,891,100

$49,254,400

$671,895

$2,470,800

$3,032,460

$866,725

$871,350

$10,856,720

$22,509,600
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A 16-year-old boy suffered acute brain damage resulting in memory loss after climb-
ing on and subsequently falling through the roof of a youth club owned and operat-
ed by the defendant, a local council.The claimant alleges that he was not adequate-
ly supervised by staff at the youth club who could have stopped the accident from
occurring.

A 49-year-old woman and her daughter suffered the loss of a husband and father
after the aircraft he was traveling in crashed, killing him.The claimants alleged that
the crash was caused by the defendant's helicopter maneuvering too close to the
runway where the claimant's aircraft was about to land.

A property developer suffered loss after the defendant, a local authority prevented
the claimant from establishing a factory shopping village.

A former model suffered crippling injuries after the defendant, an individual and
the pilot of the aircraft in which she was traveling, crashed at an airport where he
was not qualified to land.

A steel union alleges the defendant, the government, was negligent in failing to pro-
tect members of occupational pension schemes. The claimant alleges that 65,000
individuals lost pension benefits after their employers became insolvent. (THE
CLAIM IS PENDING)

An 11-year-old boy suffered severe brain damage following an accident at a swim-
ming pool owned and operated by the defendant, a local council. The claimant was
left with substantial disability resulting in him requiring 24-hour care. ($1,419,600
plus $514,605 per annum)

An unknown number of Iraqi civilians are alleging that their human rights were
breached by the defendant, a national security organization, following allegations of
physical and sexual abuse by employees of the defendant during the recent Iraq
conflict.

A 13-year-old Iraqi boy suffered loss after being accidentally shot by a soldier in
2003. The claimant, who was treated for his injuries in the UK, may never be able to
work again. (THE CLAIM IS PENDING)

A construction company alleges it suffered loss after the defendant, Civil Service,
awarded a construction contract to a competitor company whose tender was sub-
stantially higher than that of the claimant.

Description of Loss

A knitwear designer, alleges it suffered financial loss after the defendant, a fashion
company, copied some of its designs without permission and sold them throughout
the world.

A furniture manufacturer suffered economic loss as a result of the defendant, a
competing furniture manufacturer, abusing their position within the market. The
defendant is appealing the decision.

A sportswear manufacturer successfully alleged they suffered loss after the defen-
dant, a competing retailer, and a manufacturer produced and sold clothing which
infringed the claimants' trademark "stripe." The court held the defendants had
breached the claimant's intellectual property rights, and ordered the defendant to
pay damages.

A national health authority is alleging that the five defendants formed a cartel to
fix the price of an anti-ulcer drug after its patent expired in 1997. (THE CLAIM IS
PENDING)
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United Kingdom 6/23/2001

United Kingdom 11/5/2001
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United Kingdom 1/7/2002

United Kingdom 1/7/2002

United Kingdom 1/1/2003
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Country Loss Date

France 1/3/2004

France 8/7/2004

Germany 1/1/2004

United Kingdom 1/1/1997

$1,923,400

$8,622,000

$2,900,700

$182,420,000

$4,434,000

$1,419,600

$9,359,000

$1,840,100

$8,250,202

Damages

$2,399,000

$8,580,600

$1,304,900

$218,160,000
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A 34-year-old woman suffered a severe left knee injury following an accident on a
boat owned by the defendant.

A 39-year-old woman suffered severe arthritis caused by food poisoning after she
ate at the defendant's restaurant. She was forced to retire from her job as a mid-
wife.

The claimant, who had a failed hip replacement after slipping on a mushroom in
the defendant's store, is confined to a wheelchair.

Description of Loss

A film distributor and film director suffered loss after the defendants, a mobile
phone operator and advertising group, illegally used sequences from a film pro-
duced by the claimant.

A married couple aged 74 and 75 suffered both physical and financial loss after
being robbed while guests of the defendant, a hotel. The claimants allege the rob-
bery, which was carried out using toxic gas, has caused damage to the man's respi-
ratory system and left the woman traumatized. They also claim items worth
£70,000.00 were stolen during the robbery.

A television production company, alleged it suffered loss after the two defendants,
two manufacturing companies, copied a series of cartoons and sold them on DVD.
The defendants alleged that the claimant did not own the rights to the material but
the court held that the defendants were in breach of the claimant's intellectual
property rights and had to compensate for all losses.

A baby suffered brain damage as a result of oxygen starvation at birth after the
defendants negligently handled the birth. The claimant was left with serious dis-
abilities including partial blindness and deafness.

A recycling company suffered loss after the defendant trade union saw an opportu-
nity to renegotiate their existing labor agreements when the company became pri-
vatized. The defendants staged a strike after the management refused to enter into
negotiations, causing the claimant to shut down its plant for 2 weeks and sustain
losses of almost 3m. The court held the strike was unjustifiable and ordered the
trade union to pay almost 3m as damages.

A 38-year-old male suffered brain damage following a delay by the defendant hos-
pital in the diagnosis of his brain inflammation.

The claimant sustained severe brain damage following treatment by the defendant
for a throat infection in January 1997. The claimant suffered physical disabilities
which ensured he was unable to walk and became wheelchair bound, requiring 24
hour care.

The claimant, a 6-year-old boy, brought a successful claim against the defendant
through his mother after he sustained severe brain damage during his birth in
January 1997.

A 7-year-old boy suffered severe brain damage during his birth in April 1997 while
being delivered by the defendant hospital. The claimant consequently suffered
learning difficulties, epilepsy, and impaired mobility.

A 41-year-old man suffered leg and head injuries following an accident on the
premises of the defendant, his employer.

United Kingdom 1/8/1999

United Kingdom 1/1/2000

United Kingdom 1/24/2000

Country Loss Date

France 1/1/2003

France 1/10/2003

France 1/8/2005
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$839,000

$2,092,680

$885,500

Damages

$3,351,700

$2,614,200

$7,091,700

$581,675

$2,961,450

$1,347,519

$1,944,000

$5,265,000

$4,545,750

$913,350
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The claimant, a 6-year-old girl, suffered severe brain damage during her birth. The
claimant was left with a mixed form of tetraplegic cerebral palsy, leaving her with
impaired motor and cognitive skills and unable to assist herself when sitting, eat-
ing, or drinking. The defendant admitted liability and the claim was settled out of
court.

A 7-year-old girl suffered brain damage while in the care of the defendant hospital.

A 7-year-old boy suffered brain damage following negligence by the defendant, a
hospital, during his birth in October 1997. The claimant suffered impaired mobility,
loss of independence, and impaired communication.

A 5-year-old boy brought a successful claim against the defendant through his
father after sustaining cerebral palsy during his birth in February 1997 resulting in
the claimant having impaired movement.

A 70-year-old man suffered severe brain damage following the trial of the drug
Lanoteplase while in the care of the defendant hospital trust. The drug caused the
claimant to suffer a cerebral hemorrhage resulting in a heart attack and stroke.
Subsequently the claimant had mobility impairment and substantial neurological
damage.

A 41-year-old woman sustained multiple injuries resulting in short-term memory
loss, lethargy, visual and concentration impairments as a direct result of laparo-
scopic surgery in 1997 in which her vein was punctured and she lost 22 units of
blood. The claimant returned to the hospital in late December 1997 where she then
remained as an inpatient until February 1998.

A baby girl suffered oxygen starvation during her birth after the defendant hospital
was negligent in failing to deliver her following signs of fetal distress. The claimant
is wheelchair bound and requires 24-hour care.

A female nurse alleged she suffered memory loss caused by a brain hemorrhage
which went undiagnosed by the defendant hospital. The claimant now requires 24-
hour care.

A 6-year-old boy suffered brain damage during his birth in 1998 following alleged
negligence by the defendant.

The claimants, 625 individuals, have brought a group action against the defendant
for its role as operator of a European-based hotel after they suffered food poisoning
and general illness.

A 6-year-old boy suffered acute disability including severe brain damage after the
defendant hospital was negligent during his birth in March 1998.The defendant set-
tled the case and admitted liability on a 70% basis.

The claimant sustained partial paraplegia following a negligently administered
injection in September 1998. The claimant sustained acute pain, Crohn's disease,
inflammatory bowel condition and lost her independence.

The claimant, a 5-year-old girl suffered severe communication difficulties following
injuries received during her birth in October 1998.

The claimant sustained cerebral palsy during his birth on March 1, 1988. The
claimant required constant supervision, was wheelchair bound and would be
unable to obtain any form of employment in the future. The claimant's life
expectancy was reduced to approximately 50 years old.

A young girl has suffered cerebral palsy following oxygen starvation during birth.
The claimant alleges the defendant was negligent in the child's delivery. The
claimant is in a wheelchair and requires 24-hour care.
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A 27-year-old man sustained severe brain damage following treatment from the
defendant resulting in amnesia, lack of concentration and motivation.The claimant
was unable to return to work.

A 13-year-old girl brought a successful claim against the defendant through her
father after she sustained cerebral palsy during her birth in December 1988.

The claimant sustained severe brain damage during an anesthetic procedure on
December 28, 1998. The claimant was rendered quadriplegic and required 24-hour
care and attention.

A computer expert suffered brain injury after the go-cart he was racing as part of an
event organized and hosted by the three defendants crashed into an unprotected
lamppost.

A 32-year-old woman and her family suffered loss after she underwent unnecessary
extensive surgery following misdiagnosis of cancer by the defendant hospital. The
claimant was left with a feeling of mutation and profoundly altered body image.

A 31-year-old woman suffered brain damage following a delay in her diagnosis by
the defendant hospital in February 1999. The claimant was left with acute
headaches and loss of her independence.

A 41-year-old man suffered loss after the defendant, a hospital, negligently delayed
diagnosis of the claimant's condition. The claimant was left with brain damage, a
personality change, memory loss and suffered severe headaches.

A 72-year-old woman at the time of injury suffered loss after the defendant hospi-
tal was allegedly negligent in monitoring her condition. The claimant subsequently
suffered a heart attack.

The claimant suffered loss after being admitted to the defendant hospital who then
failed to diagnose her condition. Upon recovery, the claimant was left with exten-
sive amnesia requiring her to have constant care. The claimant alleged successful-
ly that the defendant had breached the duty it had owed the claimant. ($1,999,830 +
$217,124 per annum for remainder of life)

A widower suffered loss after her husband died from meningitis. The defendant, a
doctor, was held negligent for failing to recognize the symptoms.

A ski centre worker suffered the loss of his leg after it was crushed in a tow machine
while working for the defendant employer. The claimant is now confined to a
wheelchair and requires the assistance of a housekeeper to cope with shopping and
cleaning.

A factory brought a successful claim of contributory negligence against the archi-
tects after it was discovered they negligently failed to use non-combustible panels
in most of the factory they refurbished. The non-combustible panels would have
stopped the building burning down completely. They are said to be seeking £17m
and £8m in interest.

A female acrobat suffered three fractures to her spine, two to her pelvis and sever-
al other breaks which left her with deformed toes and a broken wrist after falling
during a performance at the Millennium Dome, while working for the defendant
performance company. The claimant was unable to continue performing and was
left with the possibility that her condition could deteriorate and that she may not
be able to walk in the future.

A 22-year-old man suffered severe head injuries following a road traffic accident
caused by the negligent driving of defendant (2), an individual employed by defen-
dant (1), a security company. The claimant suffered head and brain injuries causing
impaired mobility, impaired speech, visual impairment, cognitive impairment and
resulting in the loss of his independence.
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A 28-year-old woman suffered brain damage as a result of alleged negligence by the
defendant, an ambulance service, in failing to respond to an emergency call within
the allotted time following the claimant's overdose. The claimant alleged the
injuries would have been less severe if the defendant had arrived promptly.

A man suffered loss following the death of his wife due to a negligent caesarean
section by the defendant, a hospital, in December 2000.

Description of Loss

A consumers association claimed that the defendant unilaterally downgraded its
broadband service to its users in 1999. The court has found this to be the case and
the defendant may now have to compensate around 20,000 users ($3,744.00 to con-
sumer association, $629.00 to each user and $1,258.00 per day).

A phone company alleges that it suffered financial loss after the defendant, a larg-
er competing mobile phone company, abused its dominant position in the market
in a bid to force the claimant out of the market.

The families of 113 victims suffered loss after the airplane they were travelling on
crashed shortly after take-off. The claimants allege the defendant, an airline opera-
tor, was negligent in failing to protect the passengers from danger.

A company that manages an internet payment system suffered financial loss after
the defendant, a telecommunications company, was held to have been involved in
uncompetitive practices including inflicting unnecessary penalties and suspending
services it supplied the claimant.

The families of 12 passangers who died or were injured when traveling as passen-
gers on an aircraft, owned and operated by the defendant travel company, crashed.

Several internet providers allege they suffered material damage to their reputation
after the defendant, a telecommunications group, launched an advertising cam-
paign alleging that the claimants' services were provided by the defendant.

A French telecommunications firm was found liable by the French Competition
Counsel of unfair competition and ordered to pay damages to the claimant, a com-
peting telecommunications firm.

The Brittany Government suffered severe environmental damage following the
dumping of oil off the coast of Brittany by the defendant, a shipping company.

The owner of a freight vessel which had released hydrocarbons into the sea caus-
ing extensive damage to an area 22 km long was found to have been liable and was
ordered to pay for the clean-up costs.

A directory services provider suffered financial loss after the defendant, a data
provider, abused its market position and overcharged the claimant for data it pro-
vided.

Two thousand shareholders allege they suffered financial loss after they bought
shares in the defendant, a telecommunications company, after the company had
overvalued its property assets during the dotcom boom.

An Inter City Express (ICE) train struck a road bridge at 11 am on June 3, 1998 killing
101 passengers and injuring several of the remaining estimated 280 passengers.The
defendant voluntarily agreed to DM 30k for each individual who died in the accident
and overall compensation is estimated at DM 50m.

United Kingdom 1/10/2001
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Country Loss Date

France 1/1/1999

France 1/1/1999

France 7/25/2000

France 1/1/2001
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Germany 1/1/1998

Germany 3/6/1998

$4,853,660

$1,932,210

Damages

$12,580,000

$584,969,000

$2,682,848,000

$2,090,305

$918,120

$118,458,860

$18,366,000

$621,900

$598,633

$64,508,910

$132,720,000

$27,303,000
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The claimant, an insolvent industrial group, alleges it suffered financial loss after
the defendant's predecessor overstated the value of companies it sold to the
claimant in 1999, including a 25% share in a shipyard.

A software company suffered loss after the defendant, a telecommunications com-
pany, failed to fulfill their contractual obligations and complete the purchase of
100,000 internet stations. The claimant announced the intended purchase of the
stations by the defendant causing the share price to increase as investors showed
greater interest in the claimant company. The defendant company only purchased
14,000 of the intended 100,000 stations causing investors to sell their shares and the
claimant's share price dropped substantially and resulted in their insolvency. The
claimant sued for damages relating to damage of goodwill. No formal settlement
has been reported. (THE CLAIM IS PENDING)

A directory services provider suffered financial loss after the defendant, a data
provider, abused its market position and overcharged the claimant for data it pro-
vided.

A Korean airline company suffered loss after damage was caused to one of its air-
craft when it ran over a manhole cover on the airfield. The defendant was held
liable for the loss.

The families of 12 airline crew who died after the aircraft they were flying in
crashed in midair with a cargo plane over southern Germany. The defendant, the
airspace operator, was held liable for the accident.

Air traffic control caused loss after they were negligent and caused a collision
between a passenger jet and a cargo airplane which resulted in the death of 71 pas-
sengers. The German Authorities also made a payment of $8.6m into the compen-
sation fund as the accident happened over their airspace. Actual award of damages
unknown.

A pier side café suffered loss after a cargo ship crashed into the premises following
technical problems. Both the pier and the café suffered extensive damage estimat-
ed at approximately  $1,800,000.

A train containing chemicals derailed causing damage to the train and environ-
mental pollution. Total cost for the damaged train, evacuation, and decontamina-
tion of the site estimated at $3.5m.

The German consortium running the toll system throughout Germany has offered
to pay for the replacement of faulty devices in their vehicles (estimated at $60m in
compensation).The defendant will pay $250 for the replacement of each device that
has been installed already (there are about 200,000 devices).

A 66-year-old man sustained severe head injuries during his employment with the
defendant company, resulting in brain damage, impaired work, and loss of depend-
ency.

A 44-year-old employee at the defendant company suffered severe head injuries
after falling from a ladder onto a concrete floor at work in June 1997. The claimant
developed a behavior illness which affected his ability to continue in his employ-
ment and was left with a fractured skull and clavicle and damage to his femoral
artery and thigh.

A 54-year-old man suffered multiple injuries after being hit by a train carriage
owned by the defendant, a train operating company.

A female former employee of the defendant, an airline company, suffered substan-
tial injuries after a metal box fell on her while working as a flight attendant. The
claimant contracted a rare condition following the incident which causes burning
pain that leaves the claimant exhausted.

Germany 1/1/1999

Germany 1/1/2000

Germany 11/10/2000

Germany 1/1/2001

Germany 1/7/2002

Germany 2/7/2002

Germany 8/3/2002

Germany 8/29/2002

Germany 1/1/2003

United Kingdom 1/12/1997

United Kingdom 6/24/1997

United Kingdom 9/19/1997

United Kingdom 1/1/1998

$202,002,300

$2,126,626

$31,159,516

$1,826,850

$3,600,000

$37,420,750

$1,764,360

$3,506,600

$73,830,000

$729,754

$718,318

$1,915,725

$655,095
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A 51-year-old man at the time of the accident was struck by a bus causing damage
to his frontal lobe resulting in poor memory, dependence on others, and inability to
continue his job as a skilled windowfitter on high-rise buildings.

A 32-year-old male engineer suffered the loss of part of his arm after it was sucked
into the engine of an aircraft. The claimant suffered post traumatic stress, depres-
sion, and severe pain.

A 42-year-old man suffered whiplash injuries following a road traffic accident with
a vehicle owned by the defendant.The claimant was left with acute pains and stress
disorder resulting in her being unable to return to work. Defendant admitted liabil-
ity on a 50:50 basis.

The claimant chartered the vessel from the defendant. During the charter there was
an explosion and the vessel was abandoned. The owners claimed an indemnity on
the basis that the two containers contained bleaching powder were in breach of an
express term of the charter relating to dangerous cargo.

The wife of a man who fell overboard during a ferry crossing is suing the defendant
ferry company alleging the defendant ran over her husband when the ferry turned
round to rescue him. The claimant alleges the defendant failed to train their staff
properly in safety drills and failed to launch a lifeboat.

A 42-year-old man suffered head injuries resulting in brain damage while in the
employment of the defendant.The claimant was left with impairments affecting his
work and was prone to bursts of anger. The claim was settled out of court.

The wife of a man who died in the Hatfield train disaster in October 2000 suffered
loss.

The wives of 4 men who died in a crash in October 2000 have issued proceedings
alleging the defendant, a railway operator, was negligent in failing to ensure tracks
were properly maintained, which allegedly caused the accident. The claimants are
reported to be seeking £5.1m in compensation for the loss of their husbands.

A man suffered loss after being entangled in a machine he was working on for more
than an hour, resulting in the amputation of his leg. The claimant has begun com-
mercial proceedings against the defendant, a shipping company, for compensation
for the injuries he has suffered.

The claimants are both the families of the passengers and the operators of a train
company who are claiming compensation after a Land Rover was driven accidental-
ly on to the tracks resulting in 10 deaths and 70 people being injured in the Selby
rail crash.

A 38-year-old man suffered paralysis after slipping on wet tiles falling into a swim-
ming pool and hitting his head.The claimant is suing the defendant, a holiday oper-
ator, for loss and damages suffered. (THE CLAIM IS PENDING)

A 39-year-old man suffered loss after being paralysed following the fracture of his
spinal cord when he struck his head on the bottom of a swimming pool while on
holiday. The claimant alleges that the defendant was negligent in failing to provide
a safe environment.

The claimants are businesses and private users of 130,000 phone lines which went
down following a fire which burnt telephone lines and caused fax, email, and bank
payments systems to stop working. The defendant, a telecommunications firm, has
confirmed that compensation will be paid according to individual contracts with
users. ($10,662.60 per line and $44,427.50 (max) per 4 or more lines).

An estimated 1,750 passengers suffered financial loss after paying for a cruise
aboard a ship owned and operated by the defendant, a cruise operator. The ship,
which was on its maiden voyage, failed to leave port for eleven days and then was
forced to return following mechanical problems.

United Kingdom 9/26/1998

United Kingdom 1/1/1999

United Kingdom 1/21/1999

United Kingdom 10/7/1999

United Kingdom 1/1/2000

United Kingdom 1/9/2000

United Kingdom 10/17/2000

United Kingdom 10/17/2000

United Kingdom 10/20/2000

United Kingdom 2/28/2001

United Kingdom 1/1/2002

United Kingdom 1/6/2002

United Kingdom 3/29/2004

United Kingdom 9/1/2004

$2,137,500

$1,468,400

$526,375

$43,952,753

$765,026

$935,533

$1,838,700

$8,144,700

$995,640

$72,500,000

$6,621,520

$6,742,510

$346,534,500

$37,464,000
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A ferry operator alleges it suffered substantial losses estimated at £2 million per day
following the closure of 3 of 4 large berths at the defendant's docks in France.

Up to 5,000 passengers suffered severe delays due to power failure when using the
defendant's train service.

Description of Loss

The claimants, three daughters, suffered the death of their father following a fatal
accident while working for the defendant, a fish factory. The man sustained head
injuries after falling from raised forks on a forklift truck which resulted in his death.
(THE CLAIM IS PENDING)

The family of a male fish plant worker suffered loss after he died following an
industrial accident while in the employment of the defendants.

United Kingdom 2/1/2005

United Kingdom 6/1/2005

Country Loss Date

United Kingdom 1/12/2001

United Kingdom 12/13/2001

$3,827,000

$914,450

Damages

$548,850

$515,490
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The information contained herein is based on sources we believe reliable, but we do not
guarantee its accuracy. It should be understood to be general risk management and
insurance information only. Marsh makes no representations or warranties, expressed or
implied, concerning the financial condition, solvency, or application of policy wordings of
insurers or reinsurers.The information contained in this publication provides only a gen-
eral overview of subjects covered, is not intended to be taken as advice regarding any
individual situation, and should not berelied upon as such. The hypothetical case studies
in this publication are for illustration purposes only and should not be relied upon as
governing your specific facts and circumstances. All policy terms, conditions, limits, and
exclusions are subject to individual underwriting review and are subject to change.
Statements concerning tax and/or legal matters should be understood to be general
observations based solely on our experience as risk consultants and insurance brokers and
should not be relied upon as tax and/or legal advice, which we are not authorized to
provide. Insureds should consult their own qualified insurance, tax and/or legal advisors
regarding specific risk management and insurance coverage issues.

Marsh is part of the family of MMC companies, including Kroll, Guy Carpenter, Putnam
Investments, Mercer Human Resource Consulting (including Mercer Health & Benefits,
Mercer HR Services, Mercer Investment Consulting, and Mercer Global Investments),  and
Mercer specialty consulting businesses (including Mercer Management Consulting, Mercer
Oliver Wyman, Mercer Delta Organizational Consulting, NERA Economic Consulting, and
Lippincott Mercer).

This document or any portion of the information it contains may not be copied or repro-
duced in any form without the permission of Marsh Inc., except that clients of any of the
companies of MMC need not obtain such permission when using this report for their
internal purposes, as long as this page is included with all such copies or reproductions.

Copyright 2006 Marsh Inc.
All rights reserved.
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For further information, please contact your 
local Marsh office or visit our web site at:

www.marsh.com

Marsh. The world’s #1 risk specialist.®
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